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Preface

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a science-based technique to assess resource
consumption and potential environmental impacts associated with a product or service throughout its whole life cycle, from extraction via manufacturing and use to
end-of-life by compiling an inventory of relevant energy, material, water and land
inputs, and releases to the environment.
Life Cycle Management (LCM) is a management concept applied in industrial
and service sectors to improve products and services while enhancing the overall
sustainability performance of business and its value chains. In this regard, Life
Cycle Management is an opportunity to differentiate through sustainability performance on the market place, working with all departments of a company such as
research and development, procurement, and marketing, and enhance the collaboration with stakeholders along a company’s value chain. LCM is used beyond shortterm business success and aims at long-term achievements minimizing environmental
and socioeconomic burden while maximizing economic and social value.
What was our reason to prepare this LCM book? We believe that Life Cycle
Management is a key concept within the life cycle community that allows operationalizing sustainability within organizations by putting life cycle thinking into
business practice. In the LCM context, Life Cycle Assessment is one important
technique among others, hence, the need for providing with this book a space for
further explaining what LCM is about and its relationship to Life Cycle Assessment.
Moreover, there is confusion with different similar terms such as product life
cycle management and application life cycle management, which are not linked to
sustainability, so that we identified a need for clarification. Finally, there is progress
in implementing LCM, and there are challenges in mainstreaming LCM in business
practice and beyond in public policy, which we felt was worth reporting on.
This volume of the LCA Compendium aims to give the reader a thorough insight
into Life Cycle Management presenting its origin, evolution, and the state of practice, including progress made, current challenges, the way forward to its operationalization in more and more organizations, and its linkage to business value creation.
v
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Preface

With this open-access book, which we were able to prepare thanks to our role as
cochairs of the LCM 2015 Conference, we target not only the scientific community
but in particular also the life cycle professionals in business and industry as well as
administration. We expect the readers to find inspiration on how to implement Life
Cycle Management in organizations throughout multiple value chains.
The book is structured in five parts:
Part I Introducing Life Cycle Management)
The first part defines what Life Cycle Management is within the realm of sustainability and what are the opportunities and challenges to implement it into business practice.
Part II Advancing the Implementation of Life Cycle Management in Business
Practice
The second part continues focusing on progress made with regard to implementation
processes of life cycle approaches and its linkage to business value creation.
Part III Life Cycle Management as Part of Sustainable Consumption and Production
Strategies and Policies
The third part broadens the scope of Life Cycle Management and presents it as part
of sustainable consumption and production discussing strategic opportunities for
policy action and related responsibilities of consumers and policy makers, among
other stakeholders, along the value chain.
Part IV Mainstreaming and Capacity Building on Life Cycle Management
The fourth part provides a series of chapters addressing the challenges of mainstreaming Life Cycle Management. It discusses opportunities to build operational capability and the potential for mainstreaming LCM in emerging
economies through capacity building, concluding on the need to enhance communication and collaboration within the global LCA community.
Part V Implementation and Case Studies of Life Cycle Management in Different
Business and Industry Sectors
Finally this book concludes by providing a few practice examples of Life Cycle
Management in different economic sectors.
All the chapters of this book have been elaborated by recognized and experienced experts in the LCM domain to provide the reader a qualified and comprehensive insight into the dynamic and increasingly relevant field of Life Cycle
Management. Each chapter functions as a self-containing unit within each part of
the book, simultaneously playing its individual role in the overall concept of this
volume of the LCA Compendium.
Our vision is a sustainable global society where Life Cycle Management
approaches are well established and fully integrated into regular decision-making
processes. We will be grateful if this book helps the reader to make a step forward
in this direction.
Bordeaux, France
Montréal, QC, Canada

Guido Sonnemann
Manuele Margni
Editors – Life Cycle Management
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Part I

Introducing Life
Cycle Management

This part defines what life cycle management is within the realm of sustainability
and what are the opportunities and challenges to implement it into business
practice.

Chapter 1

Introduction: Life Cycle Management
Gerald Rebitzer

Abstract Environmental management practices in most business organizations
from the early 1990s were characterized by their focus on internal operations, cost
savings, and compliance and risk management approaches. Such a traditional view
of sustainability management, however, is not sufficient to address current business
challenges – to create competitive advantages while contributing to sustainable
development. There is a need for a life cycle management practice that expands the
scope through including the complete value chain and that links sustainability management and performance of organizations and products to business value and value
creation. Being an extremely powerful concept and process, life cycle management
can ensure businesses deliver real-world improvements for all stakeholders. In the
long term, it can also help to transform the market by making sustainability a differentiator just as quality is today.
Keywords Business organization • Life cycle assessment • Life cycle management
• Life cycle sustainability assessment • Life cycle sustainability management •
Sustainability • Value creation

1

The Business Context

Paradigm shifts in the world of international business and economics and a shift
from a view that focuses purely on profit to one that takes a more balanced and
long-term approach to also address environmental, governance, and social factors
have been discussed for many years now. There is a growing understanding that
businesses cannot only focus on short-term profitability and internal factors such
as productivity improvements to be successful in the long run. On the other side,
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however, for many business sectors, competition is now truly global and fiercer than
ever, making it necessary to have the focus on profitable growth and to being able to
react very flexible to changing market requirements. The ancient quote “Change is
the only constant in life” (generally attributed to Heraclitus of Ephesus, a Greek
philosopher, who lived from 535 BC to 475 BC) is today more valid than ever.
How can this fast-paced business reality that inevitably aims at profitability,
short and long-term, be married with the need to balance long-term financial,
environmental, governance, and social impacts and benefits?
The traditional view in environmental management and later in sustainability
management can be characterized by:
• Concentrating on internal operations (“inside the factory walls”)
• Targeting cost savings through efficiency improvements and related reductions
in material and energy use as well as waste generation
• Assurance of compliance to regulatory and other explicitly stated requirements
(international standards, customer requests, etc.)
• Risk management, mainly to avoid liability issues and reputational damage
This perspective, which was shared by most governments and other stakeholders,
was prevalent in most business organizations from the early 1990s and well into the
new millennium and is still the standard in many organizations today. It is often
represented by organizations, where the sustainability function is a sub-function of
Environment, Health, and Safety (EHS).
It is obvious that this internally focused cost savings, compliance, and risk
management approach can only be a basis, but will never be sufficient to address the
aforementioned business challenges and align with the primary profitability goals of
any business organization in a market economy.

2

The Role of Life Cycle Management

This is where life cycle management, first discussed in the pioneering 1st
International Conference on Life Cycle Management organized by Allan Astrup
Jensen (2001), then formally introduced by David Hunkeler (Hunkeler et al. 2004)
and later extended by Matthias Finkbeiner (Finkbeiner, ed, 2011) towards life cycle
sustainability management, comes in by:
• Expanding the scope to also address upstream (supply chain) and downstream
activities (customers and their customers, and products)
• Addressing not only environmental but also social and economic aspects throughout the life cycle of products and services
• Linking sustainability management and performance of organizations and
products to business value and value creation
Expanding the scope means to include the complete value chain, both from the
product perspective (life cycle thinking), but also in the sense of value chain

1
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cooperation between organizations. With such an approach, organizational and
product performance become building blocks of the relationships with suppliers and
customers and therefore part of the dialogue and performance criteria between partners in the value chain. This way optimal solutions can be found, looking at the
complete picture, and trade-offs and inefficient activities can be avoided.
Linking sustainability to value is all about how sustainability can help to create
added value. This goes far beyond cost savings and managing risks and compliance.
It is an opportunity to leverage sustainability as an element of differentiation on the
market and driver of profitable growth. It is an opportunity to make sustainability
a key factor in research and development, operations, procurement, sales and
marketing, etc.
How can this be achieved? It is extremely challenging or even impossible to get
people excited about “doing less bad” or just being aligned with regulations and
explicit requests (which are unfortunately often only “tick the box” exercises), but
if one leverages the opportunities from an integrated value proposition that takes the
sustainability offering into account, one gets to a completely new dimension that
can move sustainability out of the “green corner” and into the business mainstream.
And this is not limited to end-producers, who sell products to consumers. It is
relevant for the complete value chain, since most of the time the contributions of
businesses in the supply chain are essential to implement sustainability for a given
end-product or service.
It is important to stress that this value proposition can relate to both direct
product performance (e.g., a product with improved environmental life cycle
performance) and management performance in the supply chain without measurable
changes in the product (such as for ethically sourced products).
Leading businesses that are successful in making life cycle management an
enabler that helps to make the day-to-day job of the aforementioned functions more
efficient and/or better are achieving an edge and are outperforming their competitors. In order to make this happen, sustainability has to be integrated into standard
business processes, very similar to the way quality or cost aspects are integrated
today (Remmen et al. 2007; UNEP/SETAC 2009).

3

Conclusions and Perspectives

In summary one can conclude that life cycle management is an extremely powerful
concept and process and can enable businesses and other organizations to make
sustainability part of “business as usual” and deliver real-world improvements
for them and their customers. Life cycle sustainability management, if developed
and implemented appropriately for a given organization, has the power to move
sustainability management from a cost of doing business to a driver of profitability
affecting all three elements of the triple bottom line.
In the long term, it is expected that life cycle management can help to transform
the market by making sustainability a differentiator just as quality is today. Only if
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sustainability is a factor of competition on the market, can market forces kick in to
drive performance. Life cycle management can be enabler to unleash these market
forces and deliver the step-change improvements, e.g., in combating climate change
impacts, that are so desperately needed for the long-term prosperity and survival
of mankind.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 2

Life Cycle Management: Implementing
Sustainability in Business Practice
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Abstract Life cycle management is a business management concept applied in
industrial and service sectors to improve products and services, while enhancing the
overall sustainability performance of the business and its value chains. Life cycle
thinking and product sustainability is operational for businesses that are ambitious
and committed to reducing their environmental and socio-economic burden while
maximizing economic and social value. In this regard, life cycle management is
used beyond short-term business success and aims at long-term achievements. The
term “life cycle management” has been confused with other uses in engineering and
manufacturing (product life cycle management) and in software development
(application life cycle management), in buildings, plants, information management
and so on. There is a need to clarify this term and its definition more than a decade
since the concept was first introduced. This chapter aims at elaborating the concept
and definitions of life cycle management as currently found in literature and as
extending it from focusing on implementation of life cycle sustainability assessment into business practice to include it as part of sustainable consumption and
production strategies and policies. Methods and tools used and the general framework for life cycle sustainability management covering environmental, social and
economic aspects in business practices are discussed in detail.
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1

Life Cycle Management and Life Cycle Sustainability
Management: A Clarification of Terms

A web search on life cycle management (LCM) results in a link to the UNEP/
SETAC Life Cycle Initiative’s website as well as the official UNEP website on life
cycle management and the publication of the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative on
Life Cycle Management: A Business Guide to Sustainability (Remmen et al. 2007),
to which the authors of this chapter as co-initiator and co-authors of the UNEP publication will refer to. Moreover, links of LCM events from the first held in
Copenhagen to the recent conferences in Gothenburg (http://lcm2013.org/) and the
upcoming event in Bordeaux (http://lcm2015.org/) are among the top ten search
results jointly with references to product life cycle management (PLCM) and information life cycle management (ILCM).
These considerations are the motivation for the authors to use Life Cycle
Management: Implementing Sustainability in Business Practice as the title for this
chapter.
Looking at some of the existing definitions of LCM that are summarized in
Table 2.1, LCM seems to be a concept with a broad variety of approaches and methodological tools. Companies apply it in a number of different ways in order to
achieve the desired outcomes, as far as it relates to their sustainability performance.
The theoretical background for LCM has been developed by a SETAC Working
Group (Hunkeler et al. 2004). Yet there is no universal definition of LCM.1
LCM is mainly a business management concept for sustainable products that can
be applied in the industrial and service sectors with the aim of improving specific
goods and services and enhancing the overall sustainability performance of the
business and its value chains in general. It makes life cycle thinking and product
sustainability operational for businesses that are ambitious and are committed to
reduce their environmental and socio-economic burden, while maximizing economic and social values. In this regard, LCM is used beyond the short-term business
success; rather it aims at taking businesses forward towards long-term achievements
and sustainable value creation. So LCM requires a holistic view and a full understanding of interdependency of businesses in order to support relevant decisions and
actions so as to improve sustainability performance that takes into account both the
environmental and social benefits and at the same time offer a number of value creation opportunities to the business.
1

Seemingly similar, but unrelated, terms include product lifecycle management (PLM), application life cycle management (ALM) for software, and data lifecycle management (DLM).
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Table 2.1 Different definitions of life cycle management (further developed based on the work by
Seuring 2004)
Reference
Linnanen
(1995)

Fava (1997)

Finkbeiner et al.
(1998)
Heiskanen
(2002)

Hunkeler et al.
(2004)

Baumann and
Tillman (2004)

Remmen et al.
(2007)
UNEP/SETAC
(2009)

Jensen (2012)

LCM definitions
Life cycle management consists of three views: (1) the management
view – integrating environmental issues into the decision making of the
company; (2) the engineering view – optimizing the environmental impact
caused by the product during its life cycle; and (3) the leadership view –
creating a new organizational culture
Life cycle management is the linkage between life cycle environmental
criteria and an organization’s strategies and plans to achieve business
benefits
A comprehensive approach towards product and origination related
environmental management tools that follow a life cycle perspective
LCA-based ideas and tools can be viewed as emerging institutional logics of
their own. While LCA makes use of many scientific models and principles,
it is more a form of accounting than an empirical, observational science.
Thus, the life cycle approach implies a kind of “social planner’s view’ on
environmental issues, rather than the minimization of a company’s direct
environmental liabilities”
Life cycle management (LCM) is an integrated framework of concepts and
techniques to address environmental, economic, technological and social
aspects of products, services and organizations. LCM, as any other
management pattern, is applied on a voluntary basis and can be adapted to
the specific needs and characteristics of individual organizations
LCM is “the managerial practices and organizational arrangements that
apply life cycle thinking. This means that environmental concerns and work
are coordinated in the whole life cycle instead of being independent
concerns in each company”
LCM is a product management system aiming to minimize environmental
and socioeconomic burdens associated with an organization’s product or
product portfolio during its entire life cycle and value chain
“… a business management approach that can be used by all types of
businesses (and other organizations) to improve their products and thus the
sustainability performance of the companies and associated value chains”
“It can be used to target, organize, analyze and manage product-related
information and activities towards continuous improvement along the life
cycle”
“… a systematic integration of life cycle thinking in modern business
practice with the aim to provide the societies with more sustainable goods
and services and to manage the total lifecycle’s of an organizations product
portfolio towards more sustainable production and consumption”

The definitions of LCM are thus wide and its concept needs further development,
to which this book aims to contribute with theoretical and practical contributions, in
particular from industries and businesses. New aspects include, for instance, activities on mainstreaming and capacity building as well as the use of LCM in the
context of emerging economies, SMEs and regional development. The focus on
the earlier definitions of LCM was mainly linked to the management view of only the
environmental aspect of a product or a company – environmental LCM (Fava 1997;
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Finkbeiner et al. 1998; Linnanen 1995). However, recent definitions of LCM cover
environmental, social and economic issues (Hunkeler et al. 2004; Remmen et al.
2007) along a product life cycle, which is in line with recent developments in the
area of life cycle assessment (LCA) that further expand the context of LCA to
include social and economic elements under the life cycle sustainability assessment
(LCSA) framework (Finkbeiner et al. 2010; Klöpffer 2008; UNEP 2011) to cover,
for instance, new challenges related to the criticality of materials (Sonnemann
et al. 2015). Hence, the implementation of LCSA into real world decision-making
processes both at product, process or individual organizational level is to be ensured
through the application of a broader LCM concept that aims at maximizing the triple
bottom line. Finkbeiner (2011) referred to it as life cycle sustainability management
(LCSM) for the first time.

2

Life Cycle Management: Concepts and Definition

As indicated in the Business Guide to Sustainability by Life Cycle Management
(Remmen et al. 2007), which itself is based on Remmen and Münster’s (2003)
report to the Danish Ministry of Environment and the pioneering SETAC publication on Life Cycle Management by Hunkeler et al. (2004), LCM has been developed
on the basis of fundamental concepts related to sustainable development, which are
the triple bottom line and life cycle thinking. The most popular definition of sustainable development is the one from the United National World Commission on
Environment and Development “Development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”
(Brundtland Commission 1987). This definition is based on two key concepts
“needs” (the essential needs of the world’s poor, to which overriding priority should
be given) and “limitations” (the restriction imposed by technologies and socio-economic factors on the ability of the environment to meet the needs of present and
future generation).
The triple bottom line (3BL) is a framework that integrates the “three dimensions
of sustainability: economic, environmental and social” (Fig. 2.1) (Remmen et al.
2007). They are also called the three Ps: people, planet and profit. Businesses
traditionally used to account only the economic aspect of their “bottom line” through
profit they gain or lose. However, the modern accounting broadens the definition of
bottom line to a full cost accounting by including the environmental cost on ecosystem service and a cost on the society. The consideration of 3BL in the conceptualization of LCM allows companies to broaden their focus from only economic
aspects to the environmental and social dimensions.
The goal of life cycle thinking is to avoid burden shifting by assessing a product’s
use of natural resources and its impact on the environment, the economy and society
throughout its entire life cycle. The life cycle of a given product involves a number
of stages from the extraction of raw materials through processing, manufacturing,
distribution, use, recycling, reuse or final disposal (Fig. 2.2). Life cycle thinking
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Fig. 2.1 The three dimensions of sustainability

Return to the
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Fig. 2.2 The life cycle of products and services

enables to consider the environmental, social and economic impacts associated with
the production or consumption of the product by taking into account all the stages of
the product life cycle. It provides a means of ensuring that improvements in one stage
are not creating a greater cumulative impact by simply shifting the burden to another
stage of the life cycle. Therefore, it also allows companies to see the influence of their
choices with regard to sustainability and help them take decisions, so trade-offs can
be balanced positively to impact the economy, the environment and society.
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In this context, LCA as an ISO standardized analysis is just one decision-making
tool used to assess and identify the environmental aspects and potential environmental impacts of a product over its life cycle (ISO 2006a, b). Life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) is the combination of LCA, life cycle costing (LCC) and
social life cycle assessment (SLCA) to assess the three dimensions of sustainability
for products (Finkbeiner et al. 2010; Klöpffer 2008; UNEP 2011). In addition,
also other tools such as material flow analysis (MFA), input–output analysis2 and
environmental risk assessment (ERA) are used by organizations to address their
sustainability challenges.
LCM allows organizations to put life cycle thinking into modern business
practice by using these tools. However, LCM is also about the systematic integration
of product sustainability in company strategy and planning, product design
and development, purchasing decisions and communication programs (Remmen
et al. 2007).
A particular aspect of LCM is the question of who has which responsibilities in
the product life cycle with regard to sustainability and who can do what under which
circumstances. Evidently a retailer like Wal-Mart has more power to initiate change
within the supply chain than for instance a supplier of automotive parts. Furthermore,
the existence of sector wide collaborations like the Global e-Sustainability Initiative
(GeSI) shows that there is space for joint work of companies of one sectors to
address supply chain challenges, which in the case of GeSI have been addressed for
instance by E-TASC (Electronics – Tool for Accountable Supply Chains), which a
web-based tool utilized by companies to manage their own factories, communicate
with their customers and assess their suppliers on corporate responsibility risks.
A related facet of life cycle (sustainability) management is how it is embedded in
sustainable consumption and production (SCP) policies. SCP is understood as the
“The use of services and related products, which respond to basic needs and bring a
better quality of life while minimizing the use of natural resources and toxic materials as well as the emissions of waste and pollutants over the life cycle of the service
or product so as not to jeopardize the needs of future generations” (Norwegian
Ministry of the Environment 1994). It means that SCP is a holistic approach that has
at its core a life cycle perspective, which is the attitude of becoming mindful of how
everyday life has an impact on the environment and society.
According to UNEP (2012), SCP focuses on the sustainable and efficient management of resources at all stages of value chains of goods and services encourages
the development of processes that use fewer resources and generate less waste,
including hazardous substances, while yielding environmental benefits and frequently productivity and economic gains. Such improvements can also increase the
competitiveness of enterprises, turning solutions for sustainability challenge into
business, employment and export opportunities. SCP also encourages capturing and
reusing or recycling valuable resources, thereby turning waste streams into value
2

See “LCA Compendium”, volume “Special Types of Life Cycle Assessment” (editor: Matthias
Finkbeiner), chapter 6 “Input–output and Hybrid LCA” by Shinichiro Nakamura and Keisuke
Nansai.
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Fig. 2.3 SCP policies along the product life cycle (UNEP 2012)

streams. The fundamental objective of SCP is to decouple socio-economic development from environmental degradation.
SCP policies cover all the areas highlighted in Fig. 2.3. A core element linked to
SCP is resource efficiency that is about ensuring that natural resources are efficiently produced and processed, and consumed in a more sustainable way, as well
as about reducing the environmental impact from the consumption and production
of products over their full life cycles. By producing more wellbeing with less material consumption, resource efficiency enhances the means to meet human needs
while respecting the ecological carrying capacity of the earth.
That means SCP is based on a life cycle approach but the link to how it is put into
business practice using multiple tools mentioned above is not addressed in the same
way as in LCM. Therefore, the question on how tools like LCA are actually used in
public policy making and hence might influence business operations has been covered under the heading of LCM in the past. Overall there seem to be high expectations of the future use of LCA in SCP policy areas such as sustainable public
procurement and eco-design directives as well as consumer information. However,
there are still certain challenges to overcome such as the lack of good quality and
available data, the lack of valid and internationally recognized calculation principle,
more capacity building and resources.
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Systems and Tools for Life Cycle Management

Being an integrated management framework of concepts, techniques and procedures,
LCM connects different operational concepts, policies, systems, methods, tools and
data that incorporate environmental, economic and social aspects and looks how they
are interconnected and how to best address these throughout the product or process
life cycle. As indicated in the previous section, a wide range of methods, tools and
concepts can be used in LCM. Analytical tools are life cycle assessment (LCA), life
cycle costing (LCC), social life cycle assessment (SLCA), organizational LCA
(OLCA), hotspot analysis, different forms of footprinting such as water footprint and
carbon footprint, cost benefit analysis (CBA), material flow analysis (MFA), substance
flow analysis (SFA), input–output analysis (IOA), environmental risk assessment
(ERA), etc. Procedural tools include auditing, checklists, eco-design, eco-labeling, etc.
and supportive tools such as weighting, e.g. by Delphi expert panels, uncertainty analysis, sensitivity analysis, etc. could be applied. LCM also includes design concepts such
as design for the environment, design for sustainability, design for recycling etc. It also
refers to policies and strategies such as circular economy, sustainable consumption and
production, integrated product policy (IPP), resource efficiency, eco-efficiency, dematerialization, industrial ecology, etc. as well as organizational systems or programs
such as extended product responsibility (EPR), product development process (PDP),
certification, environmental communication, value chain management, etc. All these
analytical and procedural tools as well as policies, strategies and systems/programs are
part of LCM (Nilsson-Lindén et al. 2014; Remmen et al. 2007; Sonnemann and
Leeuw 2006). The initial ideas for this integrated approach of using multiple tools and
methods stem from the ChainNet project (Wrisberg and Udo de Haes 2002).
The choice of policies, strategies, systems, programs and different types of tools
represented in Fig. 2.4 mainly depends on the principal goals and the level of ambition of each company. Companies use LCM to support their goals of providing
products that are as sustainable as possible. Companies need to go beyond their
organizational boundaries and be willing to expand their scope of collaboration
through external communications to all stakeholders of their value chain as it makes
them more visible, may improve their public image, improve their relations with
stakeholders and may increase their market penetration through mapping their product chains and develop criteria for product enhancement and value creation. Life
cycle information may be included in:
• Communication to shareholders and stakeholders in general by, for example,
green accounting and annual environmental or sustainability reports
• Communication with customers through such items as life cycle based environmental product declarations, LCA data, product environmental performance
indicators or product profiles
• Communication with public authorities via product information schemes and
green public procurement guidelines
• Communication with the public, consumers (including professional purchasers
in businesses) and retailers using product brochures and various eco-labeling
systems and information campaigns

Fig. 2.4 Choice of policies, strategies, systems, programs and different types of tools within the life cycle management context (Based on Remmen et al. 2007)
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• Communication with suppliers, including SMEs, using company codes or
manuals of conduct, audit or supplier evaluation systems
Larger companies often combine supplier communication with offering training
exercises.

4

Organizational Challenges

LCM can be applied in all organizations from a very small-scale local vendor to
large and multinational companies. However, the application procedure and its
organization may vary in each company. This is mainly due the fact that the relevance of different aspects of sustainability varies from company to company, and it
depends on factors such as the type of product system involved in the company,
specific social and environmental issues they would like to address, their geographic
scope and supply chain complexity and so on. As a life cycle approach, LCM is a
dynamic process in which companies may begin applying it with specific goals and
objectives depending on the resource they have. They may begin with using LCA
as a tool to evaluate their environmental performance of a single product and find
an alternative solution to reduce the environmental burden from this product.
Through time they can adjust their goal and move forward step-by-step from one
project to a more advanced and sophisticated life cycle management practice,
with a process in place for multiple products, which require advanced tools and
data-intensive programs. Another point of departure for a company could be to
benchmark their products or services against ecolabel criteria to determine relevant
aspects to consider in a life cycle perspective and to find inspiration for improvements. This, of course, requires that ecolabel criteria exist for the products or
services in question.
One of the critical reasons for companies to be engaged with LCM practices is
their pursuit for continuous improvements, covering economic, environmental and
social aspects. Nowadays, companies are influenced by external and internal factors so that they envisage such improvements and develop strategic policies, apply
a number of tools and establish programs that integrate LCM into the core operations of their business. Business strategy, market opportunities and requirements
from the finance sector, as well as national legislations, trade block related regulations and international agreements are the key drivers behind the implementation
of LCM. Evidently, companies have to apply it based upon high-level management
decisions, only then LCM becomes an integral part of the organizations’ policies
and strategies in the short term and long term. However, it can also be implemented with a pioneer in one of the multiple departments of an organization.
Successful implementation of LCM demands continuous support from top level
management such as:
• Providing the required resources for the sustainability initiative including time
and educational resources
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• Participating actively in setting up the strategic sustainability goals of the
organization
• Communicating explicitly throughout the organization regarding the
sustainability aims in an effective and clear manner
• Involving actively the employees with regard to ideas and suggestions for the use
of life cycle approaches
However, in order for LCM to be accepted and get continuous support from top
level management, it needs to highlight the economic benefits the company can
profit from its implementation in addition to the social and environmental performance improvements.
A successful implementation of LCM also needs full participation by a range of
employees in order to ensure that the initiative will be deeply rooted in the organization and that the focus will be on concrete improvements to a product’s sustainability profile, rather than mere talk and data collection. Furthermore, broad participation
ensures that the LCM program does not ‘die’ if a key employee involved leaves the
organization.
Leading companies will undertake initiatives to increase market share and
enhance the potential for product innovation. A business striving for increased
resource efficiency may see a strategy for product sustainability as an opportunity
to reduce costs. In more conservatively operating companies, intrinsic factors will
include reduced penalties and risks since taking a life cycle approach can help identify important opportunities and risks. Other organizations may seek to gain competitive advantage through innovation, brand value enhancement and strategic
positioning in the market.
In the case of product design and development processes, for example, design
decisions take place within the broader corporate management structure. An integrated management system – covering quality, environment and health & safety –
with policies, goals, performance measures and a strategic plan that supports
continuous improvements will be a driver for integration of sustainability performance metrics and measures. In this context, life cycle (sustainability) management
offers a framework that allows management to organize and align the various
applied concepts and tools in such a way as to exploit the synergies and interrelations between them.
Another key factor for the success of LCM practices in an organization is the
involvement of all departments. Such an initiative could impact all functions and
departments of a company. For instance, an implementation of a new design idea may
need the support from procurement and marketing departments. Any decision that
changes the material composition of a product not only affects its quality, price and
environmental profile but also raises questions regarding procurement of new material, potential new markets, consequences to the production process, new logistical
demands, etc. Therefore, communication and sharing ideas within and across
departments in an organization is key to LCM. Communication and interaction helps
generate a range of news ideas and helps push ideas into realization. It is important to
recognize also the environmental and social initiatives, which already exist in various
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Fig. 2.5 All functions play an important role in life cycle management. The figure shows examples of how different departments in an organization can contribute to an LCM program (Remmen
et al. 2007)

departments. Involving all departments means learning from what has done before. A
life cycle perspective requires that all departments or functions work together, including product development, purchasing, production, logistics as well as marketing. All
functions (illustrated in the following as departments) must therefore participate with
ideas for initiatives and solutions, based on their particular expertise.
Figure 2.5 illustrates how different departments in a company can contribute to
the establishment and running of LCM initiatives. In most cases, large, multinational companies have environmental, social responsibility and sustainability
departments that could coordinate the implementation of LCM. These departments
are typically responsible for reporting developments within environmental and sustainable policy and they can provide valuable inputs through training of employees
in the other departments. However, it is crucial that the whole company is motivated
and ‘speaks the same language’.
However, most small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) do not usually have
such departments. Therefore, the coordination of LCM activities could also be managed by forming a cross-organizational or cross-functional team with a representative from each relevant function, where a motivated employee (the pioneer) can act
as coordinator and at the same time make sure that everybody has the necessary
tools and materials to inspire and carry out the activities. The relevance for putting
LCM into business practice of each department is summarized in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Departments in an organization and their relevance for life cycle management in
practice (Based on the work from Remmen et al. 2007)
Department
Production and
Distribution

Product
Development
and Design

Economy and
Finance

Purchase

Sales and
Marketing

Stakeholder
Relations

Main activities
• Assess the environmental and social impacts associated with
production processes and thus suggest an alternative solution to
reducing resource consumption and the related impacts
• Provide a novel ideas and data for product and process improvements
• Identify and suggest a solution to reduce the impacts associated with
the energy consumption connected to the transportations of raw
materials, intermediate and finished products
• Move environmental and social considerations higher up on the
design criteria list
• Develop a new product with the starting point of social, ethical and
environmental considerations– for example a new clothes collection
based on organic cotton and fair trade
• Make the existing product more sustainable, for example by replacing
an environmentally harmful substance with a less harmful substance
• Shift from producing a product to supplying a service – the sale of
answering machines shifts to an electronic answering service
delivered by the phone company
• Assess the environmental and socioeconomic aspects of a product
from two different angles based on a definition of the product system:
• A product life cycle perspective with assessment of the
environmental and socio-economic impacts of a product system
with tools such as Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) or Life Cycle
Costing (LCC)
• A stakeholder perspective with assessment of impacts based on the
stakeholders’ view such as legal requirements, market demands,
and competitors’ products. Quality Function Deployment (QFD),
interviews, etc. are commonly applied tools
• Provide a good financial performance to allow the company to see its
impact on driving the company towards sustainability and LCSM
• Assess the life cycle avoided costs due to the implementation of
LCSM project, for example, by tracking both the annual cost
reduction and commutative savings from prior years
• Play an important role in selecting the optimal raw materials,
semi-products and products for production, by applying some tools
that integrate environmental and social considerations together with
other factors such as price, quality, and functionality
• Encourage environmental considerations at their suppliers via
questions and demands an overview of the supplier’s environmental
and social initiatives as well as policies; documentation of the impacts
from the previous life-cycle stages; overview of working conditions at
suppliers and sub-suppliers; and/or specific environmental and social
data regarding raw materials, secondary materials, etc.
• Ensure a good flow of information to and from the customers such as
consumer behavior and preferences, product’s eco-friendly use and
disposal, etc.
• Promote the eco-friendly product e.g. by the use of ecolabels
• Identify and engage stakeholders (employees, suppliers, customers,
etc.) so as to anticipate their opinions on the business, products and
services and to identify what really matters to them
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Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter, the authors propose to consider the term life cycle sustainability
management to clearly differentiate the term from other disciplines using also the
term life cycle management. The current literature is summarized, in particular
Remmen et al. (2007) and Finkbeiner (2011) on Life Cycle Management and Life
Cycle Sustainability Management, focusing on putting life cycle thinking into business practice using relevant tools, including life cycle sustainability assessment
(LCSA) to cover the three dimensions of sustainable development. The authors
show that different companies have different ways of engaging their departments in
LCM practices; they also use different tools and set different priorities.
A particular effort is made to explain life cycle (sustainability) management as
part of sustainable consumption and production (SCP) strategies and policies.
Strategies to change consumption and production patterns need to take into account
the varying responsibilities of different actors in the value chain, including the consumers. Overall, there seem to be high expectations of the future use of LCA in SCP
policy areas such as sustainable public procurement and eco-design directives as
well as consumer information.
With regard to the future, management science will increasingly be brought into
the topic of LCM, as shown for instance through recent work done by, inter alia,
Nilsson-Lindén et al. (2014), and that there is an important need for capacity building and a great potential for mainstreaming. With regard to capability development
using the LCM Capability Maturity Model (UNEP/SETAC 2013) is a good way to
help companies to catch up with leading ones in the area of LCM. The next steps in
companies are to move from projects to processes to establish the LCM team as a
business partner for the long term. For mainstreaming to happen, professional communication targeting the opinion leaders and collaboration among life cycle experts
and networks around the world are important elements for sustainable value
creation.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 3

Life Cycle Management as a Way
to Operationalize Sustainability Within
Organizations
Sarra Harbi, Manuele Margni, Yves Loerincik, and Jon Dettling

Abstract This chapter proposes a value creation framework to operationalize
sustainability within organizations through an improved link between life cycle
management tools and business drivers for value creation. Internal and external
stakeholders’ need to be first identified and accounted for, and value creation must
be clearly identified in order to be acknowledged and communicated. The question
“what do we want to achieve?” needs to be answered before thinking how to best
achieve the identified business value. We propose to apply “reverse-engineering” to
define the value creation path and identify the departments and collaborators to be
involved at different level of the organization. LCM offers an essential and flexible
integrated management framework of concepts, techniques and procedures to think
how to best operationalize sustainable actions to achieve the identified business
value. The sustainability action involves a team that should include, at least a sponsor or a pilot from the department that is expecting final value creation (Human
Resources – HR for employee engagement, marketing for product positioning, etc.)
and a representative from each department involved in the value creation path. Each
of them will need an LCM tool adapted to their need and specific objectives. Last
but not least, one needs measurable indicators on global goals that are to be monitored by the overall project sponsor, through KPI (key performance indicators) and
follow-up.
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1

Introduction

The role sustainability plays differs from one organization to another. This is also
true across different functions within the same company. Indeed, an organization is
not homogeneous, and the needs of departments such as operations, marketing,
product development, sales and other stakeholders within the company are often
very different. They are also very different in how they are impacted by the risks and
opportunities posed by the sustainability topic. A one-fit-for-all solution to make
sustainability operational within an organization is therefore not feasible, but rather
the right approach needs to be tailored to the unique context, resources and constraints of the company or department in question.
Many companies have started their journey towards sustainability in response to
stakeholder or customer requests, or sometimes through a strong personal commitment of key individuals. However, today’s corporations are inherently profit-driven
by the necessity of competition and so, to be integrated into the company and
become part of the company’s DNA and strategy, sustainability needs to create
value for the corporation itself (Bonini and Schwartz 2014). If not connected to the
business it can easily be disregarded in challenging economic conditions. In addition, today’s corporations conduct their core business with great efficiency and
alignment of sustainability with these core operations ensures a rapid and effective
trajectory for achieving outcomes in comparison to treating sustainability work as a
form of philanthropy.
Systematic integration of sustainability into strategic initiatives is key to achievement of meaningful sustainability related goals, since the long-term changes
required are likely to be drastic departures from today’s status quo and the path to
achieving them is often as-yet unclear and quickly evolving. A strategic focus on
sustainability allows appropriate actions to be taken at the right moment, as the
context of the sustainability discussion plays out over the long term. Life cycle
thinking is a key to achieving this strategic alignment by allowing companies to
understand their position within the broad context of sustainability. Today’s leaders
in the sustainability space are continually finding creative ways to adapt life cycle
thinking to the whole organization as well as its products and services, thus leading
to a better understanding of consumer preferences, stakeholder pressure, existing
regulation and future trends.
Life cycle management (LCM) is “a flexible integrated management framework
of concepts, techniques and procedures incorporating environmental, economic,
and social aspects of products, processes and organizations” (UNEP 2006, UNEP/
SETAC 2009) to achieve the integration of sustainable development into the
company, along the whole value chain (O’Rourke 2014).
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Value Creation and Life Cycle Management

Value creation and differentiation are keys for companies. Today, the strong
correlation between good financial performance and sustainability is widely
accepted and recognized (DB Climate Change Advisors 2012). It is clear that businesses strategy that includes sustainability programs contribute to strong corporate
performances.
A growing number of examples show that sustainability initiatives are a great
catalyst to creating profit as well as new business opportunities. How to link sustainability to business value is, however, still poorly understood by a large majority of
companies (Accenture and United Nations Global Compact 2013).
Companies seeking to pursue the sustainability path need to ensure that they do
so while creating value for the company itself and along its value chain. Sustainability
for the sake of sustainability is well-meaning, but likely to be ineffective. Without
expressing the value creation of sustainability, companies will remain in “pilot projects” or small-scale sustainability projects, only able to engage and motivate those
internal sponsors and team members that “buy-in” to the sustainability mission as a
matter of personal conviction and unable to find the right strategies to leverage to
core power of the business. Identifying the business value created by sustainability
and the way to get there is thus essential. The value has to be perceived along the
whole value chain, i.e. managers and collaborators at different levels of the company as well as external stakeholders whose expectations and potential influence
must be identified and accounted for. Finally, this value creation must be measurable and measured in order to be acknowledged and communicated.
A key step each company should consider before embarking on the path of sustainability is answering the question “What is the value this strategy will generate
for our organization?” Recognizing that each company’s path to capturing value
from sustainability will be unique, Bonini and colleagues (2011, 2014) proposed a
framework that can serve as a universal starting point to understand the relationship
between sustainable initiatives and value creation. It captures value in three key
areas:
• Risk management linked to sustainability – encompass risks due to operational
disruptions such as, for example, resource scarcity, extreme events from climate
change; risk due to reduced reputation from relationship issues with stakeholders along the value chain; and regulatory risk from current restrictions and regulations to come.
• Return on capital – by onsite operational efficiency through improved resource
management, e.g. energy efficiency, water reuse and byproduct valorization; by
developing sustainable value chains expanding improved resource management
efficiency through the supply chain or downstream extending producer responsibility; by increasing employee motivation through internal involvement and
identification to company and its values; and by green sales and marketing seeking increased revenue from sustainability attributes.
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• Growth – by innovation and the development of new sustainability driven
product/service development; by developing strategies opening the door on new
markets; and by regularly revisiting the composition of business portfolios to
determine trends and potential risks and improve appeal for investors, as well as
by competing better with existing products/services, as customers and consumers place increasing emphasis on sustainability in their purchasing decisions.
It is very important to remember that sustainability in itself is not necessarily
generating value for an organization, unless it becomes aligned with the company’s
core business strategy.

2.1

Defining the Strategy of Sustainable Value Creation

The first step when defining a sustainable strategy is to define the expected outcomes. The first and most important question to be answered is about the expected
business value from implementation of the sustainability action plan. In order to
answer this question, one should:
(a) Align with the company strategy: Is the priority of the company to grow and to
develop? To increase its margin? How is this going to be achieved? Sustainability
should be used to support the company’s strategic priorities.
(b) Assess stakeholders expectations: What stakeholders have an interest in sustainability and are to be involved? What is their influence on the company and its
value-chain? On what type of value can they act? For example, clients will
influence sales, key opinion leaders will influence brand reputation and suppliers of strategic materials can influence the level of risk.
(c) Perform a risk assessment: A sustainability strategy can be key to support the
risk management plan of a company.
A meaningful strategy to unlock sustainability within an organization remains
the key to link each initiative to one of the key areas of value creation. We can think
at the life cycle management toolbox being at the opposite end of the value creation
path within a company. Often an appropriate LCM tool (or a combination of them)
is first identified, and then implemented by a business unit that is expected to generate tangible or intangible business benefits. Proceeding in such a sequence, however, is risky. Organizations might realize that generated business benefits are not
aligned with company’s value drivers like two ends of a tunnel being drilled from
both sides that fails to meet in the middle due to poor planning.
There are potentially many good reasons to launch an ecodesign project:
• Starting from consumers expectations and perspective, developing a new packaging that is differentiated by its lower impact on the environment. But the first
questions to tackle are: What does sustainability mean for the consumers? How
do they perceive it? How will they react to a new packaging?
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• Generating new ideas thanks to the motivation of the team to work on
sustainability. It is however important to understand the expectations of the team:
How do they perceive sustainability? What would they like to learn during the
process? How is their work valued?
• Limiting risks by choosing appropriate materials. Which material price will be
less influenced by the future price of energy? Which materials have an availability that is ensured for the coming 20 years?
The following example shows that one first needs to define the value to be created with sustainability, before launching a sustainability action.

2.1.1

The Liberté Case Study

Liberté, a dairy company based in Québec implemented in 2008 an ecodesign strategy, working on various products, but in particular on a drinkable organic yogurtbased beverage that was to be sold in a cardboard packaging. Liberté discovered
through a life cycle assessment that this new packaging had a significantly lower
impact on the environment than the plastic bottle traditionally found on the
market.
The product, launched in 2008, was positioned as an ecodesigned product
(organic milk and packaging optimized with a life cycle assessment). Unfortunately,
the launch of the product was not the commercial success that the company’s management had anticipated. Several reasons can be identified:
• In some cases, retailers and consumers were negatively surprised by the packaging design that was different than the industry norms for such a product. This is
even though the product was sold among the organic products, where buyers are
relatively well informed on sustainability issues.
• The Producteurs de lait du Québec (Milk Producers of Liberté) were subsidizing
single portion dairy products with an additional premium for drinkable products
packaged in a resealable plastic bottles favouring “on-the-go” consumption.
• Consumers (especially young children) were not used to the new packaging and
had some difficulty opening them.
The learnings for Liberté were the following. They were able to determine
hotspots linked to the environmental impacts of their product and were capable to
mobilize the necessary resources and collaborate with suppliers to address them.
However, although meeting the objective of a more sustainable packaging, the
company failed to understand consumer’s perceptions and needs. A better link
between R&D and marketing needs to be established to test market perceptions in
respect to these new products. This is especially true where such products counteract existing market trends, and in such cases, it is necessary to understand the likely
consumer acceptance and whether consumer education or other actions need to be
focussed on.
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Sustainability Value Creation Framework

In order to minimize such implementation “failures”, the authors propose a
sustainability value creation framework that builds on life cycle management, but
ensures at the same time connectivity between the selected LCM tools and the value
drivers of the company (Fig. 3.1).
The framework describes the links between life cycle management tools and
value creation through different steps: toolbox, business implementation, business
benefits, value drivers and business value. One proceeds from left to right by asking
the question “for what purpose”, or “what do we want to achieve”. From right to
left, one can ask the question “how?” The value creation framework has to be
defined for each company, and in many cases, the path toward value creation might
be longer and more sophisticated than what is presented in Fig. 3.1.
Although one can easily start from anywhere within the framework, addressing
the two questions and clarifying the chain is the starting point to ensure the linkage
between sustainability actions and business value creation for the company. In
Sect. 3, several of these paths to sustainable value creation are illustrated and
discussed.

Fig. 3.1 Sustainability value creation framework linking life cycle management tools with business value creation of an organization
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Paths to Operationalize Sustainability Through Life Cycle
Management in a Company: Illustrated Applications

3.1

Sustainability as a Motivation Generator

3.1.1

What Leading Companies Are Saying About Sustainability
Value Creation Through Employees Engagement?

Employees are increasingly considered as a key stakeholder group in driving
companies to take action on sustainability issues (Accenture and United Nations
Global Compact 2013). For example. Beiersdorf ’s Sustainability report clearly
illustrates this pathway of value creation for companies: Nowadays, employees
express a strong interest in sustainability issues. They want to work for a company
that shares their values and actively engages them in its sustainability commitment.
This is becoming an ever more important requirement to attract, retain and motivate
employees. We firmly believe that we can only increase our sustainability commitment with the support of our employees. In order for our sustainability strategy to
be effective and achieve its targets, our employees need to understand what sustainability means to them in private and in business terms and how they can actively
contribute. This in turn leads to increased motivation and enhanced performance,
which benefits our business. (Beiersdorf 2013).
Starbucks is also a leading example illustrating the integration of employees,
called “partners” by Starbucks, as key stakeholders for the company and its value:
The management of Starbucks considers that one of the major reasons for Starbucks
success is the “partners” and the relationship they form each day with the customers, and not the coffee itself. Starbucks thus invests a lot in its employees through
equal treatment, a strong internal communication and feedbacks politic as well as
social measures. This creates an interactive structure with “partners” in the center
that makes the employees commit and identify themselves with the company.
Starbucks sells the concept of the brand to their employees first, making them part
of the story and ensuring their personal investment in the company’s development,
as they believe in the company and contribute to its success out of self-interest.
(Starbucks, Global responsibility report 2013). “We built the Starbucks brand first
with our people, not with consumers. Because we believed the best way to meet and
exceed the expectations of our customers was to hire and train great people, we
invested in employees.” (Starbucks 2013).
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3.2

Sustainable Supply Chain to Reduce Risks

3.2.1

What Leading Companies Are Saying About Sustainability
Value Creation Through Risk Avoidance?

Nestlé Example
Better management of risks that arise from sustainability issues begins with detecting key
risks of operational disruptions from climate change, resource scarcity, or community
issues (such as boycotts or delays in getting permits for manufacturing) (Carbon Disclosure
Project 2013). Faced with potential supply constraints, Nestlé, for example, launched a plan
in 2009 that coordinates activities to promote sustainable cocoa: producing 12 million
stronger and more productive plants over the next ten years, teaching local farmers efficient
and sustainable methods, purchasing beans from farms that use sustainable practices, and
working with organizations to help tackle issues like child labor and poor access to health
care and education. (Bonini and Schwartz 2014)

Michelin Example
Around 40% of a truck tire by weight is natural rubber and tire manufacturing uses 70% of
the world’s output of natural rubber, whose exceptional physical properties make it irreplaceable for truck, aircraft, agricultural and earthmover tires. (Michelin 2010)

Demand is constantly rising and therefore developing and maintaining rubber
tree farms is a major priority for Michelin, which uses nearly 10 % of the world’s
natural rubber output.
Michelin recognized the risk represented by the raw materials, energy and nonrenewable resources required for its products and production, as these resources,
like oil or natural rubber, are becoming scarcer and more expensive. “In 2010, raw
material costs represented 27 % of Michelin’s net sales. Optimizing their use is
essential if these resources are to be conserved over the long term and if tires are to
remain affordably priced.” (Michelin 2010).
Michelin is therefore working on engineering lighter tires that require less raw
material and improve energy efficiency by optimizing the rolling resistance.
Besides this strategy, the tire maker is also investigating alternative solutions to
limit the pressure on primary resource supply through regrooving and retreading.
Michelin is applying the life cycle assessment approach to ensure that such alternatives will not create value for Michelin while shifting environmental burdens
elsewhere.
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Sustainability to Increase Brand Perception

3.3.1

What Leading Companies Are Saying About Sustainability
Value Creation Through Brand Perception and Positioning
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Natura Example
Natura Cosmeticos has long been considered a leader in sustainability, known for materials
and marketing innovations that aim to reflect its tagline of “well being/being well.” (Natura
2013). The Brazilian cosmetics maker has been recognized by organizations such as
Corporate Knights, the U.N. Environmental Program, SustainAbility and the Boston
Consulting Group. (Greenbiz 2014)

A corporate brand is not about product, but about how stakeholders view the
organization and particularly its culture and value. Life cycle management helps
managing expectation of stakeholders along the value chain. Which stakeholders
need to be targeted in priority is a strategic decision of the company. For example, a
positive brand perception helps increase customer loyalty or employee retention.
Many prospective employees evaluate environmental policies as a measure of corporate value, but also sustainability programs within companies can have a significant impact on retention (The Guardian 2013).

4

Conclusions and Outlook

Through this chapter the authors made clear that sustainability, to be unlocked
within an organization, needs to be embedded in company’s strategy and have a
clear link to business value creation. One need to answer first the question “what do
we want to achieve” before thinking at “how” to implement a given action. From
right to left, one can ask the question “how?” Life cycle management offers an
holistic think-thank to identify opportunities for value creation along the entire
value chain, and it provides flexible toolbox that can serve implementing sustainable actions within different departments involving different hierarchical levels. In
this context, sustainability managers play an important role. They are a key actor for
connecting different stakeholders vertically and transversely within the company,
but also outside and linking sustainability actions into business drivers for value
creation. Our experience has shown that a few key recommendations can increase
the chances of success of a sustainability action in organizations. We summarize
below a few key characteristics that have been proven to play a key role in operationalizing sustainability through life cycle management.
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Identify a clear value creation goal: never implement a sustainability action without
first identifying the value creation goals the given initiative will contribute to
achieve. The answer might be growth, enhanced reputation, improved risk management, or anything else, that is connected to value drivers generating business
value within the organization. So, before thinking about implementing any
LCM-based tools, first answer the questions “for what purpose?”, or “what do
we want to achieve?” and map a pathway that carries these actions all the way
through to value creation for the organization.
Think how you can best achieve the identified business value by reverse-engineering
the path to value creation. This should include links to value drivers, business
benefits, implementation strategies, and ultimately to identifying the appropriate
life cycle management tools to support a given sustainability initiative. One has
also to keep in mind that an organization is not homogeneous and needs are different depending on the department and place in the organizational hierarchy.
The right team to reach the objective: sustainability actions are transversal to different departments, which is one of the challenges, and building the right team is
important in order to ensure success. The team should include, at least a sponsor
or a pilot from the department that is expecting final value creation (HR for
employee engagement, marketing for product positioning, etc.) and a representative from each department involved in the value creation path. If necessary, also
involve external stakeholders concerned by the value creation goal. Involve them
from the beginning, i.e. from the project scoping. In large organizations, where
sustainability actions are developed company-wide and are too large to be supported by a single team, they need to be subdivided into smaller actions and subtasks. Though each one of these sub-projects might not have a clear understanding
of the final goal of the company, they all support the global goal and are to be
monitored by the overall project sponsor, through KPI and follow-up means.
Measurable indicators: define appropriate KPIs for all the different steps of the
cause-effect chain, up to the value creation. The definition of indicators and target will first align all participants on results that can be expected from the action
and will then help to follow the results.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Abstract This chapter discusses how business can implement life cycle
sustainability assessment into their management strategies. Life cycle management
is a management approach that provides business a systematic way of managing
their sustainability issues. The PDCA (Plan, Do, Check and Act) cycle is one of the
quality management tools that can be used by companies to implement life cycle
management initiatives in order to improve their sustainability performance. The
relevance of the PDCA cycle is discussed to ensure a continuous performance
improvement by setting and implementing a well-defined plan, checking whether
the ambition goals are achieved or any adjustment actions are needed to continue
the evaluation process.
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Introduction

Global companies recently have shown an increasing interest in being engaged in
sustainability initiatives and integrating it to their business management strategies
through broadening their accountability beyond economic performance to include
social and environmental aspects (Labuschagne et al. 2005). There are a number of
driving forces behind their engagement: government regulation and intervention,
stakeholder pressures, economic profit, globalization, business concern for society
and the environment, technological advancement, social activism and so on (Estein
and Buhovac 2010). The direct intervention of governments at regional, national or
international level is one of the drivers. Governments are highly encouraging companies to improve their environmental and social performance while maintaining
their economic benefits (Simpson et al. 2004). A number of legislation and regulatory initiatives have been established to promote technological advancement
(Carraro and Galeotti 1997).
The development of methodological tools, databases, guidelines and procedures
are being supported by governments so as to promote sustainability practices in
businesses that can contribute to the transition towards a more sustainable economy.
Some examples from the European Union (EU) are the EC directive on disclosure of
non-financial and diversity information by large companies, which requires companies with more than 500 employees to include information about their environmental and social performance in their annual reports (EC 2014), the EC’s strategy on
corporate social responsibility (CSR), which encourages companies to have in place
a system that integrates consumer concerns, environmental, ethical human rights
and other social aspects into their business operations and core strategy with close
collaboration with their partners (EC 2011). A number of national governments have
also established policy initiatives to promote sustainability practice by businesses.
Besides governments’ interventions, there are also other driving factors for
companies’ commitments to sustainability initiatives. One is the change in consumers’
behavior towards sustainable consumption patterns. Consumers have become more
concerned about the environmental pressure associated with products for their consumptions. They are showing commitments to buy products with relatively less
impacts and they would like to be linked with companies that are environmentally
and socially responsible (Perrini et al. 2010; Cherian and Jacob 2012). Companies
that place sustainability initiatives into their business strategies are attracting more
consumers and at the end making more profits. This phenomenon could stimulate
and may lead companies that are not active in sustainability practice to be engaged
so as to improve their competitiveness (Ginsburg and Bloom 2004; Lacy et al. 2010).
Corporate sustainability reporting (CSR) initiatives are also serving as an internal and external driver for companies’ sustainability initiatives. They encourage
employees and stakeholders to be engaged in sustainable business practices at the
same time they could also increase competition and threats within and across
industries (Porter and Kramer 2006). Economic globalization, which is characterized
by its global, liberal and open economy (Dinda 2004), technological advancement
that reduces material intensity and pollutions, social activism that creates awareness
about the environmental and social pressure and force governments to set a
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regulation (Ginsburg and Bloom 2004) are also among the drivers that brought sustainability innovation into business context.
Sustainability is becoming an agenda for most business nowadays, but how to
implement and integrate it with other strategies remains challenging. Life cycle
management (LCM) is an approach that can be used by business with the aim to
operationalize their sustainability initiatives: to have better environmental, economic and social performance simultaneously. This chapter, therefore, discusses the
way how business can implement LCM into their management strategies.

2

Implementation of Life Cycle Sustainability Management

LCM is a management approach that provides business a systematic way of managing their sustainability issues. The PDCA (Plan, Do, Check and Act) cycle is one of
the quality management tools that can be used by companies to implement LCM
initiatives in order to improve their sustainability performance. This section introduces the PDCA cycle and discusses in detail its relevance to successfully implement LCM in any business.
The PDCA cycle, for Plan, Do, Check and Act, which is also known as the
Deming cycle, was first proposed by Walter A. Shewhart (Shewhart 2011) in the
1950s and further conceptualized by W. Edward Deming (Deming 1952) to analyze
and measure business processes and identify the main causes that affect products
quality from customer requirements. The PDCA cycle has its root in scientific
methods that have evolved for more than 400 years (Moen and Norman 2006). The
cycle is a systematic series of steps and continuous feedback loop in which managers are able to identify and take the required measure to change the parts of the
process that need improvement (Sokovic et al. 2010).
The PDCA cycle is an iterative process of a four-step management method that
can be applied by any business with an ambition of continuous processes and products performance improvement Fig. 4.1, Table 4.1. The “Plan” step comprises different activities and identifies the main goal and purpose of the assessment and

Act

Plan

Check

Do

Fig. 4.1 Phases of the step-by-step approach
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Table 4.1 LCM relevance of each stages of the PDCA cycle (Remmen et al. 2007)
PDCA
cycle phases LCM relevance
Plan
Set policies – set goals and determine the ambition level
Organize – get engagement and participation
Survey – overview of where the organization is and wants to be
Set goals – select areas where the efforts will be directed, determine goals and
make an action plan
Do
Make environmental and social improvements – put the plan into action
Report – document the efforts and their results
Check
Evaluate and revise – evaluate the experience and revise policies and
organizational structures as needed
Act
Take it to the next level – set up new goals and actions, more detailed studies, etc.

establishes the processes that are required to deliver the outcome. The “Do” step is
a process of implementing the plan through performing a process to make the target
output product. It also involves activities such as collecting and preparing data
inputs to the next steps. The third stage of the PDCA cycle is the “Check” step. In
this stage, the main results from the “DO” step are analyzed whether or not they
meet the expected outcome set in the “Plan” step. The main factors that affect the
performance of the product are identified and possible improvement solutions are
suggested. The comprehensiveness of the plan to allow a proper execution of the
product is checked in this step. The final stage is the “Act” step. The action is based
on the output results from the “Check” stage. If the results from the “Check” reveal
that the established new plan allows for an improved performance, then the action
will be how the company sustains the improved performance as a new standard. On
the other hand, if the plan fails to ensure an improvement, then the existing standard
will remain in place. In both cases, the “Act” step closes the first cycle and continues
the process by incorporating the knowledge accumulated during the entire process
to be used to set a new goal, adjust the method used and so on.
LCM is a dynamic management process. Hence it considers the PDCA cycle
approach among other management tools that enable a continuous business improvement over time and satisfy employees, customers and other stakeholders (Remmen
et al. 2007). The PDCA cycle provides an organization with a systematic approach
to management along the product life cycle. The recommendations of the PDCA
cycle to the LCM are backed by the ISO management system standards for environment (ISO 2004) and quality (ISO 2008). The relevance of each PDCA element to
the context of LCM is discussed in this section.

2.1

Plan

The PLAN step identifies the current existing level of sustainability ambition of the
companies and ensures whether they have the required resources. This step generally covers the following areas: police setting (determining the level of business’s
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ambitions), organize (get engagement and participation), survey and research
(identify key environmental and social impacts and opportunities and decide what
the business wants to be and where it would like to go) and finally goal setting
(select an area/s where the efforts will be directed, determine goals and make an
action plan).

2.1.1

Policy Setting

To consider LCM among the key success factors through all levels of any organization, it needs to be a part of the organization’s policy. Therefore, it should possess
the basic characteristics of an organization’s policies. These are, for example: the
policy has to be well known and also well understood by all stakeholders that are
directly or indirectly affected from its implementation, it should be stable and not
subjected to change frequently, it should be consistent with the company’s organizational structure at all levels, it has to be formulated within the context of company’s objectives, and more importantly, it has to be goal-based and visionary with a
long-range focus, while also being realistic and concrete, grounded by its ambition
level. Setting goals according to the levels of ambition ensures conformity between
policy and actions. There are different levels of sustainability ambitions, just to cite
a few (Table 4.2):
• Internal readiness and commitment to continuous sustainability improvements.
This level signifies awareness that environmental and social improvements can
be made using management frameworks such as ISO 9001 ((ISO 2008), ISO
14001(ISO 2004) and/or corporate social responsibility (CSR) (McWilliams and
Siegel 2001), and that a commitment to improvements of product performance is
the first step towards LCM.
• Life cycle sustainability performance improvement of products. This includes a
safe and resource efficient process, product or system that provide better service
to customers while reducing environmental and social impacts. This can be
addressed through broadening companies’ system boundaries beyond their manufacturing level, by including the full supply chain from raw materials selection
and acquisition, use of product, distribution and end-of-life – based on a screening of the product’s performance.
• Reduce climate change impact and be energy efficient by using low-carbon and
renewable energy sources.
• Maximize the social benefits by engaging a wide range of stakeholders and also
respect the rights of the social community whom the company works with.
• Create competitive advantages and maximize economic benefits from promoting
products with better environmental and social profile.
Establishing such ambition levels can help an organization to understand where
to begin the sustainability initiative. Depending on its past sustainability practices
and current challenges, an organization can begin with a certain level of ambitions
and goes to relatively high level once it acquires knowledge and familiarity on how
to make its plan into action successfully.
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Table 4.2 Sustainability ambitions – examples from global leading companies
Company
SONY
(2015)

BASF
(2015)

3M (2014)

Sustainability ambitions
Curbing climate change – zero emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050
Conserving resources – maximize the use of recycled plastic and other materials
Controlling chemical substances – strict control over chemicals in raw materials
and parts worldwide
Promoting biodiversity – protect biodiversity, both through its business
activities and through conservation
Improve the energy efficiency in production process by 35 %
Reduce greenhouse gas emissions per metric ton sales product by 40 %
Reduce the emissions of organic substances and nitrogen to water by 80 % and
heavy metals by 60 %
Reduce the withdrawal of drinking water for production by 50 %
100 % introduction of sustainable water management at production sites in
water stress areas
Reduce emissions of air pollutant by 80 %
Safety, security and healthy
Reduce transportation accidents during shipments
Minimize workers lost-time injuries
Assess the risk of products sold by BASF worldwide
Manage their environmental footprint
Provide solutions that address both environmental and social challenges for the
consumers and society
Assure the safety of their product for the intended use through assessing their
entire life cycle
Appropriate management of any 3M health and safety issues that may impact
customers, neighbors and the public
Maintain a safe and healthy workplace
Satisfy customers through providing superior quality and value
Support the local community where 3M employees live and work
Provide an attractive return for our investors

In whatsoever ambition level is set in the sustainability policy, it should provide
a clearly defined and well-grounded strategies and objectives that can ensure environmental, social and economic improvements in all relevant stages of a product
profile. The product profile should include impact assessment throughout the product’s life cycle, from cradle to grave, taking into account interests from different
stakeholders. The product profile should also answer questions such as: Where is
the position of the organization compared to its important competitors? Whether the
organization has relevant supply chain information on input parts and raw materials? Whether the product provides the demanded environmental quality and social
concerns by the consumers and other interested parties? Whether the organization
has the necessary resources to achieve its goals?
When the policy has been set, the next steps are to organize the effort and set up
specific targets.
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Establish a Team for Life Cycle Management Initiatives

LCM has to be part of an organization management processes in which it involves
the participation of different parts of the organization and also different actors in the
product chain when relevant. LCM initiative can be organized in a coordination
group or team. The responsibility within a coordination group should lie with a
team leader, who is responsible for ensuring that the group functions, meetings are
arranged, minutes are taken, etc. The members of the coordination group should be
selected so that all relevant departments or functions are represented, including top
management, product development, production, product distribution, sales, marketing, and purchasing.
One possible option could be establishing a cross-functional team. It is a team
made up of individuals from different departments within an organization. They
should be not only environmental expertise, but from different backgrounds with
different expertise. Cross-functional team for the implementation of LCM could
be composed of members from relevant departments such as product development, production and distribution, sustainability and environment, finance and
procurement, etc. Some team members may be engaged in full-time bases in
order to secure continuous improvement of the environmental performance until
the targets are achieved and they may return to their routine roles once the time
frame is over. Other members could act as an ad hoc team in order to implement
specific tasks, which could be, for example, a supplier evaluation scheme with
the involvement of people from purchasing, product development and marketing.
For small- or medium-sized (SMEs) organizations a single but permanent
cross-functional team might be the best solution, but it depends on the specific
structure and culture of the organization. Whether the cross-functional team last
long or short, its members should maintain a strong link to their major responsibilities in their main department as well as maintain good relations with their
managers. Although it is important to establish a cross-functional team in order
to successfully implement LCM into business practice, it faces some challenges
such as priority due to several responsibilities, lack of motivation due to additional tasks and others.
The establishment of a cross-functional team is a key to place LCM into
action. A number of factors are crucial to successful cross-functional teams
(McDonough III 2000). Setting clear and well-defined goals offer several
benefits to the team members. They provide a common frame of reference,
which at the end results in facilitating the team cooperation and organize the
tasks. Empowerment in cross-functional team is another success factor. Allowing
individual team members a decision-making responsibility help them to be more
committed to the project and strive to meet the target goals. It also increases
their satisfaction of being a part of the team members. Supports from senior
management, such as demonstrating team commitments, providing help to overcome challenges and encouraging team members can also have a direct effect on
the performance of the cross-functional team. Another key success factor is
creating cross-functional team of interested people (McDonough III 2000).
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Experience with LCM and other management systems shows the value of having
interested, enthusiastic people at all levels of the organization.
In general, successful implementation of LCM framework in an organization
requires a proper allocation of human and other relevant resources, assignment of
responsibilities and accountabilities based on each team member’s role for the
different tasks, building expertise based on practical experience as well as
procedures and instruction to ensure that activities are running properly (Remmen
et al. 2007).

2.1.3

Review the Sustainability Status and Set Objectives and Targets

LCM tries to implement life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) (UNEP 2011)
into a real world decision-making process by applying a life cycle management
concept with the aim of maximizing both the social, environmental and economic
aspects of individual organization along its products lines (Finkbeiner 2011).
Therefore, reviewing the organization’s products is an important step to identify
when and how to start the LCM process. The review helps to have an overview on
the sustainability status of the organization and also where it wants to go for. The
review process mainly covers gathering information associated with a product life
cycle, market situation and external stakeholders. Information about important
suppliers, business associations, authorities, retailers, research institutions, etc.
needs to be included so that important aspects are covered.
Many companies already possess information on the impacts of their production
processes and operations, but are uncertain of how to expand their understanding to
the product life cycle and to think in terms of products rather than processes in order
to identify material flows through the entire product life cycle. This would include
impacts associated with suppliers, purchased materials or components, storage and
distribution, use of the product and waste streams.
Important aspects that need to be reviewed are summarized in Table 4.3. They
are categorized into aspects for environmental and social impacts, for market or
commercial conditions and for stakeholders. Aspects for environmental and social
impacts include understanding of impacts associated with the company’s processes
or products. The aspects should not be limited to the organization’s territory, rather
they have to go beyond the facility boundary to include the whole supply chain, both
internal and external stakeholders. ISO 14031 – environmental management –
which is an environmental performance evaluation standard and guideline (ISO
2013) can be applied to asses companies in evaluating their performance against
their policy, objectives, targets and other criteria associated with their products.
It can also be adapted to be applied to address other management aspects, e.g. quality or health and safety, and from a sustainability perspective economic and social
aspects as well. For companies engaged in sustainability actions, the information
may be already available in their corporate and environmental reports. In general,
this information is presented in terms of the production process, rather than the
single product.
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Table 4.3 Aspects of a survey (Remmen et al. 2007)
Areas of concern
Environmental and
social impacts

Market/commercial
conditions

Stakeholders

Aspects to be reviewed
Life cycle stages – where are the most important environmental and
social impacts?
Technology – is there a new technology available or being developed that
can reduce the impacts?
Do the competitors have the same impacts and how do they address them?
Supply – what are the product profile’s characteristics?
Demand – how important is the social and environmental awareness of
consumers and customers?
Value – what advantages are achieved by adding positive environmental
and social characteristics as an extra product quality?
Product chain actors – are suppliers, retailers or others interested in
collaboration on environmental and social initiatives?
Authorities – what are the demands of authorities?
Within sector – what are competitors doing? Codes of conduct within the
trade?
Which is the main pressure group, and what are their main concerns and
priorities?
What are the main concerns and demands of consumers in export markets?

In addition to information on environmental and social impacts of their products
or processes, a better understanding is necessary of both internal and external stakeholders, the current market conditions and the future opportunities linked with sustainability achievements. Discussion with all relevant stakeholders helps to get
information on the legal and other requirements including environmental and social
concerns. In addition, such discussion is also important when setting up objectives
and targets. Goals to improve products’ environmental and social performance will
also have an effect on customers’ expectations and responses.
Once the status overview is performed, then the next step will be to set objectives
and targets. The criteria to select possible areas of product improvement are based
on the responses from the questions listed in the survey. In some cases, the social
and environmental problems identified by an organization may be solved by another’s efforts, for example, the invention of a new technology or a supplier phasing out
harmful substances due to pressure from other stakeholders. Therefore, the decision
on prioritizing areas of concern for LCM initiatives is based on the finding from
research on the current situation and knowledge. The following aspects are usually
considered in the decision process (Remmen et al. 2007):
• Areas of considerable environmental and social impacts along the products’ life
cycle (Relevance). Impacts occurred within the organization facility may be easily identified. But a holistic approach may be required to identify potential areas
of environmental and social problems along the supply chain.
• Areas for possible environmental and social improvements (Potential). An
organization can have several opportunities for improvement, and therefore
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chooses different initiatives for improvement and also to involve all the relevant
departments.
• Areas where the organization can make a tangible differences (Influences). High
relevance and high influence could yield high potential for real improvements.
In the objectives and goal setting, different initiatives should be established and
for each initiative a corresponding action plan that explicitly states the goals, main
responsibilities and the time frame needs to be defined so that plans and initiatives
are clear both for the management and employees.

2.2

Do

2.2.1

Put the Plan into Practice

In the first stage of the PDCA cycle, the layout of an implementation of LCM initiatives has been established. The LCM is in place as a part of the strategic policy of
an organization, teams that are responsible to carry out the initiatives are formed,
the environmental and social impacts associated with the product’s life cycle are
specified, areas for possible improvements are identified, the goals and objectives
are set. These are the preparatory processes under the “Plan” step. Planning is an
important stage, but implementation is vital, as practical results create credibility,
enthusiasm and active support for a product initiative. By considering the entire life
cycle of a product, a number of possible improvements can be identified, for example, reducing the total environmental burden by increasing the use of paper in the
office with high recycle content, increasing the use of renewable energy sources,
reducing water consumption and wastewater discharge in the production process or
dematerializing a product recycle content (UNEP/SETAC 2013). For all possible
improvements, corresponding goals are important. Then what comes next is to place
them in practice, which is the “Do” step.
In addition to performing the possible improvements in the products life cycle,
the step also includes new challenges to tackle, which might include addressing new
or potential issues. Environmental regulations are becoming tightened and companies need to be ready for any regulation changes, so they can adapt their goals and
action plans. The company could implement life cycle thinking to engage a redesign
of a product to meet the requirements of the legislation, including easier recycling,
simple dis-assembly, new materials selection, etc.
For the sake of securing a continuous sustainability improvements of the product,
written procedures or instructions should be established. The procedures or instructions
explain methods of operation to be followed, which guarantee the continuity of the
performance improvements especially when people change jobs or new staffs are hired.
Existing practices and the view of key persons have to be taken into account, in
order to make the procedures work and to be part of the daily practice. The procedures should be established to support activities that are agreed to be ‘standard’ in
the organization.
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Communicating the Life Cycle Management
Initiatives Efforts and Results

The results of the initiatives, which are the outcome of an organization’s commitment,
need to be documented and also communicated to stakeholders and other interested
parties. An official report that communicates relevant information with regard to the
organization’s sustainability ambitions, its managements practices in making their
goals and strategies to happen and their overall contribution towards economic,
environmental and social performance improvement is very crucial. Reports on initiatives can be used as a marketing tool as it demonstrates to customers, suppliers
and other stakeholders how the organization is engaged in sustainability management, which in turn provides credibility, confidence and trust. The report can also
serve as an internal communication tool for setting new targets, performance evaluation and re-defining strategies.
There is no mandatory format for reporting on sustainability initiatives. However,
an organization can adopt different sustainability reporting frameworks to its context depending on its ambition level, for example, the Sustainability Reporting
Framework established by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) (GRI 2013),
Corporate Sustainability Reporting (McWilliams and Siegel 2001), etc. It is advantageous for an organization to have some insight into the type of environmental and
social impacts that the stakeholders prioritize, so that communication can be tailored to meet these demands.
The report can cover several issues that are addressed in the LCM practice, it
may include, but is not limited to (Remmen et al. 2007):
• Trends of resources consumption such as energy, water, fossil fuels and other
resources
• Resources consumption reduction achievement after the introduction of LCM
initiatives
• Achievement on increasing the recycle content of input raw materials in the production process
• Any effort made to reduce environmental impacts associated with distribution
and transportation
• Information about the amount of solid waste production, wastewater discharges
and emissions generation
• Resources supply risk and also opportunities due to geopolitical, social, relational, and other environmental factors such as climate change
• Any initiative towards increasing the social benefits of the local community,
employees and other stakeholders.
Results may also be made visible by calculating key figures, for example,
energy consumption during production of the product. The key figures and the
practical results of the initiatives can be made public via, for instance, a leaflet, an
eco-label or an environmental product declaration. Internal as well as external
communications are necessary precondition for achieving the benefits of LCM
initiatives.
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2.3

Check

Once an organization evaluates its sustainability position and sets ambition goals to
move forward to an improved performance, once it initiates a plan to achieve its
targeted goals and once it performs a LCM practice and finally reports the outcomes
from the implementation, then the next step is to evaluate and revise its achievements and learn from its mistakes. The latter is the “Check” step of the PDCA cycle.
In this stage, the effectiveness of the proposed solutions is measured. Depending on
the success of the LCM initiative, once the areas of improvement are identified and
the general scope of the main project are evaluated, it may be possible to incorporate
the improvements by repeating the “Do” step.
The types of questions one might ask at this phase would include (Remmen et al.
2007):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What went well? And what did not?
Which risks were identified?
What preventive actions should be taken?
Were the goals met?
How can the effort be improved?
Should more employees be involved in the initiative?
Should the efforts be focused in a different direction?
Were the appropriate means and methods applied?
What was the influence on sales and customer demands?
Should more external stakeholders be involved?
Should the level of ambition be raised?

This evaluation may be conducted once a year and it can provide a platform for
an adjustment of an organization’s policy. Based on the evaluation results, the organization may decide to continue with the same sustainability objectives and goals or
even set a higher ambition level that comprises more extensive environmental and
social commitments.
A step-by-step approach of the LCM ensures interaction between knowledge
acquired about the social and environmental impacts of a product throughout its
life cycle and the possible implementation of product-oriented sustainability performance improvements. The “Check” step of the PDCA cycle evaluates this interaction and also involves the measurement, monitoring and evaluation of products
and services as well as of the management system itself. Important elements of the
“Check” step are (Remmen et al. 2007):
• Monitoring the performance of the processes and products in view of the defined
objectives and targets with the support of indicators
• Feedback and criticism from customers and other parties are an important information source for organizations to improve products as well as the product
development process
• Establishing preventive and corrective actions for potential and actual nonconformities with requirements
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• Conducting internal audits to determine and provide information to management
on whether LCM conforms to plans has been properly implemented as well as to
identify improvement options.
Once the “Check” stage of the cycle is performed, the next step will be
followed.

2.4

Act

Answers for the questions raised in the “Check” stages determine the possible
actions in the “Act” stages of the PDCA cycle. If the target is met, then a new target
for further sustainability improvement will be established or if the objectives are
over ambitious and do not consider the potential of the company’s resources, then a
new target with less ambition level could be set. Therefore, the “Act” stage in any
case ends the previous cycle and begins a new cycle with a new target. Whether the
LCM initiatives were successful or not, the annual cycle needs to be accompanied
with a top management review and setting directions (ISO 2004; Remmen et al.
2007). The top management review basically addresses if there is any need to
change or modify the policies, objectives and other elements of the system in the
light of audits, evaluations, changing circumstances provides management with the
opportunity to continuously improve the organization’s and its products’ performance (Fig. 4.2).
Through the experience from the first round of improvements, an enterprise has
likely identified areas for further investigations or initiatives.
If an organization’s customers request documentation on the impacts of a product then a simple environmental assessment is appropriate. If it becomes evident

Fig. 4.2 PDCA cycle – a continuous learning and improvement process
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that there are significant environmental impacts in the use stage of a product, then
an investigation of consumers’ desires and demands would be an obvious departure
point of further consideration. If an enterprise uses chemicals or materials, which
are on the list of undesirable substances, it would be sensible to begin phasing
them out.
On the basis of experience, the initial area and goal(s) are redefined and a new
round of efforts begins with plans, improvements, etc. Focus should remain on
achieving specific environmental and social improvements to the product profile,
while realizing results achieved throughout the improvement process.
During this and subsequent stages, the organization can begin (or continue) to
broaden its relationship in the product chain. It is much easier to develop a base of
knowledge if there is cooperation and an atmosphere of trust among producers, suppliers, retail store owners, disposal facilities and other stakeholders in the product
chain.

3

Concluding Remarks

With a number of drivers both from governments, consumers, social activists, suppliers of technological advancement, internal CSR strategies and so on, companies
are becoming more engaged in sustainability practices. LCM is an approach to help
companies set up Life Cycle Management initiatives, to achieve environmental,
economic and social benefits at the same time through implementing a step-by-step
quality management tool. The relevance of the PDCA cycle is discussed to ensure a
continuous performance improvement by setting and implementing a well-defined
plan, checking whether the ambition goals and targets are achieved or any adjustment actions are needed as part of the evaluation process.
LCM has been identified as the way to operationalize sustainability challenges
into business practices; however, its implementation faces significant challenges.
Setting clear and measureable goals is one of the challenges. The focus of LCM
initiatives is different from the usual business strategies, which are mainly focusing
on maximizing the profit as the ultimate goal. LCM initiatives have a wider scope in
order to have both social and environmental benefits along with maintaining the
economic advantages. The divergent priorities between the financial and sustainability focuses are challenging tasks for managers at different organizational level.
A successful implementation of LCM then needs a full integration across the
organization.
Another challenge to implementing LCM into business practices is when there is
a cost associated with the suggested improvements. In some cases, the economic
benefits of being sustainable are seen in short-term actions. This is the case, when
initiatives significantly reduce the energy and resource consumption, which internally provide financial benefits to the company. Such initiatives are easy to implement as they provide the company with environmental, social and economic benefits
simultaneously. But this is not always true. In some cases, sustainability actions
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come with costs and fail to provide short-term financial incentives. Companies need
to perceive the long-term positive consequence of their sustainability endearment,
which can improve their attractiveness to consumer and increase their competitiveness in the long run.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 5

Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment: A Tool
for Exercising Due Diligence in Life Cycle
Management
Bernard Mazijn and Jean-Pierre Revéret

Abstract Starting from the output ‘The Future We Want’ of the Rio+20 conference
2012, the main focus of this chapter is on social responsibility (SR) in the value
chain. The historical context of SR is discussed, related to the international standards as are the Guidance on Social Responsibility and the Global Reporting
Initiative, linked with the management of organizations and enterprises. It is emphasized that due diligence along the value chain is seen as a requirement for claiming
‘social responsibility’. Life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) contributes to
the assessment and life cycle management (LCM) to the follow-up of exercising due
diligence, all within the context of sustainable development. The over-arching
LCSA is a combination of three different life cycle assessment techniques allowing
to assess the impacts along the value chain: environmental LCA, social LCA and
life cycle costing.
Keywords Life cycle assessment • Life cycle management • Life cycle sustainability assessment • Life cycle thinking • Rio+20 conference • Social responsibility

1

Introduction

The Rio+20 conference (2012) addressed the themes of ‘a green economy in the
context of sustainable development and poverty eradication’, and of ‘the institutional framework for sustainable development’ as referred to in the output of the
conference titled The Future We Want (UN 2012a, b).
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The adoption of the 10-year framework of programs on sustainable consumption
and production patterns was confirmed. In the additional document (UN 2012c),
several functions are listed to be included, amongst others “Promoting the engagement of the private sector in efforts to achieve a shift towards sustainable consumption and production, particularly sectors with a high environmental and social
impact, including through corporate environmental and social responsibility.”
Furthermore, the resolution itself is explicit on “renewing political commitment”
and calls for the engagement of major groups and other stakeholders, inter alia the
private sector. Therefore, the General Assembly of the United Nations states, e.g.:
“We support national regulatory and policy frameworks that enable business and
industry to advance sustainable development initiatives, taking into account the
importance of corporate social responsibility. We call upon the private sector to
engage in responsible business practices…”

2

Taking Up Social Responsibility in the Value Chain

2.1

About Social Responsibility of Organizations

2.1.1

Historical Context

The modern concept of corporate social responsibility (CSR), born in the USA, has
developed over more than the last century. It can be traced back in a series of business practices in the late nineteenth century such as the philanthropy of some particularly rich capitalists and its development into a doctrine during the twentieth
century that began to be theorized in the 1950s (Pasquero 2013). Many authors
agree that the book by H. Bowen in 1953 ‘Social Responsibilities of the Businessman’
is the seminal contribution to this field that has shaped its development for several
decades. He offers an initial definition that reads: “Social responsibility refers to the
obligations of the businessman to pursue those policies, to make those decisions, or
to follow those lines of action which are desirable in terms of the objectives and
values of our society.” (Bowen 1953). During the sixties and seventies, there was a
proliferation of definitions which built on Bowen’s work. Joseph W. McGuire
(1963) brought some more precise elements about the extension of the responsibility by writing “The idea of social responsibility supposes that the corporation has
not only economic and legal obligations but also certain responsibilities to society
which extend beyond these obligations.” (McGuire 1963). However, these new
visions of the role of businessmen were strongly challenged by liberal thinkers such
as Milton Friedman, see his paper in the New York Times Magazine (1970) “A
Friedman doctrine – The social responsibility of business is to increase its profits”
(Friedmann 1970). This illustrates rather clearly the opposition between the fundamental vision of neoclassical economics, where business corporations contribute to
the general interest, and the new managerial vision developed through CSR, where
business has also a social and/or societal mission. The stakeholder theory, initially
developed by Freeman (1984), had the ambition to provide managers with a
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conceptualization of the civil society and a theoretical model of the company and
social actors, even if it did not really work to explain the social dynamics in place
(Gendron 2013).
The development of CSR was strongly reinforced with the emergence of the
concept of “sustainable development” and the international summits that followed
the publication of the Brundtland Report in 1987, starting with the Rio summit in
1992. It is now a well-established field of research, of teaching in universities and of
actions in companies. Nowadays as Capron (2013) suggests, implementing CSR
and practices that contribute to sustainable development is usually presented as an
approach derived from a strategic decision by the company to answer societal
expectations but also, and especially in the European Union, more and more as a
way to insert companies into national strategies defined by public authorities.

2.1.2

International Standards

Over the years CSR has been defined in different ways. Dalhsrud (2008) concluded
from his analysis that “the existing definitions are to a large degree congruent”, and
“the confusion is not so much about how CSR is defined, as about how CSR is
socially constructed in a specific context”.
“A specific context” is determined to a large extent by the stakeholders which are
an important dimension when taking up corporate social responsibility. Therefore,
it could be expected that definitions of CSR at the international level are co-designed
in a process involving stakeholders.
The overview of Dahlsrud could not yet take into account the final version of ISO
26000 – Guidance on social responsibility (2010) –, but the process behind did fulfil
the “requirement” of co-design. It can be observed that the international standard
has “social responsibility” in its title without reference to corporations or enterprises. The reason is “The view that social responsibility is applicable to all organizations emerged as different types of organizations, not just those in the business
world, recognized that they too had responsibilities for contributing to sustainable
development.” Under the “Terms and definitions”, “organization” is defined as
“entity or group of people and facilities with an arrangement of responsibilities,
authorities and relationships and identifiable objectives”.
The widely accepted definition of ISO 26000 on social responsibility goes as
follows “responsibility of an organization for the impacts of its decisions and activities on society and the environment, through transparent and ethical behaviour that
• contributes to sustainable development, including health and the welfare of
society;
• takes into account the expectations of stakeholders;
• is in compliance with applicable law and consistent with international norms of
behaviour; and
• is integrated throughout the organization and practised in its relationships.”
It is noted in ISO 26000 that “activities include products, services and processes”
and “relationships refer to an organization’s activities within its sphere of influence”.
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Furthermore, to define the scope of social responsibility, seven core subjects are
identified: organizational governance, human rights, labour practices, the environment, fair operating practices, consumer issues and community involvement and
development. Each core subject includes a range of relevant issues.
There are three other leading international initiatives that are contributing to the
uptake of social responsibility in business:
• The UN Global Compact is an initiative that started in 1999 and it can be seen as
“a strategic policy initiative for businesses that are committed to aligning their
operations and strategies with ten universally accepted principles in the areas of
human rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption”.1 Networks of businesses
that have committed to respect the ten principles and work extensively on capacity building among the enterprises have been set up at the international and
national level. The last revision took place in 2010.
• The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is a multi-stakeholder initiative that was
launched in 1997 by the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies
(CERES) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).2 The GRI
Guidelines are developed as a sustainability reporting framework that standardizes enterprises’ reports on environmental, social and economic dimensions. For
each dimension, performance indicators are formulated covering similar concerns as the issues of ISO 26000 (GRI 2011). The fourth revision of the guidelines has been launched in May 2013.
• The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, one element of the OECD
Declaration on International Investment and Multinational Enterprises, are “recommendations on responsible business conduct addressed by governments to
multinational enterprises operating in or from adhering countries”.3 The latest
revision of the guidelines was conducted in 2011.
These international initiatives, including their revisions over the years, illustrate the
importance given to the uptake of social responsibility. However, the question arises if
by these guiding initiatives enterprises are stimulated to develop a systematic and
coherent due diligence approach in their corporate strategy regarding the value chain.

2.2

Linking with Management

With a long history behind, a stronger legitimacy and a set of structuring frameworks, CSR has now a clear role in the sphere of management. This appears in
practice more rapidly and efficiently in sectors where it “fits” naturally with a set of
1

See http://www.unglobalcompact.org/AboutTheGC/ (last accessed February 2015).
See https://www.globalreporting.org/ (last accessed February 2015).
3
See http://www.oecd.org/daf/internationalinvestment/guidelinesformultinationalenterprises/ (last
accessed February 2015).
2
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values that characterizes the domain. This is the case of “social economy” and
cooperatives where the notion of social utility is already present. They are a fertile
ground for placing CSR and related tools at a central place in the company’s
management strategy. The same holds true for the socially responsible investment
sector. It is also a fact that large corporations are more prone to adopt CSR and
adjust their management accordingly than small enterprises.
From a managerial perspective, CSR is the company’s response to societal
interpellations by producing different strategies, management tools, methods of
control, evaluation and reporting. This implies that the company deals with societal
issues such as public health, security, environment, which usually belong to the
public sphere and therefore call for a political democratic debate (Capron and
Quairel-Lanoizelée 2012). It therefore creates a kind of positive competition
between companies and the State to produce public values (Bozeman 2007). The
company will have to operationalize the concept of stakeholders and know their
stakeholders through a mapping exercise. They will have to consider the conditions
of production not only on their sites but also with their suppliers. This is why supply
chain management often starts through the adoption of a responsible procurement
strategy, one of the fast developing new management tools.
As there is a clear obligation of transparency, societal reporting has become a
public objective that constraints companies to develop measuring tools for the social
and environmental impacts of their activities. The numerous new standards and
labels analyzed above are becoming new management tools to certify certain characteristics of products or processes that allow to act on different dimensions of
production, in different parts of the world, through economics.

2.3

About “Due Diligence”

“Due diligence” is defined as a “comprehensive, proactive process to identify the
actual and potential negative social, environmental and economic impacts of an
organization’s decisions and activities over the entire life cycle of a project or organizational activity, with the aim of avoiding and mitigating negative impacts” (ISO
2010). Another important consideration relates to “rule of law” versus “international norms of behaviour”, mentioned as one of the points of attention in the ISO
26000-definition: “An organization should respect international norms of behaviour, while adhering to the principle of respect for the rule of law” (ISO 2010). In
the international standard, this principle is linked with the notion of “complicity”,
indicating that this has both legal and non-legal meanings: “In this context, an organization may be considered complicit when it assists in the commission of wrongful
acts of others that are inconsistent with, or disrespectful of, international norms of
behaviour that the organization, through exercising due diligence, knew or should
have known would lead to substantial negative impacts on society, the economy or
the environment. An organization may also be considered complicit where it stays
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silent about or benefits from such wrongful acts.” Furthermore, note that three
forms of complicity can be described (ISO 2010):
• Direct complicity, when organizations (incl. enterprises) knowingly assist in the
commission of wrongful acts
• Beneficial complicity, when organizations (incl. enterprises) benefit directly
from these wrongful acts committed by someone else
• Silent complicity, when this involves the failure by an organization to raise with
the appropriate authorities the question of systematic or continuous wrongful
acts
It is not surprising that in the ISO 26000 these three forms are related and exemplified with the avoidance of human rights violation.
From these considerations, it is clear that “due diligence” is indeed “a comprehensive, proactive process” for an organizations’ governance in addressing the
issues of social responsibility.
In the Implementation Manual of the GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines,
the notion of “due diligence” is used the first time as part of the “governance”
requirements: “Report the highest governance body’s role in the identification and
management of economic, environmental and social impacts, risks, and opportunities. Include the highest governance body’s role in the implementation of due diligence processes.”
For the purposes of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, “due
diligence is understood as the process through which enterprises can identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they address their actual and potential adverse
impacts as an integral part of business decision-making and risk management systems.” In the paragraphs related to the General Policies, it is stressed that “enterprises should” “avoid causing or contributing to adverse impacts on matters covered
by the Guidelines, through their own activities, and address such impacts when they
occur”. The Commentary on the General Policies is explicit on stressing that “own
activities includes their activities in the supply chain”. Furthermore, a Deming
wheel approach is strongly recommended: “In the context of its supply chain, if the
enterprise identifies a risk of causing an adverse impact, then it should take the necessary steps to cease or prevent that impact.” However “The Guidelines recognise
that there are practical limitations on the ability of enterprises to effect change in the
behaviour of their suppliers.” Note that this is very much related to the sphere of
influence mentioned above.
For UN Global Compact “due diligence” is in the first place related to the human
rights principles where “identifying and managing human rights risk will help
business respect human rights and avoid complicity in human rights abuse”.4 The
concept of “sphere of influence” has been introduced as well and is seen to “help
map the scope of a company’s opportunities to support human rights and make the
greatest positive impact”. But it is recognized: “While these opportunities may be
4

See
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/Issues/human_rights/The_UN_SRSG_and_the_UN_
Global_Compact.html (last accessed February 2015).
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greatest with respect to a company's own operations and workers, the ability to act
gradually declines as consideration moves outward to the supply chain, to local
communities, and beyond.” Therefore, UN GC is developing further guidance on
how to take a more proactive approach to integrate the Global Compact principles
into supply chain management practices. Supply chain sustainability is an important
work stream of UN GC.

2.4

Due Diligence: Assessment Through LCSA?

Referring to the expectations of stakeholders when taking up social responsibility,
exercising due diligence means an identification of “the actual and potential negative social, environmental and economic impacts of an organization’s decisions and
activities over the entire life cycle of a project or organizational activity”5 (ISO
26000). The following questions arise: (1) what does it mean actual and potential
negative social, environmental and economic impacts”? and (2) how can “the entire
life cycle of a project or organizational activity” be described?

2.4.1

The Social, Environmental and Economic Impacts

The reason for societal concerns about the social, environmental and economic
impacts is because of the externalities produced by “activities that affect the wellbeing of people or damage the environment, where those impacts are not reflected
in market prices. The costs (or benefits) associated with externalities do not enter
standard cost accounting schemes” (Valdivia et al. 2011). Figure 5.1 shows a matrix
illustrating the distinction between private costs and externalities and reflecting
what is at stake when assessing the value chain producing goods or services within
the context of sustainable development. “An externality occurs when a decision
within the value chain imposes costs or benefits on others which are not reflected in
the prices charged for the goods and services being provided by the value chain.
Externalities are sometimes referred to as spill overs. An externality may also result
in private costs, even though it might not be accounted for in the decision-making”
(Benoit and Mazijn 2009).
The solid black line in Fig. 5.1 delimits the private costs and benefits reflected in
the market price. Sometimes external relevant costs and benefits anticipated to be
privatized, such as increasing prices of CO2 emissions, are taking into account in
monetary terms: see dashed line. However, it is illusory to think one can reflect all
5

This is a quote coming from ISO 26000. Note that ‘life cycle sustainability assessment’ tries to
provide a more comprehensive picture of the positive and negative impacts along the product life
cycle. However, this is as such not contradictory because in terms management ISO 26000 recommends: “An organization can exercise its influence with others either to enhance positive impacts
on sustainable development, or to minimize negative impacts, or both”.
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Fig. 5.1 Detailing the assessment of the value chain producing goods and services within the
context of sustainable development6

externalities, within the limits of the dotted line, in the costs of goods and services
produced by the value chain.7 Therefore other indicators to take social, environmental and economic impacts into account – “in consistency with international norms of
behaviour” (cf. CSR definition of ISO 26000) – are needed. In fact, the purpose is
to detail the already mentioned seven core subjects of social responsibility.

2.4.2

Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment

The reference to “the entire life cycle” in ISO 26000 is linked to “a project or organizational activity” and as has been noted “activities include products, services and
processes”. In fact, this is closely connected with what has been phrased in Agenda
21 – Chapter 4 to “develop criteria and methodologies for the assessment of environmental impacts and resource requirements throughout the full life cycle of products and processes”.8 Later on, this “life cycle thinking” was explained as follows
by UNEP: “Life Cycle Thinking is about understanding environmental, social and
economic impacts into people’s hands at the time they are making decisions. It
offers a way of incorporating sustainability in decision making processes and can be
used by decision makers in both the public and private sector for the development
6

Note that making a distinction between the three dimensions of sustainable development (environment, economy and society) is often referred to as the “triple bottom line” concept (TBL) as
coined by John Elkington in his 1997 book Cannibals with Forks: The Triple Bottom Line of
Twenty-First Century Business, a concept which can be seen as similar to the 3P approach: people,
planet and profit. However, since people and planet imply a collective interest, profit can be interpreted as private interest. Therefore, it is not surprising that the World Summit on Sustainable
Development, Johannesburg 2002, referred instead to “people, planet and prosperity”.
7
The reason for stating this is related to the problems of having a scientific method of calculating
the price at each stage of the value chain, being accepted by all stakeholders.
8
See http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/Agenda21.pdf (last accessed
February 2015).
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of policies and products, as well as for procurement and the provision of services.”9
It has been the start at the time of the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development, Rio de Janeiro 1992, for a comprehensive effort to present 20
years later a tool for life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA).
The precursor of “life cycle assessment (LCA)” goes back to the late 1960s.
The development of the technique throughout the 1970s and 1980s was stimulated
by eager enterprises and policy makers who wanted to have a better understanding
of the environmental impact of packaging and energy content of products. Later
on, LCA was applied to an increasing variety of product types, and methods for
life cycle environmental impact assessment began to be developed. It resulted
initially in the publication of the “Code of Practice” (Consoli et al. 1993), followed by the development of four ISO standards (ISO 14040–14043) published in
1997–2000, all of which were replaced in 2006 by two standards, ISO 14040 and
ISO 14044 (ISO ISO 2006a, b). These standards describe the requirements and
formulate recommendations for elaborating an LCA. At first it was meant to
address the environmental aspects of a product and their potential impacts
throughout that product’s life cycle. However, the picture is not complete within
a context of sustainable development unless social and socio-economic impacts
on all actors along the life cycle, including workers, local communities, consumers and society, are analyzed. Discussions on how to deal with social and socioeconomic dimensions of products throughout a life cycle started at the end of the
1980s. In 2004, the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative10 established an international Task Force to “to convert the current environmental tool LCA into a triplebottom-line sustainable development tool”: by 2009 the “Guidelines for social life
cycle assessment of products” were published with a set of (sub-)categories of
impacts (Benoit and Mazijn 2009). The subtitle of the publication is relevant
within this context: “A social and socio-economic LCA code of practice complementing environmental LCA and Life Cycle Costing, contributing to the full
assessment of goods and services within the context of sustainable development.”
Indeed, LCC or life cycle costing is regarded as the third LCA technique aiming
at “the assessment of all costs associated with the life cycle of a product that are
directly covered by 1 or more actors in the product life cycle (supplier, manufacturer, user or consumer, and/or End of Life actor), with the inclusion of externalities that are anticipated to be internalized in the decision-relevant future”
(Hunkeler et al. 2008).
These different life cycle assessment techniques can be combined as part of an
over-arching LCSA and allow to assess the impacts of the value chain. Recently, the
methodology has been presented in two publications (Valdivia et al. 2011, 2012)
where it is emphasised that LCSA “helps to organise complex environmental, economic and social data in a structured form; clarify the trade-offs between the three
sustainability dimensions, life cycle stages and impacts; provide guiding principles
9

See for more information: http://www.lifecycleinitiative.org/starting-life-cycle-thinking/ (last
accessed February 2015).
10
See www.lifecycleinitiative.org (last accessed February 2015).
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to achieve sustainable production while stimulating innovation (by identifying
weaknesses and enabling further improvements over the product life cycle); help to
raise credibility by communicating useful quantitative and qualitative information
about their products and process performances (which can also be used to inform
labelling initiatives); and show how to become more responsible by taking into
account the full spectrum of impacts associated with their products and services.
LCSA can support decision-makers in prioritising resources and investments, and in
choosing sustainable technologies and products. Finally, LCSA could support consumers in determining which products are cost-efficient; have a low environmental
impact and are socially responsible; and, in general, promote awareness in value
chain actors on sustainability issues.” Note that it is not the aim of assessing in all
details the life cycle, but to focus on the so-called “hotspots”, i.e. the important
impacts. It can be compared with the “materiality” exercise in ISO 26000 in which
relevance, significance and priority is looked at in a systematic and coherent
manner.
Finally, it is interesting to note that (methodological) developments around “life
cycle thinking” were not limited to present tools for analysis or assessment. In fact,
LCSA can be regarded as part of the PDCA-cycle11 – where the “assessment” correspond clearly with the “check” and should be followed by action (before a renewed
planning is set up). This is all about management, i.e. “life cycle management”
which is another important area of work over the last 20 years (see e.g. Remmen
et al. 2007).

2.5

Implementation and Follow Up of Due Diligence
Through LCM?

As life cycle management (LCM) is still a domain in development, it is relevant to
begin by providing some definitions based on the recent scientific literature.
The SETAC Europe Working Group on LCM defined it as “an integrated framework of concepts, techniques and procedures to address environmental, economic,
technological and social aspects of products and organizations to achieve continuous environmental improvement from a life cycle perspective” (Hunkeler et al.
2004). UNEP brings the collaboration and stakeholder perspective, they see LCM
“as a product management system aiming to minimize environmental and
socioeconomic burdens… during the entire life-cycle…relying on collaboration
and communication with all the stakeholders in the value-chain” (Balkau and
Sonnemann 2010).

11

PDCA stands for ‘Plan, Do, Check, Act’ in which ‘Check’ is sometimes replaced by ‘Study’ and
‘Act’ by ‘Adjust’ (see this volume, Chap. 3).
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Obviously definitions vary depending on stakeholders who use or promote it. For
this paper, the authors refer to the definition by Balkau and Sonnemann (2010) who
see LCM “as an umbrella framework for combining and applying other management instruments in a more holistic life chain perspective”.
They offer a classification of LCM approaches into three broad categories:
(1) Organization of a holistic form of sustainability management within individual
companies using, for example, supply-chain management and product design
(Five Winds International 2009)
(2) Government life-cycle policies and regulations to address system dysfunctions
or to deal with certain product issues such as chemical contamination.
(3) Multi-stakeholder voluntary codes to manage sustainability issues for selected
commodity materials and products.
Nilsson-Linden et al. (2014) provide an interesting view into the theoretical
aspects of LCM and LCM in practice. For them “the review of the LCM literature
indicates that it provides many normative prescriptions of what LCM is, including
what tools, methods, and approaches to use”. But they also tell us that in fact this
literature indicates in fact what ought to be considered, but without providing compelling descriptions and analysis of the difficulties involved in organising LCM in
practice. This is a common critique about the state of development of LCM.
However, the authors consider LCM as the most appropriate framework to integrate and organize adequately the large tool box that was developed piece by piece
without a pre-existing integrating framework to contribute to CSR and sustainable
development in a coherent and consistent manner.
Taking up social responsibility is much more than caring for the environment. At
least six other core subjects such as human rights, labour practices, etc. are important as well. Therefore, it is fair to state that CSR should be framed within the
broader context of sustainable development. Furthermore, the social responsibility
is not limited to the management of the facility or plant of an enterprise; “due diligence” should be exercised all along the value chain. In other words, if it is not part
of the corporate strategy, an enterprise may be considered complicit because it does
not cope with the broad societal expectations of behaviour. But due diligence is a
process and it needs frameworks and tools.
Our pieces come together here. CSR through ISO 26000 and through its links
with sustainable development calls the organization to consider upstream and downstream of its activities and to look for aspects that were not even monitored recently
by traditional organisations. One needs for that a perspective that is multidimensional and along the life cycle of a product or service: this is called life cycle
thinking.
Life cycle sustainability assessment, taking into account the three dimensions of
sustainable development, and using a toolbox of different techniques, will provide
the enterprise with the analysis and the evaluation of the impacts along the value
chain. It forms in its turn an input for life cycle management.
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Outlook

To paraphrase Nilsson-Linden et al. (2014): “many normative prescriptions of what
LCM is, indicate in fact what ought to be considered, including what tools, methods, and approaches to use”. Indeed further research is needed at several levels.
The authors are confident that organizations should not wait to take up social
responsibility by using the approach as outlined here above. However, they consider
that there are needs for research and practice, inter alia:
• Collaboration between the world of (C)SR and LC(S)A: researchers and practitioners should learn to interact with each other, in particular on the issues “materiality”, “due diligence”, “value chain”, “life cycle”
• Streamlining of the approach of “due diligence” in the different international
standards (ISO 26000, GRI, OECD MNE Guidelines, UN GC)
• Incorporation of stakeholder involvement practice in (C)SR into LCSA and LCM
• (Better) integration of three LCA-techniques under the over-arching LCSA;
details regarding methodological issues have already been identified: see e.g.
Benoit and Mazijn (2009) and Valdivia et al. (2011)
• Design LCSA for due diligence within the context of social responsibility of
(different) organizations (incl. enterprises)
• Implementation of LCM in various realities considering this adoption as a strategic change in management
It should be emphasized that this list is not exhaustive and that progress can be
based on research as well as best practices. The Social LC Alliance (www.socialLCA.org), in which the authors take part, aims to contribute in meeting these
challenges.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 6

Life Cycle Management: Labelling,
Declarations and Certifications at the Product
Level – Different Approaches
Frieder Rubik

Abstract The focus of this chapter is on external communication of product
features intended to provide professional, commercial and private consumers with
information on the characteristics of products and services. Mandatory approaches
are distinguished from voluntary ones; the chapter is focused on the latter. Based on
ISO standardization work, this chapter differentiates between qualitative, quantitative
and self-declared voluntary approaches. Section 2 presents an overview of different
concepts and approaches as tools applicable within Life Cycle Management. Section
3 deepens relevant approaches by describing some characteristic elements. Section
4 elaborates on a hierarchy, whereas the final Sect. 5 summarizes the outcomes and
draws some conclusions.
Keywords External communication of product features • Consumers • Life cycle
assessment • Life cycle management • Product-related information • Sustainability

1

Introduction

Life Cycle Management (LCM) is an umbrella term denominating a business
management concept for sustainable products. It can be applied in the industrial and
service sectors with the aim of minimizing environmental, social and economic
burdens linked to a company’s product, product portfolio and brand during its entire
life cycle to enhance their overall sustainability performance and value chain.
Thus LCM facilitates continuous improvements of product/systems in terms of their
economic, social and environmental sustainability. The focus of this chapter is
on external communication of product features intended to provide professional,
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commercial and private consumers with information on the characteristics of
products and services. Such communication from manufacturers towards their clients
is based on the insight that product information is − in most cases − asymmetrically
allocated between buyers and sellers (Karl and Orwat 1999: 114). According to
Nelson (1970) and Darby and Karni (1973), consumers are not able to judge all
qualities of products. In order to cope with asymmetric information, consumers
need support in their purchasing activities provided by different tools. There is a
widespread arena of different approaches to transmit this information, there are
qualitative approaches using symbols and logos, and there are quantitative
approaches presenting quantitative and numeric information in different units.
They intend to fill the information gap so-called credence goods leave behind,
providing information transmission. They aim to establish a reliable and trustworthy
information system regarding product features.
Section 2 presents an overview of different concepts and approaches as tools
applicable within Life Cycle Management. Section 3 deepens relevant approaches
by describing some characteristic elements. Section 4 elaborates on a hierarchy,
whereas the final Sect. 5 summarizes the outcomes and draws some conclusions.

2

Overview on Different Approaches

The transmission of information between sellers – i.e. industry and business – and
their clients is not only motivated by coping with asymmetric information, but by a
series of driving forces (see UNEP 2006: 43) depending on the target audiences:
• Private consumers to get competitive advantage in emerging or new markets
• Commercial business purchasers to respond to requests of business in the supply
chain or to compete on the business-to-business market
• Public purchasers to demonstrate compliance with Green Public Procurement
(GPP) requirements
• Societal stakeholders to respond to requests and pressures from NGOs
• Banking and finance which are keen to judge technical and environmental risks
of companies and their products
• Policy makers and public administration to deliver information and data to support them in policy decisions and to favour reasonable decisions
Communication between manufacturers and the mentioned target groups might
take on different forms: oral, written, formalized, informal, standardized, etc. Some
of them are mandatory, prescribed by national or international regulations, some are
voluntary; Fig. 6.1 provides a classification of different approaches to transmitting
information.
Mandatory approaches request that every producer or retailer introducing products
in the market is obliged to fulfil prescriptions on the provision of product information. Compulsory product information refers often to the health and safety
aspects of products, giving details of chemical substances contained within the
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Approaches

Mandatory
approaches

Declarations
of contents
(e.g. food
ingredients)

Usage and
disposal
information
(e.g. so-called
‘R & SSentences’)

Product
labelling
(e.g. danger
symbols, EU
energy label)

Voluntary
approaches

Certification
of conformity
(e.g. CE-Sign)

Qualitative
approaches

ISO type I
(e.g. EU
Flower,
Blue Angel)

Quantitative
approaches

Others
Others
(e.g. social (e.g. product
environmental
labels)

ISO type II
(e.g. green
claims)

ISO type III
(e.g. EPD)

footprint)
Others
(e.g. material
composition
sheet)

Fig. 6.1 Classification of different information transmission approaches (Source: Rubik and
Frankl 2005: 34 (modified))

product or information on the proper usage and disposal of the product, other
types are certificates of conformity of products with specific regulatory requirements. In contrast to compulsory approaches, voluntary ones leave to market
actors the decision of whether to use it or not. There is a wide range of such
approaches. Much effort has been made by the International Organisation of
Standardisation (ISO) to structure environmental approaches which were subdivided into three types of voluntary labels:
• ISO Type I labels (Eco-label): “Voluntary, multiple criteria-based third party programs that awards a licence authorising the use of environmental labels on products. These labels provide qualitative environmental information” (ISO 2000: 1).
They are covered by ISO 14024 published in April 1999, last reviewed and confirmed in 2009.
• ISO Type II labels: “Self-declared environmental claim made by manufacturers,
importers, distributors, retailers, or anyone else likely to benefit from such a
claim without independent third-party certification” (ISO 1999: 3). They are covered by ISO 14021 published in 1999.
• ISO Type III labels: “Quantified environmental data using predetermined parameters and, where relevant, additional environmental information. Note 1: The
predetermined parameters are bases in the ISO 14040 series of standards (…).
Note 2: The additional environmental information may be quantitative or qualitative” (ISO 2006: 2). They are covered by ISO 14025 published in 2006.
Comparing these types of labels (see Table 6.1) several significant differences
could be recognized: In general, the different schemes claim to fill the information
gap by “condensing” information. The number criteria − the metrics − depend on the
type: Type I and III cover multiple areas, whereas Type II one single area. The same
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Table. 6.1 Comparison of the three ISO labels
Criteria areas/metrics
Type I: multiple
Type II: single
Type III: multiple
Selectivity
Type I: yes
Type II: no
Type III: no

Life cycle consideration
Type I: yes
Type II: no
Type III: yes
Third party verification/certification
Type I: yes
Type II: preferred
Type III: yes

Source: GEN (2004: 12)

refers to the consideration of life-cycle: its examination is a core element of the
types I and III and not requested by Type II. The symbol of the Type I indicates that
requirements, which are (nearly) not visible on the label itself, were fulfilled.
By doing so, it is selective: It “translates” quantitative and qualitative information
and transmits them to the target groups. This means that a label allows them to
distinguish between products with, and without, the label. Type II and III are not
selective. The third party verification is another request of the types I and III, but not
strongly requested by Type II.

3

Some Exemplary Information Transmission Approaches

In this section, we focus on three different approaches, namely qualitative approaches
by labels, self-declared environmental claims and quantitative approaches.

3.1

Qualitative Approaches

3.1.1

Eco-Labels

Addressed Issues Eco-labels according to ISO type I should consider the entire
life-cycle of a product based on scientific evidence, their application is voluntary
and up to the decision of the applicants. They refer to environmental issues, like
energy consumption, material composition, emissions, use of dangerous substances
etc. They are intended to label products with considerable less environmental
impacts than the market average along the life-cycle − i.e. the “best in the class’.
These last few years, environmental topics have been supplemented by the integration of social criteria into some requirements of the eco-labels, e.g. working
conditions, fair-trade issues.
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Institutional Issues For each product group, criteria have to be developed and
fixed. The criteria development is carried out in an open participatory process, e.g.
by boards, committees, panels, expert groups representing different economic and
social interests (e.g. trade, industry, consumer and environmental organisations).
However, the final decision on requirements has to be taken by an institution independent from manufacturers and their interests. The fulfilment of the requirements
has to be proven by a third-party verification procedure. Having passed the requirements, applicants receive the allowance to use the symbol of an eco-label scheme,
which is restricted to a predefined period of some years. This restriction is intended
to review the requirements and to update them, if needed, taking into account new
technological developments, new information and other challenges.
Target Groups Mainly private consumers.
Status Eco-labels have been in place since 1978, when the German Blue Angel
became the first voluntary eco-label scheme worldwide, followed just over a decade
later (1989) by the Japanese Eco-Mark. Altogether, the labelling landscape has
become more and more complex, and also confusing. According to Ecolabel Index,1
458 eco-labels in 197 countries covering 25 product groups exist: some are applied
to a vast range of product groups whereas others are restricted to a single and specific product group. Globally, providers of eco-label schemes co-operate in the
“Global Ecolabelling network” (see: http://www.globalecolabelling.net/).
Examples European eco-label “EU-Flower”, German Blue Angel, Scandinavian
“Nordic Swan”, Australian “Good Environmental Choice”, Japanese “Eco Mark
Program”, US “Green Seal” or the “Green label Thailand”.

3.1.2

Social Labels and Standards

Addressed Issues The consideration of environmental challenges is only one
challenge, but due to the increasing “length” and complexity of supply chains, to the
globalisation of markets and supply or production chains, and due to pressures from
stakeholders, the social features along the chain gain increasing importance. Beside
company and workplace related standards like ISO 26000 and SA8000, some labels
cover social issues such as ban of child labour, social rights, labour union laws, fair
prices, working conditions. However, a common international standard like the ISO
14020-series does not exist.
Institutional Issues The institutional characteristics depend on the requirements
label scheme, in general reliable labels are independent from business and request
an independent certification of the fulfilment of their requirements.
Target Groups Mainly private consumers, but also business and public
purchasers.
1

http://www.ecolabelindex.com/ (accessed March 5, 2015).
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Status The increasing importance of social issues could be observed by the increasing
number of labels dealing with this topic. The webpages of the Sustainability
Compass (http://www.sustainability-compass.com/) or of the Standards Map (http://
www.standardsmap.org/) offer a broad overview on social (and sustainability)
labels.
Examples “Rugmark” label, “Fairtrade” label.

3.1.3

Certificates of Conformity

Addressed Issues The issues addressed are diverse and refer to specific needs.
They might document for example sustainable forestry, fishery, and agriculture. The
certificates document fulfilment of specific environmental requirements, which are
often based on upstream challenges during resource extraction. The right to use a
certificate allows their holders to distinguish their certified products from those of
competitors and might offer market opportunities by positive discrimination.
Institutional Issues The institutional characteristics depend from the requirements
label scheme, in general reliable labels are independent from business and request
an independent certification of the fulfilment of their requirements.
Target Groups Private consumers, but also business and public purchasers.
Status A lot of different certificates of conformity have been developed, an
overview is hard to get, but there are several webpages providing some overviews,
e.g. the already mentioned ones of the Sustainability Compass, of the Standards
Map or of the Ecolabelindex. The Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC) provides
certificates for companies which fulfil a number of forestry requirements; the
requirements have been elaborated by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) which
is an international organization with business, NGOs, trade unions and representatives of indigenous people. Applying companies need an independent verification of
a certifier accredited at FSC.
Examples “FSC” (Forrest Stewardship Council) label, “MSC” (Marine
Stewardship Council) label, “Rainforest Alliance” label.

3.2

Self-Declared Environmental Claims

Addressed Issues Self-declared environmental claims according to ISO 14021
depend from the interests of the business/industrial associations in charge of label.
Beside environmental issues, also social issues might be highlighted.
Institutional Issues There are not specific institutional prescriptions; however the
relevant national/international legislation (e.g. competition laws) has to be respected.
Target Groups Mainly private consumers.
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Status Self-declared labels could be regarded as a business marketing approach to
inform on the environmental qualities of their products by self-declaration.
According to the ISO 14021 standard such labels do not require an independent
third-party registration. The number of such labels has grown continuously. The
perception and “reputation” of the labels depend on some strong parameters, like
credibility of the creator, product group, market competition, etc. In general, especially NGOs suspect self-declared environmental labels and do not support them.

3.3

Quantitative Declarations

3.3.1

Environmental Product Declarations (EPD)

Addressed Issues In line with the ISO standard 14025, Environmental Product
Declarations (EPD) provide quantified environmental data for a product with pre-set
categories of parameters (product category rules, PCR). The data should be based
on LCA tools and calculations and consider supply chains. They might be also highlight and restricted to some (or one single) environmental challenges − single-issue
EPDs. EPD intend to compare a product of the information provider with other
products of the specific product group.
Institutional Issues The product category rules have to be elaborated in a participatory consultation process involving stakeholders like business, NGOs etc.
Companies presenting EPDs of their products have to verify the data according to
the rules of the ISO 14040 series. The verification of data has to be carried out by
independent verifiers.
Target Groups Mainly business (commercial procurers, public procurers,
retailers).
Status In 1998, the Japan Environmental Management Association for Industry
(JEMAI), with the support by the Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
(MITI), started an experimental program for Type III environmental declarations
which resulted in the EcoLeaf’s official launch in 1999. A global network of EPDorganizations and practitioners pushes the development of EPD’s (see http://gednet.
org/). Recently, climate-related EPD’s focusing on climate relevant data came up.
Examples Japanese “Eco-Leaf”, “International EPD® System”.

3.3.2

Product Footprint

Addressed Issues The addressed issues depend on the objective of the footprint
concept. An encompassing footprint refers to different environmental challenges,
whereas the water footprint, for example, is restricted to water-related challenges.
Institutional Issues The institutional issues are still under development.
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Target Groups Private consumers, commercial procurers.
Status The origin of different footprints is the concept of the ecological footprint
(Rees and Wackernagel 1996) which were followed by different other footprint
approaches (see Fang et al. 2014), like product water footprint, land footprint or
carbon footprint.
However, of increasing importance are the ongoing efforts of the European
Commission to create a Product Environmental Footprint. They have their origin in
a communication of the European Commission (2008), which called for the elaboration of a product carbon footprint. Later, the Commission decided to extend the
work to other environmental aspects resulting in a product footprint. The
“Communication Building the Single Market for Green Products” (European
Commission 2013a) and methodological recommendations (European Commission
2013b) pushed the further development. The Commission’s product footprint should
be based on LCA, mentioned are the corresponding ISO standards of the 14040
series and some other concepts, it might consider 14 different impact categories.
Like for EPD, for each product group so called “Product Environmental Footprint
Category Rules” should be prepared and used for the proliferation of data.
In autumn 2013, a 3 year two stages-pilot phase started to elaborate and test the
Commission’s approach.2 Actually pilots3 run for 25 different product groups like
wine, household detergents or thermal insulation materials. The product footprint is
intended to be applied in different context, business internally, business to business
and business to consumer. The final format of the product footprint is not decided,
different examples of communication vehicles have been provided4 and will be
tested during the pilots.5 If the target audience is the final consumer, product footprint might come close to symbols and might be interpreted as a qualitative
approach − however this is still an open issue of consideration of the Commission.
Example European “Environmental product footprint” approach.

3.3.3

Material Composition

Addressed Issues Without reference to any ISO standard, business in the supply
chain provide information on the composition of their products, especially with
regard to the material they consist (UNEP 2014). The objective is to use an agreed
data sheet which fulfils information needs of business clients and does not request
case-by-case adoption.

2

See the webpage http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/smgp/product_footprint.htm (accessed
March 6, 2015).
3
See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/smgp/pef_pilots.ht (accessed 9 March 2015).
4
See Mugdal et al. (2012) and a Background Paper (2013).
5
See Finkbeiner (2014) for a strong critique of the Commission’s efforts.
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Institutional Issues There are no specific institutional prescriptions; however,
cooperation between competitors (horizontal cooperation) and clients (vertical
cooperation) supports the unification of the data sheets.
Target Groups Mainly business (commercial procurers, public procurers, retailers).
Status The push for the development of material composition sheets is based on
requests from clients (commercial or public ones) asking for more information on
the products they purchase, e.g. by questionnaires, which ask manufacturers to
transmit information about the products/pre-products they sell. Requests and information needs are diverse, often very heterogeneous. Therefore, several branches
took the initiative to elaborate unified composition sheets. This is the case in a
couple of branches, e.g. electronics industry, car industry. The Consumer Electronics
Association (CEA) representing branches from several continents elaborated such a
document. Besides industry branches, also global players – focal companies – use
their strategic position in the chain to ask their suppliers to deliver information
according to unified sheets.
Examples “Material Composition Declaration for Electrotechnical Products”
of CEA.

4

Selection of Approaches

In previous research (cf. Rubik and Frankl 2005), we looked for key influencing
factors for a successful application of different approaches. Beside general factors
like credibility of a scheme and its costs and fees, product group specific factors are
the key, see Fig. 6.2. The latter ones could be separated into factors related to environmental challenges, to the market situation, to the relevance of different stakeholders and to the type of approach chosen.
If the product group is the key, which product groups might be distinguished?
Rubik and Frankl (2005: 265f.) argues for six categories:
• Non-recoverable consumable goods: e.g. tissue papers detergents, soil improvers
• Recoverable consumable goods: e.g. copying and printing paper, packaging
• Energy-consuming durable products with main impact during the use phase: e.g.
cars, IT-equipment, washing machines, refrigerators, dishwashers
• Energy-passive durable products: e.g. furniture, textiles, footwear
• Simple services: e.g. car washing, laundry services
• Complex services: e.g. tourist accommodation
The environmental challenges and impacts of products within these six categories are very different along their life cycle. This means that the consideration of
different environmental are not homogeneous, but heterogeneous, also the type and
approach preferred as well as the target groups differ. Therefore, Rubik and Frankl
(2005: 266ff.) elaborated a guide for the selection of approaches depending on the
product category and the target audience. Figure 6.3 shows the proposed allocation
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Factors for
success / failure
Product Group
specific

General
•
•

Costs and fees
Credibility

Product Group
•

•
•

Main
environmental
impacts along life
cycle
Quality and price
Market structure

Stakeholders
•

•
•
•

Approach

Role and
importance of
stakeholders
Awareness of
consumers
Market structure
Integrated
approach

•
•

Criteria
Format

Fig. 6.2 Factors for success or failure of an information transmission approach (Rubik and Frankl
2005: 264; slightly modified)

Consumable Goods

Nonrecoverable
• Tissue paper
• Detergents
• Soil improvers

Recoverable
• Copying and
graphic paper
• Packaging

Durable Goods

Energy
passive
• Furniture
• Textiles
• Footwear

Energy
consuming
• Dishwashers
• IT equipment
• Light-bulbs
• Cars

Services

Simple

Complex

• Car washing
• Laundry
service

• Tourist accomodation
• Public transport

• Focus on use
and final
service
• Hints for best
use

• Must address
several stakeholders
• Explaining and
informing hints

• Qualitative
approach
appropriate

• Qualitative
approach
appropriate,
but flexibility
needed

Format for final consumers
• Simple & quickly
understandable

• Qualitative
approach
appropriate

• Simple & quickly
understandable
• Hints for end-of-life
treatment

• Simple & quickly
understandable
• Hints for end-oflife treatment

• Qualitative
approach
appropriate

• Qualitative
approach
appropriate

• Focus on use phase
• Hints for best use

• Qualitative
approach
appropriate

Potential of quantitative approaches for business -to-business communication
• High

• High

• High

• High

• Low

• Medium

Fig. 6.3 Format of information transmission tools with regard to six product categories (Rubik
and Frankl 2005: 273; slightly modified)
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of product groups into the six product categories as well as the life cycle phase in
which the main environmental impacts occur. It distinguishes among final consumers and business-to-business communication. The latter one is of special interest for
LCM-reflections. In general, we rank the potential of qualitative tools in the case of
services as restricted. The potential for consumables and durables are assessed as
high in the business-to-business communication, although the criteria differ according to the concrete product group and the main environmental challenges along their
life-cycles.
However, with regard to final consumers, we judge that qualitative labelling
approaches are the main tool to be applied. But the requirements behind the label
differs according to the product category, e.g. with regard to energy-passive or
energy active durables. Beside the label, also hints for end-of-life treatment are
needed to explain consumers an appropriate environmental (more) benign product
removal.

5

Conclusions

The proliferation of information as part of LCM is a strong request to support actors
downstream with appropriate information. We focused on actors external to the
company generating the information (in this case other internal tools are needed).
The tools presented in this section intend to reduce the information seek costs for
consumers. However, the target audiences are very different:
• Private consumers ask for easy to use and understand information tools, qualitative approaches like the ISO type I approaches (e.g. the EU Flower or the Nordic
Swan) are the promising tools which differentiate products within the same product group. Their successful reception by consumers might increase the sale volume of the labelled products and result in reductions of environmental
burdens.6
• Business clients commercial purchasers, public purchasers or retailers − have different information needs, some are requesting quantitative information whereas
others need “condensated” information as provided by labels. These different
needs require an appropriate strategy of sellers to transmit information towards
their clients. The basics are quantitative information based on product category
rules agreed and unified within the branch in consensus with the competitors.
The information transmitted might support the clients to compare products
within the same product group and to priorise them according to different criteria,
among them environmental ones. Depending on the type of product – we proposed
six categories – additional quick to understand and easy to recognize information
might be needed and in this case qualitative labels play a prominent role.
6

We hint to the discussion on rebound effects which might have some converse effects (see, e.g.,
Santarius 2012 or Maxwell et al. 2011).
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But beside the sellers and buyers, business and consumers, policy makers are
keen to push labels as a prominent tool of environmental and, consumer policy. The
example of the European Commission highlights labelling issues in its SCP/SIP
Action plan (European Commission 2008) and argues for a broad getting-theinformation-right-strategy (European Commission 2013a). The outcome of this
process − product environmental footprint − is still early in the pilot phase (PEF
2015). But we might expect an instructive − but controversial − outcome of this process and a ripening of these efforts resulting in an encompassing right to know and
duty to inform policy strategy. Therefore, it is up to responsible life cycle management to proactively shape the future.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 7

Mainstreaming the Use of Life Cycle
Management in Small and Medium Sized
Enterprises Using a Sector Based
and Regional Approach
Naeem Adibi, Vanessa Pasquet, Aubin Roy, Alice Salamon, Jodie Bricout,
Catherine Beutin, Quentin Renault, Marie Darul, François Xavier Callens,
Marc Haquette, Patrick Orlans, Jeanne Meillier, Joanne Boudehenn,
Sophie Reynaud, Sophie Cabaret, Christophe Bogaert,
and Christelle Demaretz

Abstract Although Life Cycle Management (LCM) is becoming commonplace in
larger corporations it is far from mainstream. To achieve sustainable production and
consumption patterns, LCM needs to be taken up by whole supply chains that
include small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). From a business perspective,
this represents a competitivity issue, as these SMEs are increasingly under pressure
from clients and legislators to provide more information about the environmental
impacts of their products, and to take responsibility for them both up and down the
value chain. Therefore a sector based and regional approach is needed to foster the
implementation of LCM in SMEs. This has been done in Northern France, where
professional support organizations, including clusters, business federations and
Chambers of Commerce, have come together under the auspices of the [avniR]
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LCA Platform to explore ways to help businesses to adopt LCM. Nine pioneer
sectors, textile, seafood, packaging, mechanical, food, wood, construction, recycling and renewable energies, have undertaken an ambitious project to integrate
LCM into their business. The methodology for all nine sectors follows five major
steps: benchmark, sector maturity assessment, needs identification, action plan and
implementation.
Keywords Life cycle assessment • Life cycle management • Regional development
• Sector-based approach • Small and medium sized enterprises • SMEs

1

Introduction

Life Cycle Management (LCM) has been defined by the SETAC working group as
“an integrated framework of concepts, techniques and procedures to address environmental, economic, technological and social aspects of products and organizations
to achieve continuous environmental improvement from a life cycle perspective”
(Hunkeler et al. 2001). Supply chain actors have been pursuing to integrate LCM
within their activities and collaborations for years.
Therefore, now, many major global companies have internal and external programs to assess and manage the sustainability performance of goods and services
across the life cycle. LCM-related initiatives include sustainability parameters, like
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and existing additional processes (NilssonLindén et al. 2014). Several private companies also finance collaborative life cycle
research through initiatives such as SCORELCA, CIRAIG, Sustainability
Consortium and UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative.
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LCM is also increasingly impacting public policy related to resources use and
recycling, and more recently product-related environmental policies. For example,
the European Commission launched “Building the Single Market for Green
Products – Facilitating better information on the environmental performance of
products and organizations” in April 2013. The Product/organizational
Environmental Footprint (PEF/OEF) method (European Union 2013), published in
April 2013, includes Commission recommendation on the use of common methods
to measure and communicate the life cycle environmental performance of products
and organizations. Within the related PEF/OEF pilot projects the Commission has
engaged mainly big companies and industry associations.
Only few initiatives have been developed recently to help integrating LCM
within SMEs in a sector. In 2013 the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative supported
eight pilot projects using Life Cycle Management Capability Maturity Model
(LCM-CMM) in Cameroon, Uganda, South Africa, India, Brazil, Colombia, and
Peru. As an example, results in Colombia showed that the companies could apply
the LCM concepts to their organizations with limited technical support (Moreno
et al. 2015).
Whilst the existing initiatives help to make significant progress towards sustainable production and consumption patterns, LCM needs to be taken up by whole
supply chains that, by definition, include many small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs). From a business perspective, this represents a competitivity issue, as these
SMEs are increasingly under pressure from clients and legislators to provide more
information about the environmental impacts of their products, and to take responsibility for them both up and down the value chain. (Bricout et al. 2012)

2

Context for the Study

In this chapter we present a case study on how the use of Life Cycle Management
can be mainstreamed in SMEs using a sector based and regional approach. A methodology for this purpose has been developed and applied in Northern France. It is a
highly industrial region facing important challenges for sustainable development.
The strong industrial past has affected the region through a complete reconversion
from coal and heavy industry to other industrial and service sectors. Social challenges include the high population density (324 people per km2 vs. 113 in France)
with 95 % living in urban communities. The environmental challenges this region is
facing are diverse. The greenhouse gas emissions per capita are 30 % higher compared to the French average. The share of renewable energy consumption is four
times less than the national level. Only 1.9 % renewable electricity (17.7 % France)
is produced in the region and 16.4 % of the surfaces area is artificial (8.8 % France).
Despite the loss of industrial activity over the past 50 years, Northern France
remains the third largest industrial region in France with the fourth largest economic
turnover. It is also a significant transport and logistics hub, with the densest road
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Fig. 7.1 The northern France region

network in Europe and significant rail and canal infrastructure (Nord-Pas de calais
Regional Council 2013) (Fig. 7.1).
The Northern France region has been actively pursuing a transformation towards
more sustainable economic models for many years. The non-for profit organization
cd2e was established in 2002 to support this “eco-transition”. As early as 2007, cd2e
and their partners identified Life Cycle approaches as a needed decision-making
tool to help local industry to implement Life Cycle Management. Cd2e created the
[avniR] platform in 2009 to bring together multiple stakeholders around this challenging issue. This collective approach was needed to foster the supply and demand
for LCA at the same time and has evolved from a focus on assessment to the support
of companies in their efforts to improve their sustainability performance using
LCM. On the LCM demand side, [avniR] works with industry clusters and public
authorities to explain life cycle approaches and develop collaborative projects
([avnir] 2015). On the supply side, [avniR] provides training and a “hub” for academics and consultants to improve their capacity in Life Cycle Assessment, ecodesign and LCA based communication (Bjørn et al. 2013). Over 300 people have
been trained in LCA/LCM through the platform, and more than 90 individual projects have been directly and indirectly supported.
Key milestones for the [avniR] platform include:
• 2011: first annual international [avniR] conference organized in Lille
• 2012: first ecodesign prize organized with different regional actors, in partnership with the Institut de Développement de Produits and Novae in Québec
• 2012: sectorial LCM studies launched in the textile, seafood, packaging and
mechanical sectors
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• 2014: launch of a new governance based on different working groups to
strengthen collaboration between the different stakeholders within the platform
The sectorial approaches launched in 2012 have the ambitious objective of moving beyond applying LCA studies in an isolated fashion, to mainstreaming life cycle
management across entire sectors at the regional level, including the numerous
SMEs present. The first “wave” of four sectors in 2012 (textile, seafood, packaging
and mechanical) enabled the development of a common methodology to establish
strategic action plans to mainstream LCM into business, education and research
organizations. A second wave of sectors (food, wood, building and recycling/
end-of-life) undertook the process in 2013 and the renewable energies sector is
developing their strategy in 2015.
This chapter presents the overall approach and the first results obtained in the
mainstreaming of business Life Cycle Management practice and public Life Cycle
Thinking awareness in a region through this, to our knowledge unique sectorial
approach, whilst developing the necessary competence to transform awareness into
action by stakeholders at different levels of influence.

3

Approach

Most SMEs lack the financial capacity or human resources to implement LCM on
their own. Therefore, they need to work with support organizations at the regional
level, and in general they are ready to work with other companies of their sector.
In Northern France, professional support organizations, including clusters,
business federations and Chambers of Commerce, have come together under the
auspices of the [avniR] LCA Platform to explore ways to help their businesses
adopt LCM. The strategy for achieving this is based on the following key concepts
(Adibi and Bricout 2012):
1. LCM capacity should be built into existing support organizations, so that
businesses receive advice and tools from organizations that they already know
and trust
2. Tools and actions to support LCM integration need to be adapted to different
sectors to make them as relevant as possible to SMEs
3. Training and research capacity, also within universities and public research
centers, needs to be developed to respond to needs of businesses
Before starting the process, there is an identification of the most strategic sectors
to help integration of LCM within the region. The economic, environmental and
social characteristics of the sector are considered jointly with the difficulty of mobilizing the sector (level of motivation/awareness and the existence of well identified
actors for dissemination).
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Fig. 7.2 Sector strategic action plan development methodology

For the sectors, existing support organizations are identified in a second step. We
selected competitivity and excellence clusters, as they include innovation in their
scope to help emerging new and innovative products and markets based on the
implementation of LCM approaches. Once these organizations are identified, one
reference person is designated for each sector. The different reference persons from
the sectors, called “Life Cycle Champions”, are creating an active network.
Champions are first trained on LCA and then on LCM approaches. A specific
training of two days has been developed and delivered by the [avniR] platform. The
training covers an advanced introduction to LCA, a detailed presentation of sectorial approaches and different steps and critical points to better integrate LCM within
sectors based on the first sectorial experiences.
Based on [avniR] experience, it is strongly recommended to assure the presence
of the same persons during the entire process through the implementation phase.
When a change of person occurs, the step-by-step capitalization of the results
becomes essential and the hierarchy within the structure (e.g., the president of the
cluster) has to be extremely motivated to assure the continuation of the process.
All sectors follow the same general process for developing their LCM Action
Plan, as shown in Fig. 7.2. The approach as presented in this chapter is elaborated
within mid-long term vision and is not applicable within a short-term prospective.
Five major steps are followed within the process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Benchmark
Sector maturity assessment
Needs identification
Action plan
Implementation

3.1

Benchmark

The benchmark process starts with the identification of the sector specific characteristics and a detailed mapping of the sector actors. For some of the sectors with very
complex structure, the mapping phase is essential (e.g., building, recycling and
packaging). The mapping helps to identify the major players including, businesses,
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education and research organizations as well as the interactions with institutions
and authorities.
The sectors are very different from one another regarding the characteristics and
the specificities that need to be identified during the benchmark phase. The major
differences to be considered are detailed below.
3.1.1

Structure of the Sector

Some sectors include mostly very small and medium companies, whilst others may
be dominated by big or medium enterprises or a mix of both. The type and size of
organizations influence the way they will apply LCM. Also attributed resources are
often related to the size of the structures and the turnover.
3.1.2

Organization of the Sector

Big companies that may not physically be present within the region sometimes
drive sectors, for example, the mechanic sector has a very significant presence of
purchasing/supplier relations. For some other sectors there might be a very logical
and complementary chain of actors, varying from one country to another or from one
region to another, as, for instance, for the building sector. In some sectors, companies
(small, medium or big) may actually control the overall supply chain of their product.
3.1.3

Product, Organization and Process Oriented Vision

Another very import factor that may change completely the way sectors are responding
to LCM is the way they look at the product. In some sectors, products are in the
center of the business efforts, such as for the case of textile, fish and food. In others,
processes are dominant, such as for the recycling sector. In most cases, for those
sectors with a dominant process and organization vision, the role of actors and the
relevance of products need to be clarified to help them uptake LCM.
Once a detailed mapping has been done, the next step within the benchmarking
is to identify LCM initiatives, tools and case studies relevant to each sector, focusing
on, but not limited to West Europe. This phase also includes a hotspot analysis based
on existing LCAs within the sector. Figure 7.3 shows a list of major points considered
within the benchmarking phase.

3.2

Sector Maturity Assessment

The maturity assessment aims at understanding the maturity of the actors of a sector
in relation to LCM practices. In this way each sector and their respective actors can
be trained corresponding to their needs in order to build LCM capabilities as quickly
and efficiently as possible.
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Fig. 7.3 Benchmarking

The first step for the maturity assessment is the sampling phase. Considering the
mapping of actors (throughout the supply chains) and the structure of the sector
(small, medium and big companies) a sample of the actors is selected. The sample
covers different product/material groups within a given sector (e.g., food, meat,
fruits, vegetables, drinks, etc. or the recycling of plastics, metals, wood etc.) to the
extent possible within the region. In most cases, a sample covering 20–40 % of the
actors is sufficiently representative to formulate conclusions. Table 7.1 provides
the key figures of sampling done for the textile, packaging, seafood and mechanical
sectors.
Table 7.1 Key figures of sampling
Companies concerned by the study
Companies mobilized
Surveyed
Interviewed
Active participation (workshops)
Researchers, universities, training
organizations, etc.
Institution partners, federations, etc.
Total

Textile
200
53 (26 %)
17
28
8
7

Packaging
90
32 (36 %)
–
21
11
4

Seafood
130
37 (28 %)
17
20
–
16

Mechanical
750
201 (27 %)
201
–
8

10
70

14
50

8
61

15
224

The maturity assessment of businesses, education bodies and research centers in
the region in relation to LCM practices is undertaken via interviews with key stakeholders. To assess the maturity of the sectors, a baseline method has to be adapted
for each sector and applied. We developed an adaptable baseline method called
“[avniR] sectorial framework” (Adibi et al. 2012) based on the first wave of sectorial approaches and other methods developed for a similar purpose such as the Life
Cycle Management Capability Maturity Model used by The UNEP/SETAC Life
Cycle Initiative to promote LCM capability in different parts of the world.
The four methods used in the first wave of sectorial studies (textile, packaging,
seafood and mechanical sectors) were developed independently and without applying
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any common framework. Based on the results of these studies and the feedback of
responding companies and organizations, more sub-criteria were added. In the same
time, the study of additional methods (CMM UNEP, etc.) provided a more exhaustive understanding of existing assessment methods. The [avniR] sectorial framework was finalized considering both experiences from the first wave pilot and other
maturity assessment methods. The framework of the assessment method takes into
account five main criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Company global strategy for LCM
Challenges associated to LCA based approaches
Eco-design/LCA maturity approach
Resources dedicated to LCM
Continual improvement and communication efforts

The framework was applied within the second wave and was very successful to
give a clear overview of the sectors’ maturity. The method also helped through an
indirect harmonization of the approach within different sectors.
The interest to develop the method was also to provide a common baseline that
would allow later to monitor the advance of the sectors, once the implementation
phase starts. In addition, the maturity assessment helped different sectors to better
understand the action plans of other sectors, since not all of them started at the same
maturity level, nor had the same need for training and capacity building support.

3.3

Needs Identification

The need identification considers two major aspects:
1. Benchmarking (national and international on the existing LCM capacities: LCM
initiatives, tools and case studies relevant to each sector at global level and results
of the hotspots analysis)
2. Sector maturity assessment results based on Sect. 3.2
For the needs identification, the LCM champion involves relevant stakeholders
to build up a SWOT matrix to identify and categorize significant internal factors
(i.e. strengths and weaknesses) and external factors (i.e. opportunities and threats)
to integrate LCM in their sector. In order to better prepare and facilitate this phase,
some preparatory documents are sent in advance to different stakeholders to facilitate
their participation during the SWOT preparation.
Stakeholder engagement is a key aspect of the needs identification and a solid
baseline for the action plan development that fits the needs of the sector. It is especially
important for the implementation phase as the actions are “owned” by the participants.
The step is also very important to educate the new stakeholders joining the process.
By the end of this phase the results of the first three phases are presented in an
open meeting with all stakeholders. The aim is to make more and more stakeholders
familiar with the process and findings, and motivate them to contribute to a successful
implementation in the later stages.
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Action Plan

Each sector develops very detailed action plans based on the SWOT matrix and the
identified needs and expectations. The experience with the first wave helped to
develop major common indicators related to each action.
A non-exhaustive list of major common indicators is provided here: primary
target, title description, goals, costs, time frame, potential action leader, starting
time and duration, frequency, priority and management indicators.
In addition and to help cross cutting actions to be developed, actions are grouped
in three major categories:
1. Sector specific actions
2. Replicable actions (to one or more sectors)
3. Cross cutting actions (joint actions of two or more sectors)

3.5

Implementation

The LCM action plans are developed in parallel, enabling the sectors to identify
cross cutting actions. This process is managed by the regional LCA Platform
[avniR], through the network of “Life Cycle Champions”. Champions have been
trained in the nine sectors; they meet regularly to exchange experiences in implementing life cycle approaches, identify cross cutting projects and to monitor sustainability performance advances within different sectors. The study was done
through different waves. The latest sectors incorporated learnings from the first
wave of sectors are shown in Fig. 7.4. Several actions are ongoing and some are
finalized within different sectors. The results show significant improvements in
SMEs within most sectors. The efficiency and effectiveness of the actions are monitored within a scoreboard developed together with LCM champions. Unfortunately,
due to confidentiality restrictions, at the moment, no detailed results can be shown
to highlight the improvements of the sustainability performance of products, processes and organizations achieved within the case study of Northern France.

4

Conclusions and Outlook

The chapter describes an innovative approach for mainstreaming LCM that is able
to leverage sectorial and regional networks in order to help overcome barriers to the
implementation of Life Cycle Management. From a business perspective, integration with existing professional organizations confirmed that SMEs access advice
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Fig. 7.4 The LCM champion network

and tools through organizations that they already know and trust. Working with
several sectors in parallel through the Life Cycle Champion network encourages a
multidisciplinary approach, essential to improving decision making across entire
supply chains.
The results that can be reused elsewhere include new developments, such as a
methodology to evaluate the maturity of sectors adaptable for different sectors and
other regions in order to foster the implementation of Life Cycle Management
worldwide.
In addition a very detailed action plan is developed for large scale roll-out of Life
Cycle approaches in business and higher education. Each action plan aims to plan
for the generalized roll-out of LCM in businesses across all industry sectors in the
region. The engagement of stakeholders ensures that the benefits and effects will be
perpetuated beyond the implementation phase.
In order to widely test and improve the methodology, a large scale project integrating regions from other European countries (Belgium, Portugal and Spain) is
ongoing (Life Cycle in Practice – LIFE+ Funds). It aims to apply this approach in
different regions, to improve the method and to validate the conclusions.
It is planned to publish the improvements achieved with regard to the sustainability performance of products, processes and organizations of at least one sector
within the case study of Northern France, once confidentially agreements have been
finalized.
Acknowledgements Authors would like to express sincere thanks to Christian Traisnel and Eric
Kniaz for all their valuable feedbacks. The approach described is supported by the Nord-Pas de
Calais Regional Council and the French environment agency, ADEME.
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Part II

Advancing the Implementation
of Life Cycle Management
in Business Practice

This part focuses on the LCM progress made with regard to implementation
processes of life cycle approaches and its linkage to business value creation.

Chapter 8

From Projects to Processes to Implement Life
Cycle Management in Business
Martin Baitz
Abstract In general, companies start using a life cycle approach to manage the
sustainability challenges and opportunities of their products through projects using
life cycle assessment or other tools of the life cycle management toolbox like greenhouse gases accounting. As companies gain experience the way they manage the life
cycle of their products matures, it becomes less about implementing projects and
more about putting in place organization-wide procedures. The latter allow companies to address systematically the identified business challenges and opportunities
of their whole portfolio or at least their key products with much less effort than carrying out multiple individual projects.
Keywords Life cycle assessment (LCA) • Life cycle management (LCM) •
Sustainability • Process integration

1

A Brief History of Life Cycle Approaches

In the beginning of a new thinking some aspects dominated the discussion. Energy –
in the way it is technically used so far – is limited and environmental impacts can be
a threat, if ignored. As the supply chain has to cooperate to solve (economic and
technical) tasks and harvest its opportunity, it was quite evident environmental
aspects needed a supply chain approach as well.
Life cycle thinking (LCT) was borne in the 1980s. In the 1990s, scientific bodies
like SETAC (Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry) recognized a
need to draft rules to harmonize the new way of thinking, calculating and analyzing
products systems in a way that international cooperation and exchange is fostered.
This “Code of Practice” (Consoli et al. 1993) may be understood as an important
yardstick to turn thinking into doing.
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Life cycle assessment (LCA) was about to be borne (Fava et al. 1990) and became
an international standard under ISO in 1997 (ISO 14040: 1997). Building on this
new standard industry, research and academia was able to use this method in a
consistent way. Due to differences in goal and scope between stakeholders the
interpretation of the systems and the results can be different; however keeping to
ISO ensures that the differences remain understandable and interpretable. This
empowers consumers or users of information to check against their own (technical,
political or private) motivations and boundaries. The method remains consistent and
transparent. The possibilities within this new assessment method reached beyond
engineers and scientists. The call to consistently measure, control and target against
life cycle results combined with related communication measures lead to a further
evolution.
Life cycle management (LCM) developed from a professional interpretation and
decision with the help of life cycle assessment. For most professional users of life
cycle based sustainability approaches in industry, these three evolutionary steps
belong together. LCT is the required mindset, LCA the method and LCM the
process.

1.1

From Pioneers to Industry Standards

There are many individuals mentioned if talking about scientific or societal thought
leaders in life cycle aspects and the roots of sustainability. However, thoughts stay
basically fictional until they are applied and measurable.
Pioneer companies like, e.g., Volkswagen, Daimler, Renault, BASF, DOW,
Wacker, ThyssenKrupp, and Amcor recognized quite early on the necessity and
opportunity to apply the topic in a professional manner using a standardized method,
related software tools, a blend of own in-house data, specific supplier data, realistic
upstream data and justified background data.
During the 1990s, pioneer companies and organizations pace their way towards
international standards. Without these pioneers, LCM probably would not have
(or at least significantly later) matured into applied LCA about two decades ago
(see also Hunkeler et al. 2004).

1.2

From Trial to Maturity

After the international standards were in force, the number of studies with questionable claims decreased, whereas the number of studies with reasonable results
increased. Most likely due to better identification of unjustified claims. Reducing
the arbitrary application of the method, combined with clear rules, described life
cycle assessment being implemented in a number of companies and organizations
in the mid-1990s to early 2000s to drive product innovation.
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Even having now the standards and related reviewers available, some stakeholders
or believers in specific schools of thought still pretend today LCA is arbitrary:
However, in most cases the preferred method of these critics are completely nonstandardized and sometimes even their private invention. Even more astonishing,
the most arbitrary results originated rather not from industry, maybe because of
self-protection.
However, refocusing on the important aspects, it may be summarized that LCA
took its chance to mature from scientific into professional applications in industrial
organizations, while some non-standardized approaches, some experimental databases and trial software disappeared.

2

From Project to Process

LCA is recognized as the best available methodology to investigate environmental
sustainability performance in a reliable and transparent way and for communication, along the value chain and throughout one’s own organization; to support and
help to cross-check development and strategic decisions. LCA in practice must be
time, cost and resource efficient. LCA results and the underlying data are only the
basis for communication and decision making and are to be converted into a technical conclusion, the nature of which is determined by the recipient of the result
(e.g., product engineers, executive management, marketing, suppliers, or consumers). LCA is applied for quantitative environmental management and should reflect
the industrial reality adequately. This sounds trivial, but often enough data and modelling approaches are used to produce results, which have a goal and scope that is
not suitable for decision support. Benchmarking one’s own processes and products
against the competition – commonly on a cost basis – is a common practice in
industry. Evaluation of the results within the competitive landscape is needed to
take suitable decision for your own optimization approach. Aside from the internal
use of LCA as an internal planning tool, another potential lies in connecting partners along the value chain. By collaborating on an LCA, suppliers and customers
strengthen their relationship, gain valuable insights in markets and their success
factors, and enhance an overall exchange of experiences. This fosters innovation.
LCA is a business imperative today. Therefore successful LCA application is the
main aim in industry (Baitz et al. 2012a).
As described earlier (Baitz et. al. 2012b), the topic of LCA needs proper implementation in the companies: It must be manageable. Management of tasks basically
calls for two main aspects: measurable information and properly installed processes.
What gets measured gets managed.
Proper management of life cycle aspects needs a shift in the mindset: From project thinking towards process thinking. Alignment of methods, data and communication throughout the company is an important step. But why restrict the degree of
freedom in doing LCA in companies? Simply to gain quality of results, harvest the
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full potential of aligned application, communication of LCA results and to be able
to measure company targets against consistent actuals.
Companies realize that an extended use of LCA can foster value creation, if
implemented as part of a professional management process.
In (Baitz et. al. 2014) it is discussed that successful companies basically create
value through sustainability in four discrete ways:
• In sales over increasing market share or new market entry by quantifying of benefits B2B or B2C or by promoting innovation and new products based on solid
facts.
• Through cost reduction due to increase of value chain and operational efficiency
as well as employee productivity.
• Risk mitigation like operational risk management or regulatory management
which supports business continuity.
• The brand value is increased due to reputation as well as employee attraction and
retention, which lowers new employee hiring costs.
To generate value on sustainability in a company, a platform combining IT
technology (software and data exchange systems), content (adequate databases) and
a positive user experience is key. The positive user experience is most efficiently
implemented by an adequate and balanced share of technology and service
support.
In sequence, companies want to determine more quickly what the social, environmental and economic tradeoffs of their products are (screening)? How they can
provide more value by combining multiple data sources (scoping)? And how the
companies may integrate sustainability management with existing management
systems, such as ERP, PLM, CAD or supply chain management (scale)?
Along this approach of “Screen, Scope, Scale” many companies identify their
specific pathways, then grow their project phase and finally begin to prepare an
evolutionary step towards process implementation.

2.1

Screening to Identify Pathway

Under the umbrella “innovation with sustainability” different topics exist that
companies want or already need to cover; ideally with an integrated approach.
The importance of the topics are related to the specific situation of the company.
No matter what a company already does, it is valuable to build on existing activities
and to get in-house people to support the “pathfinder mission”.
Under the headline “innovation and cleantech” some companies do sustainability
research and development, external research funding, product stewardship and
sustainability solution marketing. In strategic energy management often e.g., office
energy management, IT/telecoms energy management, industrial energy management,
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on-site renewable energy and energy management systems get clustered. Sustainable
supply chains need to be managed e.g., retail or supply chain energy management
or aspects of supply chain transparency.
Environmental performance has long been an important aspect in the companies’
sustainability approaches including environmental remediation, occupational health
and safety, pollution control and prevention, biodiversity and land stewardship, and
waste water and water management.
Most of the above mentioned topics are done in pure project style. Some companies started different projects with direct links to individual tasks and needs that
needed to be addressed. This might be tasks concerning suppliers, customers,
cooperating industries or from governmental bodies or their own research and
development topics.
Some companies selected so-called lighthouse projects on especially important
topics to gain insights on intercompany cooperation while ensuring that the results
are valuable for the company to guarantee a wide range of company stakeholders
from project engineer to executive management are interested in the results. The
selection of lighthouse project topics can be done monetarily (important revenue
stream) or by image (specific product with specific message) or by any other
company-relevant aspects.
However, some companies prefer to start with non-critical trial projects to test
the approach through a shadow-project in a protected internal environment
without any information exchange with suppliers, customers or the public on data
gathering and results communication.
Typically in the screening phase the four aspects – materiality, practicability,
quality and transparency – are addressed in a company specific way:
• Under materiality questions are answered like: Which data do I have? Which
data is relevant for me?
• Practicability addresses questions like: Where do I get my company data and my
supplier data from? Where do I get reliable background data?
• Concerning quality companies answer questions like: What does quality mean in
my business? What are relevant quality indicators for my goal?
• Transparency in professional applications means: Are processes documented
and change monitored? Are routines qualified and auditable?
In the screening phase companies start with initial workshops to clearly scope
the work and define the goal. In most cases the first is step is to benchmark against
the average in the industry. In a materiality assessment the inventory situation of in
house data is checked and assessed. Life cycle based product and corporate environmental draft footprints are often a first screening result.
An example of doing a successful screening is a US based company which design
and manufacture floors and ceilings for residential and commercial products. Their
challenge was losing market share in an industry, where sustainability is a defining
strategy. The solution was life cycle assessment showing the quantifiable and relevant
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savings of water, virgin material and electricity, supported by senior leadership to
reach corporate awareness. The business value was cost reduction, brand enhancement, improved business environment as well as top line revenue growth.
Another example is a city development in the United Arab Emirates designed to
rely on solar energy and other renewable energy sources. The goals are to monitor
embodied carbon in supply chain and construction to achieve a “carbon neutral”
goal of 475 g/m2 and to set up a database of sustainable building processes and
materials. Features are to produce environmental product declarations (EPDs)
and carbon footprints, linked to a city portal and consistently setting targets,
benchmarking and monitoring the performance. Main outcomes here is decisionmaking support e.g. in the progress of building completion vs. total carbon
emissions to date.
A third example of a value adding screening phase activity is a national dairy
service acting as a body for dairy farmers and the industry to help farmers adapt to
a changing operating environment, and achieve a profitable, sustainable dairy industry. The challenge was to establish the industry’s carbon footprint, from farm to a
representative national dairy product. Further to generate a reliable basis for product
carbon footprinting and environmental labelling. The solution was a web-based data
collection and integrated analysis approach. The benefit are verifiable greenhouse
gas footprints at industry level and an auditable and expandable platform reporting
solution leading to customized greenhouse gas footprints for individual farmers.

2.2

Scoping to Grow Project Phase

After successful screening of the company specific pathway, the companies typically aim to merge many environmental and social topics under one common
umbrella of life cycle based sustainability approaches.
Related ISO standards are in most cases the solid basis of environmental related
work in companies. The companies’ data foundation – consisting of in-house and
own site data, specific supplier data, representative generic upstream and downstream data as well as background data – typically evolved and grew from the starter
projects.
In the scoping phase the companies evaluate the magnitude and impact that can
be reached within their given goal and scope.
The pathway successful companies follow is in principle comparable or often
even identical. However, the speed and the needed measures differ and are specific
to each company. Competency and persistence of the person in charge of the topic
are decisive. However the most important differentiator is if a dedicated in-house
team – dealing more or less exclusively with the topic – is available in the respective
company or not. Without a dedicated in-house team the chances to succeed are
equal, just the measures to reach it are different.
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In-house teams are a huge knowledge pool and can work on sensitive aspects
without any external interference, which is an asset for any company. However,
depending on the company structure in-house teams can be quite expensive.
Working with no dedicated in-house team might be cheaper and easier to manage,
as the content and deadline responsibility is managed by a contractor. However, the
quality of the contactors work is decisive for the quality of the companies
end results.
It might be fair to say that in most of the successful companies in this topic established dedicated in-house teams along their journey in the topic and can work in
many or most cases fairly independent from external consultant companies or
experts.
The beauty of the topic is that businesses can define their own journey and mile
stones towards sustainable success. No entry hurdle, no rush, no “point of no return”
decisions in the process are necessary.
A successful sustainability approach simply means, to build on existing measures, to use as much as possible existing in-house information and to choose a
professional software and data solution to create multiple (business) benefits from
the approach.
Summarizing the scoping phase is characterized by (company and external)
stakeholder engagement often with strategy workshops to align on strategy development and implementation, identification of suitable corporate reporting software
solutions of, e.g., GRI (Global Reporting Initiative), Carbon, EH&S (Environment,
Health, Safety), or Building Portfolios. Further LCAs and organisational environmental footprints are undertaken and Environmental Product Declarations (EPD)
done. The growing data and resulting demand calls for professional product sustainability software solutions.
An example doing successful scoping is a German financial institution. They
decided to solve the topic with and ISO 14001 compliant environmental management system. The idea was central sustainability performance management. Their
aim was to quantify the sustainability performance. They reached reduced electricity consumption of 噉 111,000/year alongside with 29 % reduction in paper consumption, which equals 207 t. The gained business value was a total resource cost
reduction of 噉 300,000 in 6 months and total cost reduction of another 噉 500,000 in
the second year. Additional business value was reputation and brand enhancement.
Another example is an American multinational consumer goods company. Their
defined goal was to integrate a product sustainability software tool that anyone in
the organization could use. Boundary conditions were that no new hires were needed
and that the staff did not need training on the product sustainability software tool.
The solution was an LCA solution allowing product designers to understand the
environmental impacts and deliver results of a proposed modification in less than
15 min. Further benefits were achieved by integrating the solution fully into the
product design community.
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A third example of successful scoping is from a German specialty chemical
company. Very early the leading heads of the initiative recognized the goal of the
endeavour must be to turn LCA from a project based business into something
embedded into the core processes of the company to avoid implementation risks of
new products or processes. The solution was to focus on dedicated and relevant
products and projects with the support of an in-house team. This led to instant
knowledge transfer to the companies’ sustainability team. This was achieved with
professional software and database solution and ad hoc on-demand consulting
supplemented from the external partner. The benefits are extensively and reliably
used and communicated LCA information throughout the company. The LCA group
also experienced extraordinary internal and external visibility and success.

2.3

Scaling to Prepare Process Phase

After successful scoping, the company aims to scale the approach according to their
specific product or business strategy. Appropriate communication of facts based on
one core life cycle information system is essential. C-level, engineering department
heads as well as research engineers need tailored communication packages based on
the same facts and data.
Therefore software and database management and maintenance ideally moves
into the core of the activity. Foreground data management and in-house data collection needs to be consistent with supplier data collection and integration as well as
background data management. Data updates from the background data supplier and
distribution of their own company data to subsidiaries is organized including quality
assurance routines. Leading companies start to organize their work by client–server
based team work approaches. To harvest information synergies similar activities are
combined under one common umbrella of a life cycle based sustainability approach,
incorporating corporate sustainability activities as well as compliance and material
information topics.
Integration and automation is a core topic if companies aim to scale their life
cycle based sustainability activities. Automated LCA generation using existing
information like e.g. “bill-of-materials (BOM)” or recipe lists is another area where
leading companies are scaling the process towards higher quality in less time.
Linking to ERP systems and available in-house data systems is also a promising step
in scaling. The scaling phase increasingly enables integrated monetary assessments,
with approaches like life cycle costing (LCC) and environmental costing approaches
(e.g. Trucost) along with options to quantify or evaluate social aspects.
Summarizing, it can be said that in the scaling phase enterprise sustainability
performance software (GRI, Energy & Carbon, EH&S, supply chain, building portfolios), management systems (EMAS, ISO 14001/50001), product sustainability
performance software (LCA, EPD, PEF, Eco-Design), EPD and LCA automation as
well as PLM-integrated materials compliance management is most effective when
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operated over one integrated platform to gain maximum from synergy and
consistency and to reduce risks from data gaps and inappropriate data.
An example of successful scaling is with an American multinational confectionery, food and beverage enterprise that had a challenge to understand the environmental impacts for products and packaging. The aim was to improve process
efficiently and examine new promising technology. The solution was to conduct
LCAs for core food products and to establish a professional LCA in-house team.
Alongside these activities an extensive database of in-house process data as well as
external upstream and background data was partly set up and partly bought on
demand. The measures incorporated sustainability into many of its existing and new
products. The business value was the company is able to select the best alternative
with regards to economic and environmental aspects before finalizing a new product
design. This includes the quantification of incorporated costs in analysis to realize
savings.
Another example again with an American multinational, this time an information
technology corporation. The challenge here was increased customer demand for
environmentally preferable and professionally registered products. Further, and
inevitably, the need for LCA-backed information to guide product development
teams. A further challenge was the complex supply chains. The solution was a LCA
platform with pre-configured LCA templates to allow to scale and run over 70 LCAs
on their portfolio using an LCA solution. The business value was that the LCA
platform realized savings of over USD$1 million and hundreds of hours of time.
A further business value is the increased efficiency and the ease of registering
products within the assessment standard. This means in the end a faster market
access to maintain a competitive advantage.
Another example, this time a German automobile manufacturer needed its existing
and new products to comply with legislations such as the EU Directive 2005/64/EC
on the recyclability of motor vehicles. The company applied professional software
and extensive data sets to analyze vehicle components in terms of their recyclability.
Scenario calculations allowed the consideration and comparison of different material options, and to improve favourable options. For example, different front module
concepts were compared and material options like steel, aluminium-steel, plasticsteel assessed. The analysis revealed different strengths of the concepts concerning
primary energy demand, weight and recycling. Scenario calculation showed
improvement potentials which have been applied accordingly. The business value is
combined compliance and improvement.
Another German automobile manufacturer also achieved success with international production sites and brands. The challenge was to perform an LCA of every
new vehicle already in the design phase, to be able to grasp and execute on design
options and optimization potentials. The goal was to combine design for environment with marketing and communication. The solution was a software implementation and corresponding BOM import for efficient LCA work. The benefit is the
automobile manufacturer now optimizes cost and environmental impact of cars
already during product development.
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From Process Integration to Sustainable Supply
Chain and Product Management

Companies that successfully embedded life cycle approaches in business processes
have increased the business value of sustainability. According to our approach,
companies run through a maturity curve (Fig. 8.1), with more or less external
support. To enhance stepwise success and business value with sustainability the
maturity curve can be entered at any point. Importantly it is not where a company
starts, but to know the pathway and the next step. Solutions are needed that are able
to bring a company efficiently further without expensive rework or duplicating
effort.
IT solutions are key to drive the value of sustainability approaches. Merging
sustainability aspects, compliance aspects and supply chain aspects under one platform approach is most promising.
Data is the foundation. Actuals as well as targets are important. The business
value must be very clear: top line, bottom line and risks involved. Sustainability
must be executed; a tangible example is the approach presented: screen, scope,
scale. It is important to converge organization and product performance. Therefore
it is important to combine materials compliance, risk and sustainability management. Collaboration is important; not only internal, but also to stakeholders, the
supply chain and customers. Design for sustainability must be done early and must
be solved upstream, not downstream.

Fig. 8.1 The maturity curve of increasing business value
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Fig. 8.2 Business value of sustainability

Life cycle related sustainability solutions are able to increase sales, improve the
brand and reduce costs and risks, if these are integrated in business processes to do
sustainable supply chain and product management of long-term and short term
aspects of innovation and mitigation (Fig. 8.2).
Companies can rather freely decide where to start their journey and if they solve
the topic in-house or with external support. However a suitable and smart IT and
database solution is in any case indispensable.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 9

How to Make the Life Cycle Assessment Team
a Business Partner
Mark Goedkoop, Eric Mieras, Anne Gaasbeek, and Soledad Contreras
Abstract In this chapter we explore the need and opportunities to make the life
cycle assessment (LCA) team more relevant for the business. Sustainability trends
and alternatives for LCA are analyzed to identify what makes them relevant for and
appealing to business managers, the difficulties LCA practitioners face to get their
message across have been identified, and a five-step approach to make the LCA
team a business partner will be described. The goal is to empower LCA teams and
practitioners to create sustainable value for the business they work in.
Keywords Champion for LCA • Circular economy • LCA community • LCA team
• Life cycle assessment • Life cycle management • Product sustainability •
Sustainability

1

Introduction: 20 Years of Life Cycle Assessment, Have
We Understood the User Needs?

One may wonder why it is still a relatively small community that performs LCA and
why LCA has not become more mainstream in business processes, while LCA
methodology is used by thousands of companies and has proven to be a relatively
robust tool for understanding the impacts of products. Most major multinational
companies nowadays have something like an LCA department, which is usually a
team of a handful of specialists that perform LCAs mostly to support internal
decisions.
To explore this issue we first take a broad perspective of the developments in
companies regarding product sustainability; these developments are too often
missed by LCA practitioners. Next we will describe our findings from research we
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did among corporate LCA practitioners, and finally we will describe how we can
link the LCA practitioners to corporate developments to make them more relevant
in the business.

2

Understanding Major Product Sustainability Trends

About a decade ago, the LCA community was somewhat taken by surprise by the
increasing popularity of the cradle to cradle approach. Multi-national companies
followed suit; they did in most cases not abandon LCA, but became very active in
cradle to cradle. Cradle to cradle now seems to be surpassed in popularity by
Circular Economy, partially due to the lack of transparency in the cradle to cradle
approach.
Interestingly enough, Circular Economy is also not a very concrete methodology; there is no ISO standard and there are no precise rules. In fact, it misses all
aspects we in the LCA world find so relevant. Yet in spite of this, it has gotten a huge
uptake with major companies that are even turning around the way their business
works. Circular economy is of course more than an assessment method; it is a vision
towards a desired future. It tries to transform linear models (produce, distribute, use
and dispose) into a circular loop of products. For instance, instead of burning coal
and selling electricity, major energy companies are now transforming themselves to
be ready for the new reality: electricity is traded between small producers and
individuals with solar cells on their roof. While this is a clear example with major
sustainability benefits, many ideas in circular economy discussions are not really
assessed, and often it is not clear at all what the sustainability merits are.
So what makes these methodologies popular if it is not primarily their ability to
measure? What really works is that they present a vision; they tell companies, follow us, follow our guidance and we will not only help you to make products less
bad, but we simply turn them into good products, as the cradle to cradle community
often said, without ever substantiating what “good” is. And is vision not something
which we as the LCA community are often too hesitant about?

2.1

Understanding “Alternatives” to Life Cycle Assessment

While LCA aims to be a neutral basis to measure sustainability impacts without
having a vision for a desired future, we also see attempts to make LCA more meaningful (Kiron et al. 2015). In December 2013 a large conference around natural
capital was organized in Edinburgh and over 500 people joined; many industry leaders and leaders of international organizations all shared their enthusiasm for this
new concept called natural capital (or as we say in LCA: monetization). We spotted
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only one other representative from the LCA community. In the meantime, we have
seen overviews of more than 100 initiatives to develop natural capital methodologies, all outside the LCA community, all reinventing the wheel and forgetting that
the very first serious impact assessment method based on monetization was developed by Bengt Steen in 1989. The big idea is to develop metrics that are understood
by the CFO (chief financial officer) and CEO (chief executive officer). Developing
metrics that assure results are compelling for the business is probably something the
LCA community could learn from.
Another development which is largely missed by the LCA community is the
methodology developed by the sustainability consortium. They started out developing an LCA based method to assess products on a large scale, but failed to do so.
Therefore, they switched to a procedure that focuses on hotspots and improvement
opportunities in the lifecycle. This shift seems to be working very well and we
should learn from this.
Coming from another angle, but with the same core idea to make results more
meaningful and also to give guidance to the management is the recent discussion to
link metrics to planetary boundaries. One idea is to develop a “planetary boundary
enabled LCA method”. The Stockholm Resilience institute identified eight planetary boundaries, or levels of impacts we should not pass. Initiated by Unilever, a
“planetary boundary enabled LCA method” is being developed by a group of experts
led by the University of Surrey, with the involvement of Unilever.

2.2

The Risk of Ignoring These Trends

In our vision we cannot ignore these trends if we want to ensure a relevant role in
policy and business. The assumption in the LCA community is: What gets measured will get managed. This works if managers understand the measurements and
can set goals. This works when they talk about revenues, ROI and strategic targets,
but what to make of LCA results? Should they set a reduction target of 20 %? Why
20? And why not 5 or 50 %? They do not have a reference, do not have a gut feeling
and often not a clear vision about what LCA results can mean for them. This is what
these new concepts do so well; they come with a vision that is understandable, that
is actionable and often simply “feels good”, or they come with a financial metric
that managers (think) they understand, or a reference to something like planetary
boundaries. In the case of TSC, the idea is that KPIs and improvement opportunities
are based on a general consensus from science, NGO and industry. All these “alternatives” seem often more attractive than an accountancy-like calculation procedure
that reports indicators in incomprehensible midpoints. However, there is hope. LCA
is the only systematic way to measure, or at least it is much more consistent and
transparent than any of these alternatives.
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Table 9.1 Partners and participants in round tables
Country
Sweden

Partner organization
Miljögiraff

Denmark
UK
France
Italy
Germany
USA

2.-0 LCA
SimaPro UK Ltd
EVEA
2B
GreenDelta
PRé North America

3

Remarks
Mixture of companies
and research institutes
High attendance: 10 companies
Also consultants
Focused on eco design
Focus on luxury food companies
In German language, only in 2012
Only in 2014, several industry associations

Understanding the LCA Community Itself

To develop our understanding of the LCA community, especially the corporate LCA
practitioners, we organized a number of workshops in various countries in 2012 and
again in 2014.
For this research, we worked together with a number of business partners of our
organization in Europe. We asked them to invite their corporate clients to come
together for an open discussion on how they see the future of LCA, what their challenges are, and how they cope with them. Of course we also asked them what kind
of features and tools would help them most. The meetings were organized in early
2012 and throughout 2014 with seven partners; see Table 9.1.
The majority of the participants were LCA experts working in large multinationals but there were also some researchers and consultants present.

3.1

The Overarching Message

Many corporate LCA experts are telling us they have difficulty communicating their
findings to the internal stakeholders. One of the problems is that the results are not
well understood by their colleagues in marketing, research and product development. It is as if they operate in different worlds. LCA results do not really connect
to what their internal clients want to know. This means many are seeking ways to
drastically simplify results or translate them into guidelines.
Getting the results out and understood is a problem, getting data in is another big
problem. Often other departments are not really motivated to supply data. Getting
access to data held by the purchasing department, for example, can be very difficult
as they do not see the benefits.
The general picture that emerges is that the LCA department finds it difficult to
connect and to be relevant, while at the same time companies have committed themselves to improve the sustainability of products in a rational way. This seems to
imply that there is a disconnect between the ambitions of the companies and what
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the LCA experts can offer – do they speak a different language? Or is there another
reason that they are not able to connect? This is an intriguing question. This conclusion of a gap between the LCA department and the business was also supported by
the results of a quantitative research amongst 274 LCA practitioners in 28 countries
conducted by PRé in the second half of 2014.

4

What’s Next: How to Tackle This Chasm?

As a message to the LCA community and the researchers: the bottleneck is not in
the lack of sophisticated tools and methodologies. Companies need LCA departments and practitioners that are better connected with other departments and show
genuine interest in alternative approaches. The solution is not to make better LCAs
but get a better understanding of what marketing, design, research, purchasing and
other departments need.
Based on the round tables, quantitative research and existing scientific research
(Frankl 2002) we developed a five-step approach to make the LCA department more
relevant:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Become a champion for LCA
Assure long-term management commitment to sustainability
Link LCA with business objectives
Find a shared language
Jointly explore new applications

These five steps will help LCA departments and practitioners to increase their
impact in their company.

4.1

Become a Champion for Life Cycle Assessment

Most LCA experts have been trained in technical skills and try to capture reality in
a model to see what can make a change. However, technical skills are not sufficient
to make a change. We learned from successful LCA practitioners how they are
working to become an internal champion, an intrapreneur for LCA, someone who
connects with other people and departments, who pleads the cause of LCA and that
explores how LCA can contribute to the company’s goals.
Business managers want to have as much information as possible to reduce the
risk, but know that you never know 100 % for sure. The same holds true for designers, they often work on an idea, a hunch without knowing whether it will work; for
instance, they know they have a cost target, but in the early sketch phase they have
no way of checking the cost with any precision, so unlike many LCA experts, they
are happy with any information that helps them to stay on course and consider the
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environmental impact. A large part of training the designers is about managing
(and living with) uncertainties.
Intrapreneurship has some aspects that are quite contradictory to LCA. Perhaps
the most important one being that you are not completely sure about the outcomes
before you do something. You take a calculated risk. That requires courage and
stamina as you do not know what the outcome will be. It also requires the courage
to acknowledge that we are imperfect. In businesses, people are used to making
decisions with an uncertain outcome, at least to some extent.
To understand how people use the results from an LCA it is important to look at
yourself from their perspective. That can change a lot. Just as turning the camera on
planet earth – as the astronauts from the Apollo space mission did – had a tremendous impact on how we look at what we do to (the environment on) the earth. A very
simple way of doing that is meeting with the users from your LCA study without a
specific purpose, drink a cup of coffee and listen to what they are working on, what
drives them, what successes they have achieved, and what challenges they face.
That will give you great insight in what opportunities LCA can help with. And seizing opportunities is what makes a change.
Knowing what your (internal) clients need – or call it your audience – will also
help to present the results in a way that is appealing to them and is relevant for their
goals and needs. If you learn how to tell your story, you can convince, motivate and
stimulate people to do something with the results from your LCA study. And of
course, facts play an important role in that story.

4.2

Long-Term Management Commitment to Sustainability

Many big companies have a long term commitment to sustainability. Research
(MIT, UNEP and BCG 2015) shows that 42 % of the boards are committed to sustainability and that 31 % of the companies have operational KPIs related to sustainability. Still, support from senior management really is a prerequisite for having an
impact; some experienced corporate LCA practitioners have been able to connect to
the long-term goals of the company. They learned that management likes facts; facts
can help them to make the right, informed decisions about sustainability. And facts
are something LCA can deliver, sometimes with some uncertainty, which is something management has learnt to deal with.
Thus, LCA and LCM can play an important role on the road to achieving sustainability goals. We all know the examples of companies that use LCA or LCM in their
sustainability strategy. At the same time there are still many companies that do not
build their sustainability strategy on sound and robust figures. They follow what
others are saying and doing or one of the latest trends with less consistent and transparent methods to measure. So, there is an opportunity for all LCA practitioners
because they know the facts and can show something else than what you would
expect or what everyone else is doing.
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For companies that already use LCA, top management is not only committed to
sustainability, but also to LCA. The survey PRé conducted in 2014 shows that in
57 % of the companies that use LCA, management is aware of LCA. So, LCA is on
the agenda in the majority of the companies. Finding an internal sponsor in the (top)
management can accelerate the use of LCA in the business. That will definitely help
you to deliver value for the business.

4.3

Shared Language

Business and LCA have two totally different languages, or as we would say in
LCA – nomenclature. As LCA practitioners we know what happens when you do
not have the nomenclature right; things get mixed up. So, make sure you understand
and capture the language from the people that use your studies (Fig. 9.1).
As Gregory Unruh (2014) puts it in a series “Each functional area has its own
conversation built on terminology and jargon suited to their specific business concerns. ….tap into these functional conversations and help managers develop what
can be called a sustainability dialect that translates corporate sustainability goals
into the local functional discussions and thinking.”
Speaking the same language also helps to embed LCA in the core processes of
these departments. Only if it is embedded the full potential can be achieved. Only if
it is embedded these departments will see and experience the potential of LCA or
even sustainability. If not, LCA will probably stay a staff driven “exercise”.

Fig. 9.1 Different needs and language of departments in a company
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This transition is not something that can be achieved overnight. It requires a good
radar to sense what is important for people, not only functional but also personal.
Sharing – or at least understanding – the same language is really essential to pick up
the signals. It also requires a step-by-step approach to link the results from LCA to
the objectives and language of these departments or even the corporate strategy.
Next we will describe what such an approach could look like.

4.4

Link Life Cycle Assessment with Business Objectives

In most companies, sustainability goals are set top-down. In the corporate sustainability strategy, goals are set for energy, water and climate change, for example.
Business units and departments are then given the task to achieve these goals and
start various projects to realize these goals in the timeframe given. The projects are
topic, location or process specific and do not take trade-offs into account. Based on
the goals, companies want to measure the results to report on them and improve
their performance. Often it turns out to be quite hard to report and improve the
goals. They were not really substantiated by insights on a business and product level
which is where the improvements have to be achieved (left column of Fig. 9.2), and
let alone the negative trade-offs these improvements could have.
LCA is much more a bottom-up approach as it starts at a product level. In the
product or service life cycle it is identified where a product has its impact. LCA can
deliver insights in what impacts occur for each impact category and life cycle stage.
It enables us to identify hotspots and improvement opportunities, from material
selection to pinpointing the most impactful supplier, from process innovations to
contributions of each phase. However, at the same time LCA struggles to link these
hotspots and improvement opportunities to the KPIs of the company (see column 2
of Fig. 9.2), especially as these are often formulated in a different language. TSC
has done some great work to link hotspots to KPIs, but adding the top-down route is
essential to make it company specific and meaningful for management. An integrated approach provides a unique opportunity to achieve maximum alignment of
product and corporate strategies (Furfori et al. 2014).
To increase the impact of LCA, the LCA practitioner and the LCA department
need to connect the dots. To take the lead in this you can create an overview of business and project KPIs and combine these with the hotspots you identified through
LCA studies (Fig. 9.2). Based on those insights and KPIs, projects for improvement
can be identified. This approach helps to link the product level with the business/
corporate level. It brings together the sustainability insights on a corporate and
product level. By doing this you can identify sweet spots, overlap in hotspots as well
as blind spots. It also brings together different departments when it shows they need
to collaborate to achieve their goals. The same applies for suppliers; based on the
hotspots the most relevant suppliers for the sustainability goals – which is not the
same as the most important suppliers in terms of costs – can be pinpointed. By
doing this the sustainability strategy gets more substantiated and goals become
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Fig. 9.2 A top-down and bottom-up approach to link LCA results and business objectives

more realistic. By forming new partnerships with suppliers or customers and
stimulating cross-company collaboration, innovation can be spurred.
LCA can play an instrumental role in the further implementation of these
improvement projects, but do not hesitate to use other tools if needed. Once it has
been embedded in the processes, the next step is to set up the infrastructure to facilitate this and to explore new opportunities to create value. The latter can only be
done if you are a trusted business partner within your company.

4.5

Jointly Explore New Applications

Over the past few years a number of studies have been published about the use of
LCA in business (amongst others Chun and Lee 2013; Piekarski et al. 2013). These
studies identified the several ways LCA can be used. Some of the studies also identified for which departments the studies could be used. What is missing in those studies is the combination of the two. So, what use is relevant for a specific department?
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Fig. 9.3 Applications of LCA in (different departments of) a company, inspired by Moro Piekarski
(2013)

We tried to represent that in Fig. 9.3 below, which was inspired by the study of Moro
Piekarski. In your daily practice this is something you need to investigate.
Apart from the type of use, it is important to look at how it is used (ad hoc vs.
integrated) and why it is used (reporting, performance improvement or value
creation). The overall purpose – or the why question – is related to the corporate
sustainability strategy: is it aimed at compliance and reducing risk or is the goal to
create shared value. The more it is aimed at value creation, the more LCA should be
integrated in the business. Is it more directed at compliance and reporting, LCA
probably stays more ad hoc. Reporting and improving performance can be done on
a department level, innovation requires a more integrated and holistic approach.
To develop these specific applications for LCA it is essential to link up with
people from these departments to explore the needs and opportunities – remember
the personas we presented earlier. In some companies they recognized this need and
created a specific position to liaise between the LCA department and the internal
client. In a transition phase this could be a good solution.

5

Conclusions

LCA has developed into a sound and robust methodology that is probably the best
approach available to measure social and environmental impact. Within the LCA
community there are a lot of talented and motivated people to make a change. We
saw how LCA practitioners expand their own ecosystem and step out of their comfort zone based on facts and how this increased the impact they have.
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We have given a five-step approach to become more relevant and step into a
world that identifies opportunities to create sustainable value. However, our best
advice is listening, and especially listening to those outside the LCA community,
the people who are engaged, in what we have called “alternatives” and of course the
departments that could benefit from LCA. What matters is whether you can provide
a basis for rational decision-making by the business that will result in sustainable
products and services as well as business value.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 10

Sustainability Improvements and Life Cycle
Approaches in Industry Partnerships
Peter Saling

Abstract Prioritizing sustainability as a key strategic focus and managing it similar
to other parts of business such as marketing and sales, leading companies have been
able to better identify and manage risks as well as enhance brand value and corporate reputation. With industry partnerships a holistic approach is possible. Common
metrics, shared value chain data and joint sustainability management form the basis
of a successful cooperation. Decision-making processes can be supported efficiently
and influence the whole product system, thereby facilitating clear, measurable value
creation throughout the supply chain. Industry partnerships with implementation of
innovative business models are a key enabler for companies to realize more sustainable solutions.
Keywords Eco-efficiency analysis • Econsense network • Life cycle assessment •
Life cycle management • PlasticsEurope • Sustainable solution steering •
Sustainability

1

Introduction

Awareness of sustainability in business decisions has an increasing importance for
different stakeholders. To develop more sustainable solutions which meet society’s
needs is a key challenge in industries along the whole value chain.
There is a growing awareness in the financial market that a company geared
towards sustainable development in order to outperform peers over the long-term
while minimizing risks.
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Industry and Associations Initiatives
Together for Sustainability (TfS)

Several initiatives of industries and associations have been founded with the goal, to
implement sustainability principles in supply chains and to improve product applications. There are well defined networks exchanging general information but as
well industrial collaboration networks exchanging and offering LCI information to
calculate complete LCA studies.
A good example for initiating a general information platform to improve sustainability is a new initiative of the chemical industry, the “Together for Sustainability”
platform, where chemical companies work together for improving sustainability in
their supply chain. As multinational leading companies, chemical companies strive
for a sustainable development and support the principles of the United Nations
Global Compact and Responsible Care. The companies take responsibility for their
own operations and in the sphere of their influence for our supply chains to support
adherence to existing regulations and to respond to the needs and expectations of
consumers and society. To use resources more efficiently and reduce the bureaucratic burden for suppliers, the participating companies share supplier sustainability
assessment and audit data.
Within the TfS assessment as well as audit, the supplier’s sustainability performance is verified against a pre-defined set of audit criteria. These topics have been
defined by TfS and are tailored to the requirements of the chemical industry.
Benefits for the companies but as well for other players in the supply chain are
seen in avoiding double audits and assessments, improvement and assurance of
quality of assessment and audit results. Sharing of assessment and audit results with
multiple customers on one platform, high quality through selected and qualified
partners are additional benefits. Engaging with customers on sustainability requirements and challenges for building up long-term business relationships will be a
positive outcome as well as lowering risks in relation to sustainability requirements.
Knowing sustainability performance allows to improve performance (TfS 2012,
2015). This can be achieved additionally by calculating facts about products and
their precursors with an LCA approach to generate detailed information.
One example for a cross sector initiative is the econsense network. The goal of
this initiative is an open dialogue, the members of econsense strive to further
advance the implementation of economic, social and ecological objectives, with the
awareness that business with strengths in innovation and investment also assumes
certain responsibility for the success of sustainable development. At the same time,
companies can only discern their corporate social responsibility when supportive
and reliable political framework conditions offer them a sound environment. The
objectives of econsense are:
• To pool corporate activities on sustainability topics, such as climate protection
and demographic change, and to jointly further develop these projects
• To actively shape the political and social discourse
• To credibly communicate the solution competence of the economy
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• To strengthen the open dialogue between political and social groups
• To highlight the possibilities and limitations of corporate responsibility
• To promote sustainability concepts and CSR in the business community and
raise awareness of policymakers for framework conditions that promote innovation and competitiveness (econsense 2014)

2.2

Life Cycle Inventory Data Platforms of Associations

Associations provide more and more data for LCA practitioners. Single LCI
information in a format that can easily be used and introduced to common LCA
software systems and is very helpful to generate complete LCA studies based on
average figures of the relevant industries.
PlasticsEurope (2011) promotes the use of life cycle thinking (LCT) to improve
understanding about product benefits and to take more informed decisions. As a
scientific method, life cycle assessment (LCA) is a technique to analyze the potential environmental impacts associated with a product, process or service. It involves:
• Compiling an inventory of energy and material inputs and environmental releases
• Assessing the potential environmental impacts associated with identified inputs
and releases
• Calculating performance indicators to inform decisions
PlasticsEurope was the first industry organization to assemble and publish
detailed environmental data on the processes operated by its member companies.
The first Eco-profile reports were published in 1993. Since then, more reports have
been added and continuously updated, so that there are now more than 70 Ecoprofile reports freely available. In 2006, a complementary Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD) programme was started. Eco-profiles and EPDs cover high volumes, bulk polymers, some of the more widely used engineering plastics and several common plastics conversion processes (Boustead 1993). Widely acknowledged
among life cycle practitioners and other stakeholders worldwide as representative
datasets, they have been included in various commercial life cycle databases as well
as in the publicly available European Reference Life Cycle Data System (ELCD).
PlasticsEurope has clear objectives when compiling the Eco-profile reports, representing European production averages:
• The first is to place scientifically sound data in the public domain for use in product life-cycle studies, without compromising the confidentiality of detailed process data of the individual companies.
• The second is to encourage environmental improvements in production processes through benchmarking against a European industry average.
• The third key factor is that, given the large contribution of upstream effects to the
Eco-profile of a polymer and in view of the distribution of input materials, such
as ethylene or naphtha via the European pipeline network, industry averages are
the most robust representation of polymer production systems.
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Since the first Eco-profile reports were published, the LCA methodology,
standardization and practice have undergone substantial changes. New concepts,
such as EPD, Carbon Footprint or Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) have
emerged. Downstream industries like the building and construction sector have their
own standards and data needs. Hence, Eco-profiles need to change in response to
best practices and stakeholder needs. To this end, PlasticsEurope periodically seeks
stakeholder input on the Eco-profile methodology. Furthermore, in view of the need
for globally harmonized practices and comparable results, PlasticsEurope welcomes and actively invites liaisons with other regional federations. As a contribution
towards shared best practices, the Eco-profile methodology aligns with other material- or sector-specific standards.

2.3

Steering Product Portfolio to Foster Sustainable Solutions

The ambition to create sustainable products and services is being driven by a number of compelling business factors. New laws and standards regarding carbon emissions and other sustainability topics are being implemented all over the world. At
the same time, there is growing market uncertainty about the cost of raw materials
and the availability of natural resources. Finally, the end consumers are evolving
their expectations about the goods and services they purchase. Increasingly, they are
holding brand owners and companies to a higher account in terms of materials that
go into consumer products and the way those products are made.
BASF started and will continuously analyze the complete portfolio from the
viewpoint of the sustainability needs of their customers. Therefore BASF developed
the evaluation process “Sustainable Solution Steering” that allows to gain enhanced
internal transparency and consistency on the sustainable development performance
in all areas of the business globally (BASF 2015). The process also acts as an early
warning system that can identify where solutions are facing sustainability obstacles.
It also helps to identify sustainability benefits for the company, customers, society
and the environment. In addition, Sustainable Solution Steering provides the business units with the information they need to communicate opportunities for sustainable solutions. This insight can be used to differentiate in the specific markets, enter
into dialog with customers about their sustainability needs and hence generate new
business opportunities.
First a qualifier check is conducted, where each solution is evaluated based on
companies and the value-chain-specific performance for economic, environmental
and social criteria. After that, the solutions are ranked according to their sustainability
performance in the respective application and clustered into one of the following
four categories:
• Accelerator: A solution with a substantial sustainability contribution in the value
chain
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• Performer: A solution that meets the basic sustainability standards in the
marketplace
• Transitioner: A solution for which a specific sustainability issue is actively
addressed
• Challenged: A solution with a significant sustainability concern identified and
for which an action plan is under development
LCA information or as well eco-efficiency analysis results can be used to support
this evaluation process.
Ultimately, Sustainable Solution Steering will benefit customers by delivering
new business opportunities through innovative solutions as well as providing support on their own sustainability needs. It is a life cycle management process that can
be applied to other industries as well (Kicherer and Voeste 2014).

3
3.1

Examples of Assessments and Applications
Using Plastics Europe LCI Information

In order to produce plastic products, energy resources are consumed. Currently such
energy resources are almost entirely obtained from non-renewable sources, and by
using them, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are produced. Nevertheless, even
more energy would be consumed and more GHG emissions emitted, if plastic products are to be substituted by alternative materials. This was established in a study by
(Pilz et al. 2005).
The study generally follows an “80/20-approach”, meaning that the authors aim
to cover 80 % of influences with 20 % of effort that would be required for a more
comprehensive study. As a result, a high degree of reliability was ensured for the
general magnitude of the overall results, but not for every specific figure in the case
studies investigated, where – based on the “80/20-approach” – many (reasonable)
assumptions had to be made where data were not easily available.
Calculation of life cycle energy and GHG emission balances: Data for the production phase of plastic products were mostly taken from the “Ecoprofiles” as published by PlasticsEurope. Production data of alternative materials was taken from
the database ecoinvent (2007) or comparable sources. In the use phase the calculation covers issues where plastic products have a different impact on energy and
GHG emissions compared to alternative products. The effects considered are mainly
fuel consumption for transportation, prevented food losses, differences in thermal
insulation properties, and fuel savings due to the lower mass of plastic automotive
parts.
For example, substituting plastics in the case studies throughout Europe
(EU27 + 2) in 2007 would increase the life cycle energy consumption by around
2.140 million GJ per year and the GHG emissions would increase by 110 Mt CO2
equivalents per year.
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The energy savings that can be attributed to the use of plastics varies significantly
according to the application area, with packaging being by far the most important.
A conservative estimate of the impact of the total plastics market has been made by
extrapolation using only half of the energy savings and GHG emission reductions of
the quoted examples.
The results show that the total life cycle energy needed to produce, use and
recover plastic products in Europe (EU27 + 2) is 4.300 million GJ/a and the total life
cycle GHG emissions are 200 Mt/a.2 Furthermore it can be concluded that substitution of plastic products by other materials wherever possible would need around
57 % (1.500–3.300 million GJ/a) more energy than currently used in the total life
cycle of all plastic products today. In the same way, substitution of plastic products
up to the theoretical maximum would cause 78–170 Mt or about 61 % more GHG
emissions than the total life cycle of all plastic products today.
In other words, the plastic products on the market today have enabled energy
savings of 2.400 million GJ per year, equivalent to 53 million tonnes of crude oil
carried by 205 very large crude oil tankers.
The GHG emissions saved (124 Mt per year) are equivalent to the total CO2
emissions of Belgium in the year 2000 (UNFCCC 2009) and are also equivalent to
39 % of the EU15 Kyoto target regarding the reduction of GHG emissions (Pilz
et al. 2010).

3.2

Evaluating Product Sustainability, a Contribution
from CEFIC

Industry has already made significant achievements in sustainability, driving safe,
environmentally sound operations through its Responsible Care® scheme and corporate social responsibility activities. These efforts were started well before the
United Nations’ Rio Declaration in 1992 and have become ever more important
since.
Today, emerging regulatory and social trends around sustainability create both
pressures and opportunities for chemical companies at global and EU levels.
Legislative requirements, stakeholder expectations and companies’ own business
and Responsible Care strategies are driving the development of more sustainable
chemical products and supply chains.
Clear trends are already surfacing:
• The introduction of REACH creates new pressures on specific substances.
• The emergence of eco-design, Green Public Procurement (GPP), Ecolabel criteria and waste prevention schemes is creating demand for more sustainable
products.
• Rising consumer interest in sustainable goods is incentivising retailers to develop
sustainability measures for their suppliers.
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The move towards sustainable products will take many years to progress through
legislative and business processes. During this time, retailers, consumers and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) will continue to call for transparency and clear
statements about the constituents of the goods they purchase.
The Eco2chem project for eco-efficiency measurement set up at sector level in
Belgium and actively supported by local authorities and several research organizations, aims to select the best-fit eco-efficiency measurement methods applicable to
chemical processes and products. The main outcome is SUSCHEMCompass, a
web-based tool to help companies, especially SMEs, select the eco-efficiency measurement method best suited to their specific needs.
The tool focuses on measurement methods for the economic and environmental
aspects at company level and/or project level, but may be extended to social aspects
in a follow-up project. A variety of methods have been identified, ranging from
quick scans to thorough life cycle analysis and from freely available tools to proprietary tools. For each method, the web-based tool includes an information sheet summarizing the history and scope of the method, and what it can and cannot measure.
The tool can be used by all interested parties free of charge (CEFIC 2012).

3.3

Sustainability Improvements Support with Eco-Efficiency
Studies: Pavement Preservation Technology
for Asphalt Roads

The society depends on roads as a vital component of their national economies.
Ensuring that these roads are safe, long-lasting and cost effectively installed and
maintained is thus essential to the sustainability of the transportation network.
Pavement preservation is the systematic scheduling of nonstructural maintenance
applications to protect engineered road pavements and extend their service life. This
helps promote better road conditions, increases safe driving by minimizing surface
deterioration and the potential for structural failure and is a more efficient use of tax
payer money. The challenge facing many government agencies and key material
specifiers is how can they decide which pavement preservation technologies and
materials are the most eco-efficient? On what basis should they make their comparison and what metrics truly define the sustainability of road construction materials?
BASF in collaboration with a key customer, Vance Brothers, utilized the ecoefficiency analysis to compare the relative eco-efficiencies of two of the more prevalent pavement preservation technologies for urban roads in the United States. The
life cycle environmental and economic impacts of a polymer modified asphalt emulsion based micro-surfacing technology were compared to a two-inch polymermodified hot mix overlay. The analysis was based on the environmental and
economic impacts required to maintain a one-mile stretch of a 12 ft lane of urban
road using best engineering practices for a 40 year lifetime. The question was
whether it was more sustainable to install a more durable layer (hot mix overlay also
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known as Mill and Fill) that contained 10 % recycled materials but required overall
more materials and extensive road work or to utilize a less cost and resource intensive maintenance technology like micro-surfacing more frequently (due to its
shorter lifespan) in order to achieve the same desired road performance. The ecoefficiency study along the whole supply chain with a cradle to grave approach
showed that micro-surfacing consumes about 40 % less primary energy and
resources than hot mix overlays over the 40 year life cycle of the road. Hot mix
overlays scored higher due to higher bitumen consumption, hotter production and
application temperatures as well as increased fuel requirements for transporting
larger amounts of materials to and from the job site.
Having detailed results depicting how the individual system components contribute to the overall impact category is essential for informed decision making. Of
particular interest was the discovery of the significant environmental impact the
road markings had over the life cycle for micro-surfacing. Thus to further improve
the overall eco-efficiency of micro-surfacing it may be necessary to look at optimizing other aspects of the system components which make up the overall technology.
By using more sustainable products and solutions, it clearly was shown that the
micro-surfacing technology has a significantly reduced environmental fingerprint.
These benefits can be directly attributed to its more efficient use of resources, its
lower energy consumption as well as lower overall emissions to the environment.
By combining its preferred environmental profile with its reduced life cycle cost
(25 % less than hot mix overlay), clearly places micro-surfacing as a more ecoefficient material for the base case analysis.
With any rigorous analysis that involves copious amounts of data, it is essential
that the results are presented and communicated in a way that facilitates clear understanding as well as helps bring into context the significance of the findings. The
eco-efficiency methodology by BASF through the use of the environmental fingerprint and portfolio is well suited to distilling vast amounts of data and presenting it
in a concise, balanced format (Saling et al. 2002, 2005; Landsiedel and Saling
2002).
As many important stakeholders of LCA or eco-efficiency studies are not as well
versed in many of the common units of measurements (e.g. grams SO2 equivalents
for assessing acidification potential or mega-joules for energy consumption) they
are sometimes not able to adequately assess the relative significance of the measured impacts. Thus communicating the results in more commonly understood
terms or equivalencies is an essential aspect to effectively communicating the results
and ultimately facilitating strategic review and decision making.
Just considering the context of the micro-surfacing study which was for only a
single mile stretch of urban road over 40 years, the advantages of micro-surfacing
over hot mix overlay could additionally be expressed in more commonly understood equivalencies such as:
• Approximately 540,000 kg less material required
• 34 t less material sent to land fill
• Energy efficiency (EIA 2005):
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– Savings equivalent to the annual consumption of energy in 110 US homes
– Over 42,000 L less oil consumed per every lane-mile
• Smaller carbon footprint (EPA 2015):
– Reduction equivalent to taking over 20 cars off the road
– Carbon sequestered annually by over 8 ha of pine forest
Through the use of eco-efficiency and the communication of results using common equivalencies, state agencies will be able to make more informed and strategic
decisions related to promoting the sustainability of road constructions (Uhlman and
Saling 2010).

4

Conclusions

The life cycle approach for partnerships of companies along supply chains enables
different industries the identification of hotspots, improvements of their products
and applications and finally the marketing of more sustainable solutions in the
market.
Through collaboration toward common goals, business can address some of the
critical environmental and social problems the world faces while strengthening their
own resilience to global challenges. Different types of business solutions can be
generated. Main conditions for them are to be impactful, measurable, scalable, replicable and beyond business-as-usual.
Scalable means that they can have a meaningful impact on the world.
Replicable enables them to be applied by many companies, in multiple sectors,
regions and countries.
Measurable is important to know how they are making a difference. Beyond
business as usual businesses and governments begin to work – and
collaborate – differently.
In sum, the initiatives are good for business, so they have a commercial logic that
contributes to the broader good and to the bottom line (WBCSD 2015, Vision 2020).
Action2020 is the WBCSD platform for sustainability in action. It is the roadmap
for how business can positively influence environmental and social trends while
strengthening their own resilience to issues like climate change, demographic
dynamics and skills shortages. Based on the latest scientific consensus, action 2020
sets an agenda for business to take action on sustainable development to 2020 and
beyond.
LCA tools, eco-efficiency analysis and other LCM tools and approaches can support the basic needs for the development towards more sustainable solutions in the
market with scientific sound, detailed and meaningful information quite efficiently
and will be used more intensively in the future. The collaboration between different
stakeholders in the market will help to make significant improvements and foster
more sustainable solutions. Analytical tools as LCA can support decision-making,
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visualization and marketing as well as the management of products in the value
chains.
LCM tools enable companies to drive innovative product development focused
on bringing more sustainable products to the market place. The tools and methods
behind them clearly identify the factors whose optimization will directly translate
into improvements in the sustainability profile, even during the early stages of product development. It facilitates clear understanding of trade-offs and helps in preventing inadvertently shifting environmental impacts from one area to another or
between the economic and environmental pillars. By measuring the impacts on a
system level and including a comprehensive approach to environmental impact
assessment, it also safeguards against potentially reaching false conclusions that
could result when only single metrics were considered.
Life cycle management tools applied in the collaboration and partnerships of
companies and industries is also an effective market communication tool. Since the
entire life cycle of a product is analyzed, the effects on customers along the supply
chain can be quantified and evaluated and thus a more strategic value proposition
can be developed. Communication can also go beyond direct customers with the
results being used to support engagement and education amongst government agencies, regulatory bodies and NGOs.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 11

Sustainable Value Creation with Life Cycle
Management
B.M. Krishna Manda, Henk Bosch, and Ernst Worrell
Abstract Life cycle management has gained traction in the last decades. However,
even today it is not yet implemented in all companies due to lack of the connection
between sustainability and value creation. In fact, managers are pressed to deliver
value, and their performance is measured on how well they deliver the value. In this
chapter the authors contribute to bridging the gap between sustainability science
and business management by application of life cycle assessment (LCA) in corporate
sustainability and aligning it with business activities/functions and value creation.
They illustrate the context of corporations, sustainable value creation opportunities
and the role of different business functions in integrating sustainability in the core
business. Two cases demonstrate how business functions can use LCA-based
insights for business decisions and how they are directly connected with value
creation opportunities.
Keywords Corporate sustainability • Life cycle assessment • Life cycle costing •
Life cycle management • LCM toolbox • Product sustainability • Social life cycle
assessment • Sustainability • Value creation

1

Introduction and Objective

The relevance of the various sustainability aspects differs from company to
company depending on the context, the type of product systems, geographical
scope, and related social and environmental problems/drivers. Thus, the integration of sustainability in business is difficult and inherently complex. It requires a
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holistic understanding of the interdependence of industrial systems. To this end,
sound tools are needed that can capture the complexity and provide metrics to
embed sustainability in different business decisions. Systems thinking helps to
understand the different parts within the system and their relation to other systems.
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a systems analysis tool that can assess and help
improve the environmental performance (one of the three pillars of sustainability)
of products and processes by providing powerful insights into the whole value
chain (ISO 2006a, b; ILCD 2010). By doing this, LCA provides an understanding
that allows avoiding shifting impacts from one process step/industry to another,
from one impact category to another and from one place to another. LCA
supports businesses in making various decisions such as the selection of processes, materials, and supply chains. By supporting these business decisions and
actions, LCA can offer value creation opportunities to business and improves
shareholder and stakeholder value simultaneously. Similarly, other tools such as
Life Cycle Costing (LCC) and Social Life Cycle Assessment (Social-LCA) can be
used to understand the economic costs (externalities can also be included) and
social impacts and risks (both positive and negative) throughout product life
cycles. The authors focus on environmental LCA and combine other tools wherever
possible.
LCA has been applied in companies and in public policy making. When applied
in companies, LCA has often been seen as a mere auxiliary technical tool and the
insights were limited to the impact quantification, which is the major strength of
the tool, without actively involving business functions. Many companies are not
implementing LCA in their day-to-day business due to its resource-intensive
nature, complexity and the difficulty of contextualizing the relevance of LCA for
the circumstances of companies. There has hardly been any exploration of how
LCA can offer advice to existing corporate structures through decision support of
business functions. And most importantly, the insights of LCA have by far not
been fully exploited for the potential value creation opportunities in companies.
There is little research to understand the role of LCA in supporting business
functions (Sandin et al. 2014) and consequently linking it with sustainable value
creation opportunities (UNEP/SETAC 2009; Rebitzer and Buxmann 2005; Gloria
et al. 2014).
The objective of this chapter is to bridge the gap between sustainability science
and business management by contextualizing the application of LCA in corporate
sustainability and aligning it with business activities/functions and business priorities (value creation). This alignment can mainstream and advance the implementation of LCM in business.
In order to fulfill the above mentioned objective, the authors explain the context
of corporations, the opportunities for value creation, and the role of different
functions in integrating sustainability in day-to-day business. Case studies show
how LCA can be contextualized in business and connected to value creation opportunities. Based on case studies, the authors offer an iterative procedure to conduct
LCAs and create sustainable value.
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2

Background and Literature Review

2.1

131

Context of Corporations and Products

Corporations are among the main actors which can profoundly influence sustainability through their products and services that span across different locations
through their supply chains and markets. There are broadly five forces requiring
corporations to improve their sustainability performance more than ever before.
These are megatrends (environmental, social, demographic), regulatory pressure,
stakeholder pressure, supply chain risks and competitive pressures (Manda 2014).
The developments underlying the megatrends are population growth and rising
disposable income, increasing urbanization, growing share of elderly population,
climate change, water scarcity, bio-diversity loss, resource scarcity, poverty and
inequity (UN 2012; GSSD 2014; WWF 2012; UN DES 2013; Rockstrom et al.
2009). The regulations on corporate and product sustainability, emission standards
and trading schemes are growing in many countries and regions (e.g. the USA, EU,
China and India) (US-EPA 2014; World bank 2014; EC 2014; EDF and IETA 2013).
The number and activity of global NGOs targeting the working standards among
suppliers and the pollution they are causing is increasing year by year (O’Rourke
2005; Economist 2014; Jun 2014). Consequently, the interest of investors in sustainability aspects of corporations is growing. Companies are trying to reduce risks,
reduce costs of scarce resources, and develop new products that can improve their
sustainability performance and provide competitive advantage in the market.
Despite these pressures, managers in companies are still pressed to deliver value,
and their performance is measured on how well they deliver the value. Therefore,
managers often face the challenge of addressing stakeholder concerns in day-to-day
business while simultaneously improving value and thereby financial performance
of companies (Hart and Milstein 2003).

2.2

Opportunities for Sustainable Value Creation

It was found that the improved environmental and social performance of companies can have a positive impact on the financial performance through reduced costs,
improved revenues, and avoidance of risks (Epstein 1996; Eccles et al. 2012; Hart
and Milstein 2003). For example, process improvements could lower energy and
water usage and save operational costs (Worrell et al. 2003); and improved raw
material utilization not only decreases raw materials costs but also reduces costs
for handling and disposal of waste while simultaneously reducing the environmental footprint. There are several risks that can be avoided by sustainability performance improvements (Koplin et al. 2007). Increased scarcity of raw inputs such as
water can lead to disruption of operations, i.e. lost production activity, which will
impact the revenue earning capacity. Companies have to increasingly pay higher
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fines for violations, they need to compensate wrongdoings, and need to earn the
license to operate from the local communities by avoiding negative impacts. These
are called regulatory and legal risks. There are possibilities for damaging corporate
reputation, i.e. reputational risks, from media and NGO campaigns for not meeting
stakeholder expectations such as workers’ health and safety and labor practices,
and safe living environments for local communities. Market and product risks can
also occur when customers move to other products with better sustainability performance or when governments and organizations impose sustainable procurement
policies.
On the other hand, there are several value creation opportunities for companies
with superior sustainability performance for each risk category mentioned above. It
is possible to obtain additional revenues from environmentally and socially superior
products through a premium. Moreover, high sustainability performance of companies can positively influence the desire of customers to buy their products (brand
image), the desire of employees to work for them (preferred employer) and the
desire of investors for providing long-term capital (blue chip status or good rank in
indexes such as Dow Jones Sustainability Index). Companies with superior sustainability performance can differentiate their products in the market against competitors to
attract new customers and, consequently, create a competitive advantage. Business
to Business (B2B) companies can help their customers, i.e. end-producers, to meet
their sustainability goals by supplying superior intermediate products. In essence,
the existence of a company or its profit making capacity can be affected by several
ways described above through various risks and opportunities created by sustainability
performance and stakeholder reactions. This shows the overlap between shareholder
and stakeholder value which are interdependent and interrelated.

2.3

Business Functions/Activities

Businesses deliver products and services through the co-ordination of various
activities. The main activities are innovation, business development, procurement/
sourcing, marketing and sales, and production/operations. Figure 11.1 shows
business functions and their contribution to sustainability in a company. Every
activity of the organization has an influence on its sustainability performance.
Therefore, integration of sustainability in business requires understanding of various business functions that deliver specific business activities in a company, and
proper metrics should be developed to support decision-making.
The main activities of innovation are developing new products with novel, additional or improved functionality, improving existing products (e.g. by implementation of alternative process/manufacturing routes), and developing new processes to
recycle waste. Business development is mainly involved in finding new applications
or opportunities in different markets through collaboration with existing or prospective customers or by means of strategic alliances with other companies. It also
defines the final product and positioning strategy and finds opportunities for the
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Support activities/functions

Firm infrastructure (EHS, financing, planning, legal, communications)
• Maintain databases of firm resource use and emissions
• Financial and sustainability reporting, transparency, government regulations

Human resources
• Training in principles of sustainability
• Develop awareness, culture and reward mechanisms for sustainability integration

Procurement
• Choose environmentally and socially responsible suppliers
• Collaborate and develop suppliers for better practices

Technology and Innovation (RD&D)
• Redesign processes and products for superior sustainable performance
• Design new products from sustainable feedstocks and waste (product service systems, closing the loop)

Inbound and
outbound logistics
• Reduce
transportation
impacts
• Reduce
packaging
impacts

Operations
• Reduce
emissions and
waste
• Reduce energy
and water use
• Improve health
and safety
standards

Marketing and
sales
• Communicate
environmental
attributes
• Understand
customer needs
and preferences
• Promote
corporate image
• Gauge new
opportunities
for sustainable
products

After-sale service
• Customer
support for
better
performance
• Take-back
• Recycling

Primary activities/functions

Fig. 11.1 Value chain of a company with business functions and relation to sustainability (Manda
2014) (Adapted from Porter (1985), Epstein and Roy (2001) and Porter and Kramer (2006))

development of new business models. In some companies business development is
part of innovation.
Procurement/sourcing is involved in finding the right suppliers who can provide
quality inputs at the right time. It also negotiates pricing and keeps track of the
production timeline. Sourcing also conducts supplier environmental and social audits
and deals with supplier certifications. Sourcing is responsible for avoiding any risks
arising from supplier practices, including compliance with local laws and child labor.
It can go further by not only looking at sustainability performance of suppliers but also
at the influence of purchased items in the final product life cycle of customers. This
would help close the information cycle between suppliers and final customers and may
bring collaborative opportunities for future sustainable business development.
Marketing and sales is responsible for communicating the product attributes and
differentiating their products against those of their competitors. It conducts market
research to find opportunities for market growth and expansion to new markets.
For Business to Consumers (B2C) companies, it also handles communication with
consumers. Marketing conducts research to acquire the consumer intelligence
related to how customers/consumers make trade-offs between price, environmental
performance and other quality parameters.
To improve sustainability performance of processes and products, all these
business functions need concrete guidance and insights on the product’s impacts
throughout its life cycle. This calls for sound tools to support business functions in
decision-making.
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Methodology

We use a framework which captures all the important elements presented in the
above sections. It provides the applications of LCA in different contexts of companies for various purposes. This framework provides guidance for the description of
case studies. A case study approach is recommended to investigate the value creation
with sustainability (Reed 2001). Thus, the descriptive case study approach (Scapens
1990; Jupp 2006) was employed with two chemical companies. This enabled us to
investigate the phenomenon of value creation with sustainability, especially LCA,
in real-life contexts. The main elements of case studies are the drivers, the communication, embedding sustainability in business decisions, and sustainable value
creation. Each case study focused on a specific example to study the similarities and
differences of approaches between different companies with different examples.
Multiple case study approach can confirm the reproducibility of the proposed
approach (theory) and its practical implementation in real life situations. Therefore,
a multiple case study approach is employed. This can provide stronger evidence
than a single case study with regard to creation of value with LCA and its implementation in companies (Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007).

3.1

Description of Sustainable Value Framework
for Chemical Industry

In order to integrate sustainability in the core business, functional managers, top
management and investors need to be convinced of value creation from sustainability.
The sustainable value framework, see Fig. 11.2, helps to link sustainability and
value creation.
Figure 11.2 shows the multidimensional construct of the sustainable value framework that blends two dimensions. The vertical axis is about balancing the short term
results such as financial improvements while making progress for the long term
business growth and success in a competitive and disruptive technological landscape.
The horizontal axis shows the firms’ need to manage and grow internal organizational skills and capabilities while capturing the new perspectives, knowledge, and
challenges posed by external stakeholders. Strategies on the left side are within the
purview of a corporation, and the strategies on the right side are mostly driven by
other stakeholders or changing environmental, social, and market circumstances.
There are four sets of sustainability drivers that are also found in literature (Lozano
2013; Epstein and Roy 2001; UNEP/TU Delft 2007). The first set of drivers
(lower-left quadrant) is pollution, waste and higher productivity, the second set of
drivers (lower-right) is transparency and regulations, the third set of drivers (top-left)
is growing environmental footprint, resource depletion, higher worker income and
employability, the fourth set of drivers (top-right) is megatrends such as population,
inequality and planetary boundaries. Addressing these drivers with a proper strategy

Competitiveness
Human health
Eco-systems
Resource
scarcity/depletion
Higher worker
income
Employability

Costs (raw
materials,
insurance)
Disruption to
operations
Pollution, waste
Higher productivity

Present

Business value:

Regulation
Civil Society
Transparency
Inter-connectedness

Legal affairs
Communications/Public relations

Key business functions

•
•
•
•

Drivers

External

• Population
• Poverty & Inequity
• Urbanization
• Planetary
boundaries

Drivers
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Fig. 11.2 Sustainable value framework (Adapted from Hart and Milstein (2003) (Manda 2014)). (*PSS is Product Service Systems, #NCA is Natural Capital
Accounting, ^BOP is Base Of the Pyramid, $REACH is Registration, Evaluation, Authorization of Chemicals and ROHS is Restriction Of Hazardous Substances,
WEEE is a directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment)

Operations
Legal affairs
Human resources

-Cost reduction
-Risks reduction
-Healthy and motivated workforce

Business value:

Integrate stakeholders’ views into
business processes.
E.g.: Responsible care, UN global
compact, ILO standards, directives
(WEEE, REACH, ROHS)$

Strategy:
Product stewardship

-Business Growth
-new products
-new markets
-Safe business environment

-Legitimacy and Reputation
-No product liability costs
-Community and civil society support

Sustainable
value:
Economic
Environmental
Social

Minimize consumption of water, energy
and generation of waste and emissions
from operations. E.g.: Cleaner
production audits, energy efficiency,
programs for better working conditions

Strategy:
Operational efficiency

-Innovation
-Product differentiation
-Rejuvenation of portfolio
-Competitiveness of suppliers

Business value:

9 billion people living well within the
boundaries of planet by open
collaboration and radical innovation.
E.g.: Enabling clean cook-stoves,
affordable nutrition, low cost housing,
affordable lighting and mobility, smart grid,
BOP^ or blue economy products

Improving performance throughout value
chains, moving towards bio-based and
circular economy and considering
ecosystems in business. E.g. ecoeffective products, bio-polymers, upcycling, PSS* (chemical leasing), NCA#,
Worker-management engagement

Business value:

Strategy:
Provide societal needs by
aligning corporate vision

Strategy:
Reinventing processes,
products and business models

Key business functions

•
•

•

•

Drivers

Internal

•

•

•
•
•
•

Drivers

Corporate strategy
Innovation
Marketing
-- ?

Innovation
Procurement/supply chain
Marketing
Finance
Human resources

Future

Key Business functions

Key business functions
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could lead to business value. For example, an operational efficiency strategy can
address drivers such as raw material costs and pollution and can create business
value such as reducing costs, avoiding risks and motivated workforce due to better
working conditions.
Though the environmental drivers in top-left and top-right appear similar, their
influence on businesses is different. In the top-left quadrant, businesses deal with
the resource constraints and product impacts with a piecemeal approach. Whereas
in the top-right quadrant businesses are aware of the limited capacity of our planet
and its influence on their long term existence and, thus, openly collaborate with others to radically transform whole systems for planetary sustainability. Implementing
strategies in each dimension needs the involvement of several specific corporate
functions in order to reap the business value. In order to be successful in the short
and long term, companies need to devise strategies in all quadrants to create sustainable value.
The ovals in Fig. 11.2 show various business functions that either take part in the
implementation or benefit from the corresponding strategies. Depending on the
structure of the company there might be differences in involvement by specific business functions in each quadrant. The environmental management or sustainability
departments are not separately shown because they either implement the projects or
they are involved in all quadrants depending on the type of project and they can also
be part of operations, innovations or marketing in many companies. The role of various business functions is illustrated with real life case studies in Sect. 4 results and
discussion. For a detailed description of framework with LCA examples from all
quadrants, please refer to Manda (2014).

4

Results and Discussion

In this section, two case examples are described with two main aspects. First, the
context of companies is provided in terms of different sustainability challenges,
drivers and market situation such as customer needs and demands. Second, it is
delineated how LCA insights and consequent business decisions are translated into
value creation for the company. The two case studies mainly belong to the top-left
quadrant of the framework shown in Fig. 11.2, i.e. reinventing processes, products
and business models. The case study on vitamin C also has aspects from the lowerleft quadrant, operational efficiency. Further, an implementation procedure is presented to translate LCA insights into value creation opportunities for business.

4.1

Case Study of Spun-Dyed Modal Fibers from Lenzing AG

The spin-dyeing case study is conducted for Lenzing, a bio-based fiber producer
based in Austria. This company wants to further strengthen its position as a sustainable
fiber producer by providing solutions to the challenges faced by textile industry and
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customers. Textile wet processing, i.e. dyeing and finishing, is known to cause
environmental impacts such as water pollution. Spun-dyed fibers are developed
against this background since these fibers avoid the conventional dyeing process of
fabrics. A detailed LCA for the environmental impacts of conventionally dyed
fabrics and spun-dyed fabrics made of wood-based modal fibers can be found in
literature (Terinte et al. 2014).

4.1.1

Context and Drivers of Spun-Dyed Modal Fabrics

Figure 11.3 shows the relevant context and drivers of the spun-dyed fiber innovation. The most important driver is global population growth, which creates more
demand for clothes with lower environmental impacts. The textile supply chains are
mostly located in Asia where air pollution, water pollution and water scarcity
problems are rampant. There is an increasing number of legislations targeting the
textile industry in Asia (in order to raise the standards of practices), from the EU
(e.g. REACH) to prohibit certain dyes and from selected European countries like
Sweden that is planning to impose taxes on chemicals in textiles. International
NGOs such as Greenpeace have criticized international apparel brands and retailers
for the poor performance of their supply chain partners such as laundries and dyeing
mills. The business context of the textile industry is also changing due to the initiatives such as Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC) that creates tools and awareness
to reduce textile supply chain impacts. These initiatives and visibility to NGOs and
consumers have created impetus for brands and retailers to be more sustainability
oriented. Consequently, the sustainability agenda of B2B companies such as fiber
producers are primarily driven by customer (brands and retailers) demands rather
than consumers and NGOs. Increased scarcity raises the costs of water and power in
Asian countries, increasing production costs. Since most of the textile industry has
moved to Asia, EU producers need to find innovative ways to be competitive in the
global market. All these drivers are important for the business functions of the fiber
producer because they influence business decisions and help to contextualize the
spin-dyeing innovation.
With these issues in mind, the LCA on spun-dyed fabrics can help business
development and marketing.

4.1.2

Results of the Spun-Dyed Fabrics LCA Study

From the LCA it was found that, across all impact categories studied, spun-dyed
fabrics cause only half to one third of the environmental impacts compared to
conventionally dyed fabrics. Sensitivity analyses showed that the relative benefits of
spin-dyeing, that nowadays takes places in Austria, are higher if it replaces conventional dyeing in countries like China or the USA where electricity grids and heat
sources are predominantly coal-based. The liquor ratio and the number of washing cycles
influence the results but do not alter the conclusions. Due to the comparatively very

LCA of spundyed fabrics
Marketing

Business
Development

Business
functions

Communication to customers and
consumers on overall performance of
spun-dyed fibres compared to
conventional dyeing

Finding opportunities to use spun-dyed
fibres for different new applications (by
forming alliances and partnerships) with
the use of LCA-based insights

Business decisions based on
understanding the life cycle

For customers (brands/retailers):
-Opportunities to innovate final
products with lower impacts
-Enhanced brand reputation and
legitimacy of supply chains
-Cost and operational risk reduction

For spun-dyed fibre producer:
-Differentiation in the market (with
a premium)
-Preferred supplier to customers

Sustainable value creation
opportunities

Fig. 11.3 LCA-based value creation approach for spun-dyed fabrics (relation between context/drivers and LCA of spun-dyed fibers and its support in business
decision-making, key stakeholder responses to improved environmental performance and resulting value creation opportunities) (Manda 2014)

Stakeholders’ responses

a. Customers (brands/retailers): can improve overall performance of products, reduce supply chain impacts and reduce reputational
risks from NGOs (from dyeing mills)
b. Supply chain: can reduce costs of resources (energy, water and chemicals) and prevention of pollution, improvement of
environmental performance, reduction of operational risks due to NGO activity
C. NGOs: lower allegations on textile industry due to reduction of chemical pollution of water bodies and air pollution in Asia
d. Global and local community: get benefit from the reduction of problems related to resource and water scarcity (lower pollution from
dyeing mills), climate change, and lower health problems

1. SAC tools and awareness
building of industry to reduce
supply chain impacts, esp.
dyeing
2. Increasing water and power
tariffs of dyeing mills
3. Competitiveness of EU
producers

Business context (includes
stakeholders’ expectations)

2. Air pollution in Asia
3. Water pollution and water
scarcity in Asia
4. Legislations in China, Sweden,
EU
5. NGO activity (Greenpeace,
IPE)

External context
1. Growing population

Context and Drivers
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low amount of pigments required and entrapment of the pigment in the fiber
structure, the spun-dyed fabric can be expected to cause substantially lower human
and eco-toxicity impacts compared to conventionally dyed fabric. From a gate
(fiber)-to-gate (dyed fabric) comparison, it was found that the spun-dyed fabrics
need 60–90 % less water, chemicals, electricity and heat and generate 60 % lower
wastewater emissions than conventionally dyed fabrics. These savings can reduce
production costs. All technical details of the spun-dyed fabric LCA can be found in
Terinte et al. (2014).

4.1.3

Business Decisions Supported by LCA

The business development department is reaching out to potential new customers to
make new products/applications, such as fabrics for automobiles, based on the
environmental performance of the spun-dyed fibers compared to conventional
dyeing of different materials. The marketing department has been using the insights
provided by LCA to communicate to textile brands and retailers. These business
functions decided to use sustainability as a value proposition on par and without
compromising other aspects like quality, functionality and price. By this means,
sustainability is integrated into day-to-day business.

4.1.4

Stakeholders’ Responses and Sustainable Value Creation

The innovative fiber production process triggered positive responses from various
stakeholders. Due to the improved performance of the supply chains, there would be
fewer allegations from NGOs against supply chain partners and thus lower operational risks. The customers (brand and retailers) can improve the overall performance of their products and they can reduce the reputational risks from supply
chain partners such as dyeing mills. This would help brands and retailers to create
value such as innovative products (garments) with lower impacts, enhanced brand
reputation, and legitimacy (The Cambodia Daily 2014). The spin-dyeing needs
fewer resources than conventional dyeing and thus reduces the variable production
costs of final products. The local community can benefit from these improvements
due to lower water pollution and reduced pressure on water resources. Owing to all
the above aspects, the fiber producer could differentiate the spun-dyed fibers in the
market and be a preferred supplier to brands and retailers.
This LCA was conducted during the business development stage. The innovation was accomplished before the LCA study was started. This LCA was used to
quantify the environmental improvements which will be useful for developing
new applications and attract new customers. Therefore the innovation department of fiber producer participated in the LCA to provide data and necessary
information.
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Case Study of Vitamin C Business Development
by Royal DSM NV

Vitamin C, or L-ascorbic acid, was discovered as the nutritional factor lacking in
the diets of sailors suffering from scurvy. It naturally occurs in fresh fruit and
vegetables. The first industrial preparation of L-ascorbic acid was developed by
Tadeus Reichstein for F. Hoffmann-La Roche in 1934. DSM acquired this business
from Roche in 2003. Figure 11.4 shows the overall context, LCA-based insights,
supported decisions and value creation opportunities of Vitamin C product.

4.2.1

Context and Drivers of Vitamin C

The world’s population is still rapidly growing and expected to peak at nine billion
people around 2050. Presently large groups of people in poor countries already
suffer from malnutrition. Even if they have sufficient energy in their diets, these are
deficient in micronutrients, just like sailors’ diets did. Even in wealthy countries
there are deficiencies of micronutrients, and people concerned about their health
take precautionary supplements of micronutrients. Hence there is a large and growing
demand for micronutrients, including Vitamin C. All over the world, even in developing countries, concerns about food quality and food safety are increasing, so food
additives and supplements have to comply with high standards of quality and safety.
Finally there are concerns about the environmental impact, including land use, of
the activities required to feed the growing population. These concerns also lead to
questions about the contribution of additives and supplements to food (environmental) footprint. There is strong competition and price pressure from China in the
vitamins market. DSM has the only non-Chinese production site for Vitamin C in
Dalry, Scotland.
The DSM Quality for Life™ program symbolizes quality, reliability and traceability. Quality for Life™ also means sustainability.
As part of the program DSM licenses the Quali-C® trademark to customers for
positioning their consumer products. Quality for Life™ and the Quali-C® brand are
integral parts of DSMs value propositions.

4.2.2

Results of the Vitamin C LCA Study

DSM carried out an LCA to determine the carbon footprint as a pilot in the UK
carbon trust program. One of the key results was that energy contributes more than
50 % to the footprint of the product, even with the very low energy footprint, produced in a combined heat and power plant fired with natural gas. This high energy
consumption was related to the production of the intermediate 2-ketogulonic acid
(KGA) in an oxidation reaction. The oxidation can only be executed selectively if
groups that should not be oxidized are protected by addition of acetone, which has

Mergers and
acquisitions

Business
Development

1. Acquire premix business
2. Acquire Chinese producer

1. Forward integrate into premixes

1. Include sustainability and LCA in
branding and value propositions

1. Switch to fermentative KGA process
2. Develop fully fermentative route

Business decisions based on
understanding the life cycle

Stakeholders’ responses

a. Customers (brands/retailers): Brand their products using DSM trademarks
b. Consumers: Feel confident about food safety
c: Food fortification stakeholders: Want to see social and environmental effects quantified

LCA of
Vitamin C

Marketing
and sales

Innovation

Business
functions

For Food fortification programs
- Contribute to health of people
threatened by malnutrition

For Customers (brands/retailers):
- Feel confident about reliable
Source
- Enhanced brand image without
reputational risks

For DSM:
- Reduce cost
- Reduce environmental footprint
- Improve customer loyalty (be a
preferred supplier)

Sustainable value creation
opportunities

Fig. 11.4 LCA-based value creation approach for Vitamin C products (relation between context/drivers and LCA of Vitamin C and its support in business
decision-making, key stakeholder responses to improved environmental performance and resulting value creation opportunities)

1.Competition with Chinese
producers
2.Increasing energy prices

Business context (includes
stakeholder expectations)

1.Growing population
2.Malnutrition
3.Care for healthy diets
4.Food safety

External context

Context and Drivers
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to be removed and recovered after the oxidation. In addition to the large energy
requirement, this complicated procedure requires chemicals and produces waste.
DSM did not carry out a social LCA. The potential benefits to people taking
vitamins as supplements or additives are very well known to customers and consumers, so there is no need to emphasize these. Production, starting from agriculture
and fuel generation is completely European based, so there is little risk of social
issues in the value chain.

4.2.3

Business Decisions Supported by LCA

Because of the cost and the high footprint of the KGA production DSM switched to
the fermentative production of KGA. A complete fermentative route to further
reduce cost and footprint is also considered. DSM has recently forwardly integrated
into premix companies, who supply premixes of additives to the food and feed
industry. This allows to actively influence the footprint of vitamin additives used.
For strategic reasons DSM is acquiring a Chinese production site. The LCA was
extended with an assessment of other environmental impacts and used to check the
footprint of the Chinese product, and will be used to identify and assess initiatives
to reduce the footprint.

4.2.4

Stakeholders’ Responses and Sustainable Value Creation

Customers respond positively to Quality for Life™. They prefer products from a
reputable and reliable source, with an undisputable track record in food safety, environmental performance and sustainability image. All these contribute to reducing
their operational risks. This is valid in the western world, but certainly also in Asia.
Particularly in food fortification programs within the area of malnutrition, social
LCA makes the benefits more tangible, and DSM is piloting this use. In addition,
stakeholders in these programs are interested in environmental impacts, including
those of small packaging sizes and distribution.

4.3

Implementation Procedure for Business Value Creation
Based on Life Cycle Assessment in Companies

UNEP/SETAC has proposed the application of life cycle management (LCM)
capability maturity model for developing the capacity of small and medium sized
companies to achieve their sustainability goals (UNEP/SETAC 2009). The authors
propose an implementation procedure for business value creation based on the
insights gained from LCA studies and its integration in business functions (see also
UNEP/TU Delft 2007; UNEP/SETAC 2009). This is an iterative procedure of
various steps as shown in Fig. 11.5.
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4. Engage
value chain
partners and
customers

5. Conduct
LCA and/or
S-LCA.
Share the
results with
business
functions

6. Share the
outcomes with
value chain
partners and
customers to
devise new
programs to
capture value

3. Define
scope and
type of LCA
or S-LCA

1. Collect
sustainability
trends/ drivers,
stakeholder
views on the
product life cycle

2. Involve
business
functions
within
company

Fig. 11.5 Iterative procedure for translating insights from the LCA and S-LCA into value creation
adapted from Manda et al. (2014)

The steps of the iterative procedure are:
1. Understand the context of the product by collecting information on various
drivers and stakeholder views/concerns
2. Involve the relevant business functions within the company
3. Define the goal, scope and type of LCA and/or S-LCA
4. Engage the value chain companies and customers
5. Discuss the results of conducting LCA and/or S-LCA internally
6. Share the outcomes of the process with value chain companies and customers to
capture value

4.4

Limitations of the Suggested Approach
and Life Cycle Management

While implementing the suggested approach, practitioners would face some barriers and challenges.
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We acknowledge the limitations of the LCA approach in terms of the development
of methods for impacts such as biodiversity and toxicity, lack of inventory, uncertainties in data and methods, limited guidance on allocation for different product
categories, etc. (Finnveden et al. 2009). Resource requirements are also acting as
limitation for implementing LCA. Companies can also create value with customer
experience, products with superior aesthetics, feel, etc. These aspects might not be
captured by LCA, if its unit of analysis, i.e. the functional unit, cannot take these
aspects into account. LCA is not easily able to capture the perception and preferences of people, taste, and emotional value attached to products, hence it cannot
help companies to create value in terms of these aspects.

5

Conclusions

The main contribution of this chapter to the field of sustainability, especially
corporate and product sustainability, is twofold. First, the authors have presented an
approach to embed LCA in the corporate context and align environmental sustainability with business priorities. Second, they have shown how to synthesize and
communicate all the different aspects in a coherent way, presenting LCA results to
the managers of different business functions using an LCA-based value creation
approach. This communication approach is a combination of “drivers-LCA metrics
business decisions-stakeholder responses-value creation opportunities”. There
could be different barriers and challenges while implementing the presented
approach. The barriers and challenges need further attention in future research. The
integration of social aspects in the framework and in the case studies can be further
improved. Matured approaches for social-LCA to address this issue are needed. The
approach shown here is applicable to all other LCM tools such as S-LCA and
LCC. Additional case studies can demonstrate the integration of the LCM tools
using the approach described.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Part III

Life Cycle Management as
Part of Sustainable Consumption
and Production Strategies and Policies

This part broadens the scope of life cycle management and presents it as part of
sustainable consumption and production, discussing strategic opportunities for policy action and related responsibilities of consumers and policy makers, among other
stakeholders, along the value chain.

Chapter 12

Hotspots Analysis: Providing the Focus
for Action
Mark Barthel, James A. Fava, Curtis A. Harnanan, Philip Strothmann,
Sofia Khan, and Simon Miller

Abstract The technique ‘hotspots analysis’ belongs to the toolbox life cycle
management. ‘Hotspotting’ or ‘hotspots analysis’ is an emergent technique being
used in a growing number of different analytical disciplines, so research disciplines
and functions within organizations (e.g., R&D, new product development, procurement), and in diverse geographies, in support of the green economy and the United
Nations post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals. It can be used to inform
government policy priorities, drive growth and innovation in business and empower
citizens.
Due to the growing interest of various stakeholders in applying hotspot analysis
methodologies, the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative initiated the project “Global
Principles and Practices for Hotspot Analysis”. During the first phase of the project,
a study was conducted to map existing hotspots analysis methodologies and studies
world-wide, which culminated in the report: Hotspots Analysis: mapping of existing
methodologies, tools and guidance and initial recommendations for the development of global guidance. This chapter draws on knowledge derived from this report
and presents a number of relevant findings.
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1

Introduction

The information-age has led to a proliferation of content, ranging from the assimilation and analytical challenges associated with ‘big data’ through to ever-increasing
publication lists of research and innovation findings. The major challenge for
businesses, policy-makers, academic researchers and consumers is deciding where
and how to act to have the maximum impact. For any action a balance must be
struck between speed of response and pragmatism and the need to be informed by
reliable and trustworthy science-based evidence.
This prioritization method is called ‘hotspotting’ or ‘hotspots analysis’ and is an
emergent technique being used in a growing number of different analytical
disciplines.
This technique belongs to the toolbox life cycle management (LCM). LCM is the
application of life cycle approach including LCA and related methods as SLCA and
LCSA in business to drive business improvement. Life cycle management essentially
embraces many applications of life cycle approaches, including product – as well as
company-related approaches – to ensure that the full range of risks and opportunities
are known and actions taken to reduce impacts across the value chain.
We believe there is now an opportunity to collate existing techniques from
around the world to develop a proven methodology for hotspots analysis. This can
be adopted by multiple research disciplines and functions within organizations
(e.g., R&D, new product development, procurement) and in diverse geographies, in
support of the green economy and the United Nations post-2015 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). It can be used to inform government policy priorities,
drive growth and innovation in business and empower citizens.
Due to the growing interest of various stakeholders in applying hotspot analysis
methodologies, the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative decided in 2012 to focus its
Flagship Project 3a on the topic under the title of “Global Principles and Practices
for Hotspot Analysis”. During the first phase of the project, a study was conducted
to map existing hotspots analysis methodologies and studies world-wide, which
culminated in the report: Hotspots Analysis: mapping of existing methodologies,
tools and guidance and initial recommendations for the development of global
guidance1 (Barthel et al. 2014).
This chapter draws on knowledge derived from this report and presents a number
of relevant findings.

1
The report can be accessed at: http://lifecycleinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/
Flagship3a-Hotspots-Mapping.pdf
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What Is Hotspots Analysis?
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Over the past few years, hotspots analysis has become a helpful and effective tool
that assists in the identification of areas to be prioritized for action.
Hotspots analysis (HSA) is defined as a methodological framework that allows
for the rapid assimilation and analysis of a range of information sources, including life
cycle based studies, market, and scientific research, expert opinion and stakeholder
concerns. The outputs from this analysis can then be used to identify potential solutions
and prioritize actions around the most significant economic, environmental, ethical
and social sustainability impacts or benefits associated with a specific country, city,
industry sector, organization, product portfolio, product category or individual
product or service. Hotspots analysis is often used as a pre-cursor to developing
more detailed or granular sustainability information (Barthel et al. 2014).
The findings from hotspots analysis provide a comprehensive understanding of
impacts. They also allow for the prioritization of resources and actions in countries,
cities, industry sectors, product portfolios, product categories or individual products
that really matter by virtue of their environmental, social and ethical impact
profile and/or their physical trading volumes and economic value in the economy.
In addition to streamlining research and analysis, a common feature of hotspots
analysis is the presentation of information and findings in accessible formats,
including for non-technical audiences, who are often the key decision-makers in
policy and business settings.
The benefits of hotspots analysis include the following factors (Barthel et al. 2014):
• The rapid assimilation and analysis of multiple evidence threads leading to
accessible outputs and a clearer understanding of the actions required to eliminate,
reduce or mitigate identified hotspots
• A highly cost-effective approach to life cycle thinking and management across
multiple impact categories and issues, sectors or product categories that is
perhaps more suited to developing countries, emerging economies and SMEs
trying to find an evidence-based focus for their actions
• The provision of both technical and non-technical information to decisionmakers in government, business and civil society

2.1

Typical Steps to Conduct Hotspots Analysis

Hotspots analysis employs a materiality-focused prioritization approach to identify
sustainability impacts across a range of attributes such as economic, environment,
social and governance. The results from hotspots analysis typically allow decisionmakers to identify sustainability impact improvement opportunities and prioritize
impact reduction actions. Hotspots analysis methodologies often use research and
expert inputs and stakeholder views to develop criteria and a mechanism for prioritization and interpretation of the outputs according to the scope and scale of the study.
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Fig. 12.1 Typical steps in a hotspots analysis methodology (Barthel et al. 2014)

The following steps illustrate what a typical hotspots analysis involves (see also
Fig. 12.1).
1. Goal and Scope definition: The first step involves defining goal and scope by
understanding the requirements of the hotspots analysis study. The next step
involves stakeholder mapping and engagement to identify and gain consent on
the study boundary, attributes, impact categories, identifying the ground rules of
data mining and analysis and the need to use proxy data where this is required.
In essence this step would include defining goal; scope and agreement on broad
materiality and prioritization approach for the study.
2. Data gathering, expert insights and analysis: This step would include knowledge
building through data mining, data analysis, data validation, expert interviews
and stakeholder consultations. This step typically involves drawing together
different evidence threads such as the findings from life cycle studies, input/
output analysis data, scientific research studies, product information, sales
volumes/economic value and trade information, depending on the scale and
scope of the study (e.g. whether the analysis is being done at the national, city,
sector or product-category-level).
3. Hotspots identification and validation: Once all the required data and knowledge
is gathered, it is time to identify, develop, discuss and obtain agreement on
materiality thresholds (i.e., when does an impact become a hotspot) and the
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criteria to be used for ranking and prioritising hotspots for action, including a
stakeholder validation process relating to identified hotspots. The next step
includes the identification and prioritization of impact reduction opportunities,
reviewing and validation of the identified hotspots by a larger audience and
identifying implementation gaps and recommendations required to achieve
impact reduction opportunities.
4. Prioritising action: The last step involves using the outputs from the study to
achieve sustainability improvements. Typically, this step would involve action
planning, development of industry guidance and standards, piloting or road-testing
of potential solutions, industry collaborations and voluntary agreements, etc.;
and further working with relevant stakeholders to disseminate and mainstream
proven or effective solutions based on feedback from piloting activities.

2.2

Approaches of Hotspots Analysis

Most hotspots analysis use quantitative, qualitative or a combination of quantitative
and qualitative approaches.
Quantitative approach typically uses quantitative data such as traditional life
cycle assessment data, product data, sales and trade data, input–output data or
material flows analysis or contextual market data for the study. Most hotspots analysis
use some form of quantitative approach with stakeholders’ involvement in the
development process according to the study by (Barthel et al. 2014). Examples of
hotspots analysis methodologies that use a quantitative approach include the GHG
Protocol’s Value Chain (Scope 3) Accounting and Reporting Standard2; and the
GHG Protocol’s Product Life Cycle Accounting and Reporting Standard.3
Qualitative approach typically involves securing access to extensive expert
knowledge and professional judgment, gaining a better understanding of stakeholder’s
concerns and deeper stakeholder engagement as required. This approach has more
emphases on qualitative elements. The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(SASB) Materiality Map4 is an example of hotspots analysis that uses a qualitative
approach.
Combination approach would use both quantitative and qualitative measures to
identify the hotspots. Such studies use quantitative data, expert opinions and stakeholder engagement to conduct hotspots analysis. Many of the existing hotspots
analysis methodologies use a combination approach to identify sustainability
impacts and improvement action as observed in a recent study (Barthel et al. 2014).
2

A copy of the GHG Protocol’s Value Chain (Scope 3) Accounting and Reporting Standard may
be accessed at: http://www.ghgprotocol.org/standards/scope-3-standard
3
A copy of the GHG Protocol’s Product Life Cycle Accounting and Reporting Standard may be
accessed at: http://www.ghgprotocol.org/standards/product-standard
4
The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) Materiality Map may be accessed at:
http://www.sasb.org/materiality/sasb-materiality-map/
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Examples of such approach include The Sustainability Consortium (TSC),5 Public
Gardens Sustainability Index6 hotspots analysis and AHAM hotspots analysis7 and
WRAP’s Product Sustainability Forum (PSF)8 in the UK (WRAP: Waste &
Resources Action Programme).

3

Applications/Use of Hotspots Analysis

The purpose of hotspots analysis is to help policy-makers, businesses and other
stakeholders to collate, analyze and visualize sustainability hotspots information
and insight drawn from a range of different data and information sources in order to
move more swiftly from research and analysis towards tangible, practical actions
(Barthel et al. 2014).
Typical application of hotspots analysis include:
• Product- and sector-level sustainability standards
• Government or trade association sponsored voluntary agreements with industry
• Policy, research and innovation activities to drive more sustainable forms of
production and consumption
• Strategic prioritization of areas for impact management in global value chains
• Information to support consumer-facing campaigns or business-to-business
communications and messages on key sustainability themes
• Pilots, value chain and stakeholder collaborations and partnerships to address
key sustainability hotspots
A range of different stakeholders, such as industry, government, trade associations
and collaborative groups, are using hotspots analysis methodologies to identify
sustainability improvement opportunities and develop action plans to address
identified hotspots. Table 12.1 shows some of the existing hotspots analysis
methodologies developed by different stakeholders.

5
More information on The Sustainability Consortium may be accessed at: http://www.sustainabilityconsortium.org/
6
A copy of the Public Gardens Sustainability Index may be accessed at: http://www.publicgardens.
org/files/files/Longwood%20Gardens%20-%20Sustainability%20Index%20for%20North%20
American%20Public%20Gardens%20v%201_0%20-%20Final%2020130514.pdf
7
More details on the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM) hotspots analysis
used in the development of the AHAM 7001-2014/CSA SPE-7001-14/UL 7001, Sustainability
Standard for Household Refrigeration Appliances may be found at: http://lcacenter.org/lcaxii/
final-presentations/513.pdf
8
More information on the Waste Resources Action Programme’s (WRAP) Product sustainability
Forum (PSF) may be accessed at: http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/product-sustainability-forum-psf
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Table 12.1 Examples of different stakeholders using hotspots analysis
Led by
Industry

Government
Collaborative groups

UNEP 10 year framework of
programmes on SCP

3.1

Examples
Textiles and clothing (WRAP, UK)
Home improvement products (WRAP, UK)
Detergents
Electrical and electronic products (The Sustainability
Consortium, USA)
Drinking water filtration systems (WQA, North America)
Home appliances (AHAM, North America)
Grenelle I and II Laws (France)
EU Product/Organizational Environmental Footprint
The Sustainability Consortium (USA)
Product Sustainability Forum (WRAP, UK)
Product Category Rules (PCR) Guidance
Water Footprint Network (Netherlands)
Ellen MacArthur Foundation (UK)
Consumer Information Programme
Sustainable Lifestyles and Education Programme
Sustainable Tourism, including Ecotourism Programme
Sustainable Food Systems Programme

Scale of Application

Hotspots analysis methodologies are flexible and can be adapted based on the scope
and scale of application required by those commissioning or undertaking studies. In
general hotspots analysis can be applied at:
National and city: Countries and cities use hotspots analysis to help government
policy-makers to focus on voluntary agreements or action plans with industry,
citizens and communities in areas where sustainability hotspots have been
identified. Examples include: the Water Footprint Network’s analysis of water
scarcity hotspots in major river catchments, World Resources Institute’s work to
quantify cities carbon emissions, etc.
Sector/industry and product category/product: Businesses use hotspots analysis to
identify improvement opportunities and action plans, particularly in areas such
as future resource availability and management, global supply chain risks and
volatility, waste prevention and management, etc. Examples of sector initiatives
based on hotspots analysis include: the UK grocery retailer – Tesco, tackling
the food losses and food waste associated with the international sourcing of
its products and their use by consumers; and The Sustainability Consortium
building consensus around the key sustainability hotspots to be addressed in
consumer goods value chains.
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Attributes

Hotspots analysis studies tend to cover a wide range of attributes depending on
the scope and scale of application. Broadly hotspots analysis can cover single or
multiple attributes.
Single attributes would cover only one attribute, such as environmental or
economic or social sustainability or the governance issues and challenges associated with the use of natural resources (e.g., water, biodiversity). Most of the existing
single attribute hotspots analysis studies cover environmental issues, with some
focusing on single impact categories, like carbon management or greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions. Examples of such studies include: GHG Protocol’s Product
Life Cycle Accounting and Reporting Standard, Japan Environmental Management
Association for Industry (JEMAI)’s Carbon Footprint Program9 and the Water
Footprint Assessment Methodology.10
Multiple attribute studies would cover more than one attribute such as
environmental-social or economic-environmental-social or economic-environmentalsocial-governance, etc. Many of the existing hotpots analysis cover multiple attributes.
Examples of multiple attributes hotspots analysis study include: SASB Materiality
Map, The Sustainability Consortium (TSC), WRAP’s Product Sustainability Forum
(PSF), AHAM hotspots analysis, etc.

3.3

Commonalities and Differences Among Methodologies

The UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative Flagship Project 3a report documents some
general commonalities and differences among the 21 hotspots analysis methodologies analyzed during the project’s initial phase (Barthel et al. 2014). The findings
are summarized below:
Commonalities
• All of the key methodologies engage several stakeholders in their development.
• All (with the exception of two) methodologies include environmental impacts.
• All methodologies, at a minimum, utilize a quantitative life cycle approach.
Some exclusively, others also incorporate qualitative elements.
• The majority of approaches address multiple impacts.
Differences
• National-level methodologies all exclusively utilize a quantitative approach
which addresses environmental impacts, while sectoral- and product-level
9

More information on Japan Environmental Management Association for Industry (JEMAI)’s
Carbon Footprint Program, may be accessed at: http://www.cfp-japan.jp/english/
10
More information on the Water Footprint Assessment Methodology may be accessed at: http://
www.waterfootprint.org/downloads/TheWaterFootprintAssessmentManual.pdf
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methodologies tend to be more diverse in the impacts and issues they address, as
well as in the use of more qualitative elements and inputs.
• National-level methods tend to focus on the use of input/output analysis or materials flows analysis; whereas sector- or product-level methodologies tend to
focus on life cycle approaches or “beyond LCA11” approaches.
• While the hybrid funding (i.e., a combination of both public and private funding)
appears to be dominant among the methodologies, there is no common model
that can be attributed to any of the three methodology levels.

3.4

Case Studies

In order to provide some perspective on all of the attributes of hotspots analysis
(HSA) covered so far in this chapter, a few HSA case studies have been selected to
illustrate and elaborate the different types of hotspots analysis methodologies being
used. In the examples given below, we will provide a brief description of the HSA
methodology that was/is being applied and the salient features of the methodology.
Table 12.2 (see Sect. 3.4.4) provides additional information on various aspects of
HSA from development and application to stakeholder engagement. These example
hotspots analysis methodologies were chosen to help visualize the range and variability/
diversity in scope and scale of hotspots analysis from approach to application. It is
not the authors’ intention to convey that these HSA methodologies are superior or
preferred to any other HSA methodologies available.
3.4.1

Association of Home Appliances Manufacturers (AHAM)

AHAM utilizes hotspots analysis as the main tool to identify and prioritize life cycle
sustainability impacts that would be addressed in its resultant product sustainability
standards. Since 2010, AHAM has been utilizing hotspots analysis on several
products including: refrigeration appliances, clothes washers, cooking ranges,
dishwashers, as well as a range of portable and floor care appliances.
AHAM’s hotspots analysis methodology seeks to identify the most significant environmental, social and governance impacts across the life cycles of these products.
This process is overseen by a task force comprising: AHAM, its standards development
partners (UL Environment and the CSA Group), a range of appliance manufacturers,
experts with significant product or relevant industry experience, as well as its
sustainability consultant – PE INTERNATIONAL (now re-branded as thinkstep).
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Approach
Qualitative and
quantitative
(Combination)

Qualitative and
quantitative
(Combination)

Qualitative

Quantitative

Methodology
AHAM Hotspots
Analysis

WRAP’s Product
Sustainability Forum

Sustainability
Accounting
Standards Board
(SASB) Materiality
Map

Global Protocol for
Community-scale
GHG emissions

Environmental

Environmental, Social,
Economic and
Governance

Environmental,
Economic

Breadth of impacts
Environmental, Social,
Governance

Multiple stakeholders

Corporations, market
participants, and public
interest and intermediaries

Multiple stakeholders
involved

Stakeholder involvement
Stakeholder review of
methodology and pilot
testing of standards

Table 12.2 Summary of hotspots analysis methodologies and application (Barthel et al. 2014)

Anyone assessing the
GHG emissions of a
geographically defined
area

Target audience
AHAM’s sustainability
standards Task Force
members as well as key
value chain stakeholders
Major retailing and
manufacturing
businesses, NGOs,
academics and
governments
SASB standard
development working
groups and other
relevant stakeholders

Food, DIY (home
improvement) products,
electrical and electronic
products, clothing and
textiles, retail sectors
Several sectors such as
Architecture &
Engineering
Consumption
Energy
Financial
Food & Beverage
Forestry and Paper
Health Care
Home & Office
Non-renewable Resources
Personal Care Products
etc.
Transportation, Waste,
Industrial Processes,
Agriculture, Forestry and
Other Land Use sector

Application
Home appliance product
sector
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Prior to commencing the hotspots analysis, the task force creates a template
value chain heat map to identify sustainability attributes for the resultant Standard.
This involves the review and condensation of the typical life cycle assessment
(LCA) impact categories into a more simplified format that would facilitate harmonizing, categorizing, and analysing environmental/sustainability issues (i.e.,
hotspots) with broader stakeholder pressures (i.e., hot buttons).
The first step of the hotspots analysis involves a review of available literature to
identify significant product life cycle impacts. This review includes: life cycle
assessment studies on the candidate product or product components, manufacturer
product life cycle data, academic studies, environmental product declarations
(EPDs) and existing standards.
Another key contribution to the hotspots analysis involves interviews with
selected manufacturers. Each manufacturer is asked to rank the level of importance
(i.e., high, medium, or low) of addressing each of environmental impacts across the
five life-cycle stages of the product category. The results of the literature review,
stakeholder interviews, as well as review of other existing standards were aggregated
into a heat map to graphically provide a preliminary view into priority environmental impacts and stakeholder concerns.
Throughout the process, an extensive stakeholder engagement is conducted to
review the results of the hotspots analysis and solicit feedback. In these engagements,
AHAM typically include representatives from the following sectors: manufacturers,
suppliers, retailers, government agencies, consumer groups, and non-governmental
organizations.
As an additional level of rigor, prior to translating these hotspots into criteria
within its sustainability standards, AHAM often conducts a screening-level life
cycle assessment using primary (where available) and proxy data from manufacturers
and industrial databases to verify and validate the result of the hotspots analysis.
Pilot-testing of the resultant sustainability standards by appliance manufacturers
is also a core component of the overall process.
3.4.2

Global Protocol for Community Scaled Greenhouse
Gases Emission Inventories (GPC)

GPC (global protocol for community scaled greenhouse gases emission inventories)
conducted hotspots analysis to identify requirements and provide guidance for
calculating and reporting city-scale GHG12 inventories, consistent with the 2006
IPCC13 Guidelines for National GHG Inventories. The goal is to allow for more
credible reporting, meaningful benchmarking and aggregation of climate data and
greater consistency in GHG accounting. The Global Protocol for Community-Scale
GHG Emissions (GPC) is the result of a collaborative effort between the World
Resources Institute (WRI), C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group (C40), and
ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI).
12
13

GHG: greenhouse gases.
IPCC: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
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The GPC specifies the principles and rules for compiling a city-level GHG
emissions inventory; it does not require specific methodologies to be used to
produce emissions data. It provides guidance on calculation methodologies (i.e.,
defining boundaries, defining emission sources, calculation guidance) for individual
emission sources including stationary energy, transportation, waste, industrial
processes and product use emissions and agriculture, forestry and other land use.

3.4.3

WRAP’s Product Sustainability Forum (PSF)

WRAP’s PSF (Product Sustainability Forum) was established in late 2010 in
response to a request from the UK governments and major retailers and manufacturing companies to establish a pre-competitive space for collaboration between
governments, business, NGOs, academia and other key stakeholders to come
together to build the evidence to help quantify, reduce and communicate the whole
lifecycle environmental impacts and hotspots associated with consumer products in
the UK economy. Since its creation in 2010, WRAP’s PSF and the organizations
that support it have been working together to achieve these objectives. Following
almost 3 years of research WRAP’s PSF is now beginning to apply its work in a
growing number of international supply chains through Pathfinder demonstration
projects; mainstreaming projects that seek to embed lifecycle and sustainability
thinking at the heart of organizations; and the growing membership and geographical
coverage of the International Network of Product Sustainability Initiatives14
(INPSI), which WRAP’s PSF was instrumental in establishing in 2012.
WRAP’s PSF uses a similar methodology to identify hotspots as identified in
Sect. 2; more information on the specific methodology and application, including
links to its free, on-line knowledge base is available.15 In the last year, WRAP’s PSF
has moved away from a primary focus on hotspots-related research to more of an
action-orientated approach, focusing more of its resources on driving change within
its supporting organizations through Pathfinder demonstration projects and
mainstreaming and embedding activities. Feedback from all of these collaborative
activities is now being used to improve and update the data and information gathered during the initial hotspots analysis phases based on production-specific and
value chain performance information.
3.4.4

Other Attributes

Table 14.1 provides further information on different attributes of HSA methodologies
discussed in this chapter such as approach, breadth of impacts covered, stakeholders’
involvement, target audience and application for selected existing methodologies.
14

More information on the International Network of Product Sustainability Initiatives (INPSI):
http://www.product-sustainability.net/
15
http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/psf-knowledge-base-0
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The purpose of Table 12.2 is to allow visualization of the flexibility and diversity of
HSA methodologies development and application.

4

Other Tools Used to Identify Sustainability Impacts

A growing number and diversity of tools, resources and methodologies are being
developed and used to identify sustainability impacts. This often leads to confusion
among stakeholders with regards to the best tools for the job and the best way to use
them to generate science-based and actionable outputs and information. Sometimes
this confusion – and the range of tools and methodologies available to users – leads
to erroneous conclusions, such as HSA being superior to, or replacing life cycle
assessment studies (LCA). This section would discuss the roles of HSA and other
methodologies as tools to identify and take action on sustainability impacts.
Life cycle thinking and a value chain perspective is imperative to achieve robust
sustainability assessment results. ISO 14040 (2006) is the de facto globally accepted
standard for conducting life cycle assessments (LCA) to identify the environmental
impacts of the product or system being analyzed. The precepts and process steps
contained in ISO 14040 have also been adapted to inform the development of other
life cycle-based approaches and analytical tools, including those that focus on
economic impacts (i.e., life cycle or whole life costing) and social impacts (i.e.,
social life cycle assessment). These latter applications are not as well developed, nor
are they used as widely as traditional environmental LCA.
The ISO 14040 series provides a technically rigorous framework for conducting
life cycle assessments (LCA), which is widely used for measuring the environmental dimensions of sustainability. Life cycle costing (LCC) and social life cycle
assessments (S-LCA) also use the ISO 14040 framework with some adaptations.
The UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative’s publication “Towards a Life Cycle
Sustainability Assessment, 2011” elaborates the use of ISO 14040 framework to
conduct environmental LCA and further adapted to conduct LCC and S-LCA
studies in detail (UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative 2011).

4.1

Hotspots Analysis Versus Other Tools

Environmental LCA, S-LCA and LCC each quantify specific impacts related to
their respective attributes of sustainability as shown in Fig. 12.2. Hotspots analysis
is more flexible and can incorporate several attributes of sustainability, such as
economic, environment, social, ethical and governance, depending on the scope and
scale of application, as shown in Table 12.1. Figure 12.2 shows the scope and
impacts covered by LCA, LCC, S-LCA and hotspots analysis respectively.
Hotspots analysis offers a complementary approach to more traditional life
cycle-based methods; it is not a replacement or competitor to LCA, LCC and

Fig. 12.2 Scope of representative impacts covered by LCA, LCC, S-LCA and hotspots analysis methodologies
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Table 12.3 Comparison of hotspots analysis with LCA, LCC and S-LCA
Methodology
Hotspots analysis
Life cycle assessment
(i.e., ISO 14040)
Social life cycle
assessment (Adapted from
ISO 14040 series)
Life cycle costing studies

Stakeholder
engagement
∎∎∎
∎∎

Potential impact
coverage
$✠◆

Ease of
use
++
+

Approach
Qual.
Quant.
✓
✓
✓

∎∎

✠

+

✓

∎

$

+

✓
✓

∎∎∎Full engagement and pilot testing; ∎∎Moderate engagement throughout the process; ∎Limited
Environment; ◆Governance; ✠ Social; +++ Easy; ++
phases of engagement; $Economic;
Moderate; + Difficult

S-LCA. In fact, in most cases hotspots analysis can be the initial step to identify and
prioritize sustainability impacts at pre-competitive/pre cursor level, support
decision-making and also obtain stakeholder engagement and validation. In some
cases, where available, existing LCAs (both data and information) are used as input
into the hotspots analyses. The second step could be to conduct LCA, S-LCA, LCC
(depending on the scope) to quantify impacts and further support decision-making,
comparison and improvement at greater accuracy based on primary/secondary data
and models. HSA allows initial scoping, identification and prioritization, while
LCA, LCC and S-LCA may be used to engage in a more in-depth analysis and
perhaps to validate the outcomes of HSA.
Table 12.3 compares hotspots analysis with ISO 14040 series basedenvironmental LCA, S-LCA and LCC across various indicators such as: level of
stakeholder engagement, types of sustainability impacts covered, ease of use and
type of approach (i.e., qualitative vs. quantitative).

5

Key Observations

Within the UNEP/SETAC Flagship Project 3a report (Barthel et al. 2014) some
general observations were made with regard to the hotspots analysis methodologies
analyzed therein. Several of these observations are discussed below.

5.1

Audience and Application

Existing hotspots analysis methodologies are being developed with a number of
audiences and sustainability-based applications in mind. Some studies are being
used to help government policy-makers to focus voluntary agreements or action
plans with industry in areas where sustainability hotspots have been identified. For
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example, as is the case with WRAP’s Product Sustainability Forum’s work in the
UK food chain, the French Government’s work to provide more sustainability information to consumers, or the Water Footprint Network’s analysis of water scarcity
hotspots in major river catchments.
Businesses are using hotspots analysis to focus their resources, drawing up action
plans and practical programs of work to eliminate, reduce or mitigate hotspots in
their global value chains; and tackling major societal and commercial issues like
food waste, food and resource security (future supply risk and resilience issues);
and water use in agriculture. For example, the work of UK grocery retailer, Tesco,
to tackle the food losses and food waste associated with the international sourcing
of its products and their use by consumers; and the work of The Sustainability
Consortium in building consensus around the key sustainability hotspots to address
in consumer goods value chains. Other stakeholders are using the findings from
hotspots analysis to inform their thinking. For example, the Oxford Martin School
at Oxford University is working alongside WRAP in the UK to use hotspots analysis
to inform its thinking on the research, policy and business drivers to facilitate a mass
movement over time to healthier, more sustainable eating patterns or diets.

5.2

Beyond LCA

In some cases, the scope of hotspots analysis methodologies and studies are broadening
beyond consideration of one or more environmental impact categories and including
“beyond LCA” approaches and wider sustainability topics like biodiversity management, animal welfare, fair trading arrangements, land use and land use change
and governance issues around raw materials or water resources.16 This development
would suggest that both methodology developers and users see the value in securing
a more holistic view of hotspots, allowing them to identify where trade-offs may
need to be considered (e.g., between traditional intensive agricultural practices and
the potential impact on the agri-ecosystems that support them). The importance of
taking a “beyond LCA” approach to the development of hotspots analysis
methodology was also highlighted by stakeholders as important.
While there is still a clearly defined niche for traditional LCA approaches that
solely utilize quantitative data and exclusively address environmental impacts, there
are a growing number of hotspots analysis methodologies that move beyond
traditional LCA and include either additional quantified data and information (e.g.,
trade, market and sales data; contextual sector or product category information; sup-

16

In the use of the term “beyond LCA” the authors mean that hotspots analysis, as a complementary tool, is able to expand upon the scope and range of impacts that may be identified via life cycle
assessment (as encompassed by environmental life cycle assessment, social life cycle assessment
and life cycle costing). “Beyond LCA” should not be interpreted as better than or superior to life
cycle assessment. LCA and hotspots analysis are in fact complementary tools with their own
strengths and limitations.
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porting scientific research and innovation; materiality studies); and/or qualitative
inputs, such as expert opinions, stakeholder concerns, consumer attitudinal and
behavioral insights, etc. This trend appears to be most prominent among productand sector-level hotspots analysis methodologies.
This observation does not preclude the fact that the majority of methodologies
share a common foundation in that they utilize a life cycle approach to hotspots
analysis. Most of the methodologies reviewed by the authors also follow a pragmatic
approach that includes the identification of all life cycle aspects and impacts within
a study boundary before applying materiality criteria or significance thresholds in
order to define which ones are “hot”. In some circumstances (not necessarily for the
key methodologies identified) a methodology may not consider the whole life cycle
at the start, since there may be sufficient existing studies for the same sector or
product category suggesting that the hotspots always lie in one or more specific life
cycle stages.
The initiation of methodology development stems from a variety of different
organisations, and is often linked to a specific objective. Governments may act in
relation to policy objectives or priorities, whereas the private sector may act based
on a recognition of a business case for action. NGOs may be informed by recognition that a methodology can help in articulating the need for action in line with their
objectives.

5.3

Commonalities

Common features of all the methodologies identified by the authors are their
engagement with a wide stakeholder base in development and their quantitative
nature, though some methodologies also incorporate qualitative information drawn
from a range of sources. The majority are focused on multiple impacts and issues,
with most covering a core set of environmental issues, though issue-specific methods
also exist. The national-level methodologies reviewed exclusively utilize a quantitative approach which addresses environmental impacts, while sectoral- and productlevel methodologies tend to be more diverse in the impacts and issues they address,
as well as utilising qualitative elements.
While the hybrid funding of methodology development and application appears
to be dominant among the methodologies, there is no common model applied at a
national, sector, or product level.

5.4

Ease of Use

Another interesting observation that was alluded to in the analysis was that none of
the hotspots analysis methodologies listed was “easy” to use. More than half were
considered to be “difficult” requiring some expert knowledge or experience; and the
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remainder were considered as “moderate” and may require some expert guidance in
order to use. As a tool that is used to facilitate decision-making as a precursor to (or
in lieu of) a more detailed analysis, hotspots analysis still seems to require at least
some expert input.

5.5

Gaps

In terms of gaps, few methods appear to incorporate financial data, in particular on
the costs and benefits of addressing hotspots. The methods are generally linked to
quantification activity. Links to identification of a range of associated opportunities
or solutions to reduce the impact of hotspots identified are often sparse, with notable
exceptions in the methodologies developed by The Sustainability Consortium and
WRAP’s Product Sustainability Forum. Whilst the need for action is recognized in
principle, its incorporation into methods is generally limited. In particular, there is
a lack of guidance on how to assess the potential for reducing a hotspot.

6

Challenges and Next Steps

Currently there is no common global approach to hotspots analysis; nor has there
been any effort to bring together or share best practice amongst those organizations
or initiatives currently developing and using these methods. There is also no
accepted guidance on how to translate and apply the results of hotspots analysis into
meaningful sustainability information and insight for use by industry, governments
and other stakeholders.
Recognizing that this situation may result in a range of negative impacts, including
a lack of consistency in the methodological approach, difficulties in comparing the
results of hotspots studies and the potential for conflicting sustainability information in the marketplace; the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative established Flagship
Project 3a to address these and other issues as noted in the introduction to this
chapter.
The primary focus of this project is to identify existing methodologies, tools and
resources that can or could be applied at three scales or levels of detail, namely at
the national, sector or product category-level. A secondary research objective is to
seek to determine the potential use, adoption or adaptation of these methodologies
by developing countries, emerging economies, SMEs or for use at the city-scale.
During the first phase of the project, the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative
conducted a study to map existing hotspots analysis methodologies and studies
world-wide (Barthel et al. 2014).
Phase 2 of this flagship project is seeking to respond to the urgent timeframes
and requirements of a number of implementation programs within the UNEP’s 10
Year Framework of Programmes on SCP (10YFP), and the 10YFP Secretariat’s
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need to provide national-level hotspots analysis guidance to National Focal Points
to help them prioritize their SCP policies and programs.
The second phase will involve a series of rapid-prototyping workshops in one
designated geographical location, supplemented with regional webinars to solicit
input and feedback from key experts and stakeholders from around the world that
were identified during Phase 1 of the project. These workshops and webinars are
intended to meet the ultimate objectives of this project, to facilitate the rapid
development and refinement of:
1. A common methodological framework and global principles and guidance for
hotspots analysis that is capable of being used at different scales or levels of
detail (national, sector, product category and city)
2. Best practice guidance for the appropriate use and communication of sustainability information derived from hotspots analysis and other life cycle approaches
These workshops will also be used to test with stakeholders the feasibility of a
number of options to bring together the findings, data and information from existing
hotspots analysis studies to provide a richer, more global picture of the sustainability
hotspots in society and the economy.
With its Flagship 3a, the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative continues to address
these issues on its way towards developing “Global principles and guidance for
hotspots analysis” in the second Phase of the project.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 13

From Sustainable Production
to Sustainable Consumption
Marc-Andree Wolf and Kirana Chomkhamsri
Abstract The objective of this chapter is to explain which secondary environmental
consequences (often called rebound effects) life cycle assessment (LCA) and life
cycle management (LCM) of products need to consider in addition to the conventional product LCA, and which roles different actors in society have in the context
of environmentally sustainable consumption. The key issue is that any consumption
decision affects the consumer’s household resources of available income, time, and
space (volume, area), what leads to additional or reduced overall consumption,
within the limits of further consumption constraints and cross-category effects.
Exactly how any additional resources are used by the consumer strongly affects the
overall consumption. Moreover, this chapter considers the consumption on person,
on national and global level, with some focus on sustainable lifestyles, and concludes with recommendations on next steps towards better measurement and management of the environmental secondary consequences of consumption.
Keywords Consumption constraints • Life cycle assessment • Life cycle management • Rebound effects • Secondary consequences of consumption • Sustainability
• Sustainable production • Sustainable consumption

1

Introduction

Sustainable consumption has been defined already very early in explicit relation to
the life cycle perspective: “The use of services and related products which respond
to basic needs and bring a better quality of life while minimizing the use of natural
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resources and toxic materials as well as emissions of waste and pollutants over the
life cycle of the service or product so as not to jeopardize the needs of future generations.” (Norwegian Ministry of the Environment 1994, adapted). Beyond the product perspective to life cycle management (LCM), this definition highlights the needs
fulfilment, or utility, of the products. Indeed, but there are other aspects that differ
when taking a consumption perspective on products: “Sustainable consumption is
often seen as a concept mirroring the production side. While sustainable production
has a production and upstream perspective searching opportunities to alter production processes and related activities in a more sustainable direction, sustainable
consumption is directed to how and why goods and services are demanded, used
and consumed.” (Thidell 2011). This indicates why there is a controversy about the
“right” way to assess the environmental performance of products, which the authors
try to explain in the following, before explaining the details:
Life cycle assessment (LCA) of products guided by ISO 14040 (2006a) and
14044 (2006b) is a well-established framework for analysing, improving and comparing the environmental performance of products. ISO LCA is also the core basis
for life cycle management (LCM), while further standards that are based on ISO
14040 and 14044 support it. With the current framework ISO 14044:2006, the
interim product and waste flows as well as the interventions with the environment
are taken into account as the inputs and outputs of the analyzed system. The effects
on other, not functionally connected products and infrastructures, are, however, not
addressed in the framework and also not implied.1 In other words, the current framework of LCA is taking a product perspective, not a consumption perspective.
This product perspective and ISO LCA itself has been criticized (e.g. by Girod
et al. 2010) for lacking to capture the various secondary consequences of consumption decisions, including due to changes in the available income, time, and other
household resources.2
In this chapter, instead of asking for changing product LCA, the authors follow a
different approach, namely that of proposing differentiated life cycle modelling
methods for the two fundamentally different perspectives: the product perspective
and the consumption perspective, resulting in dedicated approaches for different
actors and applications (Lundie et al. 2007; European Commission 2010; Wolf et al.
2012): different applications imply a different purpose and scope of supported decisions and hence require a differentiated guidance. The Product Environmental
Footprint (PEF) guide (European Commission 2013), that largely builds on the product-decision support (“Situation A”) guidance variant of the ILCD Handbook
(European Commission 2010), is an example of such application-specific guidance.
The authors argue that the product perspective is a very useful logic for product
developers: The decisions by the consumers beyond the use and end-of-life manThe system expansion to include functions within the system boundary of the analysed product
serves exclusively to render two products of an only partly identical set of functions comparable.
2
Such rebound effects and economy-wide consequences can also be environmentally positive, i.e.,
result in a negative environmental impacts, why we adopt here the more inclusive term “secondary
consequences” of the ILCD Handbook, instead of “rebound effects” that implies a negative effect.
1
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agement of the purchased product itself is essentially beyond the influence of the
producer of the analyzed products. The authors derive that there is no requirement
to integrate such consequences outside the analyzed product into its analysis. To
provide data on the environmental performance of a product over its life cycle is the
essential step for developing more sustainable products. It is also a core contribution, when looking at products from the consumption perspective. However, if the
consumption of products is the viewpoint of the analysis or the evaluation of lifestyle concepts, additional components should be added to the analysis: This methodological extension to the consumption side and the secondary consequences that
consumption decisions cause is the main scope of this chapter.
There is, however, another aspect where the consumption perspective goes
beyond the product-perspective: expanding from the product’s functional unit to the
contribution to human needs fulfilment.3 This aspect will at least briefly be addressed
in this chapter.
This chapter hence aims at providing an overview of the secondary consequences of
consumption and the products’ contribution to the human’s needs fulfilment. This
draws on the works of Hofstetter et al. (2006), Weidema (2008), Girod et al. (2010) and
others, and ends in an outlook of recommended next steps to further develop, differentiate, and deploy LCA as a tool that equally well supports efforts towards sustainable
consumption as it already supports decisions on sustainable production and products.
Still, both perspectives “product” and “consumption” initially serve exclusively
the concept of relative sustainability, i.e. of better efficiency. To expand the view to
absolute sustainability, one needs to bring in further elements, e.g. breaking down
the planetary boundaries (Rockström et al. 2009) to the individual citizen’s environmental impact budgets. This next step is not part of this chapter.

2 Secondary Consequences of Consumption Decisions
2.1 Overview
This section provides an overview of the secondary consequences that purchase, use
and end-of-life of a product can induce outside the actual product system itself.
These consequences go beyond functional relationships with other products, i.e.
beyond part-system and system-system relationships that are part of regular product
LCA, and which are described in the ILCD Handbook, Chap. 7.2.2.
The following consumption-induced secondary consequences and aspects
that modify them can be differentiated (compiled from Becker 1976; Eyerer and
Wolf 2000; Hofstetter et al. 2006; Weidema 2008; Girod et al. 2010, with
additions):
The authors build here on the concept of human needs developed by Maslow (1954) and expanded
by Max-Neef (1991) and others over the following decades.
3
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• Changes in the available household resources income, time, and space, as well as
further constraints to consumption, particularly food calories uptake capacity,
drink intake capacity, skills and information availability, and access to products
• Use of the freed household resources (or restrictions in case of reduced household
resources)
• Cross category effects
• Mental secondary consequences
The above listed secondary consequences cause additional or reduced consumption.
Beyond these, other secondary consequences occur on local, regional, national
or international scales that are not addressed in this chapter.
In three additional sub-sections the authors look briefly into higher order consequences due to economic transactions, present a new measure of the environmental
life cycle performance of products from consumption perspective and reflect on
possible harm due to needs over-fulfilment.

2.2

 hanges in Available Household Resources
C
and Consumption Constraints

The following household resources have been considered for studies on sustainable
consumption (compiled from Becker 1976; Eyerer and Wolf 2000; Hofstetter et al.
2006) Weidema 2008; Girod et al. 2010, with own additions and examples):
• Available income4
• Time
• Space (volume, area)
Moreover the following elements, which are better understood as constraints to
consumption, are to be considered (Hofstetter et al. 2006):
•
•
•
•

Food calories uptake capability
Drink intake capability
Skills and information
Access to products and technologies

2.2.1

Available Income

Changes in available income – always a decrease – occur with any purchase
decision, while decisions during use (e.g. more efficient use, shared use) and when
selling a used product, the available income can increase compared to the default
case. This additionally available income allows for additional consumption.

Income is the sum of all the wages, salaries, profits, interests payments, rents and other forms of
earnings received… in a given period of time. (Case et al. 2014)
4
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Time

While each purchased product initially reduces the consumer’s time budget, due to
the purchase process, some products have relative time saving advantages compared
to the average product and others enable to actually increase the available time budget of the consumer on a net basis: car navigation systems or apps with traffic avoidance, integrated washing and drying machines, crease-free shirts, faster internet
connection, etc. all save time. This time is made available for additional consumption but also for other activities (e.g. economic activity to generate extra income, or
resting, i.e. (near) non-consumption).
2.2.3

Space

Space (volume and area) to store or use goods is a physical limitation. Examples are
the living area that limits the amount of furniture that can sensibly be put, storage
space to keep clothes, parking space in cities that may relevantly limit the option to
have a second car, the consumer’s skin surface that can only so many times per day
be treated with crèmes or lotions, or storage space on storage media in a computer.
However, many products offer the possibility to increase or better use the available space, either as a secondary product property (e.g. a Smart car may be an option
as second car even in city centres with severe parking space limits), or as a primary
property (e.g. vacuum bags for storing bed clothes, shelves, external hard disks,
etc.). While each Euro can only be spent once, and the number of things one can do
at the same time is limited, spatial limitations are arguably less absolute, while at
least an asymptotic saturation of the available space can be observed in reality.
2.2.4

Food Calories, Drink Intake

The amount of calories that we can digest is also limited. The market growth potential
of the food industry therefore lies in selling further processed food with higher value
added as well as in convenience food in smaller packages at a higher per calorie price.
Diet food is another key option to sell more food without surpassing the individual’s
overall calorie uptake limit. Eating more calories is formally one way to expand this
limit, although again not limitless and with possibly harmful consequences (see
Sect. 2.8). Still, certain limits exist in the volume that people can or at least want to eat.
Similar limitations exist for drinks, while our body is better able to put through
water than carbohydrates, proteins, and fat.
2.2.5

Skills and Information

Skills and available information can be an important limitation to consumption, but
we argue that they are of a different nature than the previously listed ones: with the
purchase of a good or service the consumer is not negatively affecting his or her
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skills and available information, in contrast to the situation for money, time, and
space. If anything, they would be increased. Skills and available information are
however a constraint to consumption of those goods that require a higher level of
skills or information.
Next to absolute limitations of personal aptitude, the necessary money and time
needed to acquire the specific skills can be a relevant obstacle to consumption.
Examples are leisure activities such as operating a small sailing boat, constructing
the own furniture, or playing the piano. However, the idea of a knowledge based
society and the growing offers of online courses for virtually everything and instructions and courses offered by do-it-yourself markets are however eroding the limitation of information.
At the same time, the process of learning the required skill may be a key part of
the activity and the success to have mastered the skill can be an important contribution to the individual’s needs fulfilment. Legend are however the households that
have a piano with nobody in the family being able to play it.
2.2.6

Access to Products

Similarly, limitations to access products are an obstacle, but they are not affected by
the consumption of individual other products, while the wider consumption pattern
can strongly affect them, particularly if consumption thresholds need to be surpassed to make them economically viable: A good example of such limitations is
the availability of car sharing outside the larger cities’ centre. Such access restrictions are partly a matter of relative demand limitations – while in a hen-and-egg
situation, where limited demand means that the necessary threshold is not achieved
to make the product available – but partly also absolute, where a frequent public
transport service would not be economically or even environmentally sensible for
very remote places with virtually no population.
2.2.7 Interchange Ability of Household Resources
While these household resources and other constraints have their own budget, we
note here that compensation across some of these is possible to a large extent, firstly
time and money: a consumer can free additional time by hiring another person for
cleaning or other household work, or by buying time-saving equipment. Similarly,
space and money: the available space can be extended by using some of the available household income for renting a larger flat or extra storage. And we have given
already the example of using time (and potentially money) to acquire new skills or
information. Finally, investment of time can mean to take up extra economic activities to increase the available household income.
However, where money transactions are involved – such as in the example of
contracting a cleaning service – the service provider received additional household
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income, hence can consume more. We will come back to this characteristic of
money being conserved, and what this implies for sustainable consumption.

2.3

Use of Freed Household Resources

2.3.1

Overview

Where the availability of any of the listed household resources is reduced by a consumption decision, other products that require the same resource(s) may be affected:
most prominently, money can be spent only once. Reduced time availability can be
compensated only in certain cases (e.g. doing two things in parallel – see chapter
“Cross Category Effects”). Reduced space means space has to be freed by another
product, while with the above-mentioned individual flexibility to expand the available space or accept a further cramping of the available space. Eating food calories
means that less other food (with calories) will generally be eaten, with the above-
mentioned, limited flexibility for compensation.
It is important to note that for consumption studies, the individual options how to
react to reduced household flexibility will be of less interest, but the average situation and patterns of effects will be the focus of analysis. Individual flexibility however adds to the variance of the average situation and provides options for scenario
definition on different systematic ways how to react to reduced household resources
availability.
Inversely, increased availability of any of the household resources allows the
consumer to use it for additional consumption: more available income can be spent
e.g. on a further away holiday destination (as Eyerer and Wolf (2000) have exemplified), a larger TV set, or any other good or service.
It is relevant for quantifying the environmental impacts of the changed availability of household resources, which products are quantitatively affected by the
changed consumption. Expanding on the proposal by Girod et al. (2010), we see
four distinctions:
•
•
•
•

More of the same product
More of the same function or need fulfilment
Marginal shift to better fulfil the less well fulfilled needs
General increase of average consumption

This first variant of using the freed resource is – if the household resource is
income – also termed direct rebound effect, substitution effect, or pure price effect
(Greening et al. 2000). The direct rebound effect for energy-efficiency increase has first
been postulated already by W.S. Jevons in context of increased coal efficiency (Jevons
1875), cited in Gillingham et al. 2013), and in the more recent discussion on energyefficiency policies again by Khazzoom (1980). The last three variants are also called
indirect rebound effect, income effect, or secondary effect (Greening et al. 2000).
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More of the Same Product

“More of the same product” means that the consumer will e.g. drive more kilometres,
if the new car is faster (saved time) or more energy efficient (saved income). Or he/
she will eat two servings of the low calorie desert, etc.
2.3.3 More of the Same Function or Need Fulfilment
“More of the same function or need fulfilment” (originally termed “More of similar” by Girod et al. (2010)) means that e.g. saved time due to a faster car will be used
to generally increase travelling, also with other transport means. In support of this
effect, Schafer and Victor (2000) have compiled data from a survey that shows that
the average time per day and person spent on travelling across a wide range of cultures worldwide and the entire scale of city/villages sizes and over several decades
essentially does not differ and ranges between 50 and 90 min per day. While such
average values have to be interpreted with care, we could derive that the reduced
travel time (e.g. due to home office) will be used 1:1 for other travelling. Kitou and
Horvath (2008) have shown such an effect of e.g. home-office staff joining colleagues for lunch, while in that case interpreted largely due to less congested roads,
as the study looked at wider adoption of home office work. While in this example
the need that is fulfilled is a different one, the same function of personal transport is
affected.
On the level of the same need, an example would be that eating the reduced calorie desert would result in eating other food in addition, whether at the same meal or
at another time. It should be noted that in this last example, the calorie uptake is
both a human need and also limit to consumption.
2.3.4 Marginal Shift to Mix of Less Well Fulfilled Needs
Thiesen et al. (2008) have assumed for their calculations that freed household
resources – in their case for additional available income – will be used for the delta
between the consumption profile of the analysed income level and that of the next
higher level. Example if some money is saved in the lowest income level, the money
was assumed to be spent to a larger-than-average share for dwelling use and maintenance (based on spending statistics), and to a lower degree on a range of other
products.
In a more general perspective, we argue that it makes sense to assume that on
average the individual would spent any saved resources on those needs that he/she
feels are least well fulfilled. Example if time is saved by a single mother, she may
spent it primarily on playing more with her child, while a stressed single manager
might spend it on mental relaxation exercises or seeing friends. The logic behind
this concept is that the use of the available household resources is optimised by the
individual, plus that more basic needs are fulfilled first. Only when these are
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fulfilled, higher needs are increasingly met. While this variant of how additionally
available household resources are used is the least well defined one, we argue it to
be the most plausible one, if looking at the individual consumer.
2.3.5 General Increase of Average Consumption
Finally, as a default option on the other end of the range, the consumer may just
increase its average consumption. While this logic may be less accurate for the individual, particularly if the individual is barely able to meet his or her most basic
needs, it may be a robust and quite accurate approach when looking at the average
consumer in society.

2.4

Cross Category Effects

Cross category effects (Hofstetter et al. 2006), also termed technology rebounds by
Weidema (2008)), relate to technology changes that affect the availability of other
technologies or alter their effect on the available household resources. An example
is the parallel use of a product A, enabled by a new product B, while not relevantly
impacting on each other’s functions. An example is the use of a laptop during a train
travel (enabled by the portability of the computer and by the trains power outlet and
Wi-Fi access). This situation can be argued to free time, as the work on the laptop is
working time, if assuming that total working time is not increased.
Other effects are more indirect and can interact with other mechanisms on society level, affecting e.g. infrastructure availability.

2.5

Mental Secondary Consequences

The knowledge (or sometimes only belief) that a product X is more environmentally
friendly may lead to an additional consumption “because the product X has less
impacts”, as Girod et al. (2010) argue. Examples are the more fuel-efficient car or
more energy-efficient lighting that lead to driving further or having more lamps,
respectively.
Similar to the use of freed household resources, also the mental consequences
can lead to more use of the same product, as in the above examples, of products that
fulfil the same function or meet the same need, or of other products or activities (e.g.
“because I separate my waste, it is ok that I …”). These mental consequences can
also be interpreted as having a mental budget for environmental impacts, as Girod
et al. (2010) suggest. However, this mental budget is less accurate than the income
or time budget and we can easily be misled as to the actual environmental benefit of
a product.
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Next to such negative secondary consequences that were in focus in previous
work, the authors argue here that these can also be positive: the individual may like
the good feeling that e.g. the decision of “being a vegetarian for a week” trial gives
and he/she becomes fully vegetarian. Or the positive feeling of knowing to do something good for the environment leads to the decision to adopt a more sustainable
lifestyle, i.e. consumption decisions in other product categories and meeting other
human needs.

2.6

Higher Order Consequences of Economic Transactions

In addition, spending the saved money on other products means that this money is
made available to individuals in a different product’s supply chain. The net effect of
the individual’s available household income is hence not only depending on what
he/she spends it, but also on the net change in impacts due to changed consumption
depending on where the money that is being spent is going: buying a banana from
Gran Canaria will – next to the local retailer – bring income to the wholesale/
importer and the Spanish farmer. Buying it from Costa Rica will bring the income
to people in different countries and cultures. The spending of additional income can
be expected to differ between cultures, age classes, education levels, and between
different income groups. If we however assume for simplification that the consumption profile of the different supply-chains do not differ from each other, the secondary consequence in the supply-chain is zero and the net effect is exclusively the
extra consumption by the consumer.5

2.7

 owards a New Measure of the Environmental Life Cycle
T
Performance of Products from Consumption Perspective

The fact that “money is conserved”, as e.g. Dragulescu and Yakovenko (2000) highlight, makes it distinct from the other household resources. Saved time, as example,
is actually net extra time available for activities and not handed over to the producers of the purchased products, in contrast to the situation for money that is merely
transferred when purchasing a product.6
This does not yet consider that personal and corporate taxes modify the available income for
consumption in the supply-chains. Still, if we assume that the taxes are used for purchase or investment by the governments, the money is still used for consumption, albeit with an again different
consumption profile.
6
Note that also saving money in a bank account means consumption, as it allows other economic
actors to take a loan and invest, same as buying on credit by the consumer. The only way to avoid
that available household income is available for consumption, is to keep it at home (while that may
mean that it marginally affects inflation).
5
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Eco-efficiency, i.e. the quotient of price per environmental impact of a product
therefore is a useful indicator: in its most simple form, a twice as expensive product
of the same impact effectively reduces the ability of the consumer to spend the
money on consuming other goods (Huppes and Ishikawa 2005).
However, we argue here that the concept of eco-efficiency is not considering the
effect of additional consumption if the product is only produced cheaper, but a
higher profit is kept by the producer: this profit is used for investment by the producing company or distributed to the company owners, e.g. shareholders, and hence
available for additional consumption, the same way as it would be available to the
consumer of that product if instead the product price would be reduced. More precisely, all profits along the supply-chain (and of consumables during product use
and end-of-life services) need to be excluded from the economic component of eco-
efficiency, to avoid this distortion.
This insight clarifies from a different perspective that the limiting factor in global
consumption is global production, which is obviously limited by the output of the
active labour force: If a product is produced with less workforce along its supply-
chain, the not anymore required workforce is available for producing more of this
product (or other products), hence increasing global production and consumption
and hence environmental impacts. And the more qualified this not anymore required
workforce is, the more overall production is increased, given the on average higher
productivity of the higher qualified workforce. In short: The higher the quotient of
the qualification-weighted amount of human working time q*t of a product and
overall (i.e. normalized and weighted) environmental impact over the life cycle of a
product, the less impacting the product, including considering the secondary effects
of freed human work productivity (what is structurally equivalent to the effect by
the enabled additional consumption by the product’s consumer due to additionally
available income).7 This is called “Environmental work productivity” WPENV
(Eq. 13.1):
n

WPENV =

∑q ⋅ t
i =1

m

i

i

∑N j ⋅W j ⋅ LCIAj

(13.1)

j =1

With N being the normalization factor, W the weighting factor, and LCIA the LCIA
result of the product, per impact category j.
The price of a product of the eco-efficiency concept is hence replaced by the
work productivity, avoiding the distortion due to profits that are part of the consumer price of a product.
If we inverse this quotient, we get a measure for the environmental intensity of
human work productivity WIENV (Eq. 13.2):
Note that the other secondary consequences that were addressed above are, however, not yet
included.
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m

WI ENV =

∑N
j =1

j

⋅ W j ⋅ LCIAj
n

∑qi ⋅ ti

(13.2)

i =1

If using the global human productivity and global environmental impact, this is the
global average environmental intensity of qualification-weighted human work
WIENV,G.
We can use this measure to integrate the effect of different work intensity of a
product to correct the life cycle wide environmental impact of the product. By forming the quotient of the product-specific WIENV,P and the global average WIENV,G, we
obtain a normalized factor that expresses the potential net change of environmental
impacts due to the amount of human productivity our product binds. Applying this
factor to the normalized and weighted LCIA results of the analyzed product yields
it’s actual impact IMPnet, including considering the approximated secondary consequences due to the specific environmental intensity of its production (Eq. 13.3):
IMPnet , P =

WI ENV , P
WI ENV ,G

m

⋅ ∑N j ⋅ W j ⋅ LCIAj , P

(13.3)

j =1

It is important to highlight that this formula does not capture other secondary consequences and that it takes a product perspective.

2.8

Happiness or Harm Due to Need (Over-) Fulfilment

The whole economy of human society is based on one general and simple principle: I want
to be happy…. Denis Diderot (1713–1784), as cited in Elchardus (1991) (see Eckersley
et al. (2001)

Hofstetter et al. (2006) propose an explicit approach to measure semi-
quantitatively the contribution of a product to the fulfilment of the various needs, i.e.
to the consumer’s happiness. We can use this idea to expand on the new measure
that we have proposed in the preceding subsection by integrating the utility of the
product to the consumer, i.e. how much it is contributing to the consumer’s needs
fulfilment, i.e. happiness. The approach by Hofstetter et al. (2006) needs further
refinement and testing, as the authors make clear. Among others, we see as one main
aspect for improvement the way of how the different kind of information is aggregated (see also the recommendations in Wolf and Chomkhasmri (2012) on substitutability/orthogonality of criteria). It should also be considered to exclude limitations
due to required skills and information, as it can be argued that for the individual,
who will make a consumption decision, only those products for which he/she has
the necessary skills and information will be considered anyway. Finally and as a
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general limitation, the degree of needs fulfilment for the ‘softer’ needs, such as
identity, participation, and so on, will much depend on the individual, and will likely
escape a general agreement when trying to quantify a specific product’s fulfilment
of such needs.
Combining the net environmental impact of the analysed product IMPnet,P that we
have proposed above with a quantitative happiness-utility indicator of the analysed
product HUP (that we do not further work out here), we obtain a measure for the
environmental intensity of needs fulfilment (aka of the product’s happiness-utility)
HUIP. Note that this one is yet excluding yet other social and socio-economic secondary consequences other than those captured by the creation of qualified work
and income in the supply-chain (Eq. 13.4):
HUI P =

IMPnet , P
HU P

(13.4)

In contrast to the average consumer, to which we refer with this formula, for any
specific consumer any specific consumption decision will of course look at activities and products that enable these that best meet that consumer’s currently least
well fulfilled needs. The indicator would still be the same, but the consumer would
only consider those products that contribute to fulfilling his/her specific, most pressing current needs.
Finally, it needs to be highlighted that an over-fulfilment of some of our needs is
leading to physical and mental health issues, be it overweight, dependence on alcohol, nicotine and other drugs (including on medication, gaming). Also information
overload and the limited ability to keep abreast with new technologies can be understood to potentially counteract needs fulfilment and happiness.
Hence, maximizing needs fulfilment in the sense of summing up the happinessutility results has limits for some of the needs. Also the linearity and the balance
across the needs should be observed when looking at the overall needs fulfilment of
a person.
Further work is needed here.

3
3.1

Sustainable Consumption on Different Levels
Product Level: From Functional Unit to Needs Fulfilment

Comparative product LCA studies analyse the life cycle wide impact products per
functional unit of each product; i.e. in relation to “which function(s)” each product
provides, “how much” of the function, “how well” and for “how long”. This basis
serves to compare alternative products.
In a consumption perspective, and particularly for consumer products, it makes
sense to expand this functional unit also to the human needs fulfilment: The direct
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function of a product ultimately serves to meet a range of human needs. While its
primary, technical function of many or most products typically relate to only one of
the physical basic needs, e.g. mobility, housing, or food, it always contributes also
to meet other, psychological basic needs, such as for example affection, participation, and identity (Max-Neef 1991). The relevance for consumption decisions to
meet also needs such as “identity” can be illustrated by the relevance that brands
have in clothes consumption decisions. This example also illustrates that it will be
an individual judgment how well a product meets these “soft” needs.

3.2

Person or Household Level: Sustainable Lifestyles

Moreover, it should be highlighted that needs fulfilment is often done rather by
complex activities, that involve different products in a specific combination that
create a new quality, rather than by simply consuming each of them: a simple
walk in the park may involve a combination of outdoor clothing, maybe an
umbrella, a bus trip to reach the park and for the way back, using the restaurant
service to have a cake or ice-cream etc. and – important in the context of secondary consequences – involve an individually decided period of time. While the
distance walked and the life time of the shoes have some relevant causal relation,
otherwise the duration of many activities can be largely independent from the
actual consumption of goods. Particularly the fulfilment of higher needs are less
directly related to product consumption, other than more basic needs such as
food and shelter.
In view of efforts to a more sustainable consumption and lifestyles, it is important to consider that very different activities – using possibly also the same amount
of the household resources, but with a hugely different environmental impact – may
still contribute to the same degree to the needs fulfilment and happiness for the same
individual person. Using leisure time and money for meetings our “soft” needs can
differ as much as taking a longer motorbike ride, playing a game on a smartphone,
or practicing yoga, depending on the person’s preference. Also meeting our physical
basic needs can be done in different ways, while again using the same amount of the
other household resources. One of the possibly most widely discussed component
of sustainable consumption is eating vegetarian versus a meat-rich diet. As another
example, for the need shelter/housing, zero-energy houses have much lower overall
life cycle impacts than less well designed and insulated houses, possibly at the same
total cost of ownership.
On the next more complete level, we look at the entire consumption of a person
or it’s household. We agree with the literature that the individual will aim at optimizing the use of his or her household resources to achieve a maximum fulfilment
of the needs. Which needs are considered how relevant and how well the individual
understands which products best contribute to fulfil these needs, is obviously different for each individual.
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The quantification of the impact of consuming a product, i.e. including the many
secondary consequences, carries a very high uncertainty, as illustrated in the
preceding chapters. Somewhat surprisingly, a much more accurate guidance can be
given to individuals if looking at the entirety of consumption: The sum of all consumption – e.g. in form of lifestyle scenarios – has no secondary consequences
across the person’s available household resources, as they are all covered in the total
by definition. This allows to build scenarios of different lifestyles and calculate and
compare their overall environmental impacts.
Some limitations will still reduce the accuracy and precision of the results of
lifestyle-level studies:
• Accurate LCI data are not available for many specific products yet, respectively
approximations are less precise, and available data from different countries is not
widely interoperable (see e.g. the findings of a recent survey among National
LCA databases globally in Wolf (2014c))
• Secondary consequences on society level are not covered or including them adds
a relevant uncertainty, e.g. changes in road congestion if the individual uses public transport instead of a car.
• Effects on changing consumption patterns upstream of the supply-chain, i.e. at
those individuals that earn extra income by contributing to the production of the
purchased goods.
• Finally, the calculation of how well the specific lifestyle fulfils any specific person’s needs will have a high uncertainty.
However, defining alternative lifestyles and assessing their overall environmental
impact and utility, using the approach proposed in Sects. 2.7 and 2.8, will allow
individuals to reflect on his/her own lifestyle and allow to adopt or adapt a more
sustainable one. In summary, sustainable consumption decisions mean to meet the
same needs in a less impacting way without overly triggering secondary consequences by changing the available household resources.

3.3

 ational Level: From Territorial Inventory to Including
N
Burdens of Imported and Exported Products

Quantifying the environmental impact of different lifestyles on national level would
have to look at different adoption-levels, as e.g. sparsely distributed electro-charging
stations means additional travel to recharge the vehicle and additional transport
means to come to these stations and back home or to the office. On a national level
of consumption, we can hence capture such effects on infrastructure within the
country. The only secondary consequences that escape the analysis are changes in
international infrastructure, such as e.g. airports, and via changed amount of imports
from those countries.
On the national level, past studies on the nations “footprint” have often looked at
the territorial level only. However, since a number of years, more and more studies
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also consider the import and export of goods and delivery of international services,
and the upstream burdens associated with their life cycles.
An advanced approach to this idea has been piloted in a study commission by the
European Commission in 2008 on the consumption-based national resource efficiency (European Commission 2012): Territorial data, mostly based on official statistics, were combined with full process-based life cycle data for the 15 most
important traded product groups. These product groups were represented by representative products (e.g. “passenger car” for the product group “road vehicles” or
“methanol” for “organic chemicals”) and the inventories were scaled up to the
amount of goods traded in each product group. The rest of trade was approximated
by the mix of those that were explicitly modelled. It was moreover possible to model
the inventories of the traded goods for the two or three most important source countries. Despite some weaknesses, particularly in the territorial data, the study could
show for many impact categories that a shifting of burdens occurred from Europe to
other countries, i.e. while territorial impacts were slowly reducing, due to an
increased import or higher processed products, the overall EU consumption-based
environmental impact is increasing with time.
The main sources of lack of accuracy and of uncertainty in such approaches –
next to the mentioned territorial data that is weak in several impact categories – are
limitations in life cycle data on specific products for a range of product groups,
particularly more complex consumer products and services. Also, the approximation of a product group by one representative product carries a relevant uncertainty,
which can be overcome only by increasing the number of products to approximate
a product group. The recent increase in availability of Environmental Product
Declarations and Footprints for all kinds of products is a promising development,
which can be expected to substantially ease such calculations.
Such studies are valuable to inform policy makers about true consumption-based
trends in environmental impact, and to identify the main product groups and trade
partners from and to where such a shifting of burdens happens and inform related
policies. One key advantage of this approach is that these studies can be tailored and
further developed to be very specific on traded products to address specific policy
questions. In contrast, Environmentally Extended Input Output (EEIO) studies are
limited by the very broad range of whole industry sectors, which cannot well differentiate below industry sectors. Moreover, EEIO is based on economic relations
across the economy, hence its life cycle data is closely correlated with money that is
an important limiting factor to consumption as discussed above, hence will lead to
only rough and possibly distorted results.

3.4

 lobal Level: The Sum of All Consumption
G
Versus the Planetary Boundaries

Studies on global level necessarily take a more comprehensive perspective, including all human activities. Monitoring the overall environmental impact is a very
high-level indicator that can be used also to evaluate in how far we surpass the
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planetary boundaries. It shows on the largest of scales and only slowly over years
whether all the measures by individuals up to national governments and international agreements show success in terms of slowing or reversing the trend of
increased environmental impact on a global level.
One important topic under discussion in the context of sustainable consumption
is shifting production to low income countries with potentially lower environmental
standards: Cheap products have often been criticized as increasing the environmental impact, as they allow for more consumption. If we moreover assume that the
most cheap products are so because the staff in their supply-chain are poorly paid
(next to general productivity increase), the cheaper products mean also a shifting of
parts of the income and hence consumption from middle or higher income countries
to low income countries, but also to richer people (in both low and high income
countries), since the cheaper products mean they have additional household income
available. As statistics show, the allocation of the available household income considerably varies depending on income level. The net effect of this consumption shift
still needs to be quantified.

4
4.1

 ctors in Sustainable Consumption
A
and Their Possible Roles
Companies: Sustainable Products

As argued initially, the main sphere of influence for companies is the development
and production of goods and the operation of services. It is essential that the environmental performance of these goods and services is improved, based on their
functional unit. If these products change the available household resources, it is a
consumer choice what to do with any additional resources.
Still, companies might want to better understand the secondary consequences of
their products and how well the products meet the individual needs beyond the mere
function. This should help companies to be prepared for the discussion on sustainable consumption. In fact, many companies do parts of this analysis already: fashion
and lifestyle, time and space saving are key selling points in many product segments. The environmentally negative secondary consequences are however out of
the scope of the analysis. This also means that conflicts are to be expected between
offering an environmentally more efficient product with time-saving properties to
the consumer, while at the same time trying to avoid that this leads to secondary
consequences that party or fully compensate the environmental advantages of the
product.
A design for sustainable consumption would then be an extension of conventional Ecodesign by considering consumption-related secondary consequences,
and – as Hofstetter et al. (2006) argue – basic needs that require satisfaction. A first
step would be to provide quantitative information on the effect on the consumer’s
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household resources, particularly time and space saving, and expand on the
information on the cost of ownership, that is currently legally to be provided for
some consumer goods only. Regarding food calories, this information is already
standard information on food products.
On lifestyle level, companies across sectors may start working together to develop
and promote a portfolio of products for sustainable lifestyles and/or ecosystems.

4.2

Citizen: Sustainable Consumption Decisions and Lifestyles

All final consumption is decided on by the consumer, while marketing, the role
models that media personalities play, and the media in general, but also family and
friends are influencing consumption decisions. For implementing sustainable consumption to reach a sustainable life style, consumers require awareness of sustainability and need to receive sufficient and correct information to support their
consumption decisions (Wolf 2014a).
Taking more sustainable consumption decisions means purchasing, using, and
end-of-life managing products that – while fulfilling the consumer’s human needs in
at least the same degree as alternative products do – have a lower environmental life
cycle impact, including to quantitatively consider the secondary consequences, including the higher order consequences in the society and due to possibly freeing human
working time. In Sects. 2.7 and 2.8 we have already sketched a respective quantitative
measure on this last named aspect “Sustainable consumption” has been defined quite
early already, such as in (Norwegian Ministry of the Environment 1994).8
The entirety of consumption of a citizen is facilitating the person’s lifestyle. A
lifestyle is – in its broadest sense – “Ways of life, encapsulating representations,
values and beliefs, behaviors and habits, institutions, economic and social systems.”
(UNEP 2011). In context of this chapter however, we refer mainly to the consumption of goods and services that enables the individual to create and live his or her
lifestyle, similar to the definition promoted in context of the Marrakech process:
“Sustainable lifestyles are patterns of action and consumption, used by people to
affiliate and differentiate themselves from others, which: meet basic needs, provide
a better quality of life, minimise the use of natural resources and emissions of waste
and pollutants over the lifecycle, and do not jeopardise the needs of future generations.” (Thidell 2011, adopted from CSD 2004).
The individual will aim at maximising the utility of his or her household
resources, i.e. optimize the needs fulfilment. In Sect. 3.2 it was explained why it will
be more accurate to calculate the environmental impacts of the entire consumption
profile of an individual’s lifestyle, than of individual products. We therefore argue
that it makes sense to define a range of lifestyles and calculate their overall
8
Unfortunately, in one of the most prominent and recent global efforts to “Develop recommendations for effective policies on Sustainable Lifestyles” (UNEP 2011), the reference to life cycle
approaches is essentially limited to the glossary.
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environmental profile. Individuals can then learn which lifestyles have which
environmental consequences and see if they want to shift their own lifestyle into the
direction of one of the less impacting ones.
However, such “model lifestyles” needs variation, not only because of differences in the individual taste and belief, but already because the available household
resources vary (e.g. different times and income bound for commuting distances,
with/without children, different health, other long-term obligations, etc.).
Moreover, when defining one’s lifestyle, people often refer to approaches, rather
than individual products or to concepts that would capture the entirety of the lifestyle. “I am vegetarian”, “I separate waste”, and “I buy local” are a few examples of
such approaches. These approaches help consumers to group specific decisions and
to communicate them, as well as combining a lifestyle. The challenge is that not all
decisions that are taken in line with such approaches are actually environmentally
beneficial (already if not considering secondary consequences). Some approaches
that are perceived as environmentally advantageous can even be more impacting,
see e.g. examples for misconceptions about polymers in Wolf et al. (2010). It will be
important to analyse which of these approaches are actually environmentally beneficial, again including considering the secondary consequences on available household resources.
If any such approaches are fully followed, they can also lead to infrastructural
changes at the consumer. For example, “I prefer public transport” may lead to the
decision to not have a private car anymore.
We would like to add that the above refers implicitly to middle and upper consumers, while families of low and lowest income classes will have less choices to
shift to more sustainable lifestyles, in their struggle to meet at least their most basic
needs. Moreover, given their low income, they typically have a lower per person
environmental impact than better-off families.

4.3

 overnments: Facilitating Sustainable
G
Consumption and Lifestyles

Several past and current policies and initiatives have supported sustainable consumption (and production). Starting on the international level, the Sustainable
Consumption and Production (SCP) program by the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) is based on the achievements of the 1992 United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro (the Earth Summit),
and the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg
(UNEP 2012). The European Union launched the Beyond GDP initiative, aiming at
developing indicators that are as clear and appealing as GDP, but intend to be more
inclusive of environmental and social aspects of progress, and the Action Plan on
Sustainable Consumption and Production (SCP) that has life cycle thinking in its
core, to name a few. Similar programs have been started in many other countries
worldwide.
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The government itself is a big consumer, with governmental spending in the
range of 1/6 of nation-wide spending (e.g. in the EU 2002: 16 %). Green Public
Procurement (GPP) is therefore a means that can have a key steering effect for more
sustainable products. Continuous efforts are made for better informed GPP with
comprehensive, life cycle based indicators (e.g. in the recently started project
EURECA for GPP of data centre services (NN 2015)).
Beyond this product-perspective and next to creating markets for less impacting
products, the scale of government procurement can also facilitate the creation of
infrastructures in support of green procurement by consumers: Governments set the
rules of the society and establishes or steers the development of key infrastructures,
which can be favouring more sustainable consumption. Government can hence also
provide options for less environmentally impacting consumption, e.g. public transport.9 Similar to the situation of companies that offer cost and time saving aspects
of their products for the direct benefit of the consumers, also governments generally
follow the approach of saving costs and time for the citizen. Therefore, only by
understanding the society-wide implications including due to secondary consequences of their projects and policies, the governments can fully take their role of
steering consumption towards a long term stable, i.e. sustainable one. This includes
to steer or counteract the transformational effect (Greening et al. 2000).
Identifying or developing elements that make up sustainable lifestyles and facilitating their adoption by implementing the required infrastructure are key tasks.
Promoting sustainable consumption and sustainable lifestyles, as well as facilitating
them by financial measures are other, main leverages of governments, on the way to
a sustainable society. R&D investments into sustainable products and lifestyles and
their infrastructure, Green Public Procurement, and education courses and campaigns for schools and university courses, are further examples for suitable governmental activities. On international level, the coordination with other national
governments will help improving the common understanding of sustainable consumption and measures. This list above illustrates the crucial role that governments
have in steering the society to sustainability.

4.4

Others

A range of other actors play a role in society and also in efforts to a more sustainable
consumption:
9
Such measures can have relevant negative environmental secondary consequences, if they free
household resources at the consumer, i.e. if they are cheaper, save time (or allow to do two things
at the same time, e.g., working during commuting), as already mentioned. Gillingham et al. (2013)
however have found from the analysis of studies that negative environmental secondary consequences of energy-efficiency improvements are typically in the range of 5–30 % and hence less
than is sometimes feared and warn that paying too much attention to single cases where the effect
is higher may be used as excuse to not take action.
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Industry associations – similar to companies – are important sources of high
quality life cycle data for products that best represent the industrial reality. They can
moreover disseminate information about sustainable products and sustainable consumption aspects to their members and bring in the voice of the represented industry
into the public discussion on sustainable consumption.
Green and consumer NGOs can support bringing understanding and knowledge
on sustainable consumption to consumers and contribute to the public discussions
on sustainable lifestyles.
Research bodies and consultants are essential to help increasing the understanding and knowledge base on secondary consequences of consumption decisions, by
developing better methods and models, and by offering software tools and data to
support the analysis.

5

Conclusions and Next Steps

Life cycle management as a process has a history that reaches back more than 25
years, while as a term it has risen to prominence only about 15 years ago. Big progress has been made in collecting and analyzing data and information on environmental interventions along the supply-chains and working together to improve the
environmental performance of many thousands of products and many tens of thousands of processes, worldwide. The life cycle data availability for this kind of analysis has constantly grown and now allows – while less so for countries with a shorter
history in life cycle approaches – to get reliable results also for complex products,
particularly, if the producing industry is actively involved and experienced experts
support the analysis.
Product life cycle analysis and management was and still is the core also for the
slowly developing field of sustainable consumption analysis, which needs to employ
in addition to LCA complementary methods and data to also capture the secondary
consequences outside the analysed product and directly connected products. While
first life cycle based studies on the secondary consequences go back to the late
1990s, given the much more complex effects and higher effort, a much smaller share
of studies has looked into it and the body of evidence is growing only slowly.
With increasingly better availability of process-based life cycle data and more
and more companies publishing Environmental Product Declarations and Footprints,
the evidence and process-based life cycle data basis for consumption and lifestyle
studies is now further expanding.
If we want to achieve a reduced global environmental impact, we need to
approach this from both the production and the consumption side. Unfortunately,
the reduced environmental impact of many products and per functional unit is so far
overcompensated by increased overall consumption – more products with a larger
function per average person and an overall growing world population.
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As recommendations, we consider the most important steps for public and
private organisations to support consumers in their consumption and lifestyle
choices to be the following ones:
• Increase the availability of interoperable life cycle inventory and impact data,
including Product Environmental Footprints and other Environmental Product
Declarations, so they can serve for better consumer information and can be combined into lifestyle studies. Agreements on interoperability across industry and
governments – ideally on a global level – would be needed for this, in coordination with the software and data developers in consulting and research that support such work.
• Improve the data and evidence base for consumer choices on how freed household resources are reallocated. As interim step, working with scenarios as
described in Sect. 3.2 can serve. Governmental research efforts should be directed
at this task.
• Develop robust methodologies for capturing the secondary consequences of consumption, expanding on proposed approaches e.g. of Hofstetter et al. (2006) and
of the environmental intensity of needs fulfilment, e.g. advancing the approach
that we have sketched in Sects. 2.7 and 2.8. Government research funding or
dedicated method development calls – as multi-stakeholder projects rather than
a research exercise – in support of government analysis would be essential here.
In this, it will be important to bring together experts from the fields of economy
and life cycle experts: differences in terminology and approaches need to be
overcome in interdisciplinary work.
• Stepwise develop a wide set of more environmentally sustainable lifestyles as
archetypes for consumers to adopt and adapt from. As argued in Sect. 3.2, it is
more accurate to assess the overall environmental impact of a whole archetype
lifestyle than for many individual products, because the important secondary
consequences on available household resources are automatically covered and
zero. Scenarios on lifestyle approaches (e.g. “buy local”, “eat vegetarian”)
should be analyzed and used to support communication with consumers to
separate the more efficient and effective approaches from those that only apparently reduce the environmental impact.
• Consider secondary consequences when developing public infrastructure, financial instruments and other legislation directed at more sustainable consumption
and lifestyles, e.g. in public transport, internet bandwidth10 and others.
• Continue and strengthen the efforts for developing and distributing education
and information materials for industry, government officials and citizen – the
understanding of what makes up a “sustainable products” and sustainable lifestyles is argued here to be very limited outside a few dedicated expert groups.
A recent expert workshop on environmentally sound data centers, organized by the European
Commission’s DG CONNECT and composed of data centre developers, operators and users, has
warned that “bandwidth growth needs to be better linked to the ability of technological developments to cope with it in terms of the related energy consumption and environmental impacts” (Wolf
2014b).
10
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Expand this with information on the secondary consequences of c onsumption – to
enable those that are interested to adopt a more sustainable lifestyle have the
necessary information to do so and avoid negative secondary consequences and
hence largely or fully useless efforts. Edutainment TV programs might be one
suitable format to this aim, particularly to reach out to consumers.
While we could not address such topics in this chapter, we would like to point out
that the social and socio-economic impacts of consumption must not be forgotten
but need to be integrated into the analysis, next to the environmental impacts that
were the focus of this chapter.
The challenge ahead for humanity is truly one that needs the combined effort of
all actors, globally: The otherwise wanted and fostered increase in the eco-efficiency
and energy-efficiency counteracts sustainability, what Hofstetter et al. (2006) call
the “efficiency-trap”. In consequence and further amplified by continued population
growth, the absolute pressure on the environment is increasing, even though the
products’ environmental impact per functional unit is generally decreasing.
However, it depends on the choice of the individual consumer, i.e. each and any
of us, which lifestyle we adopt and how we meet our true needs with our available
household resources.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 14

Life Cycle Management Responsibilities
and Procedures in the Value Chain
Fritz Balkau, Eskinder Demisse Gemechu, and Guido Sonnemann

Abstract Product life cycles and companies’ value chain dynamics now extend
to far-away countries, linking a multitude of end-users with numerous upstream
suppliers and manufacturers. The breadth of the sustainability issues of popular
concern, together with the complex nature of supply chains from which they arise,
leads to serious management challenges. These challenges have been met in
different ways depending on the interests and the institutional context of the actors.
Corporations are strongly focused on optimizing product performance through a
reliance on life cycle assessment based procedures. Commodity sectors are often
seeking harmonized sustainability performance across a broad geographical range.
Management institutions and business associations are providing life cycle management frameworks for corporations, followed up with training, and further research
into improved metrics. At regional level some efforts have been made to introduce
life cycle approaches, e.g. sustainable procurement, but the formal application of
structured life cycle management is not yet widespread. The different approaches
taken by the above actors reflects not only their different situations, but also the lack
of a clear universal framework for life cycle management and a more generalized
toolbox that will support their sustainability ambitions throughout the value chain.
Limitations of current life cycle assessment methodologies imply that not all sustainability challenges are addressed in a consistent manner.
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Introduction

Product life cycles and companies’ value chain dynamics are always complex. Value
chains now extend to far-away countries, linking a multitude of end-users with
numerous upstream suppliers and manufacturers. Production inefficiencies at each
step rapidly cascade through these chains, leading to unwanted products and wastes
accumulating along the way:
…only about 1 % of all the materials mobilized to serve America are actually made into
products still in use six months after sale, … (Hawken et al. 1999)

Social conditions have gained greater visibility. The popular press throws a regular spotlight on deplorable labor practices and human rights conditions before a
product even reaches the consumer. With these expanded notions, the environmental impacts have become more difficult to understand by the general public and
many decision-makers. Our concerns have progressed from simple notions of waste
and resource depletion to encompass also subtle effects of trace chemicals (e.g.
endocrine disruptors) and the massive degradation of our life-support systems.
There is much to do in response to these pressures, from improving the performance
of individual products to a general overhaul of our entire production and consumption system. In both cases, we need a life-cycle approach to our management intervention if we are to do more than just tinker with the problem.

2

Looking into the Life Cycle Management Agenda

When referring to procedures within life cycle management (LCM), it is important
to be clear about our propositions. There is an evolution in language that includes
mention of life cycle, value chains, supply chains, materials cycles, circular flows
and so on. In part this reflects the growth of life cycle type studies, processes and
evaluations, but it soon spills over also into operational management concepts.
Even the notion of ‘life’ of a material or product is not fixed. And if we are concerned with both upstream and downstream aspects of company activities we can no
longer refer simply to ‘supply chain’, in which only the upstream focus is considered.
In this paper we have chosen to refer to the ‘value chain’ since it covers multiple
product life cycles of a company. Value chain can better include non-material and
non-environmental values such as social appreciation and cost as well as management
dimensions that are directly related to company activities and not to the engineering
aspects of a product. All these are important considerations as the notion of
sustainable consumption and production becomes more and more a question of
operationalization in a business context.
So how can we manage the value chain from a sustainability perspective? The
breadth of the issues of popular concern, together with the complex nature of the
materials chains from which they arise, leads to a serious management issues
(Balkau and Sonnemann 2011). As well as ensuring economic viability, managers
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need to take into account a host of externalities, many of them from outside the
corporation. Attempts to link economic self-interest (i.e. efficiency gains) with
these externalities has only been partially successful as some issues clearly represent a non-recoverable cost. It is easy to speak of the ‘triple bottom line’; operationalizing it for extended value chains remains a challenge for individuals and
enterprises alike.
A part of LCM is concerned with improving profitability of corporations.
However, many LCM objectives are directly drawn from the sustainability agenda,
i.e. building a better future for us all. While the main components – social, environmental and economic – are now universally accepted, the specific goals to be
achieved within them are subject to wide interpretation. This is especially the case
for the social components of labor practices, human rights and cultural and intellectual property. Even environmental standards vary widely.
The term life cycle management is currently applied to a wide variety of initiatives that show major differences in approach (Remmen et al. 2007). Objectives
vary widely, from optimizing a product to saving the planet. Much of LCM can be
seen as a fusion of supply chain management (SCM) and extended producer responsibility (EPR), using life cycle assessment (LCA) and other assessments as input.
But while LCA and a variety of corporate management tools have been codified,
LCM itself is still subject to varying definitions, interpretations and practices
according to the viewpoints and objectives of the principal actors (Seuring 2004). It
does not help that the notion of sustainable development is itself evolving, resulting
in shifting targets for any management endeavor.
In fact, we are seeing several approaches to LCM evolving side by side. Thus
companies unilaterally managing the upstream dimension of their supply lines work
in parallel with sector-wide initiatives that operate under an agreed chain-of-custody
framework that includes codes of conduct, independent review and sanctions for
non-performance. Some progressive companies do both simultaneously, albeit not
always for the same products.
While we observe that LCM has already been extensively used, closer examination reveals that many of these applications lack the rigor that is a feature of LCA
itself. Supply chains are kept deliberately short to enable more effective management control, and objectives are reduced to a few parameters that reflect current
corporate viewpoints rather than the aggregate needs of the environment. A common deficiency of many LCM exercises is that they often overlook the importance
of the downstream consumer where much of the sustainability impact actually
occurs. In short, for practical reasons much LCM lacks both depth and breadth.

3

Corporate Practice in Life Cycle Management

Much effort by corporations and supporting institutions has gone into translating
the results of LCA into actual management interventions of their value chains
(Remmen et al. 2007). Classic examples include the LCM practice of major
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manufacturing companies like 3M (2015) as well as of global retailers such as
Walmart (2015). Their approaches show many similarities, but also some differences in the way they are managed. While the retailers see LCM predominantly
through the prism of supply chain management, the manufacturers are often more
focused on using LCM internally to improve product development and reduce production costs. In such cases internal co-ordination and collaboration between different parts of the organization becomes important. The breadth of this collaboration
will depend on the objectives of the LCM exercise, i.e. whether it is primarily
intended to influence product development or more aimed at addressing external
sustainability issues in the supply chain. Like most management exercises, a mainstreaming of LCM in a corporation under the direction of the CEO (Chief Executive
Officer) will be more successful than creating a special ‘add-on’ LCM service. The
latter faces too many obstacles of acceptance by the existing mainstream
departments.
For the retailers, it is vital to bring the entire upstream supply chain into LCM
exercise as this is where many of the major environmental and social impacts need
to be addressed. Thus IKEA’s Code of Conduct (IKEA 2012) specifies minimum
requirements on its 1600 suppliers covering social, environmental and labor-related
conditions. While the code of conduct provides a clear statement of objectives, compliance is unlikely to be achieved automatically; much work is needed with supply
chain actors to inform, explain, educate and train key partners along the chain. Some
‘recognition’ instruments can be used to identify reliable suppliers e.g. certification
of ISO 14001. While major companies do work directly with their suppliers to facilitate compliance with company requirements, it is not well documented how far up
the supply chain the influence is actually exerted.
TRUCOST has undertaken surveys of how many companies publicly report on
their suppliers’ impacts. TRUCOST found that of the environmental damage caused
by the world’s largest 3,000 companies annually, 49 % comes from within supply
chains (Salo 2015).

Some companies, such as Puma, are actively collecting supply chain
environmental performance information for use in their business decisionmaking. Puma, part of the PPR Group, conducted a detailed analysis of the
environmental impacts of its operations and supply chain. Only 6 % of the
impacts come from Puma’s offices, warehouses, stores and logistics. The rest
come from its supply chain, more than half from the production of raw materials for manufacture. The findings were used by Puma to review where its raw
materials came from, and what materials to source at all.

Direct suppliers are the most visible. But managing the suppliers of the suppliers
remains a complicated exercise for individual companies. Traditionally corporations simply relied on contracts with its supply chain. An earlier study by Seuring
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and Goldbach (2002) showed that the collective negotiation model for sustainable
supply chain management is more successful than a command and control approach.
In some cases, the direction of the coordination may also need to be reversed.
Suppliers with a number of different clients may find that the latters’ demands are
not compatible, or are inconsistent in other ways. This has led to some collective
arrangements where several clients and their different suppliers agree on a common
agenda, and perhaps also a common communication and certification system.
LCM involving sub-contracting and global supply chain management may face
serious political hurdles and trade barriers. Sustainability requirements on suppliers
may not be well accepted by foreign governments who see this as interference in
their national affairs and an unwanted application of western environmental standards. The political disputes over products manufactured by child labor, and/or subject to lax or unenforced safety and environmental standards have been rumbling on
in global trade negotiations for many years. Fair-trade labels are not seen the same
way from opposite ends of the supply chain, and LCM has to be sensitive to such
issues. While company requirements on their suppliers may appear to be simple
contract arrangements between companies, the issues easily spill over into political
rancor and trade reprisals. As well, the WTO has a general policy to avoid environmental conditionality in trade arrangements.
Management techniques will depend on which parts of the value chain are
included in the LCM exercise. There is a gradual movement, often spurred by legislation, to consider downstream issues of consumer protection, efficiency in use
and end-of-life disposal. Managing the downstream parts of the life cycle requires
different procedures and skills because the consumer needs to be persuaded rather
than commanded into conformity with the LCM objectives. While shaping consumer behavior remains a delicate marketing issue, some corporations are already
reaching out to their clients about the appropriate use of their products. The example
of Unilever is shown below (Unilever 2015). Unilever’s sustainability strategy
addresses environmental impacts across the value chain.
“Our commitment to reduced environmental impact extends right across our
value chain – i.e. from the sourcing of raw materials through our own production
and distribution to consumer use and eventual disposal of residual packaging.
Consumer use accounts for around 70 % of our greenhouse gas footprint. Engaging
consumers …. will be key to achieving our vision. Metrics for our four priority environmental impact areas across the value chain include greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, water, waste, and sustainable sourcing. These metrics are designed to measure
the impacts of our products when used by consumers, such as grams of greenhouse
gas per single usage occasion. During 2009 around 1 500 products were assessed to
allow us to understand their water, waste and GHG impacts in 14 of our largest markets. In 2009 we also started to develop a set of metrics covering social impacts. For
.. brands with social missions, the metrics seek to measure the benefits they bring to
society. In 2010, Lifebuoy used the new metrics, helping track the impact of Lifebuoy
programmes on hand washing behaviours over a five-year period”.
We are still a long way from a universal application of his concept, even if some
examples are well documented. The notion of downstream LCM is linked also to
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the idea of Product Service Systems where the manufacturer has replaced a product
by a service, as for example in renting products instead of selling them (the story of
Interface, SafetyKleen and others).

4

Collective Model for Life Cycle Management

An alternative LCM model with good success is based on a formal collaboration
that binds the principal value chain stakeholders through a common, agreed code.
The Code specifies objectives, governance, partner responsibilities and a monitoring and reporting mechanism. This model is especially suited for sector-wide LCM
programs that address system issues, with useful examples found in forest, fisheries,
food and chemicals stewardship. While similar in most aspects in addressing supply
chain issues, many of these programs do not necessarily label themselves as LCM. A
particular feature is that many of them are not even based on formal LCA as a precursor; they address directly well-understood concerns of sustainability or of safety.
Several initiatives in the natural resource exploitation area have developed sophisticated LCM procedures based on agreed objectives. The FSC (Forest Stewardship
Council) (https://ic.fsc.org/) and MSC (Marine Stewardship Council) (www.msc.
org/) pioneered this approach using a formal code of operation and on-going monitoring and review. Company operations are independently verified and certified as
code compliant, with public reporting on key performance indicators. Stakeholders
have extensive opportunities to provide input via electronic means, in workshops and
in governance meetings. The supply chain extends from producer through distributors to retailers and eventually down to the consumer who is able to exercise a choice
based on sustainability criteria specified on the product label. ‘Management’ thus
occurs at several decentralized points in this chain in line with an agreed collaborative
charter. It remains that while the ‘production’ parts of the supply chain are well controlled, the downstream consumer end is weakly addressed, being reduced to a simple
label on the product (fish, timber). Like much of LCM, there is no advice concerning
the use of the product and how to deal with consumer waste at end of product life.
In addition to the above, a range of other initiatives can be found concerning
consumer products aimed at fair trade, organic produce and the like. Many rely on
a product label that identifies a particular environmental or social quality; however
the management of the quality assurance behind the label is an unknown quantity.
Third party certification is sometimes used, but much organic produce, for example,
seems to have little rigorous LCM behind it (or LCA ahead of it).
In terms of life cycle reach the most complete LCM instrument and the most
rigorous structure is without doubt the International Cyanide Management Code
(www.cyanidecode.org) that aims to ensure safe and environmentally sound handling and use of this toxic chemical in the gold mining industry as shown below.
The International Cyanide Management Code was developed to help gold producers operate in ways that prevent risks to workers, the public and the environment
at all points of the product’s life. The Code requires signatory companies to apply
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strict rules, both technical and procedural, for handling cyanide along its life cycle.
Signatory companies are regularly third-party audited and certified, with mandatory
incident reporting. Reports are publicly available. An independent institute administers the code. A particular feature of the Code is its total value chain reach: even
the upstream chemical manufacturers, suppliers and transporters must comply with
the Code requirements before the end-user mining company can purchase the substance. The Code is sharply focused; it deliberately addresses only a limited number
of sustainability objectives concerned with cyanide toxicity; it is not a ‘do everything’ code. Code membership brings operational benefits and public relations and
financing advantages. A number of financing institutions and planning bodies now
require code compliance before they deal with gold mining companies, while companies regularly mention the code in their public communications.
The code concept has also been used in related sectors, such as by diamond (the
so-called Kimberley process (www.kimberleyprocess.com/) and jewelry suppliers
(www.responsiblejewellery.com/) who have put in place a ‘chain of custody’ control of operations by their members. In each case, the entire supply chain is subject
to the sustainability requirements of the end-user – pollution, risks, social conditions, etc. The selection of sustainability criteria varies among the different codes,
usually incorporating a strong emphasis on social issues (e.g. Kimberley) as well as
pollution-type factors (e.g. cyanide code). It may be criticized that these voluntary
codes only bind their members. In the case of the cyanide code, over half of world
gold production is now code compliant, an achievement that few other activity sectors can claim. In any case, a non-regulatory character is a feature of nearly all LCM
exercises.
The usefulness of sector-wide agreements such as the above becomes clear when
we consider LCM from a supplier perspective. Suppliers often have many different
clients. It would be overly burdensome if each client were to impose its own sustainability or quality standard on the supplier who is then not only faced with additional
administration but also a fragmentation of product quality requirements. Several
initiatives of sector-wide LCM are know in, for example, the international textile
trade, to coordinate diverse LCM requirements. These initiatives often focus on
social and labor issues, less so on environmental agenda although examples of this
are known also.
In some instances, government participation is necessary to ensure sufficient
management buy-in. The UK’s Defra, for example, sponsored an LCM initiative in
the clothing sector to ensure better alignment with social and environmental
expectations.
The initiative has voluntary participation from all major stakeholder groups
implicated in the sustainable management of clothing, including at the supply end
in Asia. The structure is less rigid than the codes of ICMI or FSC; however, it has
the advantage of handling a broader range of sustainability issues (Fig. 14.1).
Another useful example comes from the electronics industry. The GeSI initiative
(GeSI 2015) brings telecoms, appliance manufacturers and service companies
together in an effort to improve traceability of materials used in manufacture of
appliances (as well as actual improved environmental and social performance along
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Fig. 14.1 The LCM initiative in the clothing sector (Source: Defra 2011)

the supply chain). Among other objectives it aims to improve environmental
performance and resource efficiency and support sustainable supply chain practices.
Of direct relevance to LCM is the conflict-free smelter initiative incorporating a
labor code, certification, inspections and compliance listing. Further along the chain,
manufacturers are encouraged to prefer purchasing from conflict-free smelters.
Table 14.1 Management instruments used in collaborative schemes
Stakeholder dialogue/conference
Agreement on criteria, objectives, targets
Code of conduct for members
Technical or procedural guidelines/codes
Chain of custody linkages along the value chain
Training for compliance initiatives
Third party audits
Certification of compliance
Non-compliance reporting
Transparent reporting
Product labels
Customer use advice
Membership-based structure
Secretariat to administer, monitor, review
Compliance may be required by planning/financial institutions
Compatible with supply chain management practices, eco-labels, environmental audits,
sustainable procurement

The GeSI initiative is noteworthy for three aspects: (i) it is sector-wide and
engages a large number of companies, (ii) it spans most of the value chain from
mining of resources to consumer use and end-of-life recycling, and (iii) it includes
multiple sustainability criteria from labor/social to energy to waste. GeSI has
partnered with non-industry stakeholders like business groups, international institutions and NGOs.
We can summarize some of the management instruments used at various times in
these collaborative schemes as per Table 14.1.
Each of the above collaborative initiatives has its particular origins. Each has
taken an independent path to arrive at similar end-point where the collaboration is
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subject to an agreed framework and action plan. There is, however, no standardization
of this approach that gives guidance to future initiatives elsewhere and in other sectors. An attempt to provide such a framework through ISEAL attempted to federate
individual initiatives and to facilitate experience sharing. So far ISEAL regroups
over 20 members (Fig. 14.2) mostly ones concerned with ethical and social issues
surrounding resource exploitation (ISEAL 2015).
While obviously compatible with conventional LCM ideas, some of the collaborative initiatives may operate under other names such as SSCM, SMM, material
management and so on. The diversity of nomenclature is perhaps one of the consequences of a lack of clear, formal and universally accepted framework of LCM.

5

Life Cycle Management and Business Organizations

Due to their influence over corporate management practice, it is useful to review
also the role of management institutions and business associations in improving
value chain performance. The peak business body WBCSD (www.wbcsd.org),
while broadly endorsing a life cycle management approach, is concentrating on

Fig. 14.2 ISEAL members (ISEAL 2015)
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improving the underlying metrics as, for example, practical materials accounting
procedures.
This concern with metrics is also a preoccupation of other business groups, many
of which have put substantial resources into developing appropriate measurement
and assessment techniques for common use. ICMM (International Council for
Mining and Metals) (www.icmm.com), for example, is a long-standing partner in
the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative. ICMM has been advocating a deeper use of
‘sustainable materials management’ (SMM) thinking by minerals companies.
This direction is echoed by the Australian government and the Minerals Council
of Australian (MCA) in their advice to companies (Commonwealth of Australia
2006). The reach of the approach (up-stream suppliers to end-users), the breadth of
sustainability objectives, its basis in scientific assessment, the range of management
instruments to employ and the upstream/downstream multi-stakeholder involvement make these recommendations true LCM under another name (see Table 14.2,
source ICMM (2006)). The value of these advisory initiatives is substantial because
the advocated management framework ensures a coherent approach to LCM across

Table 14.2 Elements of successful implementation and integration – from ICMM (2006)
Strategy

Systems

Programs

Tools

Data and
other
information

Strong leadership for the initiative – champions in key business units, clear
direction from the CEO and corporate action plan on sustainable development
Clear understanding and awareness throughout the company of the business
value
A well-articulated policy or vision statement that addresses or include materials
stewardship
Link to existing management systems, such as ISO 14001, as a means for issue
identification, impact assessment, target setting and continual improvement
Integrate materials stewardship into appropriate business planning processes and
reward or incentive systems
Training and awareness raising programs for business units and departments
where skills need to be developed – for instance on life cycle thinking, risk
assessment, material flows, knowledge of environmental issues across the life
cycle and in end-use markets, regulatory environmental trends
Engagement programs – with suppliers, downstream manufacturers, users,
recyclers and other stakeholders to identify opportunities for improving
production, manufacture, use and end-of-life management of materials
Measuring and reporting programs – develop targets and indicators for materials
stewardship and report publicly to enhance reputation and accountability
Commodity specific stewardship plans – develop in conjunction with other actors
in the value chain
Assessment and decision support tools – eco-efficiency, design-for-environment,
life cycle assessment and thinking, risk assessment and management, materials
flow analysis
Life cycle inventories, risk assessments (environmental, health and safety),
material flow analysis (common templates for compiling and communicating
resource flows), recycling rates data, use/application data
Organizations and contacts along the value chain
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an entire industry. A sector-wide approach to LCM ensures a level playing field for
companies and gradually moves to a more widespread adoption of the procedures.
Other sector associations are also recommending LCM approaches to their
members.
The chemicals sector has also acknowledged the importance of managing value
chain issues. ICCA’s 2006 Responsible Care Global Charter (www.icca-chem.org/)
states that “… member companies and associations commit to promoting the
Responsible Care ethic, principles and practices along their own value chains …
and to …develop and share best practices through mutual assistance, and to … work
in partnership with upstream suppliers and downstream chemical users to collaborate on improved processes for the safe and effective uses of chemicals”. ICCA
organizes workshops and produces guidance publications to assist companies to
implement these principles.
The International Solid Waste Association (ISWA) (www.iswa.org) published
already in 2002 a forward-looking 10-year Perspective paper (ISWA 2002) advocating a holistic approach to waste management based on more complete consideration
of the life cycle of materials that ultimately become waste. According to ISWA “…
there is a need for a new approach. The focus must be upon the whole product life
cycle and not only on the waste phase of products, substances and materials.
Important decisions in relation to the amount of waste generated are taken both at
the concept and design stage and further on during the production process. There is
a need for dematerialization of the economic process…” Some of ISWA’s workshops and documents are aimed at helping members move in this direction.
Some sector programs run in parallel with company initiatives. Thus AISE is
encouraging a better use of its members’ products (detergents) across their life cycle
(AISE 2015), while Unilever is pursuing its own initiative to encourage clients to
use less water and energy in the wash cycle (Fig. 14.3).
The frameworks developed by sector organizations are often the basis for
LCM implementation by individual companies. Corporate members of FSC, MSC,
ICCA, etc. frequently make reference in their stewardship and CSR (Corporate
Social Responsibility) programs of their membership of these bodies, and the

Fig. 14.3 Cleanright best use tips (Source: AISE 2015)
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compliance with the relevant codes, as well as conformity with independent initiatives such as GRI and Global Compact (see below).
Independent institutions are also supporting LCM through advice, training and
sometimes through formal procedures. A good example of the latter is the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) (www.globalreporting.org). The GRI Board of Directors
identified disclosure on sustainability issues across the supply chain as a revision
priority based on feedback from its committees and the wider GRI network. While
GRI is not itself undertaking LCM, the increased transparency of individual company activities leads to greater management attention to the corporation’s impacts
along the value chain, eventually resulting in actual LCM oriented management
interventions to improve value chain performance.
The Global Compact (www.unglobalcompact.org/) brings major corporations
around a number of agreed sustainability principles. The GC Toolkit contains relevant instruments required for an application of life cycle management approaches,
from assessment techniques to value chain interventions such as SCM and EPR.
There is also a role for policy intervention, beyond simply encouraging information and training. An in-depth review by the OECD titled “Sustainable Materials
Management – Making Better Use of Resources” (OECD 2012) explores a set of
policy principles for SMM application, examines how to set and use targets and
analyses case studies from member countries. In this publication, SMM is closely
aligned with LCM and explores the subsidiary instruments that make it function.

6

Life Cycle Management in Regional Development

LCM is not limited to corporate activity; it is an important concept at regional level
where we have substantial resource and product flows, major infrastructure developments and important issues of social and human development. Many regional
administrations have formally adopted sustainability objectives and are already
undertaking footprint studies and ecological assessments. Life cycle ideas are creeping into individual programs and operations. But there is as yet little visibility of
formal LCM approaches in most administrations, especially when confronted with
long-term issues and complex material flows. This is not to say that LCM in not
relevant, rather its use has not yet filtered down to regional administrators in a
major way.
Nevertheless, some initiatives are already in this direction. Sustainable public
procurement has become more evident in municipalities, although mostly without
the technical backup in assessment. Nor do these programs actively “manage” the
products they are purchasing – they are more of a ‘buy/not buy’ nature that sends
relatively weak signals through the supply chain.
Thus while the Province of Nova Scotia has a sustainable procurement requirement under legislation, there is not a strong administrative capability to make it
function effectively. A recent study in Canada found that supplier engagement was
weak in most sustainable procurement programs at provincial level (Reeve 2012).
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The OECD, UNEP and the World Bank are now undertaking a programme of
studies, workshops and publications to improve the quality of public procurement
to boost national and regional economic progress. The sustainability dimension is
included in this work.
Some states regulate ostensibly for life cycle objectives, as for example in
California.

California’s Green Chemistry Initiative 2012 (GCI) is a new law to regulate
toxic chemicals in consumer products. The law incorporates a life cycle
“alternatives analysis” to evaluate alternatives during their manufacture, in
use and at disposal. Based on the evaluation, the state may restrict or ban the
use of chemicals of concern.

Materials flow studies are now of increasing interest to public authorities, as is
the use of footprint studies to better understand the regional sustainability dynamics. The OECD Environment strategy for the first decade of the twenty-first century
(OECD 2001) outlined the need for governments to look for integrated management
solutions that link resource use and prevention of waste into a coherent policy
approach, such as the one embodied in the sustainable materials management
(SMM) paradigm. The recent OECD report on SMM (OECD 2012) is directly
aimed at clarifying the policy measures that improve the efficiency of materials
flows at national and regional levels. But while useful in identifying national case
studies, the policy recommendations sometimes seem rather remote from on the
ground life cycle considerations.
The recent series of summer schools held by the University of Salento was
directly aimed at exploring the application of life cycle approaches to sustainable
regional development (www.lcss.unisalento.it/). This initiative has now been
expanded into a publications project to illustrate how LCM techniques can be
applied to regional planning, resource management, infrastructure, industrial
development and environment protection.
But there is also the question of how LCA and LCM techniques can be further
adapted to serve the special needs of these institutions and the administrators that
would use these techniques.

7

Link with Other Sustainability Management Initiatives

LCM has to be seen also in the context of other resource management concepts as
most of these have their roots in some form of life cycle thinking, and many of them
advocate a particular management approach. Concepts of circular economy, industrial ecology, 3R, cradle to grave, etc. have been around for many years (Fig. 14.4).
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Fig. 14.4 Opportunities for LCM in a circular, life cycle, industrial ecology, 3R model for industrial production (Source: UNEP)

Life cycle in their conception, they are usually presented in materials flow rather
than management terms and have their main impact on LCM objectives rather than
on the management processes used. Conversely, the various programs on human
rights and social conditions are not especially focused on a value chain approach but
their objectives can still be taken into account in LCM applications. Finally, it is
useful to try to link the downstream dimension of LCM with various ‘consumption
side’ programs in the UN system, with green purchasing initiatives, PSS ideas and
EPR for producers and retailers. Many of the solutions they propose can be more
easily operationalized through LCM than on a stand-alone basis.
The extension of LCM into the downstream consumption area presents particular
challenges, however this is precisely where much of the impact, and hence the real
need, often lies. For many appliances and for buildings, for example, over 80 % of
energy use, and much materials consumption occurs during use. In the food cycle,
end-point cooking is the most energy-demanding step. We already saw above the
attempts by the detergent industry to address this point. Overall, LCM’s reach so far
into the downstream parts of the value chain can best be described as timid. Effective
management action will no doubt need new partnerships with public policy institutions, governments and consumer organizations, but it cannot deny that this is an
important area to address.
On the manufacturing side the concepts of cleaner production, eco-efficiency,
green productivity and ‘pollution prevention pays’ have been adopted in many
places, often incorporating recommendations for management that can be
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incorporated into LCM procedures (audits, materials flows, partnership-building …).
Many useful solutions have come from these concepts especially in major
corporations that have the management strength to operationalize them.
It is in organizational frameworks that LCM finds its closest ‘management’
allies. The EMS framework of ISO 14001 is ideally suited to incorporate a value
chain version of sustainability management. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR),
although not itself standardized, can also provide a framework for those LCM
objectives related to social, human rights and labor issues. Management constructs
like SCM and EPR underlie much of the life cycle ‘management’ methodology. And
it hardly needs pointing out that the panoply of standardized (or not) assessment
tools based around ISO 14040 series (among others) is what underpins LCM in the
first place.
Many of the above management tools have tended to be used individually. LCM
incorporates them into larger framework, adding, where needed, procedures such as
product service systems (PSS), eco-design, eco-labeling, risk management and
so on.
It is also evident that LCM in its attempt to influence the value chain of materials
and products needs to find an accommodation with other management regimes,
ranging from the WTO position on environmental condition in trade, the demands
of future climate agreements, to the EU and OECD directives on chemicals management (e.g. REACH). Some of these have a certain value chain influence themselves
that can be ‘captured’ by LCM.
At the policy level we have seen how SMM adopts the same value chain perspective as LCM.
As the building of stakeholder relations is at the core of successful LCM (whether
internal or with external partners), the management of key player identification,
communication, transparency and trust building is at the heart of the exercise.
Coercive management models can have only limited application in a value chain.
LCM can usefully learn from certain business sectors that have extensive experience in using such partnership techniques. Thus the toolkit developed by ICMM for
successful community stakeholder building would be useful also in guiding LCM in
other sectors.
Inevitably LCM, like many other areas of decision-making, will rely on thirdparty information, criteria and standards as a basis of its action. Its sustainability
objectives are commonly based on international codes of practice and a variety of
standards, whether ISO or other. In some cases work with, or endorsement by, major
respected international NGOs will give credibility to the LCM exercise. But major
corporations also adopt their own independent objectives on, for example, embedded energy or water use, recyclability and chemical composition. The use of third
party standards and certification puts an extra dimension on the LC management
exercise with which practitioners may be unfamiliar.
LCM is not the only sustainability game in town. In the end, LCM has to interface
with the operational level to parallel initiatives and concepts. There can be no single
universally valid technique because circumstances and objectives can be so diverse.
But it does suggest that LCM should at certain moments be seen as a concept rather
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than a fixed technique, to be in turn the umbrella or the tool, as circumstances dictate. LCM’s contribution will always be to propose an intervention strategy across
the value chain reach of whatever is under consideration, whether it be a product
(e.g. a detergent) or a procedure. (e.g. procurement).

8

Summary and Conclusions

The complex world of product life cycles and companies’ value chain dynamics in
our material world is mostly hidden from view. The complexity of addressing an
extensive network of value chain stakeholders, coupled with the multiple criteria
in the sustainable development agenda, means that a rigorous ‘total life-cycle’
management is almost impossible. A number most LCM initiatives are selective,
focusing on only a limited number of steps and a selected few sustainability
criteria. Realistic scoping is thus an important prerequisite to success. Within these
limitations a number of different approaches to LCM are being pursued.
The success of any LCM exercise depends greatly on its objectives, how it is
conceived and on who and what is included. For corporations focused on their products, the objectives will not be the same as for public institutions interested in optimizing the system as a whole. It follows that the methodologies and tools will not
be identical. Thus collective code-based LCM is often interested in a global
improvement in certain common issues such as social and labor conditions. Their
methods include a big dose of multi-stakeholder building, often reaching down to
their consumer base, plus transparency and communication. Individual manufacturing companies are more focused on using LCM to improve environmental performance of their products through reducing wastes, enhancing technologies, creating
new markets and reducing liabilities. Much of their methodology is applied in-house
although supplier engagement is necessarily a part of the exercise. Big retailers are
interested in a positive profile for their products with consumers, and thus reach
deep into their supply chain to try to achieve this. Few of the above have yet put
downstream consumers, product effectiveness and end-of-life issues as mainstream
components in their LCM exercises to the same extent as their focus on materials
and social content. As a general statement, we can say that LCM has found more
application in product enhancement than in systems optimization.
The public policy interface with LCM is still relatively undeveloped. There are
many reasons for this, including political and short-term economic factors. But a
major barrier is lack of appreciation by regional and national administrators of how
LCM techniques could improve their program delivery. The currently inefficient use
of sustainable public procurement is one example of this. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that many life cycle instruments are poorly suited for use at this
level, either being too complex to use, or by not sufficiently incorporating some of
the sustainability criteria that preoccupy the regions. It is also true that regulatory
procedures often lack the flexibility to incorporate life cycle instruments due to the
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compartmentalized way, in which regulations are often developed. Further work by
OECD and other institutions may help to break down these barriers and encourage
a more comprehensive and less sectoral approach to sustainable materials management (SMM) and the like.
The varying interests of the major players mean that we can see several parallel
strands of LCM being pursued, sometimes masquerading under other names.
This parallelism arises from independent but converging programs. The visible
UNEP SETAC Initiative with its past work on LCM was heavily influenced by the
experience and viewpoints of the LCA community. The sector programs arose out
of a need to address controversial sustainability issues that could not be resolved
unilaterally such as overfishing, forest depletion and cyanide accidents. The SMM
work sprang from the understanding by sector associations and governments that
the issue of advanced waste management through resource stewardship had to be
tackled at a level higher than single companies. Even earlier, the use of sustainable
supply chain management arose from a need to reduce corporate liability for actions
of environmentally unscrupulous suppliers and contractors. Sustainable procurement was seen as one of the immediate concrete actions that could be taken by
institutions to implement Agenda 21. The various management operations under the
above have some common elements but also some differences. The cooperative
mechanisms may for example not rely on LCA as a basis of action. But it is also
notable that the language and definitions of the theoretical constructs vary significantly, and there are a few human contact points where exchange of experience
takes place. The LCM family is still very diverse, and its management approaches
show significant differences.
In the above context, a comment can also be made about the adequacy of current
assessment techniques as a basis for LCM. We noted above that LCA, while useful
for resource flows, environmental impacts and cost evaluations, does not provide
adequate input on management related parameters along the whole value chain of a
company. Thus it gives too little information about the key (management) players
actually found along the value chain who will have their part to play in effective
LCM coalitions. Nor does LCA yet comprehensively evaluate a number of important sustainability criteria such as biodiversity, social conditions or trade impacts.
Without such enhancements in the assessment phase, the management operations
are handicapped in their ability to deal with a significant number of sustainability
issues. Without such enhancements with regard to considering these criteria, LCM
will continue to rely on a particular view with regard to sustainable consumption
and production as well as some level of intuition and individuals’ subjective understandings as much as hard data.
Overall, there remain significant challenges to a more rigorous approach to LCM
at all levels. For the moment LCM remains more a management art than science,
trying to bridge the gap between hard data and intuitive decision-making. Promising
work in bringing more science in this field has been done for instance by Morel
(2014). This type of work needs to continue and to include also management responsibilities in the products’ life cycles and companies’ value chains.
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Chapter 15

Policy Options for Life Cycle Assessment
Deployment in Legislation
Annekatrin Lehmann, Matthias Finkbeiner, Clare Broadbent,
and Russ T. Balzer

Abstract Life cycle thinking is on the political agenda and widely used in practice.
Moreover, numerous industries have actively been developing life cycle assessment
(LCA) approaches for many years. As the authors think that it is in substance “right”
to base environmental legislation on LCA, they started to explore and to develop
policy options for integrating LCA into legislation. Commissioned by WorldAutoSteel,
the authors focused on CO2 legislation in the automotive industry, but the options
developed based on this example can be used for other industries and other environmental impacts as well. It was found that theoretically a broad range of policy options
exists, and that practically some of them are already implemented in real world
legislation and that there is no clear scientific overall preference for one single
option. It was also shown that solutions for most technical requirements are already
available, but that a consensus on proper setting of these requirements is missing.
Keywords Automotive sector • CO2 • Legislation • Life cycle assessment • Life
cycle management • Life cycle thinking • Policy initiatives

1

Introduction

Life cycle thinking (LCT) and life cycle assessment (LCA) (ISO 14044 2006)
(Baitz et al. 2012; Finkbeiner 2012) gain increasing importance in policy (Reimann
et al. 2010; Inaba et al. 2003) and the authors think that to base environmental
legislation on LCA is in substance “right”. In fact, LCT is already considered in
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some current legislations and investigated in ongoing policy initiatives, e.g. the
Product Environmental Footprint method (PEF) (European Union 2013), which is
currently widely discussed amongst various stakeholders (Finkbeiner 2014; Galatola
and Pant 2014; Lehmann et al. 2015). Besides this, LCA has been widely applied in
practice for many years, and several industries, companies and associations are
actively developing LCA approaches (Finkbeiner et al. 2000). Examples are the World
Steel Association and WorldAutoSteel, its automotive group, which published their
position to plea for LC based regulation, e.g. in automotive CO2 legislation and
proposes to consider LCT in post 2020 legislation (World Steel Association 2013).
Against this background, in 2013 WorldAutoSteel commissioned Technische
Universität Berlin (TUB) to explore and develop policy options for integrating LCA
into (automotive) legislation. The research project is still ongoing.
Automotive CO2 legislation is a relevant example for illustrating the necessity
for considering a LC perspective. The reason is that it is shown that the current
focus on tailpipe or exhaust emissions (the use phase) is not sustainable anymore
because CO2 reductions in the use phase can come along with increasing CO2 emissions in other LC phases like the production phase (Daimler 2014; Krinke 2009;
Kendall and Price 2012; PE International 2013), which are typically referred to as
the embodied energy or environmental footprint.
The first idea in the research project was to “simply” move from tailpipe based
CO2 limits to LC based CO2 limits. But the second thought was to explore alternative
policy options as well. The underlying methodology and the results are presented in
Sects. 2 and 3 respectively. A discussion of the key findings and an outlook is provided in Sect. 4.
Though the policy options are developed and described for the example of CO2
legislation in the automotive sector, they generally can be transferred to other sectors and other environmental impacts as well.

2

Methodology

The methodology of the research process to explore and describe different policy
options is presented below. It comprises the identification of various policy options
including prioritization and the identification and description of characteristics
of the prioritized policy options, including e.g. technical requirements as well as
potential strengths, opportunities, and threats.

2.1

Identification of Policy Options

To identify the policy options, the authors chose both a theoretical and practical
approach. In the theoretical approach, they used four different structural elements,
which were combined to develop policy options. In the practical approach, they
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Table 15.1 Structural elements to define policy options, their features and description
Structural
elements
Type of
enforcement

Features of policy
option
Mandatory
Voluntary

Levers

Performance
Process

Use of LCA

Direct (full LCA)
Indirect (LCT)

Market role

Market access
Market incentive

Description of the policy option features
Policy is legally binding; defined requirements (e.g.
limit/target values) have to be fulfilled
Policy is not legally binding, but intends to have
indirect effects
Policy defines product requirements; if they are not
met, product needs to be re-designed
Policy defines requirements on company level for
process improvement
Policy directly defines LC based limit/target values
and/or requires communication of full LCA results
“Backoffice” use of LCA or LCA data during policy
development such as target value setting processes
Policy provides minimum requirements (threshold
values) for products to be able to enter the market
Policy provides framework (e.g. criteria) for
promoting environmentally preferred products

analyzed existing legislations, which are related to CO2 and/or have implemented
LCT, i.e., include an LC perspective. A first focus was put on Europe (EU).
The structural elements are summarized in Table 15.1 and describe individual
features of possible policy options. The features reflect different types of enforcement
(mandatory or voluntary), different levers (on a process- or a product level), different stringencies on the use of LCA (consideration of full LCA or LCT) and different
market roles (access or incentive). The policy options defined based on the structural
elements as well as theoretical and practical examples (where available) are presented
in Sect. 3.
Regarding the market role of policy options: “market access” is used to exclude
products (and services or processes) that have a low performance, e.g. environmental performance – from the market (typically ca. 10–20 % of products). An example
of how to implement this market role is the Conformité Européenne (CE)-mark (EC
2015). “Market incentive” usually aims at promoting the 10–20 % “best in class”
products (and services or processes). It can for example promote environmentally
friendly products by using the Eco label type I (ISO 14024 1999) labelling system
in the market. Therefore the majority of products (ca. 70–80 %) are set in between
these two market roles.1 General effects of “market access” and “market incentive”
policy options on the share of environmentally preferred products on the market are
shown in Fig. 15.1.
After having identified various policy options, they were prioritized based on
three criteria, namely rigor of implementation (referring to the type of enforcement
1

These two roles can be implemented by several policy tools e.g. type approval, limit values,
permits, labels, taxes, subsidies, and procurement rules (e.g., Green Public Procurement (GPP).
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Fig. 15.1 Effects of “market access” and “market incentive” policy options on the share of environmentally preferred products on the market

and to the levers), rigor of LCA (referring to the extent of LCA use) and stakeholder
acceptance (referring to an assumed acceptance or willingness of stakeholders for
LC implementation). The prioritized policy options were subject of further detailed
analyses, described in the following section.

2.2

Identification and Description of Characteristics
of the Policy Options

Characteristics here refer to technical requirements for policy implementation.
These requirements also determine (though not solely) further characteristics of the
policy options like applicability (easiness) or acceptance and thus are relevant to
identify for example potential strengths or threats of the particular options.
For this work, the authors specified six technical requirements, namely methodology,
models, data, tools, quality assurance and communication and described them for
the prioritized policy options. Based on this, they further analyzed the options using
a SWOT2 analysis to reveal their potential strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats. This analysis was complemented by the RACER3 analysis, which originates
from the European Commission’s Impact Assessment Guidelines (EC 2009) to
assess the value of scientific tools for use in policy making based on the criteria
relevance, acceptance, credibility, easiness and robustness. For both the SWOT and
the RACER analysis different stakeholder perspectives were considered obtained
2
3

SWOT: strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats.
RACER: relevance, acceptance, credibility, easiness, robustness.
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from stakeholder meetings with policy makers, original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs), material industries and academia in Europe and beyond (in the USA,
Japan and China).

3

Results and Discussion

The following two sections present selected results of the ongoing research process.
The results focus on a detailed theoretical description of the identified policy options
for LCA deployment in legislation including existing examples from practice. In
addition – but on a higher level – key findings from the analysis of the characteristics of the policy options are provided.

3.1

Developed Policy Options

Based on the theoretical approach, by combining different structural elements
describing policy features, eleven policy options for LCA deployment were developed. The options range from voluntary to mandatory policies, describe legislations
with and without direct effects on the product design, legislations which are either
fully LCA based or which consider LCA or LCA data during policy development
(without requiring full LCAs) and legislations addressing two different market roles
i.e., “market incentive” and “market access”.
An overview of the 11 policy options identified is presented in Fig. 15.2. For
voluntary policy options, the feature “market access” is not foreseen because of the
nature of the policy options, they are not legally binding but intend to have indirect
effects on the market.
The following sections provide further details on the policy options, including
examples of how these options could theoretically look like. Moreover, examples
from practice (focusing on Europe) are provided, allocated to the theoretical options
and showing that some of the options are in fact already implemented in real world
legislation. The sections are differentiated between mandatory-performance based
options, mandatory-process based options and voluntary policy options.

3.1.1

Mandatory-Performance Based Policy Options

These options cover mandatory policies, thus “hard” legislations, which are based
on product performance. Consequently, they have a direct effect on the product
design and may require a product re-design. The mandatory-performance-direct
policy option (Table 15.2) is the most stringent solution for using LCA in policy,
while the mandatory-performance-indirect option (Table 15.3) is less stringent as it
does not require full LCAs. The latter can be seen as an intermediate step for full
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Fig. 15.2 Policy options for LCA deployment in legislation

Table 15.2 Mandatory-performance-direct policy options – theoretical and practical examples
differentiated according to the market role
Mandatory-performance-direct policy options
Market
Theoretical example (LC CO2 legislation
of cars)
role
Access
Company has to show a proof that LC CO2
emissions do not exceed defined limit
values; e.g. an EU fleet limit of 100 g LC
CO2/km or LC limit values per vehicle class

Incentive

(a) Company has to provide LC CO2 values;
the performance is used for criteria in GPP
(b) Company has to show LC CO2
emissions, e.g. by using an “LC CO2-label”;
possible market advantage if consumers
consider environmental performance for
purchase decisions

Examples from practice (EU)
Renewable Energy Directive (RED):
LC based limit values are provided
for renewable energies; e.g. if the
company shows that their biofuels
meet these targets, they can enter
the market as biofuels
No policy in the EU
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Table 15.3 Mandatory-performance-indirect policy options – theoretical and practical examples
differentiated according to the market role
Mandatory-performance-indirect policy options
Market
Theoretical example (LC CO2
legislation of cars)
Examples from practice (EU)
role
Access
Company has to show a proof EU Ecodesign Directive:
that CO2 emissions in relevant Uses LCA studies in the preparatory study to
phases, e.g. in the use phase of identify implementing measures which are not
a car do not exceed defined
full LC based
values, e.g. Xg CO2/km in use
phase or Yg CO2/kg in the
production phase of car
Incentive
Company has to show/publish (a) CO2 label for vehicle:
CO2 emissions, which occur in Information on tailpipe CO2 emissions per km
a relevant phase, e.g. the use
has to be available at the point of sale in EU
phase of a car (e.g. by using a (b) Clean Vehicles Directives:
non-LC CO2 label)
Requires that energy/environmental impacts
linked to the operation of vehicles over their
whole lifetime are considered in all purchases
of road transport vehicles, as covered by the
public procurement (PP) directives and the
public service regulation

LCA based legislation. It also reflects existing policies, which are especially relevant
for the automotive industry (e.g. CO2-label for tailpipe emissions).

3.1.2

Mandatory-Process Based Policy Options

These options capture mandatory policies, thus “hard” legislations, which are not
directly related to product performance but refer to technical aspects of process
based policies, e.g. requirements on a company level for continuous improvement.
Thus, they are less stringent than the performance based options. The mandatoryprocess-direct policy option (Table 15.4) can be seen as intermediate steps to use
LCA as basis for performance based legislation. The mandatory-process-indirect
policy options (Table 15.5) as the weakest form of mandatory legislation can be
considered as an introductory step towards full LC based (direct) and/or performance
based legislation.

3.1.3

Voluntary Policy Options

These options cover voluntary policies, thus “soft” legislations. The voluntaryperformance-direct and -indirect options are based on product performance, and
can have a direct effect on the product and may require a product re-design.
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Table 15.4 Mandatory-process-direct policy options – theoretical and practical examples
differentiated according to the market role
Mandatory-process-direct policy options

Market role
Access

Incentive

Theoretical example (LC CO2 legislation of cars)
Company uses LCA to determine LC CO2-emissions, e.g. an
environmental product declaration (EPD) must be available,
but the product performance documented is not decisive for
type approval
LC CO2 values must be available for GPP, e.g. for having
an EPD a bonus in PP can be received, but the product
performance documented is not relevant

Examples
from practice
(EU)
No policy
in the EU

No policy
in the EU

Table 15.5 Mandatory-process-indirect policy options – theoretical and practical examples
differentiated according to the market role
Mandatory-process-indirect policy options
Theoretical example (LC CO2 legislation
Market role of cars)
Access
(a) Company has to show a proof that CO2
emission values in relevant phases (e.g. use
phase) are determined (e.g. average values/
fleet)
(b) Company has to demonstrate a “certified”
management system/strategy to decrease CO2
for cars which is based on LCT, but does not
require full LCA implementation
Incentive
(a) Company gets more points if it has an
Environmental Management Auditing system
(EMAS) for GPP; the information must be
available
(b) Company has to show that CO2 emissions,
in relevant phases (e.g. use phase) are
determined and documented, e.g. using a
non-quantitative label like “we have used
LCA”; providing this could bring bonuses

Examples from practice (EU)
End-of-Life Vehicles Directive
(ELV):
Requires to provide recycling/
dismantling information as part
of the type approval

No policy in the EU

The voluntary-performance-direct option is the strongest voluntary policy option
and can be seen as an introductory step to reduce resistance against mandatory legislations. The same applies to the voluntary-performance-indirect option, which
additionally can be considered as basis for full LC based legislations. The voluntary-process based option is the weakest policy option and represents a very first
step towards performance based and mandatory legislations. Further details on the
three voluntary policy options as well as theoretical and practical examples are provided in Table 15.6.
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Table 15.6 Voluntary-performance-direct and -indirect and voluntary-process based options –
theoretical and practical examples (market role: only incentive)
Policy options
Voluntary-performancedirect

Voluntary-performanceindirect

Voluntary-process

Theoretical example (LC CO2
legislation of cars)
(a) Recommendation to show LC
CO2 emissions, e.g. using a label
(LC CO2 label)
(b) Recommendation to use
performance criteria documented
in EPDs for GPP
Recommendation to show CO2
emissions which occur in relevant
phases, e.g. the use phase of a
car, e.g. by using a label
Recommendation to present
CO2-emissions as part of e.g.
EMAS/inclusion of information
on CO2 emissions in
environmental program

Examples from practice (EU)
GPP:
Allows including full LC
performance criteria in GPP

EU flower:
LCA is used to develop criteria

EMAS:
Recommends using LCA
in the process of continuously
improving the company’s
environmental performance

As described in Sect. 2.1, in a second step the identified policy options were
prioritized. The following four policy options were selected:
•
•
•
•

Mandatory-performance-direct
Mandatory-performance-indirect
Mandatory-process-direct
Voluntary-performance-direct

These policy options cover the whole range of policy option features defined in
Table 15.1: mandatory and voluntary options, options with and without effects on
the product design as well as options which use full LCA or LCA as “backoffice”
for legislation. For these four options, further detailed analyses were conducted.
The high level results are summarized in the next section.

3.2

Characteristics of the Prioritized Policy Options

The different policy options require different solutions for implementation, which
depend on their particular characteristics. The characteristics of the four prioritized
policy options were described taking into account the technical requirements,
methodology, models, tools, data, quality assurance and communication.
It was found that the differences between the policy options are partly not very
significant and that some technical requirements are the same for both voluntary and
mandatory policies. For example, all direct policy options, which consider the full
LC, have some technical requirements, which are similar for all of them, e.g. the
need of LCA data and LCA tool(s) and the need to specify the product system
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model and LCIA model as well as characterization factors. On the other hand,
indirect policy options – with its “backoffice” use of LCA – generally may have less
strict technical requirements than direct options. Moreover, it was shown, that
sometimes, voluntary policy options have stricter requirements than mandatory
options, for example with regard to communication as they require a specific
communication format to reach the consumer.
The technical requirements of the particular policy options also determine their
applicability (efforts), comparability, robustness, relevance or stakeholder acceptance, and thus are relevant for their feasibility and probability of implementation.
The SWOT and RACER analysis from different stakeholder perspectives revealed
that generally highest relevance regarding CO2 reduction, but also highest efforts
for implementation seem to be related to the mandatory-performance-direct
option. Moreover, it was shown that robustness and credibility can principally be
guaranteed by all policy options and that acceptance strongly depends on the
perspective of the stakeholders. Generally, it can be assumed that if the policy
options are implemented properly, the acceptance is high, but if there is a risk of
poor implementation the acceptance would be low.

4

Conclusions and Outlook

Within the first phase of the research process, promising policy options were identified
and their characteristics were described. It was found that theoretically a broad
range of options for implementing LCA into policy exists and that practically (with
focus on the EU) some of them are already implemented in real world legislation.
Moreover, it was shown that there is no clear analytical, scientific overall preference
for one single policy option: for example, possible trade-offs were revealed (e.g.
showing that some technical requirements may be lower for a particular policy
option, others may be higher) and naturally no “black-and-white” results from
the SWOT and RACER analysis were obtained. Also, it was found that technical
implementation strongly depends on the implementation level and that solutions for
most technical requirements are already available,4 but that a consensus on the
proper setting of these requirements is missing.
The selected portfolio of policy options and the knowledge on their potential
benefits and shortcomings allow the development of a concept of how an LCA
methodology can be used in future automotive emission regulations. Preliminary
implementation scenarios were already described (but are not addressed in this

4

For example, different available LCA methodologies (e.g., ISO 14044, Product Environmental
Footprint (PEF)), databases for background data (Sonnemann et al. 2011), e.g., European
Reference Life Cycle Data System (ELCD) from the European Commission (EC n.d.), ecoinvent,
PE International) or data collection formats (Finkbeiner et al. 2003), models (e.g., UCSB model
by WorldAutoSteel or the model from the European Aluminum Association (EAA)) or communication formats (e.g., EPDs, labels).
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chapter), outlining how current regulations could potentially be amended to include
a LC perspective and/or how new co-existing LC based CO2 regulations could look.
The research process continues in 2015 and includes a broader stakeholder dialogue in the EU and beyond to communicate and refine the policy options as well as
to specify possible implementation pathways for policy options aiming at LCA
deployment in legislation. Though the focus in this work is/was laid on CO2 legislation in the automotive industry, the policy options developed can be used for other
industries and other environmental impacts as well.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Part IV

Mainstreaming and Capacity Building
on Life Cycle Management

This part includes a series of chapters addressing the challenges of mainstreaming
life cycle management. It discusses opportunities to build operational capability and
the potential for mainstreaming LCM in emerging economies through capacity
building, concluding on the need to enhance communication and collaboration
within the global LCA community.

Chapter 16

Taking Life Cycle Management Mainstream:
Integration in Corporate Finance
and Accounting
Cornelis Theunis Van Der Lugt

Abstract What does it take for life cycle management (LCM) to capture the
attention of the financial community? LCM experts face a window of opportunity as
technological progress and economic developments lead to greater interest in mainstreaming the sustainability agenda and integrating it in business decision-making.
This includes new approaches to the assessment of impacts on Natural Capital,
environmental management as well as annual corporate reporting. Having highlighted these, this chapter employs a Green Business Case Model to define ways in
which life cycle applications can be employed to link with core financial indicators
of special interest to investors. It describes three hypotheses to illustrate where
LCM tools can best make a difference, positively affecting core financial value drivers. The author suggests three hypothetical pathways to capture the attention of
investors, linking environmental life cycle costing (LCC) and financial, activitybased costing. These are complemented with company case examples. It draws lessons from past work on the business case as well research on environmental versus
financial life cycle costing (LCC).
Keywords Accounting • Corporate finance • Life cycle assessment • Life cycle
costing • Life cycle management • Life cycle thinking • Sustainability

1

Evolution in Assessment, Management
and Reporting Standards

Technological progress and improved understanding of the impact of a growing
world population on resource use globally has set the scene for a gradual transformation of environmental assessment, management and reporting tools over
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the last decade. While globalization and trade liberalization has led to greater
integration in the world economy, it has also been accompanied by increasing
fragmentation in production (see OECD 2012; Elms and Low 2013). The life
cycle assessment (LCA) community has seen a lively debate on, for example, the
value of deepening research to the level of product subsystems versus widening
research through systems expansion (cf Curran 2013), as well as combining process-LCA and Input–output (IO) LCA to deal with the complexities of long supply chains and product chain organization (see Gereffi et al. 2005; Finnveden
et al. 2009; Koh et al. 2013; Lake et al. 2014; Eriksson and Olsson 2011;
Baumann 2012).
Furthermore, global financial crises as well as dramatic cases of corporate failure
has led to renewed questioning of the role of corporate reporting. Frustration about
information overload in annual reports and apparent lack of what is really material
or strategic information has led to the birth of an integrated reporting movement.
The International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) seeks to promote “integrated
thinking”, akin to “life cycle thinking”. In defense of the GRI Guidelines, all its
environmental indicators reflect a life cycle approach. This includes impacts at the
end of the useful life of the product, especially important for life cycle management
(LCM) as environmental life cycle costing (LCC) takes into account use- and endof-life phases and hidden costs (Klöpffer 2008). The LCA response to the integration challenge has been to define the emergence of life cycle sustainability
assessment (LCSA) (see Finkbeiner et al. 2010; Guinee et al. 2011; Hellweg and
Canals 2014)
Against this background of value chain complexity and initiatives in favor of
integration, this chapter seeks to define pathways along which life cycle assessment
(LCA) applications and life cycle thinking can be integrated with core business
planning and strategic financial performance (Eun et al. 2009). Importantly, this
chapter is not about moving from environmental and/or social LCA to economic
LCA. Rather, it is about moving from environmental LCA to business finance and
accounting. Its reflections will also be relevant for what integration in the form of
sustainability LCA (a new integrated LCA or compilation of separate assessments)
implies, and how life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) could be engrained in
corporate financial planning.

2

Linking Life Cycle Assessment with Financial
Value Drivers

The weighting of different impact categories and resource use in the impact assessment (LCIA) steps of LCA takes us to the heart of making the business case and
linking it with corporate finance. This is where relative importance of impacts and
dependencies are assigned, where the level of significance is determined, where
ultimately the question of financial materiality is asked from a business perspective.
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ISO recognizes that this involves subjective judgment, and is dependent on the
overall goal of an LCA study (goal and scope definition). In the accounting and
reporting domain, international standards from International Accounting Standard
Board (IASB), IIRC (IIRC 2012, 2013), GRI and AccountAbility (AA1000)
include recognized definitions of “materiality” and recommend procedures for
determining “levels of significance” that involve various stakeholders to a greater or
lesser degree.
Monetized costing provides an important way of weighing or prioritizing
among various impacts and dependencies. A valuable field for making the link
between LCA and business finance is life cycle costing (LCC), both financial
LCC and environmental LCC (see Hunkeler et al. 2008; Reich 2005; Hunkeler
and Rebitzer 2003). The former refers to financial economic analysis of a product
or a function, in other words, conventional business financial analysis that would
be done for investment decision-making considering the economic life cycle of
the product or function. This contrasts with environmental LCC, which involves
weighting the environmental impacts of an LCA system in monetary terms. Links
between the two become evident when the environmental impacts have an economic impact on the system being analyzed, for example when environmental
externalities are being taxed by local authorities. The environmental LCC may
more scientifically reflect resource scarcities than the financial LCC, which when
using mainstream economic system prices or market values for resources signal
costs that may not adequately reflect real, absolute resource scarcities. This is
where risk definition needs to be more science-based and reflect appropriate context. Furthermore, in as far as an investment decision for a specified number of
years to come needs to be made in the face of uncertainty (such as future pricing
or taxing of resource use or pollution), business managers can benefit from the
application of real option (RO) theory in combination with LCA and LCC (cf
Cucchiellaa et al. 2014).
Any attempt to integrate monetized values of significant life cycle impacts or
dependencies in business decision-making has to address the indicators that are of
greatest interest to chief financial officers (CFOs) and those who provide financial
capital to enterprises. This is essential in making the business case, mapping out
cause and effect relations between environmental or sustainability actions and
financial results for the business. It can be illustrated by using a “Green Business
Case Model” (Van der Lugt and Bertoneche 2013) that includes the core financial
value drivers of special interest to financial managers.
The listed action areas and connectors included in the model (see Table 16.1)
have been identified based on the review of over 60 research articles and business
reports on the business case that have been published from 2002 to 2012 (see, for
example, Margolis et al. 2007; Ambec and Lanoie 2007; Berger et al. 2007; EABIS
2009; Molina-Azorín et al. 2009; Business in the Community 2011). Considering
the evolution of business case research over the last decade, it is evident that the
indicators most commonly referred to can best be grouped in a three step model of
(i) action areas, which lead to change in the area of what can be described as (ii)
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Table 16.1 The Green Business Case Model (columns 1–3), with additional references to LCM
linkages (column 4)
Environmental action areas
Eco-design (DfE)
Goods and services
Standards (incl. life cycle) and
technologies
Supply chain management
Education, training
Risk management
Communications, reporting
(incl. stakeholder engagement)

Connectors:
lead indicators
Customer
attraction
Brand value,
reputation
Innovation

Financial value
drivers
Growth of sales

LCM linkages
Product LCA

Duration of sales

Ongoing LCM

Operating margin

LCC and CBA

Operational
efficiency
Human capital,
productivity
Risk profile
License to
operate

Investment in
fixed capital
Investment in
working capital
Cost of capital
Tax rate

Maintenance,
Remanufacturing
Product service
systems
Impact risks
LC-based
eco-taxes

precursor or lead indicators, change that eventually affect (iii) the financial value
drivers. For each of the rows of indicators a cause and effect relation can be
hypothesized. For illustrative purposes three of these are discussed below, with
examples including special reference to LCA applications. It shows pathways of
making the connection between greening actions and business financial
performance.

2.1

Growth of Sales

Hypothesis for Sales Growth As market and regulatory demand for sustainability
grows, the business that (i) makes effective use of design for sustainability and
delivers greener products and services will be in a position to (ii) boost its innovation ability and attract more customers, which (iii) will show positive results in its
growth of sales.
This argument aligns with the proposition by management experts that sustainability has become the key driver of innovation, in new products and services as
well as business models (Nidumolu et al. 2009). Take-up of such products and services is boosted by, among others, more reliable information (e.g., labeling). Of
special significance for LCA-based product innovation, and LCM more broadly, is
survey research by McKinsey with Boston College (2009) which cited innovation,
new products, new customers, and new markets as specific areas where sustainability factors have demonstrable impact on overall organizational growth. The challenge for the LCM community is to illustrate how LCA can be employed in a
convincing manner to deliver products with reliable certifications and product infor-
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mation. It may, for example, be asked whether the price of the product includes
costs associated with the use and the end-of-life phases of the product. In as far as
the greener product may be more expensive, consumers need education and guidance
to realize that over the full life cycle the product is in fact cheaper. To start with, the
LCA opportunity starts at the design phase. Eco-design has often been cited as one
of the obvious applications of life cycle thinking, integrating business economics
and the environmental sciences. Consider, for example, that most of the resource
requirements and environmental impacts of products are predetermined during their
design stage.
The need for reliable labels and certifications applies not only to manufactured
products. Consider agrifood products and increasing consumer concern about where
(local versus imported) and under what conditions (organic or sustainable) they
have been produced. The retailer sector provides growing evidence of the use of
green labels and the ability of major corporations to report impressive growth in the
sales of such products. Whole Foods Market (2011), a Fortune 500 company and
largest retailer of natural and organic foods in the USA, has seen its sales grow from
$92.5 million in 1991 to $10.11 billion in 2011, at a compounded annual growth
rate of 26 %.
Topical examples of product innovation and LCC can be found from companies
such as Procter & Gamble (P&G), General Electric (GE), Puma, and Baxter.
Mindful that consumers’ product use causes the highest level of water consumption
related to a detergent product’s life cycle, P & G in 2007 switched all of its liquid
detergents to a compact formula. By fall 2008, its Fabric Care and Home Care segment had seen a 10 % increase in net sales growth (CERES and Pacific Institute
2009). Launched in 2005 as an explicitly cleantech labeled product range, the
Ecomagination products of GE reached sales of US$18 billion in 2009 – the size of
a Fortune 150 company. GE has since predicted that revenues of Ecomagination
products will grow at twice the rate of total company revenues over the coming 5
years (Porter and Kramer 2011). By 2015 the company reported sales revenue of
Ecomagination products since 2005 was US$160 billion.
In 2010, the sporting goods company PUMA published an environmental profit
and loss (EP&L) account, providing a monetary value on life cycle environmental
impacts along its entire supply chain. The methodology in doing this involved a
hybrid I-O process LCA. It enabled the company assess its overall environmental
impacts valued at EUR 145 million in 2010 and define its most significant environmental impacts, where these impacts mainly occur (tiers 3 and 4 of the supply
chain), in which regions most of the impact occur (Asia Pacific) and how they are
spread in its product portfolio (e.g., mainly related to footwear). Today its annual
report includes a Sustainability Scorecard that gives performance data by product,
factories and company. From 2010 to 2012 its global brand sales grew from EUR
2.86 billion to EUR 3.45 billion (PUMA 2012).
The EP&L published by Puma can be compared with the Environmental
Financial Statement published by healthcare company Baxter in its annual environmental reports since the mid-1990s. The statement by Baxter lists annual environ-
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mental costs as well as environmental income, savings or cost avoidance. These
reflect actual costs associated with activities such as pollution control, environmental
fees for packaging, energy and water consumption. The Baxter statement rather
reflects an approach akin to financial LCC, as opposed to the Puma statement that
reflects the application of an environmental LCC. In 2012, Baxter ranked number
86 in the Corporate Knights list of “Global 100 Most Sustainable Corporations in
the World” and for the 11th year was recognized as the Medical Products Industry
Leader of the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index (Dhanda 2012). In its annual
sustainability report Baxter prominently discusses the application of LCA and LCM
including the conducting of product sustainability reviews (PSRs) that are described
as providing the foundation for its sustainable product design. From 2008 to 2012,
its annual sales revenues grew from US$12.3 billion to US$14.2 billion.

2.2

Duration of Sales

Hypothesis on Duration of Sales Growth The business that (i) introduces greener
goods and services to the market, backed up consistently by recognized standards
and labels, will (ii) reap the benefit of greater brand value and reputation, enabling
it (iii) to sustain a good growth of sales with longer duration.
Any assessment of the financial health of a company needs to consider not only
its “growth of sales” over the last quarter or year. It also has to consider the “duration of sales,” for example, trends over a 5-year period. The ability to not only reach
new customers but also maintain their loyalty and trust over the longer term is
determined by a range of factors, all of which serve to build company or product
brand value. This is where credible use of LCM tools and consistent communication
of product performance based on LCA applications can be critical. It may
also require applying LCM in developing or assessing not just individual
products or product lines but a broader product portfolio with longer-term customer
relations in mind.
From surveys of senior managers and investment professionals in global firms it
is evident that brand and corporate reputation tends to be a key area where they see
a business case. The concern with reputation implies not only business to consumer
(B2C) but also business to business (B2B) relations. If brand is to provide a guarantee of product safety and quality, the ongoing performance of all tiers of suppliers in
the value chain becomes critical. This presents fertile ground for applying life cycle
methods in business value chains. Accompanying the attributes of greener products
and services with greener standards in operations will serve to further boost the
reputation of both product and company (cf Iraldo et al. 2014).
A survey in 2012 of 1,375 consumers and 575 senior executives of companies
with revenues of over US$500 million in China, Brazil, the USA and the UK found
that 78 % of respondents indicated they do not buy a product if they do not like the
parent company (Weber Shandwick and KRC Research 2012). In addition, 67 %
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indicated they examine product labels to find the parent company, and 56 % would
think twice if they could not find information about the company behind it. This
illustrates possible limitations of only applying LCA to products, and the advantages of broadening the scope and applying life cycle thinking transparently to the
broader enterprise.
Supporting duration of sales and continual improvement in quality is of course
the training of employees and incentives for management in the use of LCM tools.
Consider the example of life sciences and material sciences company Royal DSM
(2010/2012). It links almost one-quarter of management compensation to the company’s performance in eco-product development, energy efficiency and employee
engagement. The company’s 23,000 employees deliver annual net sales of more
than €9 billion. ECO+ products constituted 40 % of running business sales in 2010
and 43 % in 2012.

2.3

Operating Margin and Capital Expenditure

Hypothesis on Profit and Capital Through (i) the use of recognized standards
and cleaner technologies in its own operations to use resources more sustainably, as
well as advancing those through its supply chain, a business can (ii) improve its
operational efficiency – its ability to turn inputs into productive outputs in a costeffective manner – as a result of which (iii) it will improve its net profit margin and
optimize its capital expenditure.
The key role of resource efficiency in operations and its impact on earnings
before interest and taxes (EBIT) is recognized today, especially in industries in
highly competitive markets such as information and communications technology,
car manufacturing and consumer goods. Traditional analysis on the business case
has tended to start off by highlighting cost savings, in particular savings related to
energy use. In as far as resources are wasted and polluting emissions not avoided,
business earnings will additionally be taxed in more economies world-wide. An
analysis of the carbon exposure of an emerging markets investment portfolio benchmarked against the S&P/IFCI LargeMidCap Index is illustrative. For 16 firms from
emerging markets, analysis by Trucost (2010) has found that at US$108 per metric
ton of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) by 2030, carbon costs could equate to more
than 100 % of their EBIT (Carbon Disclosure Project 2010).
The costs of penalties for inaction contrasts with the benefits of preventative
action. 3M has been running its Pollution Prevention Pays (3P) program for 40
years by 2015. In 2013 it estimated that since its inception the program has served
to avoid 1.9 million metric tons of pollutants (waste, air and water pollution) and
saved the company nearly US$1.8 billion based on aggregated data from the first
year of each 3P project (3M Sustainability Report 2014). LCM is applied to all its
products. Furthermore, LCM evaluation as a required component of its New Product
Introduction process. It is also building on its LCM experience to develop new sus-
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tainability solutions. Clearly this is no longer just about operational efficiency in the
name of cost savings. More companies have also started to focus on increased
revenues and competitive market position.
McKinsey (2011) has found that 70 % of productivity opportunities today have
an internal rate of return (IRR) of more than 10 % at current prices. As a result,
some argue that business finds itself in the era of the Resource Revolution (Heck
and Rogers 2014). Alongside opportunities are growing risks related to resource
use. The cost of raw material inputs is impacted by growing natural resource constraints, which puts at risk the profit margins and EBIT of a range of sectors. The
past decade alone has reversed a 100-year decline in resource prices. Analysis of
fast-moving consumer goods companies by WRI and ATKearney in the late 2000s
considered the impact of commodity price rises (Callieri et al. 2008). They calculated an ecoflation scenario in which natural resource constraints cause a reduction
of 13–31 % in EBIT by 2013, and 19–47 % by 2018 for companies that do not
develop strategies to mitigate the risks posed by environmental pressures. Examining
data from six firms with a global presence in producing food, beverages, personal
care and household care items, they found that, on average, raw materials and packaging costs each equaled 15 % of revenues (Von Falkenstein et al. 2010).
What then is the connection between cleaner production standards, operational
efficiency and capital expenditure? Improved efficiency in the use of resources will
drive more optimal use of fixed assets (e.g., land, buildings, equipment, machinery,
vehicles). A challenge for the LCM community is to define how life cycle management of fixed assets can bring efficiency improvements through the use of approaches
such as remanufacturing. There also exists an LCM opportunity with respect to
working capital, a financial value driver with respect to which limited research on
the green business case exists. It is related to the use of product service systems
(PSSs) in the form of leasing rather than buying equipment, which can bring significant savings alongside its environmental benefits. This includes efficiencies due to
services provided at scale, onsite or offsite, by an external business partner (see
Willard 2012). In how far is LCA able to capture such benefits with different system
boundaries involved? If LCA and LCC can quantify the benefits of PSSs in physical
and monetary terms, the findings will also be of special relevance to working capital
expenditure. PSS-related efficiency improvements can serve as a driver for innovation in the way inventory and customer or supplier relations (receivables or payables) are managed.

3

Conclusion

Amidst greater interest in how enterprises use different types of capital and generate
value in a sustainable manner, LCM has to prove its value by illustrating linkages
with corporate finance and strategic performance. Considering the core financial
value drivers highlighted in this chapter, the necessary contribution of LCM is summarized below:
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• Sales growth and its duration: LCM has to be used effectively in the design of
products or product portfolios, services and business models that are convincingly sustainable. LCC experts have recognized that new business models may
be required to develop more integrated (not fragmented) value chain systems
(Swarr et al. 2011). Mindful of the lead indicators of customer attraction and
brand reputation, LCA applications also have to be used credibly and consistently in a manner that enables the communication of reliable information via
labels and the like to customers.
• Operating margin: The use of LCM standards, internally and through supply or
value chains, need to effectively promote innovation and operational efficiency
in order to boost operating margins. This is not simply about short-term profit. It
is about defining avoided and opportunity costs in making business approaches
that secure the longer-term sustainability of profit and cash flows.
• Investment in fixed and working capital: LCA experts need to consider in how far
their methodologies can be used to define the value of closed loop manufacturing
(CLM), in particular remanufacturing, as well as product service systems (PSSs)
in enabling more optimal and sustainable capital expenditure. CLM and PSSs are
highly under-estimated.
• Cost of capital: LCM needs to be effectively integrated with risk management,
helping broadly to define hot spots in value chains and, specifically, through the
collection of bottom-up data, risks of various kinds (including operational and
regulatory) that may be associated with specific products, operations and organizational entities. In addition, the providers of financial capital need to be educated about the meaning of LCA findings.
• Tax rate: The LCA community needs to illustrate how its research can be used by
regulators to define convincing eco-tax regimes that succeed to reward early
adopters and penalize enterprises that persist with damaging products, services
and business models.
It is theoretically convenient to state that environmental LCC is different from
financial LCC and activity-based costing (ABC) in management accounting (cf
Rebitzer and Nakamura 2008). One is focused on the costs of environmental
damage and the other on business costs. It is, however, imperative today to define
the link between these two and not leaving this to regulators. It means that LCA
experts will need to support cost benefit analysis in which the incentives and cost
structures for individual actors involved in whole life cycle systems or value
chains are assessed. Furthermore, analysis will also need to show an ability to
assess future costs and benefits likely to occur in the short, medium or long term.
While seeking to meet these expectations, the LCM community will need to take
cognisance of the preference among the mainstream investment community for
“using a handful of the most important indicators and proxies to capture risk
(that) can minimize complexity” (IIRC 2012). The three hypotheses examined in
this chapter suggest pathways to capture the attention of investors in tackling this
difficult task.
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Chapter 17

Building Organizational Capability for Life
Cycle Management
Thomas E. Swarr, Anne-Claire Asselin, Llorenç Milà i Canals,
Archana Datta, Angela Fisher, William Flanagan, Kinga Grenda,
David Hunkeler, Stephane Morel, Oscar Alberto Vargas Moreno,
and M. Graça Rasteiro

Abstract Corporations are being pressured to integrate life cycle thinking and
practices across global supply chains. The UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative has
been developing a life cycle management capability maturity model (LCM CMM)
to help mainstream life cycle assessment (LCA) and life cycle management (LCM).
Pilot projects in small-to-medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to apply the model
showed the companies were able to identify and implement projects that delivered
both near-term business value and developed the organizational capability for
LCM. A key benefit of the life cycle approach was enhanced cross-functional integration and collaboration with suppliers and customers. The projects did identify a
need for more guidance on how to interpret the business impact of environmental
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concerns and to align LCM efforts with company business strategy. Collaborative
networks where more advanced companies can share their knowledge are a key
enabler, particularly in developing economies.
Keywords Business • LCM capability maturity model • Life cycle assessment •
Life cycle management • Life cycle thinking • Sustainability • UNEP/SETAC life
cycle initiative • Value chains

1

Introduction

Advances in information and communication technology have enabled companies
to rationalize their production systems across the globe for peak efficiency, providing a continuous stream of innovative and low-cost consumer goods. The dramatic
expansion of the market economy has been extremely successful in raising the
material standards of living. However, there is growing awareness that the material
and energy intensive modes of current production systems are unsustainable as the
size of the global middle class consumer market is expected to grow from 1.8 billion
in 2009 to 4.9 billion by 2030 (Pezzini 2012). Business has recognized the challenge and is moving from a narrow focus on short-term economic value to a broader
concept of shared value, defined as policies and operating practices that enhance the
competitiveness of a company while simultaneously improving the economic and
social conditions in its host community (Porter and Kramer 2011). Leading companies, as well as some new firms, are working to develop value chain indices that
measure and price all externalities, from raw materials to final product disposal
enabling direct comparison of products at the point-of-sale (Chouinard et al. 2011;
UNEP/SETAC 2014, 2015). Life cycle assessment (LCA) is an internationally standardized method for quantifying environmental impacts of product systems and has
been recognized as the primary methodology for helping decision-makers select
effective improvement strategies while avoiding burden shifting between impact
categories or life stages (Guinée et al. 2011; Hellweg and Milà i Canals 2014).
However, there is concern that small-to-medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) lack the
capacity to provide quality data for the various supply chain metrics, let alone conduct comprehensive LCAs.
The UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative has been working to promote the implementation of life cycle management, or the effective integration of life cycle thinking into the day-to-day routines of business (UNEP/SETAC 2013a) for more than a
decade. During Phase I (2002–2007), researchers identified a need for training
materials and technical resources to build capacity for life cycle management
(LCM), particularly in developing economies and small-to-medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) (Saur et al. 2003). During Phase II (2007–2012), one of the work
areas was life cycle approaches for capability development (including institutional
empowerment, training, curricular development, etc.), with a particular focus on
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addressing challenges in implementing LCM in SME suppliers as part of sustainable
value chain initiatives (Swarr et al. 2011). That effort was continued in Phase III
(2012–2016) with the funding of a series of pilot projects to apply a LCM Capability
Maturity Model (LCM CMM) to help guide the implementation of a life cycle
based improvement project.
The LCM CMM builds on well-established methods from the process quality
improvement discipline and provides a structured framework to help companies
incrementally build the organizational capacity for more comprehensive and powerful life cycle (LC) methods (Swarr 2011). Previous research on organizational
change has shown that ~70 % of failed change initiatives were attributed to inadequate attention to ‘softer’ issues of organizational health (Keller and Price 2011).
Sustained high performance requires a balance between top-down initiatives for
results-driven action and bottom-up organizational development efforts to instill a
culture of learning and continuous improvement (Beer 2001). Thus, the LCM CMM
complements top-down efforts to drive sustainability measures across global supply
chains with bottom-up organizational development efforts to build the necessary
skills in SMEs to enable them to provide high quality data and to adapt LCM objectives to meet their specific competitive and stakeholder pressures.

1.1

Chapter Outline

The capability maturity model (CMM) concept originates from a quality management maturity grid proposed by Phil Crosby (1979), subsequently developed for
numerous functions, such as software engineering, integrated product development,
systems engineering and more. The CMMI Institute (cmmiinstitute.com) integrated
these models, but they are extremely complex and inappropriate for SME suppliers
(Sukhoo et al. 2007). Development of a simpler and more practical LCM CMM is
described under Methods. A series of company case studies are then presented to
compare the theory of CMMs with the real world practice of LCM. In some cases,
the company projects explicitly applied the LCM CMM developed by UNEP/
SETAC. In other cases, the company projects made no direct application of CMM,
but were simply efforts to apply LCM principles to address specific objectives. The
focus of the case studies is on the change management issues that can promote or
inhibit success of company improvement initiatives. These company experiences
are then reviewed and reconciled with the LCM CMM concepts to develop a framework that companies can use to tailor LCM to their specific competitive context,
environmental constraints and opportunities, and strategic priorities. The basic
premise is that a structured approach to help address these softer management issues
can be a useful strategy to mainstream LCM in business. Finally, the chapter concludes with recommendations for future research to expand business capacity for
LCM and to promote its effective integration into routine business decision-making
processes.
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Methods
Development of the Life Cycle Management Capability
Maturity Model

The life cycle management capability maturity model (LCM CMM) was based on a
model developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to guide enterprises
implementing lean production practices (Nightingale and Mize 2002). Researchers,
academics, consultants and business managers had developed a broad vision of the
values, behaviors and practices that constituted a lean enterprise (Womak and Jones
2003). However, practitioners were faced with a confusing array of principles, tools
and practices, but no help on the order or precedence to implementing various best
practices in a cohesive management system. These same considerations describe the
current challenge of deploying sustainability across global supply chains.
The LCM CMM was structured into three broad categories. Leadership processes set the direction for the organization and determine if there is sufficient motivation and organizational support to successfully achieve the stated goals. Life
cycle processes provide operational excellence to design, build, deliver and support
product offerings in a safe, clean, equitable and profitable manner. Enabling infrastructure assures resources are in place over the long-term to successfully implement the defined strategy. The intent is to accelerate learning by defining a logical
sequence of skill-building improvement projects that gradually build robust
decision-making processes necessary for effective implementation of LCM. The
model is summarized in Table 17.1.
The LCM CMM framework simply expands the concept of customer to include
other interested stakeholders and the ‘voice of the environment’ and looks beyond
the immediate financial and efficiency goals to continually assess how the value
chain is meeting the broader needs of civil society and preserving its resiliency to
adapt to external disruptions (Hart and Milstein 2003). Building on lean concepts
Table 17.1 Life cycle management capability maturity model (LCM CMM)
Maturity
level
Qualified

Span
of concern
Project
or facility

Efficient

Enterprise

Process inputs/outputs;
eco-efficiency

Effective

Value chain

LCA; cradle-to-grave

Adaptive

Society

Sustainability, resiliency
indices

Metrics
Binary yes-no
compliance; wastes

Appropriate projects
Basic work procedures/skills, unit
process improvements, waste
minimization
Interconnected processes, pollution
prevention, process redesign,
collaboration with key supplier
or customer
Eco-design, enterprise-wide
initiative, value chain collaborations
Public-private partnerships,
community development outreach,
public policy reform
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was also intended to leverage any previous investments in lean methods and to ally
with the quality function within the company. A questionnaire1 was developed that
provided diagnostic questions for key processes, along with example practices that
described the various maturity levels.
In May 2013, the initiative announced a call for proposals from companies
“interested in implementing a project which adopts life cycle thinking in their business management and operation”. The proposal application required companies to
conduct a maturity self-assessment and propose improvement projects to advance
both life cycle and business objectives. Applicant companies identified a “LCM
CMM coach” to help with the maturity assessment and the eventual implementation
of identified projects. There was no requirement that coaches had previous training
in the LCM CMM, and training materials that were developed in earlier phases of
the LCI were made available to support their preparation of proposals (Swarr et al.
2011). In addition, UNEP/SETAC contracted a “mentor” to provide remote technical support to the coaches. Eight projects were selected from 22 applications and
were awarded small grants to help implement the life cycle based improvement
projects (UNEP/SETAC 2013b).

2.2

Company Case Studies

2.2.1

UNEP/SETAC LCM CMM Pilots

There were several constraints in the application process, which complicated evaluation of the efficacy of the LCM CMM. Coaches were required to conduct a maturity assessment and propose specific improvement projects as part of the application
process. Few coaches had any prior exposure to the LCM CMM, and thus had to
conduct the maturity assessment based on their review of the training materials, a
PowerPoint presentation and a workbook. However, the maturity assessments submitted all appeared to be of reasonable quality and identified existing organizational
strengths and weaknesses. In general, identified projects seemed to be reasonably
aligned with the maturity assessments (i.e. existing LCM capability within the organization), with the possible exception being an over-emphasis of LCA in the projects. A second constraint was a short timeline, approx. 6–9 months, which meant
that many proposed improvement projects would extend beyond the contract end
date, precluding a final evaluation of outcomes. A list of the projects is provided in
Table 17.2.
Several projects in companies led by executives with visions of strong LCM
programs raised interesting questions of just how much life cycle knowledge is
required and where should it reside in the organization. RUCID processes tropical
fruits into juice and dried crisps. NEHSU Foods produces and sells soya-based milk
1
A copy of the questionnaire and an accompanying workbook are available at http://blog.pucp.edu.
pe/media/2360/20130211-4__cmm_workbook_ilcm2012_s__valdivia.pdf (Accessed 24 Feb 2015).
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Table 17.2 LCM CMM pilot projects
Pilot
Freudenberg, SA

RUCID, UG

Outcomes
Training
Conducted procurement
audit, supplier workshop, site
visits to two suppliers
Stakeholder workshop-23
individuals; staff trained

NEHSU Foods, CM

Executive team trained in
LCM; pilot results shared
with three sister
organizations

SDA, Bogota, CO

Workshop 1–18 co
Workshop 2–13 co
Workshop 3–16 co
Workshop 4–10 co
Completed baseline
assessment of wastes

Ediouro Grafica, BR

Finca Mountain, PE
Polygenta
Technologies, IN
India Glycols Ltd., IN

Baseline study and options
assessment reports
Training workshop for core
team for LCA/ten individuals
2 day workshop − 30
individuals

Environmental
Sustainability criteria used to create
supplier scorecard, built into contracts
Established energy monitoring
procedures; project plan for anaerobic
digester and higher efficiency stove
Began implementation of Food safety
management system; identified KPIs
for supply chain and defined
requirements for management
information system
Eleven companies developed
improvement plans; five projects
completed within time frame of pilot
study
Book printing waste reduced 41 %,
stapled magazine waste 36 % and
glued magazine waste 32 %
Implementation plan in place, started
on motor management system
Improved data systems to measure
environmental parameters
Baseline LCA completed, developed
LCM manual and merged with
Integrated Management System (IMS)

and yoghurt products; Finca Mountain cultivates, produces and exports specialty
coffees. All rely on relatively low-skilled labor that may be seen as having little
need for LCM expertise. RUCID’s project was to develop proposals to obtain funding for energy upgrades. As part of the baseline assessment, employees were trained
to monitor energy use on a regular basis to raise awareness and promote higher
process efficiency. Finca Mountain’s project was similarly focused on equipment
upgrades to improve efficiency, but the company also started with a motor management system to build the foundation for improved operational controls and a more
comprehensive energy management system. NEHSU Foods focused on defining
key performance indicators to manage its supply chain and realized a need for more
formal and robust systems to manage internal operations. The company started by
focusing on a Food Safety Management system that directly supported the company
strategic value proposition.
The companies did not seem to have any difficulty identifying relevant projects
that provided business value and addressed life cycle environmental concerns.
The companies in the Bogota, CO network assessed themselves as having limited
understanding of LCM principles. However, several developed useful screening
tools to prioritize their improvements. Somos K S.A., a bus transit company, used a
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screening LCA to focus on improved maintenance procedures to reduce fuel consumption, providing operating savings and reduced greenhouse gas emissions. Azul
K S.A., a manufacturer of cleaning products developed a qualitative screening tool
that considered design, materials, manufacturing, marketing, waste generation, disposal and market trends. Based on this screening assessment, a liquid dishwashing
detergent was selected for further analysis based on a high qualitative impact ranking and a growing market. Ediouro Grafica rated its LCM maturity at a relatively
low level, and thus, decided to focus on a waste minimization project that could be
used to develop basic data systems and lay the foundation for more complete LCAs.
Freudenberg Nonwovens South Africa manufactures interlinings for the garment
industry and develops and produces nonwovens for the energy, car interior, hygiene,
medical, building interiors, as well as for special applications. Their LCM maturity
was rated higher and the company had support from the corporate parent. Thus, it
conducted a more sophisticated evaluation of its supply chain, defining specific sustainability criteria to be integrated into a supplier scorecard.
There was some tendency for companies to conflate LCA and LCM. Many
viewed LCAs almost as a compliance requirement, and it was necessary to reassure
companies that their projects did not necessarily require cradle-to-grave studies. For
example, Cristacryl de Colombia S.A. is a manufacturer of high quality acrylic
products using 100 % virgin materials. The company completed a streamlined study
of its products that showed the production of basic chemicals dominated the impact
assessment, but they saw little value, or ability, to gather more detailed data on
upstream processes they had virtually no ability to affect. Instead, the company
developed a communication campaign to educate customers on how to improve
yields, improve recycling rates and avoid landfill disposal of the acrylic scrap. This
directly supported their strategy of positioning themselves as a quality supplier of
superior products. However, during the pilots, it was necessary to reassure the company that LCM did not require a complete LCA with site-specific data from their
chemical suppliers.
In other cases, companies conducted LCAs, but struggled to identify improvements that provided a financial benefit. India Glycols conducted a study of polyethylene glycol made from sugar cane molasses, a byproduct from a sugar refinery.
Although the study showed benefits relative to petroleum-based products, their customers have limited understanding and appreciation for the environmental benefits,
and the product currently competes in a commodity market. It will require significant marketing to build awareness and identify niches that will attach a premium to
bio-based chemicals. Similarly, Multidimensionales S.A., a packaging company,
conducted a LCA of disposable polypropylene (PP) and polystyrene (PS) cups.
Although there would be significant benefits from improved recycling rates, there is
a lack of recycling infrastructure in Bogota and a need to change end user behaviors.
The company has identified shopping mall operators as a high leverage point, with
sufficient volume of material that can be practically collected and a good venue for
end user outreach programs. Azul K identified landfill disposal of the empty bottle
as a significant impact, but did not have the ability to influence end-of-life recycling
rates. The company was able to redesign a light-weight version that had the same
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look and feel necessary for customer acceptance, which would at least reduce the
weight of material being landfilled. High concentration cleaning products were also
identified as a potential improvement, but again would require a significant outreach
effort to change consumer behaviors.
The Secretaria Distrital de Ambiente (SDA) project in Bogota, CO, offered a model
for future efforts to disseminate LCM practice. SDA is the environmental agency for
the city and had been working with a network of companies to advance their environmental programs. The companies had previously participated in programs on compliance, clean production and environmental management systems. Although not
explicitly based on a CMM approach, these earlier programs were well aligned with
the structure of the LCM CMM. In addition, the experience helped establish the technical credibility of SDA for this program and helped build trust among the member
companies necessary for voluntary projects. A good example is a project Colcafé
S.A.S. conducted in collaboration with Andria Logística, a waste hauler, and Santa
Reyes, an egg producer, to find a better solution for managing a waste stream of coffee
bean ‘silver skins’. The waste silver skins were used as an additive to improve the
anaerobic digestion of poultry manure, boosting efficiency, reducing odors and improving the logistics of waste hauling for both Colcafé and Santa Reyes. This type of project
is only feasible for local companies that have a necessary level of trust to overcome
transaction costs and to arrive at equitable sharing of the costs and benefits.
The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) coordinated the two pilots in India. A specific advantage of FICCI was that their quality
group managed the pilots. Quality professionals are more familiar with CMM concepts, and this was important in helping to communicate the concepts to the company. The project was designed to facilitate adoption of LCM practices in business
operations through three key activities including the LCM CMM maturity assessment by the senior management team, training of departmental heads and officers
and joint review of results with the coach. The initial maturity self-assessment exercise lasted 10 days, as senior management needed several back and forth discussions with the project coach to understand the model and relate it to the company’s
day-to-day activities. It was clear that dedicated effort was needed to rearticulate the
model for wider socialization. The model was therefore converted into a Yes/No
questionnaire on LCM CMM and its extensions. Participants could choose ‘Yes’ or
‘No’ (with reasons) based on their own work/knowledge (categorized as ‘Primary’)
as well as based on reliable information through other sources (categorized as
‘Secondary’). For questions where participants were not dealing with that particular
area nor had any reliable information from other sources, they could choose ‘Don’t
Know’ or leave a blank. The model was socialized through a specially designed
training workshop on LCM CMM for officers from different departments of the
organization. As part of the training, all generic terms in the questionnaire were
mapped to company specific language and examples. The significant reduction in
Blank/Don’t Know responses shown in Fig. 17.1 demonstrates how the rearticulation and mapping exercises helped staff from different departments
understand the practical application of LCM in the organization and in their own
work areas after completion of the training workshop.
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Fig. 17.1 Comparison of participant responses on day 1 and 2 of the training showing improvement in understanding of LCM concepts

2.2.2

Additional Case Studies of Mature Companies

Few companies have explicitly used a formal CMM to guide efforts to implement
LCM practices. Thus, it is useful to survey experiences of companies with more
mature programs to elicit lessons that might be applied to evaluating the efficacy of
a capability approach. GE (General Electric) has been developing LCM and LCA
since 2008. The GE Ecoassessment Center of Excellence (CoE) was founded to
assess the environmental impact of products and technologies throughout the entire
lifespan, from raw material extraction through reuse, recycling and disposal at end
of life. The programs avoid a ‘one-size fits all’ approach by developing and applying
a variety of tools and resources, from simple screening tools to detailed LCAs. The
intent is to leverage the screening and streamlined approaches in early phases of
product development, make strategic use of LCA and focus on value creation for
customers, investors and society. The Ecoassessment CoE does not dictate the use
of LCM, but rather works to build awareness, deliver tools and resources, provide
guidance and support, and where necessary manage the detailed LCA studies. An
environmental LCM portal is used to make tools and resources easily accessible to
diverse business units. It is also necessary to tailor the tools to the diverse needs of
different businesses. For example, a product LCM tool includes ten separate sets of
customizable weightings that can be used to emphasize issues most relevant to a
specific business context. When detailed LCA studies are warranted, the CoE provides trained professionals to perform the LCA or manage the work with external
experts. It is necessary to demonstrate value to the business to promote adoption of
LCM practices. An interactive tool was created to build awareness of how a LCM
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Fig. 17.2 Interactive tool showing perspectives on creating business value with LCM (example
output: results shown are specific to a particular product)

perspective can create business value for a particular product or business activity,
and the results are plotted in a spider chart easily interpreted by business managers
(see Fig. 17.2.)
AQUA + TECH is a global leader in water purification systems and wastewater
treatment technology for industrial and infrastructure markets. The company is collaborating with the University of Coimbra to explore the use of organic wastes to
create coagulants for improved wastewater treatment. The majority of coagulants
currently used are derived from iron and aluminum recovered from waste streams.
In general, for each ton of carbon removed from the wastewater, one ton of sludge
is generated. Even after thickening, the sludge is typically 70 % water. LCAs have
shown us that the main environmental impact is, therefore, the transport of the
sludge to its ultimate disposal (Rebitzer et al. 2004). If the coagulants were produced from organic sources, instead of the inorganic waste metals, wastewater clarification would be possible concomitant with biodegradability. If bacteria, already
used in the wastewater plant, could metabolize the coagulant itself, then less sludge
could be generated. AQUA + TECH is able to leverage an expanded technical base
for a detailed LCA study through the collaboration, which is part of a SME-PhD
program supported by EU FP7. An interesting caveat of making water treatment
chemicals from waste streams is that the final product has high levels of water.
Therefore, the extraction and transformation must take place near the waste stream
and the final product can only be transported economically about 300 km. A key
driver of the project is AQUA + TECH’s vision of a zero-discharge facility.
Therefore, any aqueous streams used in production have to be either re-used or
recycled with minimum cost and effort, back into the process.
The Renault group conducted its first full vehicle LCA in 2005 (Cabal 2005).
This first LCA project led to a standardized global assessment, and many later
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studies provided accurate and quantified information to document the improved
environmental profile of new vehicles. In 2012, the company organized a crossfunctional team from design, innovation, manufacturing, IT systems, marketing and
more to benchmark Renault’s life cycle thinking activities and propose recommendations to advance their efforts. Renault developed a CMM tailored to their specific
needs. The model addressed five management areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Plan – set strategy and define targets
Enablement tools and competencies
Evaluate – measure product performance
Eco-design – create products with improved environmental performance
Value-clarify benefits and capital creation

Five stages of maturity were defined – Compliant (license to produce),
Fragmented (localized environmentally efficient approaches), Integrated (company
aligned behind common key indicators), Extended (company has integrated the key
stakeholders) and Global (pioneer in innovation and sustainable value creation, i.e.
human, natural, financial capitals). The LCM CMM was used as a resource to
develop semantic descriptions for the maturity matrix. For example, an ‘Integrated’
maturity level for the management area ‘Enablement’ was described as ‘Partial integration with traditional company IT system. Personal development in place for all
employees, including sustainability training & development.’
The eco-transition matrix was used to survey the top 20 suppliers and proved to
be a valuable aid for enhancing collaboration, which is not an intuitive action and
need to be organized (Segrestin 2003). The transition from ‘Integrated’ level to
‘Extended’ is particularly ambitious, as the company needs to open its boundaries
to engage stakeholders and integrate them into its activities. Specific projects, such
as an LCA of electric vehicles (Renault 2011) were used to engage value chain
partners in co-designing tools, making key decision or product specific rules in a
Collaborative LCA scheme (Morel 2014). The matrix clearly documents company
progress and helps identify additional opportunities to enhance sustainable development management. It has also proved to be a very good team-building tool within
supplier training programs. The matrix also helps disseminate knowledge of company activities and reveal differing perceptions of various functional groups or business units.

3

Discussion

The case studies presented cannot be considered a rigorous evaluation of the LCM
CMM. Case studies are always subject to concerns about the degree to which the
observations can be generalized. Thus, the results should be viewed in terms of an
ongoing action research project to further refine the approach (Kaplan 1998). To
validate the efficacy of the LCM CMM it would be necessary to demonstrate the
model incorporates the capabilities needed to effectively conduct LCM programs
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within a company; that the sequence of skill-building provided does speed learning
from experiences of companies with more mature programs; and, that the balanced
focus on both near-term performance objectives and long-term organizational
development needs leads to sustained high performance in both financial and environmental dimensions.
There is a rich literature on capabilities required for sustainable business management (van Kleef and Roome 2007; Wiek et al. 2011; Silvius and Schipper 2014;
Wesselink et al. 2014). While there is yet no broad consensus on a definitive list,
there are common themes – system thinking, interpersonal skills, anticipatory or
foresighted thinking, embracing diversity and strategic management. Additional
insights can be gathered from research on organizational health and financial performance (De Smet et al. 2007). Concepts such as direction, leadership, accountability,
innovation, coordination and external orientation were found to contribute to financial success. Although the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative pilots were not
intended to evaluate the structure of the LCM CMM, some useful insights can be
elicited from the various projects. The basic structure of leadership, life cycle practices and enabling infrastructure appears adequate to capture the various elements
identified in the literature. The process model is summarized in Table 17.3.
Observations from the pilots, however, identified some gaps in the supporting training materials.
Leadership and vision are obvious success factors. The case studies presented,
however, are a biased sample with all showing projects motivated by strong vision
and leadership. Thus only one example will be presented to illustrate the significance of vision on results. The Colcafé project was viewed not as a waste minimization project, although it was selected to help meet a company zero waste goal. The
‘waste’ silver skins were re-imagined as a co-product valued at the price of the
purchased coffee beans. Thus, the alternative of using the silver skins as an additive
to improve the digestion of poultry manure was implemented. The silver skins,
when initially viewed as a waste, were collected in bulky bags expensive to ship and
difficult to handle by workers at the digester. The company evaluated options to
compact the material for easier transport and redesigned the packaging for easier
handling while feeding material into the digester. The redesign of the packaging
leveraged their expertise in product logistics. Strong management support is a critical success factor for the implementation of these kinds of complex collaborations.
The same can be said for AQUA + TECH where zero-discharge, as a policy, forced
the firm to look at new products it could make from its “waste” streams.
One of the key training gaps identified in the pilot studies was a need for more
guidance in tailoring the model to specific contexts, such as industry sector or geographic area. The model was developed primarily for an individual coach or change
agent attempting to champion implementation of LCM at a manufacturing facility.
Thus, application to service industries was particularly challenging. There was also
a need for additional guidance on interpreting the business significance of environmental impacts. These gaps can be related to capabilities associated with strategic
management. Companies achieve a competitive advantage by assembling a unique,
valuable and difficult to imitate collection of resources and capabilities (Helfat and
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Key business processes of LCM CMM
Leadership processes
Integrate LCM into business planning
Implement LCM practices
Assess performance and communicate to interested
stakeholders
Focus on continual improvement
Life cycle processes
Business development and program management
Requirements definition
Design and develop products and processes
Manage the supply chain
Produce products
Distribute, support and retire products
Enabling infrastructure
Organizational enablers (structure and design)
Process enablers (systems, support groups and
incentives)

Peteraf 2003; Sanchez 2004). The targeted capabilities need to be tailored to the
specific competitive environment facing the company, linked directly to shareholder
value and supported by organizational design (Hart and Milstein 2003; Heraty 2004;
Sanchez 2004). The LCM CMM was designed to build the capability to measure
and report a company’s environmental performance, with an emphasis on LCA. It is
possible that too much emphasis was placed on LCA to the detriment of mainstreaming LCM or LC thinking.
The training resources did cover the evaluation of a company’s competitive context, but clearly were insufficient to meet the needs of the coaches. In part, this can
be attributed to the dominance of environmental or LCA practitioners acting as
coaches. However, it should be acknowledged that strong management leadership
and cross-functional teams helped many companies identify appropriate projects
that delivered business value as well as environmental benefits. The coach need not
be the strategic expert, but does need sufficient understanding to tap the right people
within the company. The guidance provided by the GE Ecoassessment CoE is a
good model for supporting the LCM champions. In particular, the various weighting
schemes available in the LCM tool and the interactive tool showing how LCM can
add business value would help address this gap. These examples also demonstrate
the importance of management vision – a clear expectation that LCM will add business value – that is supported with resources and enabling infrastructure (the environmental portal). The Renault initiative to deploy eco-design across its supply
chain and the role played by SDA and FICCI in supporting the pilot studies are
further evidence of the importance of strong leadership and focus on adding value.
Another common feedback from the coaches was that the maturity assessment
tended to be somewhat abstract and difficult to translate into specific actions. The
customized maturity assessments FICCI and Renault developed are noteworthy.
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Renault adopted a model structured around management practices. The FICCI
maturity assessment was tailored to the needs of its members, and the yes-no format
was easier to connect to corrective actions. Another potential problem for the maturity assessment is that it can be viewed as just another environmental audit. This can
drive a “check the box” strategy to achieve a “good” score across all elements.
Research on organizational health has shown that the key to success is to focus on
fixing broken processes and target a few key capabilities that were critical to the
success of the company’s selected strategy. Attempting to exceed benchmarks on all
practices was ineffective and wasted resources (Keller and Price 2011). It is important to first identify the core tasks a company must perform to successfully execute
its strategy, and then link competencies to these tasks to prioritize improvement
efforts (Wesselink et al. 2014). The maturity assessment questionnaire did provide
examples of key tasks and the LCM CMM focuses on decision-making processes to
help target actions, but it was clear that additional guidance on how to effectively
align LCM improvement projects with a company’s business strategy would be
helpful.
Another risk for any improvement project is that the softer organizational development objectives get lost due to a singular focus on performance outcomes. It is
natural for any business to emphasize the immediate demands of customers, investors, regulators, etc. The LCM CMM is designed to promote a balanced approach
that addresses both performance and organizational development goals in parallel.
Change programs with well-defined goals for both were more than four times more
likely to succeed (Keller and Price 2011). This can be challenging for the change
agent. Typically, the organizational development efforts have a delayed impact.
Support for the longer-term changes depends on delivering near-term performance
gains. Sometimes resolving this apparent dilemma is easy, such as improved maintenance procedures at Somos K, which provided fuel savings, reduced emissions
and better trained employees. Other cases can be more difficult and required a management commitment. The ability of Multidimensionales or India Glycols to benefit
from improved data collection systems supporting their LCA studies will depend on
the success of customer education programs. The ability to communicate the business value of the organizational systems and structures necessary to embed the new
practices is vital to maintain ongoing management support.
The structure of the pilot studies, specifically requiring identification of a dual
objective for each project to meet both performance and organizational development goals, was a strength that resulted in numerous positive outcomes, such as
NEHSU developing a Food Safety Management System, Finca Mountain a motor
management system, RUCID developing procedures for employees to monitor
energy use and so on. Examples from the companies with more mature programs
reinforce the importance of providing the enabling infrastructure to embed the
improved procedures into normal routines. GE founded the Ecoassessment CoE to
support the business units. AQUA + TECH tapped university support to obtain
added capability for LCAs. Freudenberg Nonwoven also benefited from a corporate
support function. For SME companies in particular, a local resource, such as FICCI
or SDA, is a critical success factor for providing the enabling infrastructure to help
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institutionalize changes. This can be in the form of training workshops or simply
nurturing informal networking and exchange of ideas among member companies.
These observations are particularly relevant to developing countries, where
over 85 % of companies are small and medium-sized. Accordingly, most of these
companies focus their efforts on compliance with environmental standards, and
they have limited understanding of the added value of advanced environmental
practices, such as EMS, LCA, green procurement or LCM. Interventions to
strengthen the ability of companies to implement voluntary projects to advance
environmental performance require two components: technical and collaboration. The technical component is related to creating knowledge, starting with
basic issues as Cleaner Production, Eco efficiency, data management, environmental management systems before tackling LCM, which has been the focus of
many programs to build capacity for LCM. This is a necessary element to ensure
companies with low maturity can address issues such as LCM and develop them
in a proper and technically valid way. But the technical knowledge must also be
supported and nurtured through collaborative networks. Companies that have
achieved leadership in environmental performance and have progressed in the
implementation of LCM can share their experiences with other companies that
are just beginning to develop these practices. This is a key point for SME companies, because they prefer real world examples over theory; and, on the other
hand, companies that are sharing their experiences also deepen their knowledge
through these workshops. Several examples also highlighted the important role
of government policy to help drive the need for LCM.

4

Conclusions and Research Needs

The case studies represent a snapshot in time, so it is not possible to draw significant
conclusions regarding the sequence of skill-building suggested in the LCM
CMM. However, the programs SDA had conducted with its network of companies
to incrementally develop compliance, clean production and environmental management systems were seen to be significant factors in the success of their pilots and
were consistent with the suggested sequence of LCM CMM. It seems there is a
logical order for acquiring LCM skills that is path dependent, but also a need to
embed the lower level capabilities in more developed patterns of action (Hart 1995).
Thus, Ediouro Grafica focused on wastes, but used the data in an LCA study.
Freudenberg and NEHSU developed KPIs for supply chain management, but again
within a LCM frame. The premise is that developing the capabilities with an appreciation of higher-level maturities (i.e. beyond the company’s current level) will
result in faster and more effective learning. Only time will tell if LCM CMM
achieves that objective.
The pilot projects also revealed some key gaps in the training resources provided
to coaches attempting to apply the model. Key needs are interpreting the business
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impact of environmental issues and aligning LCM initiatives with the company’s
business strategy. The pilots and observations from mature company programs
highlighted the need to support efforts to develop the technical capacity for LCA
and LCM with complementary resources to address softer management issues associated with individual and organizational development. The success of the pilots
was correlated with strong management vision and direction and greater crossfunctional representation on project teams. In fact, one of the greatest benefits of the
LCA studies conducted might be the enhanced communication across functional
groups, supply chain partners and customers. The Renault Collaborative LCA
emphasized the importance of developing relationships that crossed organizational
boundaries to improve value chain performance.
The collaboration among companies within a geographic region can be a powerful facilitator for disseminating LCM, particularly in developing economies. The
networks facilitated by SDA and FICCI are models for future efforts to promote
LCM. SMEs often lack the resources necessary to help champion and support
change initiatives develop new procedures and systems due to the pressing competitive priorities, production schedules, etc. The external support of a credible organization can be a critical factor in overcoming the inertia to change. It is important that
the human change management issues receive the same attention as concern for the
technical methodological details of LCA and LCM. It is also important to recognize
that companies face numerous market and regulatory barriers to implementing
LCM. The social networks, and especially collaboration with government agencies,
will be a necessary factor in negotiating policies that facilitate sustainable consumption and production.
A pressing need is more rigorous evaluation of the efficacy of LCM CMM in
promoting faster learning in business and in producing outcomes that do move business toward more sustainable practices. The customized maturity assessments
developed by FICCI and Renault raise an interesting dilemma. Is it better to tailor
the maturity assessment to be more relevant to the local context and company priorities, or work towards a more standardized assessment that would facilitate correlating performance with maturity level? A fundamental challenge in evaluating the
efficacy of LCM CMM is that there is no broad consensus on the desired end state.
Views of sustainability are value-laden, and different groups will value the same
outcome differently. It would be interesting to revisit these pilot studies in 6 months
to a year for a retrospective evaluation of the benefits achieved.
Acknowledgements and Disclaimer The views expressed do not necessarily represent the
decision or the stated policy of the United Nations Environment Program. Funding from the
European Commission is kindly acknowledged for the case studies presented in Sect. 2.2.1.
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Chapter 18

Promoting Life Cycle Thinking, Life Cycle
Assessment and Life Cycle Management
Within Business in Brazil
Marina Santa Rosa Rocha, Luiz Gustavo Ortega, Yuki Hamilton Onda Kabe,
Maria da Graça C.B. Popi, Felipe Duarte, and Maria Luisa Nerys

Abstract The development of life cycle assessment in Brazil began in 1994.
Business companies were involved in this process by the government, and in this
way life cycle management developed. To support and disseminate LCA and
LCM, a group of nine companies created the Brazilian Business Network for
LCA in 2013. In 2014, the Brazilian Business Council for Sustainable Development
became the coordinator of the Network. Despite the many challenges in promoting the theme in Brazil, the Network is advancing and benefits from the representativeness of large companies and their power to push governments, peers and
their value chains.
Keywords Brazilian Business Council for Sustainable Development • Life cycle
assessment • Life cycle management

1

Introduction

The development of life cycle assessment (LCA) in Brazil began in 1994 with a
subgroup to discuss the subject within the Supporting Group for Environmental
Standardization (GANA, acronym in Portuguese). This group was supported by the
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Brazilian Association of Technical Standards (ABNT, acronym in Portuguese)
(Ribeiro and Cherubini 2014). This represented the first step towards the dissemination of LCA in Brazil.
After this, a few important guidelines and studies were developed until the
creation of the Brazilian Life Cycle Association (ABCV, acronym in Portuguese)
in 2002. This association aims at the dissemination and consolidation of life
cycle management in Brazil, working along with businesses, academic institutions, governments and organized civil society (ABCV 2015, see Ribeiro and
Cherubini 2014).
Four years later, in 2006, a project for constructing the Brazilian Life Cycle
Database started. The governmental institution responsible for this project was the
Brazilian Institute of Information on Science and Technology (IBICT, acronym in
Portuguese), which is a federal institute associated to the Science, Technology and
Innovation Ministry. In 2010 this project led to the creation of the Brazilian Life
Cycle Assessment Program (PBACV, acronym in Portuguese). This program was
approved by the National Council for Metrology, Standardization and Industrial
Quality (IBICT 2015).
The coordination of the program was delegated to INMETRO (National Institute
for Metrology, Standardization and Industrial Quality) in cooperation with
IBICT. The objective of PBACV is to “support the sustainable development and the
environmental competitiveness of the Brazilian industrial production and promote
the access to internal and external markets” (BRASIL 2010b, see Ribeiro and
Cherubini).
Despite all these activities and the involvement of some industries in PBACV, the
engagement of some key businesses was still lacking. Therefore, some key companies created the group “Brazilian Business Network for LCA”.

2

Brazilian Business Network for Life Cycle Assessment

The Brazilian Business Network for LCA was launched in 2013 by nine large companies in Brazil, namely Braskem, Danone, Embraer, GE, Grupo Boticário, Natura,
Odebrecht, Oxiteno and Tetra Pak, in partnership with the Brazilian Life Cycle
Association and Akatu Institute.
The first activity of the Network was to conduct a survey among its members to
understand the main gaps in LCA development in the Brazilian business. The conclusions of the survey showed that the lack of experts and reliable data prevented
further use of LCA and LCM in business. Thus, the Network defined its main goals
as follows:
• To create an environment of cooperation between companies interested in using
LCA in Brazil, allowing the optimization of resources
• To educate and qualify companies regarding the concept, application, and the
benefits of LCA
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• To provide access and disseminate LCA information in Brazil through studies,
good practices and specialists
• To influence and support governments to create a Brazilian LCA database
To be linked to an institution that have the representativeness in the sustainable
development field and that could give support to the Network for achieving its goals
turned out to be an interesting path. So, in 2014, the Brazilian Business Council for
Sustainable Development (BCSD – Brazil) became the coordinator of the Network.
BCSD-Brazil is a non-profit civil association that promotes sustainable development for companies that operate in Brazil by interacting with governments and civil
society, being the representative in Brazil of the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD) (CEBDS 2015).
Until May 2015, approximately 20 members joined the Network, amongst others,
3M do Brasil, Alcoa, Arcelor Mittal, BASF, Duratex, Klabin, Petrobras, Vale,
Volkswagen and Votorantim Cimentos.
The company members have complex and extensive value chains which are key
for the dissemination of life cycle thinking. So, they influence not only their value
chains and peers, but also the governments and the civil society. In terms of actions
to support and influence governments, the Network plays a key role in the development of the Brazilian Data Base which will enable access of trustful life cycle information regarding the Brazilian reality.
Through BCSD-Brazil, the Network has created a partnership with the United
Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) and IBICT to build up the capacity of
local specialists for the development and adaptation of datasets.
Not only specialists must be prepared to work with LCA but also corporate professionals should be aware of basic LCA and LCM concepts. In this sense, the
Network has launched in October 2014 a 2-day course designed for a corporate
audience which had Professor Cassia Ugaya, from Federal Technological University
of Parana (UFTPR, acronym in Portuguese), as a trainer. The 2014 edition was well
succeeded and had 36 participants from 23 companies from many different sectors
like Adidas, KPMG and Caixa Econômica Federal (CEBDS 2014).
These two accomplishments were the result of the work developed by two of the
Network’s Working Groups (WG). In order to achieve its objectives the Network is
divided into five WGs which are: Accreditation, Capacity Building and Professional
Education, Communication, Data Base and Labelling. This division enables the
development of specific projects on each key area for promoting LCM in Brazil.

3

Implementing Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle
Management Within Companies

Incorporating life cycle thinking into company’s management is a complex task,
despite the benefits it can bring. The main challenges are: professional training, top
leadership commitment, availability of sensitive data (regarding intellectual
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property) and mainly, for Brazil, to obtain realistic data. On the other hand, the
major gain is the improvement of the decision-making process in order to achieve
more sustainable practices, often related to an adequate use of resources and the risk
prevention along the supply chain.
In this sense, Vale, a Brazilian mining company, has started to incorporate life
cycle thinking into its processes. In 2013, an LCA study was completed for all
pelletizing facilities in Brazil. With this study, Vale could identify internal best practices, which may become a reference for environmental issues assessed and be
extended to other units, as well as adding value to pellet, raising its competitiveness
in the medium- and long-term (Vale 2013).
Vale’s goal is to work in an expanding environmental management strategy
beyond the borders of Vale, positively influencing its supply chain. In 2015, the
company is continuing to develop strategies to disseminate life cycle thinking across
the whole company (Vale 2013).
Another example is Braskem, a petrochemical company, whose corporate strategy is based on the belief that chemistry and plastics make people’s lifes better. This
belief has led to the definition of a purpose: to develop sustainable solutions that
make people’s lives better. Both these statements are based on a life cycle perspective since it is in the use phase that most of the benefits of plastic products become
apparent.
Life cycle management at Braskem began in 2004 with two eco-efficiency studies that led to improvements in their PVC production processes. Another ecoefficiency study led to the decision to invest in a bio-based polymer using sugar cane
ethanol as feedstock: the I’m GreenTM Polyethylene. Ten years later, more than 30
LCA studies have been conducted. These are used to aggregate sustainability as an
added value to products and also to plastic solutions developed together with direct
customers. Recently Braskem has used the company’s Materiality Matrix to develop
a single-score life cycle impact assessment method to help corporate decision making process by incorporating stakeholder opinion into a weighting scheme.
Braskem is also incorporating LCM. A qualitative assessment for the early stages
of project development and for innovation processes has been developed. In addition, the company is currently working on extending it to incremental optimization
projects of market development and application engineering.

4

Conclusions

Companies with a vision of the future are recognized as one of the main transformation drivers in our society. This has been proved by the development of LCA and
LCM in the last years in Brazil, despite the many challenges it still faces.
The Brazilian experience is probably akin to several other countries, but it shows
that transformation is greatly accelerated by the engagement of large companies
which can move entire value chains. Societal transformation, however, requires academia, government, businesses and the general society working together.
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Mainstreaming Life Cycle Sustainability
Management in Rapidly Growing
and Emerging Economies Through
Capacity-Building
Sonia Valdivia, Sanjeevan Bajaj, Guido Sonnemann, Ana Quiros,
and Cassia Maria Lie Ugaya

Abstract Professionals in companies in industrialised countries as well as
consultants and academics working for these companies have acquired capabilities
in life cycle sustainability management (LCSM). Actors in emerging economies are
beginning to develop those capacities as well, supported by training programmes.
This chapter highlights the work of the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative which
has worked toward strengthening LCSM/LCA capacities worldwide since its
creation in 2002; presents the current conditions for mainstreaming LCSM following an analysis of available knowledge and infrastructure in 18 rapidly growing
economies (including least developed countries, rapidly growing and emerging
economies) based on four criteria; and discusses the results and proposes a framework to develop LCSM capacities and provides conclusions and an outlook with
recommendations. As some capacities in a number of emerging economies are
beginning to consolidate, the implementation and changes of current practices
toward improved performance by implementing LCSM remain insufficient.
Keywords 10YFP Consumer Information Program (CIP) • Decision making • Life
cycle assessment • Developing countries • Life cycle management • Life cycle
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1

Introduction

Access to (elementary) education is a human right and technical and professional
education shall be made generally available and equally accessible to all according
to article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UN 1948). Education is
also a fundamental determinant not only of health, demographic trends and individual
income, but also of a country’s aggregate level of economic growth (IIASA 2008)
and thus provides the most promising route toward sustainable development.
Furthermore, the authors consider that education at all levels – from primary
school via university to lifelong learning – is crucial to improving the understanding
and minimization of environmental and socio-economic impacts. Thus, further
promotion of life cycle sustainability management (LCSM) – which follows a holistic
approach for better informed decisions – is paramount.
LCSM is a powerful approach that has been recognized by multinational companies for the last decade. It helps to structure decision-making processes to follow a
life cycle perspective in business and industry across an ever-increasing number of
organisations in industrialized countries.
In response to the need for improved understanding and technical skills on
LCSM, a number of life cycle-focused initiatives worldwide have incorporated
capacity-building in their missions.1 To illustrate this development, it is worth
highlighting the work of the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative. It establishes the
strengthening of LCSM/LCA capacities worldwide. Since its creation in 2002,
more than 30 training events in about 18 developing countries (Sonnemann et al.
2015) have been organized, not to forget the support of the life cycle management
(LCM) capability maturity model (CMM) implementation in developing countries
between 2012 and 2013 (Swarr et al. 2015a, b).
In 2014, important developments at the international level include the launch of
two global programmes under the 10-Year Framework of Programs (10YFP), which
cover consumer information, education and awareness-raising on life cycle-based
approaches2 (10YFP 2015):
• The 10YFP Consumer Information Program (CIP) is defined as a range of tools
and systems that seek to encourage consumers for more sustainable choices
about goods and services, including their use and end-of-life phases (CIP 2015).
• The Sustainable Lifestyles and Education Program (SLE) seeks

1

The term “capabilities” is used for individuals and “capacities” for organizations as it is more
institutional.
2
In the context of the 10YFP, life cycle approaches also include life cycle management.
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– To develop sustainable ways of living common practice through overall
systems change
– To promote demand for and enable use of sustainable infrastructures (e.g.
related to transportation)
– To achieve well-being and improve quality of life for all through awarenessraising, education and capacity-building across all sectors of society (SLE 2015)
Capabilities on LCSM have been acquired by professionals in companies in
industrialized countries as well as consultants and academics working for these
companies. Actors in emerging economies are beginning to develop those capacities as well, supported by training programmes like the CMM implementation in
developing countries between 2012 and 2013 (Swarr et al. 2015a, b). While local
capacities are now available in the developing world, especially in rapidly growing
and emerging economies, the implementation and changes of current practices
toward improved performance is still insufficient (Valdivia et al. 2014; Sonnemann
et al. 2015). This chapter seeks to present the current conditions for mainstreaming
LCSM based on an analysis of available knowledge and infrastructure on life cycle
approaches in 18 selected rapidly growing and emerging economies based on four
criteria.3 Furthermore, the chapter aims to discuss the results, propose a framework
to develop LCSM capacities and provide conclusions and an outlook with
recommendations.

2

Potential for Mainstreaming Life Cycle Sustainability
Management in Developing Countries: A Global Status
Assessment

The term “mainstream” can be understood as “ideas, attitudes, or activities that are
shared by most people and regarded as normal or conventional” (Oxford Dictionaries
2015) or as “products and services readily available and appealing to the general
public, as opposed to being of interest only to a very specific subset of the public”
(Business Dictionary 2015). The authors acknowledge that the connotation of
mainstreaming can be negative if the ideas, attitudes, products or activities ignore
the individual and group values that are essential in free societies or, in a broader
sense, that become obstacles in a path toward sustainable development. In order to
reach substantial socio-economic changes in societies, mainstreaming is a key
instrument, but cultural diversity and different backgrounds need to be taken into
account before designing and implementing measures.
To illustrate the existence of different mainstreaming perceptions in a country
and the ways to implement changes, the case of India is described as follows.
3

(a) training activities in place, (b) local LCA studies available, (c) national LCA databases
in place, (d.1) an active national network and aspects such as (d.2) size of the network and (d.3)
gender balance.
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In India, value systems that discourage non-conventional behavior are still
“mainstream”, but this is changing as being conventional and as weak and conformist. A need for mainstreaming social reform has been recognized in India and is
being implemented through provisions in the Constitution and various laws. The
social reform currently in place is questioning many traditional practices such as
those perpetuating inequalities based on gender, caste or economic class. Although
the social reform in India has legal support, substantial changes are still far behind.
While mainstreaming life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSM) in industrialized
countries focuses on effective communication between opinion leaders and consumers on life cycle thinking, in developing countries it is capacity-building of
companies and governments. Information-sharing platforms and demonstration
projects are essential in developing countries.

2.1

Methodology and Criteria for the Assessment
of Mainstreaming Conditions

The focus of the assessment of mainstreaming conditions concerns 18 rapidly
growing and emerging economies that were selected according to geographical balance (Table 19.1).
Aside from gender, the criteria used to assess the mainstreaming conditions
status of LCSM/LCA were inspired by the survey from AIST (2006) to analyze the
situation of LCA implementation in selected countries, including Brazil, Malaysia
and Australia. The following criteria were applied:
(a) LCM and LCA training activities in place. Results in Table 19.1 are interpreted
as follows: 0 is equal to “not at all”; 1 to “only on LCA”; 2 to “multiple on
LCM/LCA”; and 3 to “many good quality ones on LCM/LCA”.
(b) LCA studies available. This implies that local data exist and that organisations
start to implement LCSM. The scores have the following interpretations: 0: not
at all; 1: few studies; 2: some, mainly by academics; and 3: many, by academics
and big companies.
(c) National LCA database operating. This is the basic infrastructure needed to
have the potential to mainstream LCSM. Three cases are considered: 0: there is
no database; 1: a database is under development; and 2: local database is
available for core sectors in the country.
(d) Active national life cycle network(s), including information on size of the
network and gender balance aspects (Buckingham-Hatfield 2002). In general,
these networks can function as a major multiplier for applications of LCSM by
organisation. The first part (d.1) indicates the existence (“1”) or not (“0”) of a
network in the country; 0/1 means that there is neither agreement on the existence of a network nor a website available. The second part (d.2) refers to the
size of the network and the last part (d.3) to the percentage of women.
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Table 19.1 Mainstreaming conditions criteria in selected rapidly growing and emerging countries
(a–d.3) and status of the market for LCA professionals (e)
(a)

Country
Latin America
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Peru
Mexico
South East Asia
China
India
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand
Africa
South Africa
Egypt
Morocco
Eastern Europe
Russian
Federationb
Turkey
West Asia
Saudi Arabiab
Total 18

(b)

(c)

(d.1)

(d.2)

(d.3)

Training LCA
LCA
LC
activities studies database network Size

(e)
Market
for LCA
Gender professionals

2
3
2
2
2
2

2
2
1
1
2
2

0
1
1
0
0
2

1
1
1
1
1
1

10–50
50–100
10–50
50–100
10–50
100–250

73 %
31 %
38 %
44 %
61 %
37 %

1
1
1
1
1
1

3
2
1
2
0
3

2
1
1
1
1
3

2
1
0
2
0
2

1
1
0/1
1
0
1

1000
250–500
5–10
10–50
0–3
100–250

42 %a
23 %
13 %
40 %
nr
56 %

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
1
1

2
1
1

1
0
0

1
0
0

10–50
5–10
0–3

35 %
13 %
nr

1
0
0

0

1

0

0

0–3

nr

1

2

2

1

0/1

5–10

24 %

1

0

0

0

0

0–3

nr

0

nr not representative. No more than three persons have been identified in that country; hence, the
result cannot be considered representative
a
Info estimated by Ping Hou, China
b
Only one response was received from this country; hence, the results cannot be considered valid

(e) A market for LCA professionals. In this case, an answer equal to 0 means there
is no market at all, 1 means that the market is still developing and 2 means that
the market is fully developed. The authors conclude that the existence of
training activities, LCA studies, LCA databases and life cycle networks are
conditions for mainstreaming.
Between 2013 and 2014, a global and a Latin American survey took place
(Sonnemann et al. 2015; Valdivia et al. 2014), which were the basis for the assessment (see results in Table 19.1). About 80 responses were received from the life
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cycle national networks. Gender was analyzed based on the 2000 followers of the
UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative. A discussion of the main findings is presented
in the next sections.
The analysis of progress in the use of LCA in policies (see Sect. 2.7) could not
be completed, due to insufficient information. Nevertheless, Sect. 2.7.1 on “LCA in
policies” illustrates the situation in Thailand, China, Brazil and Mexico.

2.2

Capacity-Building for Life Cycle Sustainability
Management

Capacity-building for LCSM means a process of building (i) capabilities to use the
range of LCSM topics (see Fig. 19.2), (ii) relationships among key stakeholders
and users and (iii) awareness-raising on the importance of a holistic life cycle
perspective covering social, economic and environmental aspects in decision-making.
Training is just one element of the capacity-building process, which usually focuses
on providing skills for a specific problem (e.g. by learning how to generate LC data
or to use LCA software).
However, as can be seen from the example India, it does not make sense to
provide technical training if the managers are not convinced that LCSM is the way
to tackle sustainable development challenges in organizations. Therefore, a package
of training courses is needed, including LCM CMM and technical assistance for its
implementation in developing countries, as done between 2012 and 2013 (Swarr
et al. 2015a, b).
The parameters analyzed in 18 countries show that multiple training activities on
both LCA and LCM, so in Thailand and Brazil, found a critical mass of experts to
contribute to mainstreaming LCSM. A critical mass is developing, due to emerging
efforts, in South Africa, Turkey, the other Latin American countries analyzed and
the Asian countries except Indonesia and the Philippines. In the two latter countries,
the level of LCA training activities is at a very early stage.
In Egypt, Morocco, Indonesia, the Philippines, the Russian Federation and Saudi
Arabia, the offer of LCA and LCM training activities does not exist or is very limited.
Consequently, mainstreaming LCSM cannot be envisaged in the short term, and the
international community is asked for support in form of basic training activities.

2.3

LCA Studies and LCA Databases

The existence of LCA studies indicates the availability of local resources in terms
of life cycle experts and tools and minimum funding to cover the costs of performing
these studies. Subsequently, it also indicates the availability of some local foreground
data, which can feed a national LCA database, so in China, Mexico, Malaysia and
Thailand.
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Survey findings in the area of LCA studies and LCA databases (beyond the list
of countries with a database) are presented below:
• In Brazil, Chile, India, South Africa and Turkey, a breakthrough is expected, as
international organisations (e.g. UNEP and the European Commission jointly) or
projects (the ecoinvent project on Internationalisation (www.sustainablerecycling.org)) as well as national organizations (e.g. Fundación Chile) are
making progress with international and local resources.
• Colombia, Peru and Argentina are at an early stage of discussions on how to
generate data and establish LCA databases (Quispe et al. 2014; see RPCV 2005).
• There is very little or no evidence of local LCA studies and no records at all
concerning the development of databases in the remaining countries.

2.4

Networking

The survey results and additional literature sources confirm the existence of national
life cycle networks in all countries covered by the survey, except Egypt, Morocco,
Indonesia, the Philippines, the Russian Federation and Saudi Arabia. Where networks are operating, websites have been identified except in Turkey and Indonesia.
A website helps to improve co-ordination and communication, and is a requirement
for effective dissemination and communication.
The analysis of networking capacity is based not only on the amount of networks’
members, but also on specific capacities measured as per the estimated number of
life cycle practitioners per 10 million inhabitants in the country. 2014 population
figures are used for these calculations (Worldometer 2014). The values presented in
Table 19.2 range from 0.3 in Indonesia to 22 in Thailand.4 This result suggests that
a critical condition for mainstreaming LCSM is the number of experts available in
the country.

2.5

Gender Aspects

Gender equity is a pre-requisite for sustainable development (UNCED 1992).
The survey results in Table 19.2 show differentiated developments in countries where valid information is available. The average indicates a value of 40 %
female participation. Only in Thailand and Argentina did females comprise the
majority. The figures were more balanced in Latin American countries, Malaysia
and South Africa.

4

The Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia and the Philippines were not considered in this part of the
analysis, as the responses provided were not representative.
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Table 19.2 Mainstreaming status in selected rapidly growing and emerging countries (a–d.1)
showing the number of LCA practitioners per 10 million inhabitants and gender distribution in life
cycle networks
Country
Thailand
China
Mexico
Brazil
Malaysia
South Africa
Argentina
Peru
Chile
Colombia
India
Turkey
Egypt
Indonesia
Philippines
The Russian
Federation
Morocco
Saudi Arabia

# of LCA practitioners
per 10 Mio inhabitants
22
7
11
4
10
6
10
7
18
12
2
4
1
0.3
nr
nr

Proportion of
women (%)
56
42
37
31
40
35
73
39
38
44
23
24
13
13
nr
nr

Mainstreaming conditions
(Total = a + b + c + d.1) [0–9]
9
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
2
2
1
0

nr
nr

nr
nr

0
0

nr not representative. No more than three persons have been identified in that country; hence, the
result cannot be considered representative

2.6

Mainstreaming Conditions in Selected Countries

While Thailand ranks the highest score (with a total of 9) and has very favourable
conditions for mainstreaming, the respondents argue that the market is still under
development. With 22 LC practitioners per 10 million inhabitants, it is plausible that
Thailand needs more capacity and experts to be able to cover the demand in more
public policy areas and the private sector.
The conditions for mainstreaming LCSM in China, Mexico and Brazil, with
scores of 7 or 8, are sufficient, but the fact that the market for LCA professionals
is still relatively small suggests that the demand may need to be boosted by
encouraging a strong uptake of LCSM within more industrial sectors and by
enforcing current legislations or regulations. Expanding the number of LCA
professionals per 10 million inhabitants in these countries, which rank below
Thailand, is an urgent need in order to be able to grow with the market. This can
be achieved, for instance, by having more universities provide education on LCA
in natural science and engineering programs and on LCM in business schools
and economic faculties.
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The next set of countries – South Africa, Malaysia, Argentina, Peru, Chile,
Colombia, India and Turkey – with 4–6 points, have conditions for mainstreaming LCSM in the right direction. However, they still lack two essential ingredients: the business case for companies and the political will (e.g. to establish a
national LCA database or create a policy requiring the use of LCA) through
which progress is acknowledged and financial resources are made available.
Without this push, the impact of efforts made by the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle
Initiative, national life cycle networks or other groups at the global and regional
level will go unnoticed (UNEP/SETAC 2009a).
There is a last group of countries that has not yet developed mainstreaming
conditions (scores from 0 to 2). These countries require tailored strategies and
outreach approaches by taking into consideration their major challenges, in
co-operation with key players in that country. Funding a core group of potential
leaders in the life cycle area and a nationally-recognized organization like the
Chambers of Commerce – take the example of the Federation of Indian Chambers
of Commerce & Industry (FICCI) in India – that can provide matching resources
(e.g. experts’ time, venues, etc.), is fundamental for any programme to be successful.
The survey results concerning the number of LCA practitioners per 10 million
inhabitants, the proportion of women in life cycle networks and the overall rating
regarding the conditions for mainstreaming LCSM are summarized in Fig. 19.1.

Number of women LC professionals per 10 Mio inhabitants
Total number of LC professionals per 10 Mio inhabitants
Status of conditions for mainstreaming

Number of LCA professional
per 10 Mio inhabitants

25
22
20

18
15
12

11

10

10

7

10

6

5

7
4

4
2

1

0
Country/
score

Thailand
China
/9
/8

Mexico
/7

Brazil
/7

Argentina
Malaysia
Peru
/ 6 South Africa / 5
/5
/6

Chile
/5

Colombia
/5

India
/5

Turkey
/4

Egypt
/2

0.3
Indonesia
/2

Fig. 19.1 LCA professionals per 10 million inhabitants vs. female participation and status of
mainstreaming conditions
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Market for LCA Professionals

The existence of a market for LCA professionals is a positive development in the
countries and constitutes the proof of mainstreaming. If there are already experts in a
country contributing to developing life cycle tools or generating LCA data for policymaking or assisting companies, then there is a good basis to move toward a better
understanding and managing the countries’ and companies’ value chains.
In the sample analyzed, all respondents indicate that, at best, the markets are
under development even in countries with LCA databases and progress on the use
of LCA in policies (e.g. Thailand, China, Mexico and Brazil, as introduced in
Sect. 2.7.1). This finding shows that, despite efforts made in those countries,
additional mechanisms are needed to boost the market substantially. Options include
more university education on life cycle matters, professional training, life cycle
innovation by companies and more public policies.

2.7.1

Use of LCA in Policies

Policies based on LCA were identified in two Asian and two Latin American countries. The general developments started in 2010. Asia, China and Thailand evidenced
a significantly higher level of development and implementation of policies using
LCA. The most encouraging policy in China, the Eco-design of Industrial Products
Guidance of 2013 (MIIT/MEP/NRDC 2013), is boosting mainstreaming of LCA by
promoting its use in product design. Thailand is using life cycle inventory data to
quantify the Green Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of its industrial sectors, as well
as LCA and Life Cycle Costing to assess Phase 1 (2008–2011) of the Thai Green
Public Procurement Plan (ORDER PRE/116/2008 2008) to decide whether and how
to implement phase 2 (2014–2017) (Thumrongrut Mungcharoen 2013).
More recent examples of the use of LCA in regulations and programs have been
identified in Brazil and Mexico. These examples have not covered all industrial
sectors yet. In Mexico, a regulation for sustainable buildings (NMX 2013) on criteria and minimum environmental requirements needs the impact assessment of the
whole life cycle of buildings (including the use phase). In case of the replacement
of building materials, it is also demanded the use of third-party reviewed LCAs of
alternative materials for comparative assertion purposes (Güereca et al. 2015). As
for Brazil, there is no mandatory policy regarding the use of LCA, but there are
recommendations to use it, for example, in the Solid Wastes National Policy (Federal
Law No. 12.305, 2010, and Decree No. 7.404, 2010, MMA 2010), which calls for
shared responsibilities among relevant stakeholders along the life cycle of wastes
and the use of LCA to promote products with fewer environmental impacts.
The cases presented above suggest an emerging awareness by politicians in
emerging economies. It means that an increasing number of policy-makers is
demanding LCA and information for decision-making at the product and sectorial
levels. Evidently, this will contribute to creating favourable conditions for mainstreaming LCSM.
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Framework for Capacity-Building and Developing
Capabilities to Mainstream Life Cycle Sustainability
Management
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Strengthening capacity-building and the development of capabilities to mainstream
LCSM is a continual process and implies a step-by-step approach. A framework
with the range of topics embraced by LCSM is presented in Fig. 19.2 and described
below in this section.
The sequence is based on the flow of definitions and results that serve the next
topic, but does not imply a fixed training sequence, except from LCM, which is
recommended as the first training module because it introduces life cycle thinking
and the various tools – not only LCA – and explains the way they could be
articulated.
The tools covered have “continual improvement” as a central target message (see
Fig. 19.2). If then there is an interest by an organization or an individual in environmental LCA (E-LCA according to ISO 14040/44 2006), further training on this tool
can be provided. Other approaches, for which training could also be provided,
include carbon, water and environmental footprinting, organizational LCA (O-LCA,
UNEP/SETAC 2015b), hotspot analysis (Fava et al. 2014) as well as Social LCA
(S-LCA, UNEP/SETAC 2009b), and Life Cycle Costing (LCC).

Continual improvement

Communication
(Ecolabeling, EPDs,
etc.)

Ecodesign Green
procurement

Hotspots
Analysis

Data and
database
management

LCA (E-LCA,
S-LCA, OLCA, LCC)

LCA in
Policies
Strategic
planning

Fig. 19.2 Capacity-building and developing capabilities for mainstreaming LCSM
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Since LCSM needs life cycle information, the availability of reliable data is also
important. Due to the enormous amount of data needed to perform an LCA study,
capacity-building regarding data development and database management can be
also of interest. In this sense, a training kit has been developed, based on the Global
Guidance for LCA Databases (UNEP/SETAC 2011). Data, however, are not enough
for understanding data formation; impact assessment models and further training on
the review of the LCA of products are highly recommended to be able to interpret
the results.
The improved understanding of impact assessment models and frameworks
facilitates the interpretation of results and their use in design choices (eco-design),
sustainable consumption (sustainable procurement), strategic planning in business
and LCA in policies. Further skills and abilities are necessary for communicating
sustainability performance, aiming at disseminating best practices and improvements while avoiding greenwashing.
The choice of the training path and whether or not a topic is considered in a
capacity-building program depends on the needs of the audience and on country and
company priorities. No matter the choice, the continual improvement of capacities
should remain a focus.

4
4.1

Conclusions, Recommendations and Outlook
Conclusions and Recommendations

1. General progress since 2002.
Countries have advanced since 2002, when none of them counted on a life cycle
network or a LCA database (UNEP/SETAC 2015b). The authors recommend
reinforcing the trend in the countries analyzed with continual capacity-building
programs, financial support and technical assistance endorsed by national and
local governments and facilitated by agencies for international co-operation and
inter-governmental organizations.
2. LC networks as a success in capacity-building.
The authors’ experiences confirm that national life cycle networks are key to successful capacity-building programs.
3. Insufficient number of LCA professionals in the country.
The number of LCA professionals in all countries is low in relation to the size of
the population.
4. Gender distribution.
This indicator has not been sufficiently researched in the LCSM field. However,
the respective findings of the current study are encouraging. In general, the
higher the percentage of women, the better the score concerning the status of
mainstreaming conditions. Only in two countries, Argentina and Thailand, did
women represent the majority.
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5. Presence of LCA in policies.
The cases from Thailand, China, Mexico and Brazil reinforce the results of the
status of mainstreaming condition assessment in which these countries rank in
the top four. This shows that the use of LCA in policies is possible in emerging
and rapidly growing economies.
6. Thailand with favourable LCSM/LCA mainstreaming conditions.
Of the 18 countries researched, Thailand excels in mainstreaming LCA, as it
uses LCA-based results in policies on public procurement. However, the authors
cannot conclude that LCSM is mainstream in this country. Nevertheless, the case
of Thailand demonstrates how far a country with limited resources can go when
strong political acceptance is given.
7. Countries with no conditions for mainstreaming.
Countries at the bottom of the ranking are in the position where the others were
in 2002. The first step for them is to address awareness-raising events for
decision-makers from business as well as municipal and national governments,
and basic training for academia and consultants. Support from international
organizations is key to assisting these countries in paving the way for the conditions in which mainstreaming LCSM can be envisaged.

4.2

Outlook

Capacity-building programs on LCA/LCM/LCSM are needed to intensify and
deepen their activities on a greater pace and to connect them to global programs
such as CIP and SLE.
Ongoing international co-operation as well as new forms of inter-regional cooperation are key to improving the conditions for mainstreaming LCSM (UNEP/
SETAC 2015b).
According to current experiences regarding capacity-building and capability
development trends, LCM, followed by LCA and footprinting approaches as well as
data and database management, appear to be the most sought-after areas of skills
development. While LCA appeals more to academia and consultants, LCSM is at
the core of what companies are interested in.
Echoing the reflections of Paul Hohnen (2014), more awareness from politicians
is essential to boost implementation of LCA in developing countries. Additionally,
streamlined communication is needed at all levels. The implementation of LCSM
and the tools and data required can no longer be presented as a complicated or
expensive approach, but rather as a valuable and powerful management way toward
innovation as well smart and responsible decision-making for more sustainable consumption and production (Hohnen 2014).
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Chapter 20

Communication and Collaboration
as Essential Elements for Mainstreaming
Life Cycle Management
Philip Strothmann, Jodie Bricout, Guido Sonnemann,
and Jim Fava

Abstract This chapter addresses two major challenges for mainstreaming life
cycle management that are intrinsically linked: collaboration and communication.
To this end it is argued that in order to radically increase the take up of life cycle
based approaches in business and government, life cycle professionals need to
enhance global collaboration among themselves, as well as with others and communicate to a wider set of stakeholders. The chapter makes the case that the life
cycle community does not have a home, and thus currently does not exist as one
coherent and clearly identifiable stakeholder. It concludes that successful communication on behalf of and with the community can only be achieved when the community is formally organized. To this end the newly established Forum for
Sustainability through Life Cycle Innovation is presented as a possible way to overcome the outlined gaps and challenges.
Keywords Forum for sustainability through life cycle • Life cycle assessment •
Life-cycle based approaches • Life cycle community • Life cycle innovation • Life
cycle management • Life cycle sustainability management • Sustainability
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Introduction

The life cycle community has come far since SETAC and ISO first started working
on standardizing methodologies in the 1990s. Tools have been developed, studies
have been undertaken and some forward thinking companies and governments have
integrated life cycle thinking into their policies and strategies (United Nations
Environment Programme 2012).
Despite this positive development, the widespread take up of life cycle based
methodologies and use of information has yet to happen. Decision makers for
example still tend to simplify, zooming in on one environmental problem to find a
quick fix that may have broader implications over time.
Some LCAs are also done just to tick the box for e.g. a building standard, or
because a client needed it, without any further consideration. Above all, since the
global economic crisis in 2008, a number of companies and governments have simply
taken anything “environmental” off the agenda or reduced their efforts (Geels 2013).

2

Missing Links

As sustainability challenges continue to increase along with a rise in attention and
global recognition of the associated issues, some life cycle based approaches, such
as for example the Green House Gas Protocol or the European Commission’s
Product Environmental Footprint (PEF), are starting to be tested or are already
applied (European Commission 2015). However, despite this positive development,
life cycle based approaches are yet to be applied on a large scale to achieve tangible
results. Currently, only a limited number of companies apply life cycle methodologies in their businesses to enhance the sustainability performance of their products.
And due to the lack of a broad understanding of the public about life cycle approaches
and methodologies, these companies are struggling to communicate their efforts in
a way that resonates with the average consumer. In return, companies’ efforts are
currently not properly recognized by customers which reduces their efforts’ value
for marketing purposes. A coordinated and strong push to promote the uptake of life
cycle based methodologies and concepts in companies is thus needed more than
ever, coupled with an equally strong communication effort.
While the life cycle community has matured enough to address remaining
methodological challenges, it is, however, still not good at explaining what it does to
people who do not have a thesis in environmental chemistry or chemical engineering.
Which is, however, exactly what is needed: explaining life cycle based approaches in
clear terms and how they help provide solutions to many challenges facing business
and government today. And it needs to be done with a global voice that takes into
account modern, collaborative ways of working together, as neither individual companies nor select circles of researchers and scientist or life cycle assessment (LCA)
networks are currently able to successfully drive the communication effort needed.
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According to Bjørn et al. (2013), over 100 LCA networks had been developed by
2012, with at least seven new networks per year since 2008. However, 40 % of these
networks have less than 20 members, indicating that collaboration is still happening
in rather small circles. Furthermore, 68 % of these networks operate at a local level
and over a third are in Europe. So these small circles are mostly local, and concentrated on one continent.
Still, the positive growth of LCA networks, particularly in emerging economies
over the past few years is a success of efforts undertaken, for example, by the UNEP/
SETAC Life Cycle Initiative. It was launched in 2002 and has been key in boosting
collaboration around methodologies and tools since then. Similarly, SETAC has
provided the LCA community with some space, which has also been used primarily
to work on methodological issues. SETAC’s main focus, however, remains first and
foremost on issues around environmental toxicology and chemistry (SETAC 2015).
And while these global players have invaluable strengths and played a great role in
advancing life cycle thinking around the world (Quiros 2014), they have so far not
focused on working closely with industry and businesses on establishing a global push
for consumer information on life cycle aspects.
In order to be successful, such a push should also be backed and driven by the
entire life cycle community, instead of a number of different stakeholders with
different priorities and interests. However, as outlined before, the current state of the
life cycle community is characterized by a flurry of small circles, or nodes, at a local
level, and a handful of (historical) global players. The community as one clear
identifiable and organized stakeholder thus currently does not exist, mostly because
it has no home.
The lack of such a more organized and structured community that is visible and
has its own voice has, however, implications not only from a communications
perspective, but also from a collaborative point of view. As outlined above, collaboration happens mostly in small circles. Due to the discussed lack of national,
regional or even global coordination efforts, synergies get lost and opportunities for
collaboration are missed.
While this is mostly an issue for the community itself, the consequences are
relevant beyond the community. Communication is absolutely essential to help
spread the word, to inform people about the benefits of applying a life cycle
perspective and enable companies to put life cycle management into practice by
more easily communicating their efforts.
As shown over the past two decades, life cycle based thinking and methodologies
can help to operationalize sustainability efforts and are applied by companies to
identify cost and resource effective sustainability improvements and highlight them
to their potential clients (Box 20.1). However, in order to mainstream LCM and thus
have a tangible impact on the world, the life cycle community has to get out of the
small niche in which it is currently operating. Only then it can become a powerful
partner to companies and industry stakeholders and work towards effectively
informing consumers on the concept and advantages of taking a life cycle
perspective.
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Box 20.1: A Practical Example: Renault’s Efforts to Inform Their
Consumers About Their Life Cycle Management Work
To operationalize its commitment to the environment, Renault is using the life
cycle management approach, focussing especially on incorporating sustainability
concerns into the design and manufacturing process as well as the use phase
of the car and its end-of-life treatment. In order to assess its cars’ environmental
performance, Renault conducts LCAs, such as, for example, for its Fluence
Z.E. The LCA as well as its critical review is publicly available from Renault’s
website, as are brief introductions into the LCM and LCA concepts.

To help its consumers identify easily which of its cars have the best environmental credentials and are also the most economical to drive, Renault
introduced in 2007 the Eco2 label. The label is based on Renault’s environmental policy and on the analysis of the impact of their cars in the three key
stages of their cars’ life cycle:
• Manufacturing: Eco2 vehicles must be built in ISO 14001-certified plants
• Utilization: Eco2 vehicles must emit less than 120 g of CO2/km
• Recycling: 7 % of the plastic in Eco2 vehicles must come from recycling
and Eco2 vehicles must be 85 % recyclable
Renault’s application of life cycle management and life cycle assessment
concepts thus helps it to provide interested customers with an internationally
accepted and scientifically sound decision-making basis when making
purchasing decisions (Renault 2015).

As outlined in other chapters of this book, to be successful, life cycle information
needs to be applied on a significantly larger scale to have an impact in management
decisions. Only then the goal to enhance sustainability efforts and eventually
achieve regeneration will be successful. Essentially following the vision of “A sustainable global society where life cycle approaches are established and decision
makers have fully integrated them into their regular decision making processes.” To
this end it is understood that life cycle approaches contribute to the overall goal of
a sustainable society through providing data and knowledge for:
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• Reducing a product’s resource use and emissions to the environment, and
improving its social and socio-economic performance throughout its life cycle
• Enabling consumers to choose more sustainable products
• Information policy to optimize trade-offs
• Influencing and validating choices for disruptive improvements, such as new
economic models or radical technology, to move towards possibilities to regenerate
the system and not only be “less bad”, but towards “more good”
However, for life cycle approaches to make a significant contribution to sustainability, they need to be used in a massive and systematic way, especially by companies and businesses within a framework and infrastructure provided by governments.
Success will be when there is a broad understanding of the concepts around life
cycle thinking by the general public and when these concepts are integrated into
decisions by organizations in a systematic way through life cycle management (for
example, integrated into standard design software or purchasing criteria).

3

Moving Towards Better Collaboration
and Communication to Mainstream Life Cycle
Management

As outlined before, it is now on the life cycle community to help making this vision
come true. Key elements on this route will be achieved through:
• Better collaboration with each other across the globe as well as with other
stakeholders
• Better communication to a wider set of stakeholders

3.1

Improve Collaboration Among the Life Cycle Community
Across the Globe

“The community” as it is understood here is a group of people having a particular
interest in common: the use of life cycle information. The community includes:
• Professionals who provide life cycle data and information to be used in internal
processes or commercial or public databases
• Users of life cycle data and information as part of regular and existing decision
making processes in business and governments
• Scientists and researchers who are actively working on developing new methods
and approaches, methodological standards or advancements
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• Life cycle “practitioners” who apply the tools developed above in specialist consultancies, in industry (often in EHS, sustainability, R&D departments), or in
government (technical agencies like environmental agencies or policy makers)
• Life cycle advocates, who may not be able to undertake an LCA themselves, but
who understand their utilization and importance
• Students in a variety of disciplines learning about how to apply life cycle thinking
and approaches
Traditionally, global and local LCA networks have been dominated by academic
stakeholders, but data providers, practitioners and users of life cycle data and information in industry and businesses are crucial. They are the ones who use the tools
and methods to actually assess and interpret products’ sustainability performance
and thereby help establishing a scientifically more accurate decision-making basis
for companies. As shown in Box 20.2, the LCM conference series is currently the
only prominent place where companies and businesses get to exchange on their
challenges and advancements. However, the LCM conference series is focused on
Europe alone and organized only every 2 years, thus not well suited to facilitate a
regular exchange. Other initiatives driving collaboration among the life cycle
Community include:
• International life cycle networks such as the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative
and the International Society for Industrial Ecology
• Local or regional life cycle networks for practitioners, such as ACLCA in the US,
ALCALA in Latin America, or ALCAS in Australia
• Life cycle conferences, such as the before-mentioned LCM, SETAC case study
symposium, Ecobalance, [avniR], LCA Food, PEF World Summit
• Online collaborative platforms such as the PRe LCA discussion list and various
LinkedIn groups (e.g. on GaBi)
• Specific workgroups targeting technical subareas of the discipline such as Social
LCA, Food LCA or Toxicity and Water issues
These many “circles of collaboration” tend to be extremely dynamic and
productive, and in most cases very complementary. Many work on similar issues in
different geographical spaces or with different types of stakeholders. They all have
their place and are an important part of nurturing this constantly evolving field.
However, they do not represent the community as a coherent and clearly identifiable
stakeholder, but limited possibilities for exchange.
Consequently a global effort will be needed to bring these small groups together
and thereby not only facilitate knowledge sharing and the establishment of links, but
more importantly create a shared sense of belonging. In the end, a community only
functions if its members can identify themselves with it.
Uniting the community behind a commonly shared set of ideas, principles or
perspectives is thus a key step towards creating a community as such and thus lay
the ground for collaboration and co-creation.
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Box 20.2: A Practical Example: Making the Bridge Between Life Cycle
Management Conferences
Since the first LCM was held in Copenhagen in 2001, this conference series
has established itself as one of the leading conference series worldwide in the
field of environmental, economical and social sustainability. It is now held
every second year in Europe, with the seventh LCM held in Bordeaux, France.
The unique feature of the LCM conference series is developing practical
solutions for the implementation of life cycle approaches into strategic and
operational decision-making in business, industry and beyond. The LCM
Conferences bring together international decision-makers from science,
industry, NGOs and public bodies. Almost half of the participants came from
the private sector in recent gatherings. In this way it is clearly differentiated
and complementary to more academic events such as conferences organized
by SETAC or the International Society for Industrial Ecology.
The LCM conferences provide an excellent start to transfer knowledge
from the scientific world to real world applications by the private sector or
governments. Whilst some uptake by the application side for the use of life
cycle information is happening (e.g. building and construction, food and
beverages, cars and other transports means, materials and chemicals, packaging, consumers goods, etc.), there is no real global mechanism to accelerate
this awareness and uptake by the private sector and government to apply life
cycle approaches as part of their normal practices. Also, given that the LCM
conference series has no formal structure and is organized only every 2 years
and by different host organizations, it is currently rather limited in its ability
to function as the central space to facilitate ongoing and continuous exchange
of ideas and challenges.
Establishing a link between a better-organized community and the LCM
conference series would thus be a natural fit that could help to improve the
transfer of knowledge, experience and resources. One way to achieve this
could be to establish a small secretariat that could build links between LCM
in Europe and other LCM related conferences taking place around the globe,
such as those in China, Brazil and India, so that the conversations continue
rather than being disconnected (LCM 2015).

The life cycle community will also need to actively engage and collaborate with
colleagues working in related fields, such as climate change, toxicity and biodiversity, so that cooperation and collaboration result in joint efforts instead of “competing” for the same air time. In the end, life cycle concepts should be understood as a
key element of the circular economy and the energy transition, and hence they
should be seen as the backbone of any effort to address sustainability issues, be it
climate change, resource efficiency or other issues.
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The community will also need to collaborate more closely with decision makers
in industry and government to co-develop life cycle management solutions that
respond to their needs, as will be demonstrated in Sect. 3.2.

3.2

Effective Communication with a Wider Set of Stakeholders

Widespread take up of life cycle management is impossible without a widespread
understanding of what life cycle approaches are and why they are important. The
audiences for this communication can be grouped into two broad categories.

3.2.1

Anyone Looking for Information on How to Operationalize
Sustainability

Decision-makers in industry and government are key to applying life cycle thinking
to operationalize sustainability in the real world. While the community develops
and works directly with life cycle based tools, decision-makers in industry and
government interact with life cycle based information on a different, yet from a
societal perspective arguably more important level.
This audience first needs to make the step-change towards systemic, life cycle
thinking in how they understand sustainability issues (including notions of arbitrage
between different impact areas, and over different stages of the life cycle). They
then need to have enough knowledge and understanding of what life cycle management is and how life cycle based information can be used to facilitate decisionmaking processes, to integrate it into their core activities.

3.2.2

General Public

As clearly demonstrated throughout the past decades, change is often only achieved
if a strong push from the demand side has been established (Baron et al. 2009). To
achieve this, the general public needs to understand that sustainability decisions
need to be based on a systemic framework that takes into account impacts from a
life cycle perspective. In return, the demand for and availability of life cycle based
information will increase, once companies can communicate on their efforts
without being burdened by the need to explain the concepts first.
While a growing number of consumers already consider sustainability aspects
during their purchase decisions, they are increasingly confused by the vast amount
of different standards, labels and other information tools (Atkinson 2014). Here it
will be important to collaborate with existing programmes and initiatives which
work on these issues, such as the Consumer Information Programme under the
UN’s 10 Years Framework on Sustainable Consumption and Production and others
(CIP 2015).
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An effort to simplifying and streamline communication on product’s sustainability
performance based on life cycle information is thus paramount to enable consumers
to better interpret different kinds of information and help them understand why
taking a life cycle perspective is a key step towards operationalizing sustainability.
As previously outlined, educating consumers about the advantages and necessity of
taking a life cycle perspective to avoid trade-offs is also highly relevant to companies
and businesses that seek to explain their efforts. Only if a general understanding of
the concept is present, efforts of companies applying life cycle methodologies will
be understood and welcomed. This understanding will help businesses and industry
to respond to green washing claims and demonstrate real sustainability progress by
implementing life cycle management (in line with Box 20.1).
In this context opinion leaders will also need to be targeted to help spread the
word and generate sufficient attention. Al Gore’s “An inconvenient truth”, for
example, helped to put the issue of global climate change on the world’s agenda, at
least from a communications perspective. Thanks to the film and following public
appearances, the understanding of the effects of climate change has increased
(Jacobsen 2011). A messaging that is neutral, scientifically sound and not driven by
company-interests thus needs to be developed that could be picked up by opinion
leaders to help spreading the word. As with the IPCC process, the messaging, however, will have to be backed by the life cycle community to have both credibility and
relevancy on a global level.

3.3

Audiences and Lessons Learned

In order to effectively communicate with the different target audiences identified in
Table 20.1, the life cycle community needs to agree on key messages and deliver
them with a global voice, albeit adapted to local conditions. It should be noted in
this context that a communication effort should focus first and foremost on decision
makers in business and government to drive change. In a second step, together with
successful stakeholders in the field of consumer information, the focus will need to
be extended to target also the general public.
In this context, bringing together the life cycle community as a clear stakeholder
is critical to establishing a global voice, but the collaboration with other stakeholders is equally important in developing communication tools and capability that
resonate with people outside of the LC community.
It is also important to consider that communication is a two way street. Whilst the
life cycle community needs to educate decision makers and the general public about
the advantages and benefits of taking a life cycle perspective, communication also
needs to work in the other direction. In this context it is crucial that the community is
visible, approachable and receptive for feedback from different voices in society.
In the end it will be important to acknowledge that if societal change is the objective,
it is of utmost importance to interact closely with society. Here it will be important
to proactively identify opportunities to discuss sustainability challenges and support
other relevant communities and actors.
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Table 20.1 Target groups and desired outcomes
Target group
Decision makers in business
and public sector can be
reached through
• Cross cutting business
federations (e.g. chambers
of commerce, WGBC)
• Sector based business
federations
• NGOs
• Education centers
(universities and schools)
(future decision makers)
• Specialist media
• Funding agencies
• Standard and certification
bodies

Who are they?
Influential professionals
(middle management) and final
decision makers in various
departments: (communication,
sustainability, finance, product
development, procurement,
economic development, etc.)
Business
• Large businesses
• SMEs
Public sector
• Federal/national level
government
• Local level government
• Public departments

General public
Can be reached through
• NGOs
• Governmental programs
• Education centers
(universities and schools)
• General media (including
social)

The general public as
individuals to influence their
behavior as consumers,
business stakeholders and
active members of civil society

4

Desired outcomes
• Develop and implement
LC approaches in their
business or policy making
(e.g. policy making, green
procurement, product
development)
• Support national LCI
database development and
management following
global guidance
• Provide case studies of
LC implementation
• Collaborate with the LC
community to ensure their
developments are well
aligned with needs
• Encourage other
businesses and
governments to engage
• Understand the concept of
taking a life cycle
perspective and its
advantages
• Create a market for
sustainable consumer
products
• Build demand for reliable
and transparent
information about life
cycle impacts

Making It Happen

For all of the reasons outlined above, it is of utmost importance for the life cycle
community to become a stakeholder of its own, in order to be seen and have a global
voice that is heard. This will only happen, if the community starts to structure itself
in the form of a new organization. This organization should provide the actions in
the following sections.

4.1

Space to Coordinate Efforts Around the World

Currently a number of small circles and a few international organizations exist in
the life cycle space. A life cycle community organization would thus need to build
close relationships with each of these existing organizations to become a central
information and network hub that connects these circles and organizations again
and facilitates coordination.
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This does not only apply to stakeholders as such, but also and importantly to conferences. Over the past years, a number of conference series have been organized in
addition to the LCM conferences in Europe and those in key emerging economies as
mentioned before ranging from EcoBalance in Japan, the Australian LCA Conference
to CILCA in Latin America, InLCA in the USA and [avnir] in France. Coordination
among those conferences would help not only with regards to dates, but also on content focus and international visibility, for instance by ensuring that key messages and
white paper with topics relevant for LCM are spread quickly around the world.

4.2

Space to Identify New Contacts, Apart from Conferences

While conferences are a great place to learn about new projects, latest research and
to network, they do not facilitate regular exchange. In addition, while conferences
technically offer a great way to get to know new people and identify possible
collaboration opportunities, the reality is different. Most participants have a pretty
full schedule and have little to no time to identify and meet potentially interesting
colleagues and stakeholders, outside of their already existing networks and small
circles. As a consequence, a life cycle community organization would need to
establish a mechanism that facilitates the process of finding interesting connections
outside of conferences.

4.3

Space to Collaborate with Colleagues

Another important element to foster the identification of stakeholders with the
community would be to establish a way that fosters and enhances collaboration. To
this end a platform where new ideas could be pitched to the community or research
shared would need to be put in place. Enabling interaction among community
members needs to be a crucial element, as it has been established before that better
ways to collaborate and co-create are needed.

4.4

Space to Develop a Coherent Messaging

Finally, the platform identified before should also be used to work jointly on a clear
and coherent messaging, for instance on recommendations on how to put life cycle
management in business practice. In this context, in order to establish a shared sense
of community and belonging, a specific set of principles should be established that
community members cannot only subscribe to, but have co-developed.
Above all, the community organization should seek to be as inclusive as possible
to provide members with a sense of empowerment. The idea should be to enable
members to speak for and on behalf of the community and thus instead of being
represented, represent themselves.
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Conclusion

As outlined throughout the previous sections, two major challenges for mainstreaming
life cycle management exist that are intrinsically linked: collaboration and communication. In order to radically increase the take up of life cycle based approaches in
business and government, life cycle professionals need to enhance global collaboration among themselves, users of life cycle information, as well as with others and
communicate to a wider set of stakeholders.
To facilitate this process, a home for the community is needed that enables it to
become one coherent and clearly identifiable stakeholder but also acts as a central
information and networking hub within the community. Such a home would need to
respond to a variety of issues and gaps, as identified before. It would also need to
make an effort to provide not only a space for collaboration and communication, but
more importantly be rooted in a shared set of ideas and principles. Community
members will need to be able to identify easily with the new organisation and be
interested to engage with the organization and its members to jointly shape its future.
The newly established Forum for Sustainability through Life Cycle (FSLCI) is
built around these considerations and will need to demonstrate in going forward that
it can live up to and address the issues outlined throughout this chapter. Its success
will be largely depended on its acceptance by the community, in particular those life
cycle practitioners that make changes in real life by putting LCM theory outlined in
the first part of this book into practice. At the moment, it remains to be seen, whether
the life cycle community is ready to become a stakeholder of its own. Whether it is
ready to get out of the niche, and aim for actual global change towards creating a
global sustainable society, where decision makers have fully integrated life cycle
management into their regular decision making processes.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Part V

Implementation and Case Studies of Life
Cycle Management in Different Business
and Industry Sectors

This part provides a few practice examples of life cycle management in different
economic sectors, namely electricity sector, applied urban fabric planning, automotive industry and food and beverage industry.

Chapter 21

Exploring Challenges and Opportunities
of Life Cycle Management in the Electricity
Sector
Miguel Fernandez Astudillo, Karin Treyer, Christian Bauer,
and Mourad Ben Amor

Abstract Electricity supply is often cited as a significant hot spot in life cycle
assessment results, and consequently in life cycle management results. Despite its
importance, however, practitioners continue to overuse generic LCI data and different simplified methodologies regarding electricity supply modeling. Such simplifications and inconsistencies can result in difficulties, e.g. to compare the findings of
various studies. This chapter is intended to highlight issues on electricity supply
modeling, methodological choices and data set selections. Attributional and consequential perspectives as well as systemic aspects of the electricity sector are also
reflected. Finally, key challenges and opportunities are summarized and suggestions
on how to deal with such problems are provided when possible.
Keywords Energy policy • Electricity supply • Modeling choices • Life cycle
inventory data • Life cycle assessment • Life cycle management

1

Introduction

Life cycle management (LCM) aims to minimize the environmental and
socio-economic burdens associated with a product or product portfolio throughout
its entire life cycle and value chain (Remmen et al. 2007). From an environmental
perspective, electricity is a major consideration in many life cycle assessment
(LCA) studies. Indeed, electricity supply is often highlighted as a significant hot
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spot in LCA results for a majority of product life cycles (Curran et al. 2005; Treyer
and Bauer 2013). It has also been shown, from the LCA perspective, that electricity
sector as such is an important originator of environmental burdens worldwide and
that energy policies can result in burden-shifting (Laurent and Espinosa 2015). As
LCAs are being conducted frequently, it is key that suitable life cycle inventory
(LCI) data become in general more readily available (Soimakallio et al. 2011).
This book chapter aims to highlight issues on electricity supply modeling, methodological choices and data set selections. Attributional and consequential perspectives as well as systemic aspects of the electricity sector are also reflected. Finally,
this chapter summarizes the key challenges and opportunities and provides suggestions on how to deal with such problems.

2

Identifying the Issues: Major Methodological Challenges

2.1

Data Issues: Generating Electricity
Life Cycle Inventory Datasets

According to ISO 14044, electricity inventories shall take into account electricity
mixes, fuel efficiencies, as well as transmission and distribution losses. Given the
heterogeneity of electricity LCI data, representativeness is an important aspect when
conducting an LCA. Referring to ISO 14044 (ISO 14044: 2006), data representativeness is the qualitative assessment of the degree to which the data set reflects the
true population of interest for a specific application: geographical coverage, timerelated coverage, and technology coverage. Other quality indicators are such as
completeness, consistency and uncertainty are also addressed. Aspects covering
special challenges in the electricity sector are highlighted in the following sections.

2.1.1

Geographic Coverage

The geographical coverage is the geographical area from which data for unit processes should be collected to satisfy the goal of the study. In the context of electricity process, LCA practitioner can face two main challenges: the first one refers to
the situation where no regionalized electricity data is available (Sect. 2.1.1.1) and
the second one refers to the grid delimitation (Sect. 2.1.1.2).

2.1.1.1

Extending the Geographical Coverage: Improving
Production Data Accuracy

Regionalization of inventory data is recognized as an important need to increase
the accuracy of LCA results, even if it is disputed down to which level the regionalization should go. Recent efforts have been undertaken to increase the
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geographical scope of inventory data and using country-specific statistics. The life
cycle inventory database ecoinvent version 3 covers nearly 85 % of global electricity production in 2008 (Treyer and Bauer 2013) with country (or even region-specific) LCI data showing substantial differences in LCI data between specific
countries and regions.
Despite the geographical coverage increase, gaps in LCI data keep existing and
are in general more pronounced in non-OECD countries, where often extrapolations
are unavoidable, increasing uncertainty (Treyer and Bauer 2013; Schmidt et al.
2011; Laurent and Espinosa 2015).

2.1.1.2

Grid Mix Boundaries: From Production Mixes to Supply Mixes

Once available in the grid, it is not possible to know where the electricity is coming
from (Dones et al. 1998; Itten et al. 2014; Weber et al. 2010). This tracking issue
becomes even more challenging as electricity grids are increasingly getting interconnected, and hence makes selecting a grid mix boundary a complicated task for
the practitioner.
The common approach is to use national electricity mixes and accounting for
imports from the neighboring jurisdictions. The underlying justification is that
neighboring countries have either physical connections or administrative contracts
to trade (Treyer and Bauer 2014). However, the boundaries selection is to some
extent arbitrary and raises equity issues. As an example, if we take the NorthAmerican electricity grid, different resolutions are available: national, interconnect,
Jurisdiction-average production and consumption mixes (US countries, Canadian
provinces, etc.), ISO/RTO, EPA’s eGrid subregions, and EIA region (Weber et al.
2010).
On top of that, congestion can effectively limit electricity transmission within a
national boundary (an administrative barrier), which even makes the common
approach selection (i.e. using the national energy mixes) unrealistic. A recent study
developed an approach creating clusters of data according to the congestion status
and its location within the Ontario (Canada) grid-mix. As an example, the avoided
greenhouse gas emissions varied, for uncongested (i.e. using as a common approach
selection the production energy mix: Ontario mix) and congested hours, between
280 and 390 kg/MWh. Even if these empirical estimates cannot be generalized to
other contexts, the study underscored the importance of congestion in defining the
grid mix boundary (Amor et al. 2014a).

2.1.2

Temporal Aspects of Electricity

Our capacity to store electricity is very limited, and in practice demand is dynamically (hour by hour) matched with a range of production technologies. Obtaining
past yearly-averaged country supply mixes to be used in attributional LCA (ALCA)
is relatively straightforward by using national statics. Typically organizations such
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as International Energy Agency (IEA) provide these data, even if the often-rough
categorization of fuel and power plant categories in the statistics calls for assumptions and extrapolations increasing uncertainties. However, predicting and capturing changes in time of the electricity sector – being relevant in consequential LCA
(CLCA) – is a challenging task, for both temporal scopes: short-term and long-term
horizon.

2.1.2.1

Short-Term

In countries with de-regulated energy sectors, an independent system operator coordinates most of the markets by using price based dispatch systems. Price bids from
generators, defining the supply curve would be ideal for analyzing the short-term
variation of power plant production following different resolution: from hourly to
annually and then be able to consider intermittency of renewable energy, intertemporal arbitrage, spinning and non-spinning reserves or ramp-rate limitations of
producers.
However, price bids are not always publicly available. In the absence of such
data, a procedure for integrating the short-term time variations of technologies is
missing. Such a procedure could play an important role in increasing the robustness
of LCA studies and refining their environmental impact estimates. Additionally, not
all electricity markets have the same extent of de-regulation. As an example, leading
players like China, the world largest consumer of electricity, still relies on a considerably more complex multi-level dispatch hierarchy partially based on generator
output planning (Kahrl and Wang 2014).

2.1.2.2

Long-Term

In the long-term, additional capacity would need to be installed to cover increases
in demand. Changes in the electricity sector depend on political, environmental
and economic considerations that are substantially uncertain and country
specific.
Different techniques are available to estimate prospective electricity mix. These
techniques are useful from the average ALCA perspective and also from the CLCA
perspective.
Future supply mixes can be estimated from national forecast, such as IEA annual
energy outlook (e.g. Hertwich et al. 2015). In the absence of such available data,
specific models (e.g. partial equilibrium models) can be used to estimate future
average supply mixes: LEAP, TIMES, (see Pfenninger et al. 2014 for a review).
CLCA often follows the step-wise procedure presented by Ekvall and Weidema
(2004) and updated in Weidema et al. (2009) to identify marginal technologies but
its application to the electricity sector is not yet satisfactory (Treyer and Bauer
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2014). Marginal changes in the electricity sector are likely to affect a range of technologies (Pehnt et al. 2008; Mathiesen et al. 2009) and it is not straightforward task
to consistently identify them with a heuristic approach (Zamagni et al. 2012; Earles
and Halog 2011; Menten et al. 2015). Energy system models such as TIMES or
LEAP can help to overcome such difficulties.

2.1.3

Technology Coverage

The main challenges in technology data coverage concerns currently used
technologies and those, which will be installed in the future and are not yet commercially available (e.g. on a pilot plant level).

2.1.3.1

Actual Technologies

There is a wide variation among generation stations in terms of emissions and
inputs per unit generation across and even within fuel types. Such variation
becomes even more challenging with the differences among statistics sources (e.g.
Eurostat and EIA) treating the same technology using a given fuel type at a given
geographic location (e.g. jurisdiction). Specification of the time frame of LCI data
can also be challenging: statistic sources often refer to different years and the
availability of up-to-date data is not always given, depending on the type of environmental exchanges. In addition to that, there is considerable uncertainty over
certain emission factors, even for mature technologies, such as hydropower or coal
(Hertwich 2013; Henriksson et al. 2014). Moreover, not only LCI data for power
plants as such can substantially vary, also specific fuel supply as well as infrastructure manufacturing chains can have important effects on LCA results (Bouman
et al. 2015; Yue et al. 2014).

2.1.3.2

Prospective Technologies

Prospective LCA studies often rely on LCI data of current electricity generation,
even if technology performance of current power generation chains is likely to
improve in the future and new technologies will emerge (IEA 2014). Modeling
how technology performance will change over time is particularly difficult for
nascent technologies (Curran et al. 2005) such as organic photovoltaic panels or
carbon capture and storage (Volkart et al. 2013). Moreover, disruptive technologies can bring improvements in efficiency, but also have implied changes in
infrastructure and user behavior, which are more difficult to predict (Miller and
Keoleian 2015).
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User Perspective: Using Electricity
Life Cycle Inventory Data

LCA practitioners, especially in industry, frequently rely on generic LCI data for
electricity generation and supply from commercial LCA background databases
such as ecoinvent,1 GaBi,2 or ELCD3 in their daily LCA business. Therefore, the
quality of these data is often crucial for the quality of LCA applications (e.g.
certification, Eco-design, decision making) and users are confronted with the data
issues discussed above.
Usually, use of generic electricity from the grid, i.e. electricity supply mixes, and
from the generic electricity market, respectively, is sufficient in the industrial LCM
context, if companies do not have own power plants or specific contracts for power
supply.
However, today’s industrial value chains are for many global products, i.e. industrial production, manufacturing, sales and research activities are distributed around
the globe. In such cases, LCI data for electricity supply in different countries need
to be used for LCM applications.
Background electricity LCI data need to represent actual local or regional/
national power supply as close as possible in order to be useful for LCA practitioners. “As close as possible” means that the background data need to represent specific supply regions and markets, respectively, and need to be up-to-date in terms of
technology market shares, technology performance as well as fuel and infrastructure supply chains. They also need to be available in a modifiable way on the unit
process level in order to allow users to adapt the data to their specific needs in case
they have more specific information concerning their electricity supply. This
requirement calls for a comprehensive and transparent documentation on the unit
process level as well.
Today, most LCAs in the LCM context are attributional (Zamagni et al. 2012;
Masanet et al. 2013). However, taking into account goal and scope and changeoriented questions to be answered by LCA carried out in industry, consequential
LCA should be performed more frequently. Ideally, such CLCA will be based on
consequential background data as well, also for electricity supply. Unfortunately, the
availability of consequential background data is currently limited to the ecoinvent
database and even these data need to be used cautiously (Treyer and Bauer 2014).
Change-oriented and prospective LCA also calls for background data taking into
account technology development, i.e. representing future technologies and economies. However, such “future background data” are almost unavailable, at least in a
consistently implemented way. The only known attempt to create consistent LCI
data for future electricity production was carried out in the European research project “NEEDS” and LCI data are available online.4
1

www.ecoinvent.org
http://www.gabi-software.com/international/databases/gabi-databases/
3
http://eplca.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ELCD3/
4
http://www.needs-project.org/needswebdb/search.php
2
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3

Key Opportunities

3.1

Opportunities: The Research Perspective

3.1.1

Integration with Other Modeling Methods

3.1.1.1
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Modeling Electricity Mixes

The environmental assessment of different strategies and policies in the energy
and electricity sector, respectively, calls for integration of energy and electricity
scenario modeling and LCA. Such integration needs to take into account systemic
aspects, e.g. continuously matching power demand and supply, and should be
performed with a relatively high temporal resolution (Messagie et al. 2014).
Existing attempts to model electricity sector dynamics and their effect on electricity mixes have relied on standard economic models, both in the long-term (Pehnt
et al. 2008; Lund et al. 2010) and short-term (Amor et al. 2014b). Electricity spot
markets have been modeled assuming partial equilibrium conditions (i.e. ignoring
feedback loops with markets outside the evaluated system). Electricity mixes
were calculated minimizing cost, reproducing the bid-based clearance of electricity markets.
These approaches allow the integration of short-term dynamics characteristic
of the electricity sector in long-term projections. The effect of public policies,
such as taxes or subsidies can be included in the analysis with the help of life
cycle costing. The scenarios can be, however, highly sensitive to uncertainties
(Menten et al. 2015), and a thoughtful scenario analysis and a clear account of the
limitations of studies is therefore needed. The integration of economic models
increases substantially the number of variables, especially if general equilibrium
models are used. In this case uncertainty assessments start to be computationally
challenging and new approaches would need to be explored (Dandres et al. 2014).
Initiatives such as the ENTSO-E5 transparency platform of the pan-European
electricity market can be very helpful to reduce uncertainty and effectively integrate short-term dynamics. Finally, Frischknecht and Stucki (2010) have proposed
the so-called decisional approach and demonstrated it for electricity supply in
industry, but this approach has not received wide attention and deserves more
studies.

3.1.1.2

Filling Data Gaps

In the absence of specific data from facilities, statistic techniques can be used to
estimate emission factors and associated uncertainties. Using the regression
approach, emissions factors can be estimated from available data such as plant
age, fuel type and country gross domestic product (see e.g. Steinmann et al.
5

https://transparency.entsoe.eu/
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2014b). Statistical interpolation methods such as kriging have also been tested
and appear to be superior to regression analysis (Moreau et al. 2012) but their
application in LCI need to be extended. The same observation remains regarding the effects of technological change to be accounted for in prospective
LCA. Experience curves have been used to predict improvements in efficiency
and effect of investment (Sandén and Karlström 2007) but more work is needed
on the treatment of related uncertainties (Yeh and Rubin 2012; Miller and
Keoleian 2015).

3.1.2

Uncertainty Management

Recent advances in the uncertainty management can be used to improve the models
of the electricity sector. At the inventory level, data inaccuracy and lack of representative data are typically addressed using the semi-quantitative approach of the pedigree matrix, assuming log-normal distributions. New advances in LCI implementation
now allow to model parameter uncertainty with different types of probability distributions, allowing the modeler to use the distribution that best fits the data (Muller
et al. 2014).
In addition, it is recommended to distinguish between uncertainty and variability,
as just uncertainty can be reduced with better data. Recent studies suggest that the
spread in emissions of power plants can be dominated by uncertainty (Henriksson
et al. 2014) or variability (Steinmann et al. 2014a) depending on the region under
study. To support the modeling, novel methodological developments propose ways
of tackling this issue (Steinmann et al. 2014a).

3.2

Opportunities: The User Perspective

3.2.1

Greater Use of Consequential Analysis

Most LCAs performed to date on electric power and systems can be classified as
attributional. However, beyond the coming methodological improvement, ALCAs
are not designed to assess the total environmental implications (i.e. consequences)
of decisions. Alternatively, CLCAs are particularly useful for estimating the energy
and emissions implications of policies such as a Renewable Portfolio Standard or
those of policies that encourage carbon taxes (Amor et al. 2010; Masanet et al.
2013). Thus, increasing CLCA use help in understanding and improving the effects
of a given energy policy.
There is an urgent need to introduce large improvements in the electricity sector, which will entail major economic and environmental consequences. The analysis of future scenarios will especially suit CLCA, which should receive more
attention to overcome the challenges and profit from the opportunities outlined in
this chapter.
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Best Practices

In cases where it is important to accurately estimate the environmental impacts
associated with electricity use with high temporal resolution, using a methodology
where the electricity dynamics is considered (as developed by Amor et al. 2014b) is
recommended. Such approaches are particularly relevant in assessing the implication of choosing different electricity supply modeling approaches during decisionmaking, e.g. in estimating the avoided environmental impacts as a consequence of
renewable distributed generation.
In other cases, one must keep in mind the often-limited resources of LCA practitioners; generating specific LCI data for electricity supply at a high level of detail
can be arduous, and often relying on generic background data from databases can
be sufficient. However, these generic data should be adapted through modification
of key parameters in order to represent specific electricity supply more closely.
In any case, knowing the implications associated with electricity supply modeling choices, it is highly recommended that practitioners exercise caution and sensitivity analyses should be systematically conducted using different electricity supply
scenarios in order to take into account the complexity of electricity systems.
Finally, interpretation of LCA results of electricity generation technologies
deserves attention, especially if used for decision support. Often, results show substantial variations without transparently documented and easily traceable underlying reasons. In this context, the harmonization approach by NREL (Brandão et al.
2012) should be considered.

4

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes key challenges and opportunities of LCM in the electricity
sector, with focus at inventory level. Despite the advances, the challenges are
numerous and span from gaps in geographical and technological coverage, uncertainties over emission factors, to complexities on the identification of marginal
technologies.
There are many opportunities to improve the inventories that are being currently
explored and some are described here: Economic models are being used to identify
marginal technologies and assess the effect of policies, statistical techniques such as
regression analysis are useful to fill inventory data gaps and experience curves can
be used to assess novel technologies. As any methodological development, one
should however, be very clear about their limitations, provide transparent documentation and uncertainty estimates together with the results.
Some of these developments are already available for practitioners, including
consequential inventories, greater capabilities in uncertainty modeling and parameterized datasets. Other developments are not yet available in databases and would
require that data providers take methodological decisions to maintain consistent
inventories. These decisions could include questions where interpretation of ISO
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standards are less clear such as how to foresee marginal technologies, which data
sources are more reliable or how to deal with the traceability of electricity. Dialogue
between users and providers is therefore suggested to overcome methodological
differences and help to build a sustainable electric sector.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 22

Life Cycle Management Applied to Urban
Fabric Planning
Xavier Gabarrell, Joan Rieradevall, Alejandro Josa, Jordi Oliver-Solà,
Joan Manuel F. Mendoza, David Sanjuan-Delmás, Anna Petit-Boix,
and Esther Sanyé-Mengual

Abstract Due to the rapid urbanization and the large contribution of cities to the
global environmental impact, urban policies integrate sustainability in the public
space design. Current literature has accounted for the environmental impact of the
main elements of the urban fabric, although studies have dealt with them individually.
This chapter aims to optimize the environmental performance of the urban fabric
for supporting planning processes, based on existing life cycle assessment (LCA)
data of the main elements of urban fabric: sidewalks, pavements, and the gas, water
and wastewater networks. Material selection and lifespan are key issues in the
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environmental profile of the paved skin, while the installation accounts for the
greatest share of the burdens in subterranean networks. The best design consists of
concrete sidewalks, asphalt pavements, HDPE (high density polyethylene) gas
pipes, PVC (polyvinyl chloride) water pipes, and concrete sewer pipes. Pavements
and sidewalks are the most contributing elements to the overall environmental
burdens of streets.
Keywords City developments • Life cycle assessment • Life cycle management
• Life cycle thinking • Pavements • Sidewalks • Sustainability

1

Introduction

More than 50 % of world’s population is concentrated in cities, although they occupy
less than 2 % of the Earth’s surface. Because of the intense activity of cities, which
play an essential role in the global socio-economic development, they consume over
75 % of the world’s resources, between 60 % and 80 % of total energy, and are
responsible for approximately 75 % of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Ash
et al. 2008; Kamal-Chaoui and Robert 2009; Pacione 2009; UN Population Division
2010; European Union 2011; Lazaroiu and Roscia 2012). Environmental awareness
of the urban metabolism has raised due to the rapid urbanization patterns. As a result,
policy and planning highlight the importance of promoting environmental strategies
that increase the sustainability of cities (UN 2013).
Within cities, public spaces play a key role in supporting daily urban life.
According to UN-HABITAT (2013a, b, c, d), four main issues might be considered.
First, streets may become a matrix which increases the urban connectivity between
people and activities thereby making mobility more efficient. Second, the street
pattern hosts urban basic services, such as water supply. Third, public space is a key
element for the cultural and political dimensions of cities. Finally, street design
might enable the pedestrian and road mobility in a safe manner. Thus, streets are
composed of multiple elements from diverse natures that satisfy the different
functionalities of the public space (UN-HABITAT 2014).
The urban fabric is in constant change because of new city developments,
maintenance and partial renewals due to the intense urban activity. The World Wide
Fund for Nature (WWF) accounted for $350 trillion of expenditure on urban infrastructures in the coming decades. Assuming business-as-usual (BAU) conditions,
these projects would contribute to around 465 Gt of GHG emissions (WWF 2008).
Then, if no environmental criteria are applied in the urban planning design (i.e.,
aesthetic or economic criteria are prioritized), the global environmental burdens of
cities can dramatically increase. Furthermore, the consideration of all the life cycle
stages to account for the environmental burdens of urban elements is basic for
understanding their environmental performance, as demonstrated by Oliver-Solà et al.
(2009a, b, c), Mendoza et al. (2012a, b), Petit-Boix et al. (2014), Sanjuan-Delmás
et al. (2014).
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The general aim of this chapter is to incorporate the life cycle thinking approach
into the design of the urban fabric for supporting planning processes, thereby
optimizing the environmental performance of cities. The objective is to identify the
best environmental practices by comparing existing LCA data of the main elements
of the urban fabric (sidewalks, pavements, and the gas, water and wastewater
networks) and to integrate these practices into the environmental impact accounting
of the entire street profile.

2
2.1

Methods
Environmental Benchmarking

Life cycle assessment (LCA) (ISO 2006) is a tool for the systematic compilation
and evaluation of the environmental aspects and the potential environmental impacts
of products systems throughout their life cycle, from raw material acquisition
through use until final disposal (UNEP/SETAC 2012). In this sense, the environmental benchmarking of multiple alternatives for urban fabric planning was
conducted by reviewing LCA studies on their environmental impacts. To do so,
different constructive solutions for sidewalks, pavements, and gas, water and
wastewater networks were compared in terms of global warming potential (GWP;
kg of CO2 eq.) (IPCC 2007).

2.2

The Urban Fabric

Multiple elements compose the urban fabric where daily urban life is supported. In
this study, the authors considered the paved skin (sidewalks, road pavement) and
the subterranean pipelines that supply basic services (gas, water, wastewater).
Figure 22.1 displays a scheme of the urban fabric system. The functional unit of the
assessment is a 1 × 8 m street section in a time frame of 50 years, representative of
a European medium-sized city. In particular, the scenario considers a street profile
located at the city centre where light-weight traffic and pedestrian areas are preferential. Superficial structures such as benches or streetlights were excluded.

3

Environmental Profile of Urban Fabric Elements

The following section describes the environmental profile of multiple design options
for the urban fabric. Once compared, the best practices are assembled to show an
optimized design of the paved skin (sidewalks, road pavement) and the subterranean
pipelines that supply basic services (gas, water, wastewater) from an environmental
point of view.
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Fig. 22.1 The urban fabric: profile of the paved skin and subterranean pipelines under assessment

Table 22.1 Global warming potential (GWP) (kg of CO2 eq.) of different pavement solutions for
a functional unit of 1 m2 in a time frame of 50 years and renovation scenarios
Pavement designs
Concrete top-layer
Granite top-layer
Asphalt top-layer

Reference
service life
79
109
84

High renovation rate
(lifespan: 15 years)
129
221
84

Low renovation rate
(lifespan: 40 years)
82
117
–

Note: The reference service life of sidewalks designs are 15 years for asphalt and 45 years for
concrete and granite

3.1

Paved Skin: Sidewalks and Light-Weight Traffic Road
Pavement

Table 22.1 shows the environmental impact of conventional designs of concrete,
asphalt and granite sidewalks to support pedestrian and light-weight traffic in cities.
The design solutions have different service lives: 15 years for asphalt and 45 years
for concrete and granite. However, the GWP of each sidewalk changes according to
the variability of the service life of the constructive solutions. The shorter the service
life, the higher the number of maintenance and removal operations (top-layer
replacement) to restore the serviceability of the sidewalks during the period of
analysis (50 years). Thus, two maintenance scenarios were considered, e.g., high
and low maintenance rates. During this time frame, the most environmentally
friendly pavement design is the concrete top-layer, which had a GWP 6 % and 28 %
lower than asphalt and granite, respectively.
However, the environmental performance of pavements strongly depends on
their service life and a sensitivity assessment was conducted for a range of lifespan
from 5 to 45 years. When the same service life is considered for the three solutions
(i.e., lifespan is equivalent under certain exposure conditions), asphalt becomes the
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Table 22.2 Global warming potential (GWP) (kg of CO2 eq.) of a natural gas network design for
a time frame of 50 years for low and high density scenarios
Urban density
Low
High

Neighborhood
6290
6290

Buildings
905
30,000

Dwellings
1160
75,100

Waste treatment
866
4030

Total
9221
115,420

best practice: in urban areas with a high renovation rate of sidewalks and lightweight traffic pavements (≤15 years), asphalt is recommended for both sidewalks
and light-weight traffic pavements: in contrast, concrete is the most suitable option
in urban areas with a low renovation rate of sidewalks (>40 years), whereas asphalt
has a maximum lifespan of 15 years and a high renovation rate is unfeasible. In
general, granite sidewalks are less environmentally due to the high resource intensive manufacture of granite tiles (Mendoza et al. 2012a, b, 2014a).

3.2

Gas Network

Table 22.2 shows the environmental impact of natural gas distribution networks for
low and high density neighborhood scenarios. Contrary to other elements, the gas
network only considers a standard constructive design – i.e., HDPE (high density
polyethylene) pipes for medium-pressure gas distribution – and instead of multiple
materials, scenarios compared urban densities. The studied system is a standard
local neighborhood. The scenarios considered recreate one low density detached
house neighborhood (4 dwellings) and a high density Mediterranean neighborhood
(24 dwellings). The assessment includes the network in the neighborhood (100 m),
the elements of the gas distribution in the buildings and the dwellings, and the waste
treatment of the materials. The results show that the distribution of the environmental load between subsystems changes radically according to urban density. This
means that in low-density areas the neighborhood network is the subsystem that
gives raise to most impact (68 %), while in high-density neighborhoods the building
and dwelling subsystems are those that are responsible for more than 95 % of the GWP
(Oliver-Solà et al. 2009a, b). For the purpose of our study, the impact of the neighborhood network was considered in the profile of the street (see Table 22.5).

3.3

Water Supply Network

Table 22.3 displays the environmental impacts of the drinking water network
considering constructive solutions with different pipe materials and diameters. The
environmental burdens were related to a functional unit of 1 linear meter of network.
High and low density polyethylene (HDPE, LDPE) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
were compared for a pipe with a diameter of 90 mm, and HDPE, PVC, glass fiber
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Table 22.3 Global warming potential (GWP) (kg of CO2 eq.) of different water supply constructive
solutions for a functional unit of 1 m of pipe in a time frame of 50 years
Stage
Production
Transport
Installation
Total

90 mm-diameter pipes
HDPE
LDPE
PVC
4.03
6.93
3.56
8.73
8.94
8.70
12.5
12.5
12.5
25.3
28.4
24.8

200 mm-diameter pipes
HDPE
PVC
GFRP
13.6
12.3
49.9
9.83
9.71
9.73
13.3
13.3
13.3
36.7
35.4
73.0

DI
131
16.2
13.3
161

Table 22.4 Global warming potential (GWP) (kg of CO2 eq.) of different sewer constructive
solutions with a diameter of 300 mm for a functional unit of 1 m of pipe in a time frame of 50 years

Life-cycle stage
Pipe production
Transport
Installation
Demolition
Total impact

HDPE (lifespan:
50 years)
PP1
PP2
23.7
23.7
35.1
21.1
33.2
125
0.95
1.20
93.0
171

PVC (lifespan:
50 years)
PP1
PP2
7.2
7.2
34.8
20.8
33.2
125
0.95
1.20
76.2
154

Concrete (lifespan:
100 years)
CP1
CP2
4.8
4.8
10.2
11.0
42.3
65.0
0.60
0.60
57.9
81.4

reinforced polyester (GFRP) and ductile iron (DI) for 200 mm (Sanjuan-Delmás
et al. 2014). The life cycle stages included were the production, transport, and
installation. The operation was excluded because it depends on the specific network.
The end of use phase was also omitted since the supply network is left underground
after its use.
In water supply network solutions, the installation stage contributed the most to
the GWP (around 50 % for 90 mm; 10–40 % for 200 mm). Furthermore, the relevance
of the installation phase was higher for smaller diameters, since the pipe required a
lower amount of material and, thus, production is less impacting (15–25 % for
90 mm, 35–80 % for 200 mm). Consequently, previous studies that only analyzed
the pipe instead of the whole constructive solution were omitting a significant part
of the impacts. No significant differences were found between constructive solutions
with different plastic pipe materials. In contrast, GFRP and DI had a much larger
impact than HDPE and PVC for 200 mm constructive solutions (around two times
higher for GFRP and 5 for DI) due to the higher impacts of these materials.

3.4

Sewer Network

Table 22.4 shows the environmental impact of concrete, PVC, and HDPE sewer
pipes with different trench designs. Sewer pipes with a diameter of 300 mm were
considered because they are widely used in medium-sized cities. The environmental
burdens of sewer pipes were related to a functional unit of 1 linear meter of network
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for a timeframe of 50 year, considering the different lifespan of the materials (i.e.,
100 years for concrete and 50 for PVC and HDPE). The sewer operation was
excluded from the assessment, given that the electricity required for pumping wastewater depends on the configuration of the city.
In terms of GWP, concrete pipes scored better than plastic pipes, mainly because
of their longer durability. The composition of plastic pipes (i.e., oil-based materials)
derived in a larger amount of CO2 eq. emissions than in the case of concrete (i.e.,
mainly cement). There were also differences related to the trench designs that can
be applied to each pipe material. In a first attempt to compare constructive solutions,
two configurations were assigned to each pipe material: sand beddings (PP1),
concrete beddings (PP2 and CP2), and mixed beddings (CP1). PP2 and CP2 resulted
in greater environmental impacts because of the contribution of concrete to the
GWP (>80 %). In general, the installation stage accounted for more than 70 % of
the total life cycle impacts when PP2 and CP2 were applied. At the end, it was determined that concrete pipes with CP1 trenches were the most environmentally friendly
alternative (Petit-Boix et al. 2014).

4
4.1

Discussion
Optimizing the Urban Fabric Design

Table 22.5 shows the GWP of two street profiles, which were composed considering
the best and worst designs identified in Sect. 3. The most environmentally-friendly
design option for the street profile resulted in a carbon footprint of 1.1 tones of CO2
eq. The best design included concrete sidewalks, asphalt pavements, HDPE gas
pipes, PVC, water pipes and concrete sewer pipe with CP1 trench. In general, the
environmental impacts were reduced by 23 % with respect to the worst street profile.
The use of granite in sidewalks, LDPE in water supply pipes and HDPE in the sewer
system with PP2 trenches were the least recommended design options due to the
increase in the GWP.
Table 22.5 Global warming potential (GWP) (kg of CO2 eq.) of the best and worst designs of a
1 × 8 m street section in a time frame of 50 years
Best design
GWP
(%)
Worst design
GWP
(%)

Sidewalk
Concrete
316
28.4
Granite
436
29.8

Pavement
Asphalt
504
45.3
Asphalt
504
34.4

Gas
HDPE
125.8
11.3
HDPE
125.8
8.6

Water
PVC
49.6
4.6
LDPE
56.8
3.9

Wastewater
Concrete CP1
115.8
10.4
HDPE PP2
342
23.3

Total
–
1111.2
100
–
1464.6
100
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When focusing on the different sub-systems, the asphalt pavement had the
greatest contribution to the total GWP because the light-weight traffic road had the
largest surface in the street profile (6 m2). Nevertheless, there are two elements that
presented the greatest room for improvement. In both scenarios, the concrete sidewalk accounted for almost 30 % of the impacts. Generally, this material is widely
applied to pedestrian sidewalks, although asphalt is also used given its low initial
cost. Thus, the elements of the paved skins contributed the most to the urban fabric
environmental profile, due to a more intensive maintenance of these exposed areas.
However, this might depend on the traffic density, the type of mobility and the land
use (e.g., pedestrian areas).
The second element that presented variations in the best and worst designs was
the sewer network. In this case, the lifespan (i.e., required reposition) also played an
important role: when concrete pipes (lifespan: 100 years) were included in the best
scenario, they accounted for 10 % of the impacts; in contrast, the contribution of the
sewer increased up to 23.3 % when plastic pipes were considered (lifespan: 50
years). Hence, the integration of life-cycle environmental data and service-life
planning information is essential for urban planners for identifying long-term environmentally friendly constructive solutions (Mendoza et al. 2012b). Finally, it was
detected that the installation of subterranean pipelines had a great contribution to
the total GWP and this trend could be extrapolated to other subterranean systems
such as telecommunication and electricity networks.
Another key issue is the variation in the street configuration. This study
presented a standard street profile, which consisted of common pipe diameters and
trench designs. Nonetheless, the population density and the configuration of the
city might demand larger pipe diameters because of a more intensive gas and water
consumption and wastewater production. Therefore, the contribution of these
elements to the total impact of the urban skin might increase. As a result, urban
planners must focus on the possible material and installation alternatives that best
suit their case studies (Petit-Boix et al. 2014).

4.2

Towards Smart Grids and Self-sufficiency

Because networks present a relevant environmental contribution to the impacts of
the street, the cities of the future should consider approaching smart grids and selfsufficiency. In this sense, decentralization of urban services is essential to improve
the environmental performance of cities. This approach aims to reduce the required
networks to supply services while increasing the independence of individual neighborhoods and buildings. From an environmental point of view, this would contribute
to reducing the environmental burdens of the subterranean profile of cities. This
strategy is particularly meaningful in low-density settlements where longer networks
are installed. In the case of gas distribution, when an isolated house requires more
than 69 m of neighborhood network, the installation of individual propane tanks
becomes favorable in terms of GWP (Oliver-Solà et al. 2009a). Furthermore, the gas
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supply through district heating systems can be considered as an alternative at the
neighborhood scale (Oliver-Solà et al. 2009b).
In the framework of decentralization, self-supply of endogenous resources such
as water or energy contributes to the environmental improvement of urban areas. In
this case, besides being independent of the central network, local and renewable
resources substitute the consumption of nonrenewable ones. For instance, rainwater
harvesting systems are increasingly implemented for nonpotable purposes and play
a key role in countries dealing with water scarcity. In addition, wastewater recycling
can also be integrated in the water metabolism of buildings.

5

Conclusions

LCA literature has dealt with the environmental impacts of multiple elements of the
urban fabric. However, studies only showed the individual performance of certain
elements. This study compiled LCA data in an attempt to quantify the environmental burdens of an entire street profile as a whole, thereby combining the impacts of
the elements that constitute the urban fabric: the paved skins and the subterranean
networks. The best and worst practices were identified.
The best practices in the design of streets accounted for a carbon footprint of
1.1 t of CO2 eq. This design consisted of concrete sidewalks, asphalt pavements,
HDPE gas pipes, PVC water pipes, and concrete sewer pipe with CP1 trench. When
considering this configuration in urban planning, the global warming potential of
streets can be reduced by 23 %. The most impacting scenario included the following
practices: granite in sidewalks, LDPE in water supply pipes and HDPE in the sewer
system with PP2 trenches. Pavements and sidewalks are the most contributing
elements to the overall environmental burdens of streets, mainly because their exposition intensifies their maintenance.
Proper urban fabric design must consider three key aspects: the material selection,
lifespan and, in the case of subterranean networks, the installation procedures. First,
promoting cleaner production in the construction materials sector (e.g., granite
production, Mendoza et al. 2014b) is essential to reduce the environmental burdens
of constructive assets and achieve major environmental improvements at city level.
Second, lifespan must be included in the design parameters of long-term urban
planning. Third, the installation of subterranean networks has a relevant contribution to the total impacts and must be adapted to the technical and environmental
requirements of the construction site.
Studies that quantify the environmental burdens of urban elements provide basic
information for the decision-making process when environment is considered in
urban planning. Thus, the application of life cycle thinking implies the inclusion of
environmental criteria during the conception of cities. Towards a sustainable design
of cities, urban planning studies might also integrate the social and economic dimensions in the decision-making process. From a life cycle perspective, Social Life
Cycle Assessment (S-LCA) (UNEP/SETAC 2009) and Life Cycle Costing (LCC)
(ISO 2008) methods may provide a standard quantitative way to assess urban elements.
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Chapter 23

Implementing Life Cycle Engineering
in Automotive Development as a Helpful
Management Tool to Support Design
for Environment
Florian Broch, Jens Warsen, and Stephan Krinke
Abstract This chapter describes the implementation of life cycle engineering, a
life cycle management component that focuses on the environmental performance
improvement, in the context of automotive design for environment. The purpose of
life cycle engineering is to derive measurable technical targets from life cycle
assessment (LCA). This approach is described using the example of lightweight
design. The progress in this methodology is the ability to calculate measurable targets – such as weight reduction, fuel reduction on a vehicle level, or the amount of
secondary material – on the basis of LCA results. It is important to note that LCA is
not used here for comparing the environmental performance between competing
materials or technologies. Instead, life cycle engineering, as a helpful management
tool to support design for environment, shows the technical roadmap of measures
that must be taken in order to assure environmental progress over the entire life
cycle. In doing so, this tool supports putting life cycle assessment results into business practice.
Keywords Life cycle engineering • Automotive • Design for environment •
Lightweight design • Life cycle management

1

Introduction

Life cycle management (LCM) is a management concept used by businesses to
ensure a continuous sustainable performance improvement of their activities (UNEP/
SETAC 2009). It aims at minimize environmental and socioeconomic burdens in the
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entire life cycle of a product (Remmen et al. 2007). The mobility sector is a key
branch for the development of technologies that help to minimize environmental
impacts. For the Volkswagen Group, the motivation for this is not only driven by
external factors like environmental regulations, financial markets, customer requirements, competitors’ behavior and the volatility of energy and resource prices, but
also because, as a major automobile manufacturer, the Volkswagen Group takes seriously its responsibility for the sustainable development of the economy, the environment and the society. Based on this, the Volkswagen Group set itself the goal to
become the world’s most sustainable automobile manufacturer by 2018. In order to
achieve this, a set of ambitious environmental targets has been elaborated to be pursued continuously in different business units like technical development, production,
and sales division. The environmental strategy applies not only to all brands of the
Volkswagen Group in all regions, but also to the whole value chain.

1.1

Life Cycle Management at Volkswagen

The aim of life cycle management initiatives in general and environmental management in particular at Volkswagen is to continuously improve the environmental performance of both the company itself and of the products. Consequently, the
Environmental Strategy is based on four target areas: Top in intelligent mobility,
leaders in eco-friendly products, top in lifecycle-based resource conservation, and
consistent anchoring throughout the company (Fig. 23.1).
As leader in eco-friendly products Volkswagen is committed to reducing the CO2
output of the European new car fleet to emissions below the threshold of 120 g CO2/
km by 2015 and furthermore to 95 g CO2/km by 2020. Beyond and considering the
lifecycle-based approach regarding resource conservation, a holistic view on the full
lifecycle of the products is considered. This means that not only environmental
issues relating to products are addressed, but the minimization of environmental

Fig. 23.1 Volkswagen Group environmental strategy (Source Volkswagen AG 2013)
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impacts along the whole value chain is considered. The goal is to create products
that have better environmental properties over their entire lifecycle in comparison to
their predecessors. The tool chosen by Volkswagen to implement this approach is
life cycle assessment (LCA) in line with ISO standards 14040 and 14044 (ISO
14040: 2006, ISO 14044: 2006).

1.2

 ife Cycle Assessment as a Tool to Implement
L
Life Cycle Management at Volkswagen

The LCA is one of the LCM tools used by organization to understand the consequences of their business operations. The LCA methodology was first developed 30
years ago, and since then the technique has been practiced in many different product
fields. Early on, Volkswagen was engaged in this process and performed LCAs
aimed at optimizing products and processes ever since the early 1990s. As early as
1996, the company was the first carmaker to prepare and publish a life cycle inventory (LCI) for the Golf III (Schweimer and Schuckert 1996). In the following years,
LCIs were published for various vehicles of the Volkswagen Group (e.g., Schweimer
and Levin 2000).
Conducting LCAs at Volkswagen means to collect all the important facts over the
entire life cycle of a vehicle, component, or technology and back them up with relevant figures, e.g., the volume of raw materials, energy for production processes.
The data collection process is based on vehicle parts lists, material and weight information stored in the company’s own Material Information System (MISS), technical datasheets and drawings. For modeling the use phase, fuel consumption and the
resultant emissions are worked out based on the legally prescribed New European
Driving Cycle (NEDC). In addition, the amount of energy consumed during the
dismantling and/or recycling of the vehicle parts is calculated.
Since 2007 the Volkswagen brand consequently publishes Environmental
Commendations which inform customers and the general public about the ecological progress at life cycle level made by new models in comparison to their predecessor. These comparisons are based on detailed LCA studies which are certified by
independent auditors in accordance to 14040 (ISO 2006a) and 14044 (ISO 2006b).
By the end of 2013, Volkswagen Passenger Cars and Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles had published a total of 18 Environmental Commendations.

2

From Life Cycle Assessment to Life Cycle Engineering

Volkswagen uses the LCA methodology as an effective LCM tool to analyze the environmental profiles of products and processes and to identify ecological hotspots therein.
Based on this knowledge it is determined which improvements will have the greatest
effect and thus can develop targeted innovations. This is what is called life cycle
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engineering (LCE). It is one of the components of LCM. While LCM as a product
management system aims to improve the sustainability performance of a company
through minimizing environmental and socioeconomic burdens associated with an
organization’s value chain (Remmen et al. 2007), it has a narrower focus on the management and controlling of measures to improve the environmental profiles of a company’s products. It is a helpful management tool to support design for environment.

2.1

 uccess Factors for Life Cycle Engineering
S
Within the Company

The fundamental aim of life cycle engineering is the management and controlling of
measures for the improvement of the environmental profiles of products. However,
in order to implement and integrate LCE into corporate processes, there are some
key success factors to be considered:
Organization: In order to help assure a consistent implementation of life cycle engineering into the companies’ processes, the commitment of the top management
is crucial. Thus, the life-cycle based improvement of the vehicle fleet in terms of
environmental impact and resource conservation forms an integral part of
Volkswagen’s corporate policy and environmental strategy.
Analysis: The LCA methodology provides a comprehensive tool to both gain a
detailed insight in the environmental profile of a product and analyze the potentials for improvements. However, to be applicable, the LCA must be based on a
framework that ensures reliable and robust results derived within a reasonable
time frame, despite of the degree of complexity of the product under study.
Optimization: In order to transfer conclusions from the LCA into realistic and convertible improvements, it is necessary to translate the results into technical goals.
These have to be expressed in a form that is sufficiently specific to allow decisions and measures from an engineering point of view.
Communication: Environmental improvements in vehicles must be visible for customers and other stakeholders. It is therefore crucial to communicate about new
features and to inform customers and other relevant stakeholders about the activities and successes in developing environmentally friendly technologies and
products. For this purpose, the Volkswagen brand developed “Environmental
Commendations” (Warsen and Krinke 2012).

2.2

I ntegration of Life Cycle Engineering into Company
Processes

To successfully support the development of an ecologically advantageous new vehicle, it is crucial to obtain top management awareness and to implement life cycle
engineering in the company’s development processes.
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Most decisions affecting the environmental performance usually have a financial
impact on a vehicle project. Furthermore it is obvious that an environmental decision support should be implemented as early as possible in the development process. The earlier decisions can be supported, the more influence can be exercised.
Life cycle engineering is implemented in the environmental strategy of the
Volkswagen Group and in the environmental objectives for technical development
of the Volkswagen brand. These objectives are set and tracked by the environmental
officer during the development of a vehicle. With the goal in mind to develop each
model in such a way that, over its entire life-cycle, it presents better environmental
properties than its predecessor, the environmental officer is present in decisive
boards and supports decisions from the initiation of project on.

3

Automotive Life Cycle

Like many other products, the automotive life cycle consists of three main phases.
In the following the automotive life cycle is described based on the greenhouse gas
emission profile of a Golf VII, 1.6 TDI for an assumed running distance of
20,0000 km. Three phases are differentiated: production phase (20 % of GHG emissions), use phase (79 % of GHG emissions), and end-of-life phase (1 % of GHG
emission). The production phase covers the raw material extraction to semi-finished
products or components and finally the car’s production and assembly. Within the
production phase roughly 21 % of a car’s production CO2-eq. emissions are emitted
at Volkswagen plants. The other 79 % are emitted over the entire supply chain back
to the extraction of raw materials like iron ore for steel production or bauxite for
aluminum production (Fig. 23.2).
The use phase covers the tailpipe emissions (tank-to-wheel) as well as the emissions for fuel extractions and production (well-to-tank). At the end-of-life phase, the
vehicle is partly dismantled and then shredded for the reuse of the materials, which
accounts for around 1 % of the total greenhouse gas-emissions.
In accordance with the drivers for environmentally compatible product design,
the main effort is put into the reduction of emissions during the use.
This is achieved by developments like the electrification of the car, more efficient
combustion engines and complex emission control systems. Furthermore, the lowering of running resistances, like mass and aerodynamic drag, are addressed.
But these measures can also increase the emissions in production. This can result
in a shift of the hot spots within a car’s lifecycle. The usage of energy-intensive
technologies, like lithium ion accumulators or lightweight materials, can lead to a
higher burden in the production and recovery phase, combined with a lower burden
in the use phase.
Therefore the task for life cycle engineering is to assure that, in total, environmental impacts of cars over their entire life cycle is lower than that of their
predecessor.
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Fig. 23.2 Life cycle perspective: A car’s CO2 equivalents

3.1

Lightweight Design

Lightweight design is one relevant measure for lowering the car’s fuel consumption
and driving emissions, as the car’s mass has the biggest single influence on the running resistances. However, from an environmental life cycle perspective, it is crucial
to choose the “right” lightweight concepts and materials in order to avoid the shift
of environmental burdens (Warsen and Krinke 2012).
From the environmental point of view, a ground-breaking success factor for
lightweight design depends on the realization of secondary weight effects. Reversing
the spiral of increasing weight can and should lead to an adaption of powertrain
size. For example, the reduction of 100 kg in a car powered by a turbocharged petrol
engine results in a reduction of tailpipe-emissions by 3.6 g CO2/km, which is equivalent to a fuel reduction value (FRV) of 0.15 l/100 km. With an adapted powertrain
(adapted engine displacement and gear ratio), the improvement more than doubles
to 8.2 g CO2/km (Rohde-Brandenburger 2014). At this point it is important to bear
in mind that the choice of a powertrain is made on a vehicle perspective and depends
on the available powertrain portfolio (Krinke et al. 2010, p. 38).

3.2

Example: Hot Stamped Steel

Usually the most common way to assess the environmental impact of lightweight
design is the comparison of two materials in the context of a real application. On the
one hand the specific constraints and assumptions are set, but on the other hand the
assessment is not valid outside these constraints and assumptions.
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Fig. 23.3 Carbon footprint comparison: cold stamped steel vs. hot stamped steel

One good example is the analysis of hot stamped steels in comparison to
c onventional steel. Hot stamped steels are low-alloy steels with a special aluminumsilicon coating that is heated to 900 °C before the forming process. While the steel
is formed, it is hardened by cooling it down abruptly. Therefore the forming process
is clearly more energy-intensive than the conventional cold stamping process. The
advantage of hot stamping is the much higher strength of the steel part. This property enables thinner and lighter steels that still have the same or even better crash
performance than conventional steels. All in all, for an exemplary part, this results
in a weight reduction of 20 % and a corresponding lower demand for raw materials.
After considering the entire life cycle and the realized weight reduction, the hot
stamped steel is advantageous in comparison to the conventional steels as shown in
Fig. 23.3. Due to lower material demand and the resulting reduction for raw material extraction and steel production, in this case the lightweight alternative is at an
advance even before the first meters are driven with the car. With each driven meter
the lightweight effect can unfold on top.
Therefore hot stamped steel is a good example for lightweight strategy which
offers environmental advantage from the first mile on.

4

Analysis and Derivation of Measurable Technical Targets

The statement of more or less abstract results from different environmental impact
categories as a result of a LCA is barely promising. To enable change in development and to influence new developments, a derivation of measurable technical targets and indicators is needed. In addition, these targets must be based on crucial
success factors for LCE that considerably influence the vehicle’s environmental
impact. With an ideal conception, the targets can be used on a universal scale and
are not bound to specific concepts or assumptions.
Only technical targets in the language of the recipient can be used to support the
developers and decision makers in charge. Thus, the target will not be in direct
context of environmental impact categories like global warming potential (kg
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Fig. 23.4 Derivation of traffic lights from the life cycle illustration

CO2-equivalent) or photochemical ozone creation potential (kg ethene-equivalent),
but in the context of vehicle engineering like fuel consumption (liter per 100 km),
or mass reduction with lightweight design (necessary weight reduction in kg or %).
In addition to such use-phase-oriented targets it is useful to express targets in the
context of production engineering, too. Targets with a high influence factor can be
material efficiency or share of secondary material from closed-loop recycling.
A very intuitive form for the communication of targets can be the visualization
as traffic lights. The traffic lights are derived from the LCA-common life cycle
illustration to rate lightweight designs as shown in Fig. 23.4.
The green traffic light is reserved for the best case – an alternative design performing better than the reference right from production (as in the hot stamping
example). If the advantage is realized during use, for example by reduced fuel consumption, the alternative will be awarded the yellow traffic light. In this case there
will be a break-even at a certain kilometrage. However, if an alternative cannot show
its advantage over the use of the product phase, the red traffic light appears.
As this illustration is still linked to a specific part or situation, the illustration has
to be generalized. How a general approach looks like will be shown with the help of
the press hardening steel example.

4.1

Calculating Targets for Hot Stamped Steel

Lightweight design may be the ideal case to show the need of a general target and
illustration. The decisive factor to assess a design in advance is the weight reduction
in comparison to a reference. Usually this factor is not available until the design is
actually construed and the design process finished. To support the design from the
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beginning, a target value for a necessary weight reduction is required. How to
quickly calculate a target for lightweight design (wrel) is shown in Eq. (23.1):
wrel =

EIPa − EIPr
EIPa + EIRVLC

(23.1)

Thereby the environmental impact for the production of 1 kg of a reference material
(EIPr) and 1 kg of an alternative material (EIPa) plus an environmental impact
reduction value over life cycle (EIRVLC) is needed. This value reflects the reduction
of an environmental impact per km (e.g., g CO2/km) over an assumed running distance in km for a weight reduction of 1 kg.
The calculated target shows the relative weight reduction needed to perform better than the reference after the use phase, parallel to the transition of the yellow to
the red range shown in Fig. 23.5. With the ratio of EIPr to EIPa the value can also be
calculated for the transition from production to use (green to yellow range). These
calculations are conducted on the example of hot formed steel in comparison to cold
formed steel in crash applications for global warming potential.
With a typical weight reduction of around 20 % it is obvious that the technology in
this case is not critical and the hot formed part is in advance already after production.
Furthermore, developers and decision makers can easily see that a weight reduction of
less than 5 % is critical. In this case the savings in material and fuel do not compensate
the higher burdens of the hot forming process. A weight reduction between roughly
5 % and 10 % is sufficient to obtain an advantage over lifecycle but depends on the
usage of the vehicle. It may be appropriate to analyze this case in detail.
If a light weight alternative’s typical weight reduction is outside the desired
ranges, measures have to be considered to lower the environmental impact. Those
measures can be rated again with the illustration in Fig. 23.6.
A measure in the use phase, e.g., a powertrain adaption, and the resulting higher
fuel reduction, will cut the red range towards a lower necessary weight reduction.
The use of more secondary materials as a measure for lowering the impact in production would even expand the green range and thus enable the use of a lightweight
design even more. That is how the best and most efficient measures can be identified
and compared in a very neat way.

Fig. 23.5 Necessary weight reduction for a hot formed part in comparison to a cold formed part
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Fig. 23.6 Comparison of measure with target value in sight

5

Conclusion

The developed life cycle engineering approach is a helpful environmental management tool to support design for environment. The progress in this methodology is
the ability to calculate measurable targets – such as weight reduction, fuel reduction
on a vehicle level, or the amount of secondary material – on the basis of LCA
results. With the help of an example in lightweight design, the successful implementation and application of LCA derived technical targets in a company was shown. It
is important to note that LCA is not used here for comparing the environmental
performance between competing materials or technologies. Instead, life cycle engineering shows the technical roadmap of measures that must be taken in order to
assure environmental progress over the entire life cycle. In this way, life cycle engineering mainly focuses on the management and controlling of actions to improve
the environmental performance of products. Environmental performance improvement is key for a life cycle management initiative in a company.
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 24

Managing Life Cycle Sustainability Aspects
in the Automotive Industry
Marzia Traverso, Patrick Kim, Stefan Brattig, and Volkmar Wagner

Abstract An important target on the way to a sustainable development is ensuring
a more sustainable production and a reduced consumption of energy and material
resources. The automotive industry is considered one of the most strategic contributors to reach this objective. On the one hand, the automotive sector represents a
meaningful pillar for the economic stability and social welfare of several countries;
on the other hand, with its huge supply chain, it is often a cause of negative environmental as well as social impacts. In the past, the main focus was the reduction of
environmental impacts in the use phase first, and then along the entire life cycle.
More recently, the attention has moved to include the social performance according
to the three pillars concept of sustainability. If the target of achieving a more sustainable development is clear, the methodology and tools that should be used to
assess the sustainability performance of a vehicle along its life cycle still needs to
be settled. This chapter presents and discusses the benefits and challenges of methods and tools that have been used in the automotive industry.
Keywords Life cycle assessment • Life cycle costing • Life cycle management
• Life cycle sustainability assessment • Social hotspot database • Social life
cycle assessment • Social sustainability • Sustainability • UNEP/SETAC life
cycle initiative

1

Introduction

Since the publication of the Brundtland report (WCED 1987), a new concept of
economic development has been defined. According to it, a real long-term economic
growth cannot be achieved without the insurance of social equality and environmental protection. An overview of intervention areas towards sustainable development
were identified and reported by United Nations Secretary-General’s High-level
Panel on Global Sustainability in the report ‘Resilient People, Resilient Planet: A
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future worth choosing’ (UN 2012). The Panel’s list of sustainability actions to be
implemented consists of: eradicating poverty; reducing inequality and making
growth inclusive; making production and consumption more sustainable, combating climate change and respecting a range of other planetary boundaries; enabling
consumers to make sustainable choices and to advance responsible behaviour individually and collectively; managing resources and enabling a twenty-first century
green revolution in the fields of agriculture, energy and technology. Among these
challenges, the automotive industry can play a meaningful role along its whole supply chain in the achievement of more sustainable production and consumption. In
the past, the main focus was placed on the environmental performance of the vehicle with particular attention to the use phase. In recent years, thanks to the media
and non-governmental organizations, the interest in the social and working conditions of employees and the social impact on the local communities has been
increasing.
According to several scientific references the assessment of sustainability performance of a product can be obtained with the life cycle sustainability assessment
(LCSA) as defined in (Finkbeiner et al. 2010; Klöpffer 2008; UNEP/SETAC 2012):
LCSA  LCA  LCC  SLCA

(24.1)

This formal equation means that to assess the sustainability performance of the
product, we need to consider jointly the life cycle assessment (LCA) (ISO 2006),
the life cycle costing (LCC) (Schmidt 2003) and the social life cycle assessment
(SLCA) (UNEP/SETAC 2009) within the same or equivalent system boundary and
related to the same functional unit of the considered product.
If the formal definition of this method has found the agreement of the scientific
community, its implementation still presents a lot of challenges. These challenges
are particularly significant in the automotive sector where the product has a long and
complex life cycle and most of the experience has been matured for the assessment
of the environmental performances.
If we are looking at the life cycle of a conventional vehicle and its relative environmental impacts, the use phase still constitutes the major portion (Fig. 24.1). It
plays a meaningful role in the energy consumption and it has a direct economic
impact on the customer. With the past increase of crude oil prices, and the introduction of emission limits for the vehicles, the interest for less consuming and more
efficient cars has led most automotive companies to reduce the cars’ weight by
choosing lighter materials and to improve their efficiency in the use phase.
An example of a strategy to reach this target is the Efficient Dynamics strategy
developed and adopted by BMW Group. This includes improving the aerodynamics
of the vehicles, choosing lighter materials for reducing the tailpipe emissions and
fuel consumption, and introducing functions such as auto start/stop, air vent control
and brake energy regeneration (BMW Group 2010). Focusing the attention only on
the use phase has resulted in the reduction of the environmental impact this step of
the life cycle, but it does not necessarily improve the overall environmental
performance of the car. Indeed, when we introduce more light-materials, components
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Fig. 24.1 Global warming potential [CO2e] results along the vehicle life cycle at BMW Group

we often move the environmental impact from the use phase to the manufacturing
one. That is the main reason why BMW Group develops its vehicles based on a life
cycle philosophy.
If we consider a more comprehensive sustainability performance of a product
then the focus on only the environmental impacts, or even more so on just one environmental impact category, e.g. global warming potential (GWP) (IPCC 2001) is
not enough. Focusing the attention only on the reduction of CO2e leads to the usage
of more renewable raw materials in a product, but this can cause a negative impact
on biodiversity as well as generate competition with the food sector in developing
countries if not managed properly. Moreover, the agriculture sector is considered a
compartment with high social risks; in fact working conditions, wages, and human
rights are often social issues of this sector and must be evaluated.
A picture of the available and currently used techniques to assess environmental,
economic and social sustainability performances of a product are presented in this
chapter with their benefits and limits.

2
2.1

Assessing Sustainability Performance
Within a Vehicle Life Cycle
Life Cycle Assessment of a Car

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is recognized as a scientifically valid method for
assessing the environmental performance of a product and it is the only life cycle
technique which has been standardized so far (ISO 2006b: ISO 14040).
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The LCA according to the ISO 14040/44 (ISO 2006a: ISO 14040, ISO 2006b:
ISO 14044) is currently used at BMW Group as a supporting decision-making tool
in the development process of the car to orient designers and engineers towards
developing a car with a better environmental performance. The LCA is also used as
monitoring tool to check the product concept and its relative environmental impacts
in each phase of the development process.
Reduction targets for each environmental impact category can be established
according to the company and national strategy, and the relative improvements of a
car compared with its previous model can consequently be assessed and confirmed.
The main focus of the automotive sector is still on global warming potential (GWP)
(IPCC 2001) for the reduction of greenhouse gases along the entire life cycle of the
vehicle, but the other impact categories are monitored as well. Realizing a car with
a better LCA balance than its previous model is only possible by acting on the use
phase as well as in the manufacturing one. Examples of measures used at BMW
Group to reach a higher environmental performance are: use of more secondary
source of materials such as metals and thermoplastics, promotion of less energyintensive materials, components produced with renewable energy sources, and
improvement of the recyclability of the car’s components at the end of life (EoL).
According to the ISO 14040/44 (2006) you can carry out an LCA on a car and
obtain different results. This happens because the ISO 14040 and ISO 14044 (ISO
2006a: ISO 14040, ISO 2006b: ISO 14044) leave a lot of freedom and flexibility in
the implementation of the method; several parameters, such as system boundaries,
allocation criteria, data sources and database used can be established differently
case by case and can strongly affect the results. The important element for making
the LCA study valid is its transparency and the reproducibility of its implementation. Most LCA studies at BMW Group are used to support internal decision-making
processes and they contain confidential information that cannot be easily published.
In order to conform to the ISO 14044 regarding the reproducibility of the implementation, and to be able to use part of the LCA results in the company’s communication, it is necessary to ensure that the entire process, the data, the results and the
related communication material are validated and proofed by a third party certification office. This procedure is commonly used in the German automotive sector, and
the proliferation of different “certificates” has increased in the last few years. BMW
Group reports its LCA results in the Sustainability Value Report (BMW Group
2013), and with the Environmental Certification validated by TÜV SÜD (BMW
Group 2014).
Considering this, what are the further levers to improve the environmental performance of a vehicle?
If it is true that a reasonable improvement has been reached and is still ongoing
in the use phase, it is also true that more efforts have to be made to improve it by
considering the manufacturing phase. The manufacturing phase of a car includes all
phases from extraction of raw materials throughout the components’ production to
the assembly and manufacture of the car itself. The last part is normally directly
under the control of the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer), whereas the rest
is carried out by the upstream supply chain. The necessity to find new levers and
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new potentials in the supply chain has led to a push towards a more direct cooperation
with our suppliers for a more sustainable production. This is clearly a big challenge
in the automotive sector where the supply chain is long and complex and involves a
large number of actors. The approach used in this case can be very different company to company and from car to car. A proliferation of activities in sectors strongly
related with the automotive industry has started to improve the environmental and/
or sustainability performances and to harmonize the methodologies used. An example of these initiatives is the Aluminium Stewardship Initiative.
The Aluminium Stewardship Initiative (ASI) was launched in 2012 to foster
greater sustainability and transparency throughout the aluminium industry. It
involves several key industry players in the aluminium supply chain such as BMW
Group, Rio Tinto, Novelis, to name just a few (Aluminium Stewardship Initiative
2014). The main target of this initiative is to develop an Aluminium Stewardship
Initiative Standard to address the environmental, social and governance aspects of
the aluminium value chain. The ASI aims, by mobilising a broad base of stakeholders, to establish and promote responsible environmental, social and governance
practices across the aluminium value chain. Throughout this standard it will be possible to further support the closed-loop recycling process in the aluminium production system and the inventory data retrieval for a transparent LCA.
At BMW, the LCA is also often used as an assessment method to compare different mobility concepts: conventional and electro-mobility, public transportation, car
sharing. It is used to understand the potential impact of the development of one of
these concepts on a large scale or to compare concepts among one another towards
a more sustainable choice.

2.2

Social and Economic Performances

According to the definition of sustainability, economic and social factors should
also be considered to establish the comprehensive sustainability performance of a
product.
The economic performance in terms of the business case of a project/product is
always considered, but it does not necessarily follow the framework introduced by
the LCC (Swarr et al. 2011). LCC is defined as a compilation and assessment of all
costs related to a product for a specific stakeholder over its entire life cycle, from
production to use, maintenance and disposal (Swarr et al. 2011; Hunkeler et al.
2008). The life cycle costing implementation and results thus strongly depend on
the chosen stakeholder. Indeed different data should be collected if we want to consider the costs paid and revenues obtained by the manufacturing company or when
they are related to the consumer.
The LCC can also be used as a standalone method to assess economic and environmental performance of a product. In this case a monetization of the environmental externalities and economic costs is necessary. The monetization allows one to
translate the relative environmental impacts (externalities) into costs, for example
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the carbon taxes. In general, the life cycle costing is more used in terms of cost
engineering and it is performed by the industry with a different perspective than the
LCA to calculate the business case of the project/product.
The social impacts are usually considered in the industry at corporate level; this
means that social impacts are assessed per company and/or per each site of the company and usually the evaluation is extended only up to the first tier supplier.
This approach does not allow the integration of the results of the corporate social
performance in the evaluation of a more sustainable component or material. To
integrate the social considerations in the product development process, data on the
social impact of a product life cycle should be collected.
According to the definition of UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative, the SLCA is
defined as the assessment of social performance of a product along its life cycle and
by considering at least five stakeholder groups: workers, customers, local community, society, and value chain actors not including consumers (UNEP/SETAC 2009).
The SLCA is the youngest technique among the life cycle thinking approaches, and
even if an UNEP/SETAC guideline and the relative Methodological Sheets (UNEP/
SETAC 2013; Benoît-Norris et al. 2011b) to support LCA users in the implementation have been published, the scientific community as well as the industry has not
come to a complete agreement on several crucial points. Challenges of SLCA are:
selection and definition of a valid and commonly accepted set of indicators, availability of inventory data at product level, definition of pathways from inventory to
the impact assessment, and so on.
A big challenge is the necessity to collect primary data from company and local
communities. The only example of database developed according to the UNEP/
SETAC guideline is the Social Hotspot Database (SHDB) (Benoît-Norris et al.
2011a). This database uses a Top-Down Input/Output approach to derive the social
hotspot risk at country and sector level. The SHDB project offers an online database
that allows users to browse data on social risks by sector, country, or risk theme.
There are 227 countries and 57 economic sectors to choose from. The data comprehensively addresses social issues on human rights, working conditions, community
impacts and governance issues, via a set of nearly 150 risk indicators grouped
within 22 themes. Examples of sectors covered by the database are transport, transport equipment, motor vehicles and parts, and metal. It is clear that the SHDB can
be used to make a screening on the potential risks of these sectors by country, but
further efforts have to be paid for a primary data collection.
If on one hand, the scientific community is still debating the necessity and scientific validity of the social assessment at product level, on the other hand the media’s,
NGOs’, and customers’ concern about the consequences of buying a product that is
produced under bad social conditions is increasing.
No specific initiative has been made at product level from the automotive sector.
Most of the activities that have been developed are to improve the sustainability and
social performance of the supply chain, by identifying social hotspots. An example
of this initiative was the development of a common sustainability questionnaire
among the OEMs of the automotive sector to screen the sustainability performance
of the suppliers.
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The most recent industrial social assessment initiatives that have been developed
at product level are: the Roundtable of Product Social Metrics, Social Metrics for
chemical sector by WBCSD, and case studies conducted on the SLCA of electronics products by the Sustainability Consortium. There are no specific initiatives on
the SLCA from the automotive sector.
BMW Group is one of the founding members of the Roundtable of Product
Social Metrics. In 2013, for the first time, a group of companies decided to sit down
together and to define, based on the literature, the ILO Conventions and their strategy in order to develop a common methodology to assess social performance of a
product along its life cycle.
The project is now running the third phase and the main results of the previous
phases are included in the Handbook of Product Social Impact Assessment (Fontes
et al. 2014). Six case studies were realized, mainly among the Roundtable members,
to implement and validate the methodology presented in the handbook. This initiative, that also involved BMW Group, shows that the SLCA is a feasible and practicable methodology. The main challenge in its implementation is the necessity to
directly involve the entire supply chain to collect primary social inventory data.
Because these data are very sensitive, a strong cooperation and linking interests
between OEM (requesting the primary data) and each 1-tier supplier (data giver) are
necessary.
This challenge also existed for the environmental LCA 20 or 30 years ago, when
software and databases such as GaBi® (PE International 2010) and SimaPro® (PRé
Consultants 2013) were not available and performing an LCA of a product cost
significant effort in terms of time and money just to collect primary data.

3

Results and Discussion

The long walk to a more sustainable production and consumption is a trip that needs
to be taken by the actors of different sectors in a participatory and harmonized manner. The automotive industry can play a strategic role in creating this partnership
and cooperation and it will affect all sectors connected with the automotive one,
such as metals or electronics. Many challenges still have to be faced in moving
towards a comprehensive life cycle sustainability assessment of a vehicle and some
of them are methodological. A relative harmonized approach is used to assess the
environmental performance of a product along its life cycle according to ISO
14040/44. BMW uses the LCA not only for assessing its vehicles, but as a supporting tool to address choices and decisions along the entire development process,
from product concept creation to the vehicle’s start-of-production. Measurable targets for the full life cycle are identified and established in the earliest stages of the
development process. These are monitored and documented during vehicle development and the results independently certified as requested by the ISO 14040 standard. Therefore the LCA is mainly used as an internal supporting decision-making
tool towards a more sustainable production.
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The SLCA has taken the first step towards a more harmonized approach with the
Handbook of Product Social Impact Assessment, even if the scientific community
has not yet found a methodological solution for all implementation steps. Indeed,
according to the LCA approach, more efforts have to be made to develop characterization factors which allow the translation of the inventory indicators (such as
Living Wage and Working Hours) into the impact categories (Human Well-being, or
Human Dignity).
Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License, which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Chapter 25

Life Cycle Management as a Way
to Operationalize the Creating Shared
Value Concept in the Food and Beverage
Industry: A Case Study
Angela Adams, Urs Schenker, and Yves Loerincik

Abstract Nestlé is using life cycle management approaches to operationalize the
Creating Shared Value concept that is strongly promoted by the company. Following
the success of the implementation of PIQET, an LCA software for packaging
designers to integrate environmental criteria in their decision-making, Nestlé has
decided to develop a specific tool moving from packaging to product ecodesign
tool. This tool, EcodEX, is linked to the recipe system of the company to facilitate
the realization and improve the quality of LCA. The number of users has increased
to reach 700 people today. However, there have been many challenges to overcome,
such as: the availability and the management of inventory data, following-up the
latest methodology, as well as the training and education of users.
Keywords Creating Shared Value • Data development • Data management •
Ecodesign • EcodEX • Education • Life cycle assessment • Life cycle management
• Nestlé • PIQET • Training

1

Introduction

Systematically applying Creating Shared Value principles in practice and integrating them into the way a company is doing business is a huge challenge, and in some
cases, even a paradigm change. Life cycle management is an important and powerful approach that Nestlé uses to operationalize creating shared value.
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Nestlé adopted a simplified ecodesign approach early in the design phase since
many years through the implementation of PIQET (Karli et al. 2010), a tool that
optimizes the environmental performance of packaging. Since then, packaging
designers using life cycle assessment to support their design choices is significantly
increased.
Several studies (Humbert et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2013) have shown that in the
food and beverage industry the product itself generally dominates the impacts of
any life cycle assessment (LCA) and that, comparatively, packaging has a limited
impact on the environment. The resolution to expand the ecodesign approach to the
products was therefore an obvious decision for Nestlé. To do so, a new simplified
ecodesign tool, EcodEX (Schenker et al. 2014), has been adopted to evaluate the
current and new products, taking into account the whole life cycle, including consumer behavior.

2
2.1

Implementing EcodEX: A Product Design Tool at Nestlé
Initial Brief

Prior to the choice to develop a specific tool for product ecodesign, a detailed
requirement analysis was completed indicating that the ideal tool has to:
• Be user-friendly: because the users are not LCA experts and results must be
quickly generated at a moment’s notice, the tool has to be easy and quickly ready
for use.
• Be linked to Nestlé’s recipe management IT system in order to ensure high quality ingredient data, processing data and eventually other types of data, without
spending a lot of time on data collection.
• Give reliable results: although the tool is a simplified tool, the results must be as
robust as possible to support relevant decisions.
The direct benefits of implementing EcodEX include products with better environmental performances as well as conscious decision-making where a design alternative with a better environmental performance is selected (e.g., for reasons other than
environmental reasons, such as legal compliance, consumer preference or quality).

2.2

A Growing Number of Users

EcodEX (Selerant Corporation 2015) has been regularly used by the Nestlé R&D
community for approximately 1 year now. To date, approximately 700 users have
analyzed over 900 LCA scenarios. In addition, approximately 1,5000 packaging
scenarios which were generated using PIQET over the last 6 years are available. The
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results of these scenarios have influenced the development process of new products
in several ways:
A. If the environmental performance of the new design is of less quality than
before:
– Product designers may work on an alternative design that improves the environmental performance of the product. In the past, in the absence of EcodEX,
designers were not always aware that their designs had negative impacts on
the environment.
– The product development may be interrupted or stopped altogether because
environmental performance is of key importance to the business unit and
market. Without the information provided by EcodEX, decision-makers are
not in the position to take timely decisions in the earlier stages of the development process. In cases where LCA studies were performed by an external
consultant, the conclusions could not be implemented in the design process.
– A decision may be made where the project goes ahead despite the adverse
environmental effects because of other criteria such as consumer preference,
nutrition, quality, or legal requirements. In this case, EcodEX provided all
information available for the decision making process and may lead to follow-up projects in order to improve.
B. If the environmental performance of the new design improves, the results can be
shared internally to gain support for the new product development. This may
result in a faster adoption of the product, or the use of the product in other markets. Many EcodEX users consider the tool to be very useful to address upcoming needs for consumers.
The main objective of the ecodesign process is to ensure that the environmental
performance of Nestlé’s products is taken into account in internal decision-making.
An added benefit is that the process identifies external communication opportunities. If in line with the brand positioning, such external communications can be
achieved through comprehensive life cycle assessments with external consultants,
because EcodEX does not comply directly with the requirements of the ISO 14040/
14044 standards (ISO 14040 2006) for external communication of comparative
assertions, given third party critical reviews are not part of the system. This may be
a future development.

2.2.1

The Tivall Example

Tivall is a Nestlé brand that offers healthy and nutritious meat substitute products.
Tivall products have been specifically developed to be nutritionally balanced and to
be a complete source of protein fortified with nutrients that may otherwise be lacking in a meat-free diet. The Tivall range is mainly based on soya and wheat
proteins.
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Nestlé has used environmental LCAs to compare the environmental performance
of a Tivall vegetarian burger (Hälsans Kök) with a conventional meat burger. The
results show that the vegetarian Tivall burgers have a considerably improved environmental performance for all indicators compared to conventional meat burgers.
The greenhouse gas emissions, for instance, are approximately 80 % lower. The
results show that the vast majority of environmental impacts of the beef burger are
related to beef production. For the vegetarian burger, distribution also plays a relatively important role (in addition to the ingredients), because they are distributed
while frozen.
The example illustrates that healthy and tasty vegetarian dishes can play an
important role in improving the environmental performance of nutrition. Given the
evidence for this and other similar studies, Nestlé has launched several R&D projects to further investigate new sources of protein with improved environmental
performance.

2.2.2

Increasing Internal Knowhow

Another key benefit of EcodEX is that product designers’ understanding of sustainability is greatly increased as they have been trained to do the environmental assessments themselves, rather than picking up the information from LCA reports or
being informed about the results and recommendations. At Nestlé, it can very
clearly be seen that a systematic and holistic value chain approach is used. This
takes into consideration responsible sourcing, ingredients, processing, distribution,
consumer use processes, and food waste across the entire cycle, rather than only
packaging and transportation distances as was the main focus at the beginning of the
sustainability journey of Nestlé.
Life cycle management at Nestlé played an important role in expanding the
scope of the eco-design from packaging to the full product life cycle and in the
implementation and deployment of EcodEX tool across whole Nestlé. The training
has been systematically organized and has a strong influence.

2.3

Challenges

The development and implementation of a tool like EcodEX faces many challenges.
They can be classified into four main areas: methodology, data, technical, and training. With the exception of technical challenges that will not be addressed in this
chapter, hereby we briefly describe the remaining challenges that are very much
related to the nature of LCA.
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Methodology

The importance of life cycle assessment for external communication is likely to
increase in the future. While EcodEX is intended for internal decision-making, consumer communication teams may want to use the results for external communication as well. Therefore, it is important that the methodology in the tool is as closely
aligned with externally-developed methodologies as possible. This is not a straightforward task because external methodologies are subject to change and not all
requirements are known in sufficient detail. The ISO 14040 sets the frame, and the
ENVIFOOD protocol (Food SCP RT 2013) gives additional specifications for the
food and beverage sector. With the on-going Product Environmental Footprint
(PEF) initiative at the European level (European Commission 2013), a series of
Product Category Rules (PCR) will be considered in the tool development. A technical constraint for the tool is therefore able to follow the rapid evolution of the
methodology.

2.3.2

Data

There are about 10,000 of ingredient specifications in the recipe management system. These specifications had to be matched with a reduced number (couple hundred) available life cycle inventory (LCI) datasets. The need for representative data
is critical. Until very recent, the access to good quality LCI profiles was an issue in
the food and beverage sector. To address this challenge, Nestlé partnered with external stakeholders to initiate the World Food LCA Database, a multi-company and
authority-initiative, led by the consulting firm Quantis, and the research center
Agroscope, to mutually develop quality food data (Peano et al. 2012). This project
will lead to the development of hundreds of specific LCI profiles in the field of food
and beverage, feeding EcodEX, and increasing the accuracy of LCAs. Other database projects such as Agri-footprint have also produced datasets, leaving us with the
challenge of data harmonization (methodology, format).
Both the evolution of the methodology and the generation or use of new data
leads to two main challenges. The first, which has been briefly discussed above, is
to ensure that the tool is capable of following the evolution of methodologies and
updating data. The second challenge is to make sure that the process to update and
deploy these changes is compatible with the way the tool is used. In particular, an
update could have an influence on a decision that is currently being taken or has just
been taken by a designer. This therefore implies having a tool to manage data,
including quality guidelines or a validation process, for instance, as well as a process to test, update, inform, and support users. Nestlé has developed its own data
management guidelines and has a data quality manager.
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Training and Support

Last but not least, users have to be extensively trained to gain the necessary understanding on sustainability and life cycle assessment, which inevitably requires time
and significant resources. Most users have a background in nutrition, food science,
process engineering, or packaging technology, which provides them valuable insight
in their focus area. In order to be able to make meaningful decisions on the environmental impacts of the products they develop, they need to expand their skill sets to
include this topic. It cannot be expected that the quality of the assessments is comparable to that of a trained LCA specialist at the beginning. Nestlé has trained the
designers with the LCP board game, a “serious” game to learn about the concept of
life cycle assessment that has proven to be very powerful (Fig. 25.1). But an initial
training course is not sufficient. Practice and frequent use of the tool, along with

Fig. 25.1 The LCP board game is the ideal tool to educate employees to life cycle thinking and
life cycle assessment
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ongoing training through webinars (conference calls with desktop-sharing) and a
review of the studies performed ensure that EcodEX users will perform high quality
assessments over time.
Another challenge that had to be addressed is the reliability of a simplified ecodesign tool and level of confidence on its outcomes. To verify this, Nestlé decided
to evaluate the outcomes of EcodEX against stand-alone LCA case studies.

3

Conclusion

Nestlé’s objective was to deploy an ecodesign approach for the development of new
products. So far it is a success considering the numerous studies that have been
performed and the way the tool has influenced designers’ decisions accounting for
environmental criteria. A technical solution alone, i.e. a tool, is, however, not sufficient to guarantee the success of such a sustainability project. Nestlé’s eco-design
initiative requires a transversal approach involving diverse teams. Life cycle management ensuring collaboration between different departments within the company
and with stakeholders outside the organization is key to implement and sustain such
an initiative. Sustainability will certainly be a key differentiator in the coming years,
and it is very likely that today’s active and engaged companies will have the best
tools to be the leaders of tomorrow.
Continuous improvement of Nestlé’s environmental performance is challenging
and requires a holistic, interdisciplinary, and collaborative approach. A tool like
EcodEX combined with appropriate internal business processes provides a very
strong base to achieve this.
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